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Abstract

This research outlines the theoretical positions of Pierre Bourdieu's

structuralist

constructivism and Fredrik Barth's generative transactional ethnic process in relation to
the social practices, identity constructions and community formations of first generation
migrant Muslim and Latina/Hispanic groups. It is proposed that although each theory
appears to oppose the other, they can be synthesised to form a reflexive, mutually
supportive, and flexible discursive theoretical framework that can be effectively applied
to the process of migration and its resultant social formations.

The research theoretically considers the social delineation of such groups, the internal
processes of group formation, and the significance of wider points of identity and
belonging within group construction. It is found that the experiential process of migration
is of primary importance within the internal organisation of both groups. It is also found
that the significance of migration is only made meaningful in relation to the current
social world that both groups exist within and and the subjective meanings of individuals
collected within each group. Such subjective elements of knowledge often focus upon
points of origin and current manifestations of identity.

The research is based upon 12 months of residential fieldwork
participant observation and various forms of interviewing.
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using methods of

Introduction

"Our previous sense of knowledge, language and identity, our peculiar
inheritance, cannot be simply rubbed out of the story, cancelled. What we
have inherited - as culture, as history, as language,as tradition, as a senseof
identity - is not destroyedbut taken apart, openedup to questioning,rewriting
and re-routing. The elementsand relations of our languageand identities can
neither be put back together again in a new, more critically attuned whole,
is
inhabit
be
denied.
The
open, full of gaps:
we
now
zone
nor
abandonedand
an excessthat is irreducible to a single centre, origin or point of view. In
theseintervals, and the punctuation of our lives, other stories, languagesand
identities can also be heard, encountered and experienced...the `I' is
in
in
the world"
being
formed
and reformed
such movement
constantly
(Chambers1994p.24).

The focus of this researchconcentratesupon the movement of people as first generation
transnational migrants to their present position of British national belonging in
Bournemouth; a considerably `English' southern-coastal town in Dorset. Once a
has
town
that
late-Victorian
and
a
still
resort,
seaside
a strong
prosperousand exclusive
identity with its past, Bournemouth is experiencing a relatively new processof incoming
international and intra-national migration that is stimulating civic, political, and social
reflections into its past and presentconstructionsof communal and urban identity.

To shift attention directly to the focal point in this research, the lives of local first
generationmigrants also exist in a state of ongoing comparative reflection that oscillates
between past and present sites of belonging and identity based upon their routes of
migration from origins to presentlocation. Their notions of community and social group
formation lay at the centre of the empirical attention of this research. The evidence
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gatheredwill be used to critically evaluatethe two major theoretical positions considered
within this research.

The aims and objectives of the research

"One of the major concerns of ethnology... (is) to delineate signifying spaces in the
world, societies identified with cultures conceived as complete wholes: universes of
meaning, of which the individuals and groups inside them are just an expression,
defining themselves in terms of the same criteria, the same values and the same
interpretation procedures" (Auge 1995 p. 33).

"Contemporary research on culture, social integration and disintegration is in a
complex sense connected with a fundamental ethnocentric world view. Cultural
processes are, on the whole, regarded as one-sided adaptations of something
completely deviant or foreign to somethingimplicitly normal, homogeneouslynational
includes
is correspondingly determined in terms of a
What
`culture'
and modem.
narrow and statically defined ethnicity. In this way important dynamic aspects of
modem integration processesin the multi-cultural society are left unobserved"(Alund
1994p.57).

For this researchsuch considerationsand reflections could be dwelt upon in the terms of
Auge's concise outline of historically establishedethnological frames of reference, as
detailed above. However, this would incur a close sailing towards Alund's warned
ethnocentricities; to re-energise relatively closed notions based upon false social
dichotomies of `our' culture, `their' place of belonging, and other such clear distinctions
of social division. These notions essentialisefirm and permanent concepts of nation,
society, culture, identity and ethnicity; arranging evidence into classifications of
belonging. Conversely, other perspectivessteer attention to the fluidity
of contradictions,
tensions, meaning-making processesand experiencesthat can be found to exist within
migrant accounts of their past movement towards, and subsequentongoing residence
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within present social spaces(Chambers 1994, Alexander 1996, Baumann 1996, Fortier
2000). In this more fluid framework the researcheris forced to focus upon the processes
of changeand revision that exist in the migration experience.

A study of migration forces a research focus upon what changes and what stays the same;
stasis and change; boundary fluctuation and reinforcement; people and ideas in movement
juxtaposed against deeply rooted ideas and people in sedentary locations. This suggests
that a focus upon structural durability is very much required but, in effect, the interactions
between such structural divisions tend to demand a critical interaction between these and
the fluidity

of notions proclaimed within Chambers' (1994) view of an unstructured,

open, unfilled, fluid, and perpetually re-forming social world. It is within this social world
locate
the migrant making sense of the social world
that
one
can
of structure and agency
based upon the subjectivities of experience, identity, and interaction with social others.

On the basis of wishing to explore both structure and agency within migration, and for the
desire to maintain open and reflective theoretical bases of investigation, this research
frames itself within a juxtaposed, but interactive, theoretical fusion of Bourdieu's theory
of structuralist constructivism

and Barth's theory of generative transactional ethnic

process.

It is argued that structuralist constructivism aligns itself to the structuralist separations
detailed in Auge's and Alund's aforementioned statements,whilst Barth's generative
transactional ethnic process aligns itself with Chambers' (1994) perspectives. It is
proposed that although each theory appearsto critique or undermine the other, they can
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be fused together to form a synthetic and flexible discursive theoretical framework that
can be effectively applied to the processof migration.

The theoretical fusion that is undertakenprovides a potentially fruitful overall theoretical
framework through which the process and significance of migration can be both
objectively and reflexively analysed.Therefore, by refusing to keep the two theoretical
fully
be
that
this
migration cannot
sets of perspectivesseparate
researchcomprehends
explained from separatedtheoriesbasedupon `structure' or `agency' delineation.

Bournemouth

and migration

Bournemouth is unfamiliar with overseas migration even though the resort has had
100
However,
it
for
diaspora
Jewish
European
years.
over
was not
previous phases of
until the late 1970's that the town began to witness a wider variety of cultures moving
into its area. This research originated through an interest in studying migration outside of
the dominant research attention upon Britain's cities. In other words, this research seeks
to widen the contextual vision of migration as only being relevant to a relatively limited
number of Britain's major cities. As such, this study remains original in this context of
focus whilst also contributing to the debates upon what stimulates ethnic group formation,
or why ethnic groups do not always form along nodes of settlement linked to migration
routes.
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From its outset the researchintended to focus upon more than one epistemic community
in order to investigate the relational nature of group formation alongside variability of
other involved processes such as community formation, identity locations, and the
variable role of cultural knowledge and practice. By doing so, this extendsinvestigation,
theoretical analysis, and conclusions beyond the orthodox researchpractice of limiting
migration researchselectively into only one community. As such, it attempts localised
comparativestudies;a researchorientation that is rarely undertaken(Baumann 1996).

In order to achieve research intentions the following aims and objectives have been
developedand expandedfrom earlier stagesof researchdevelopmentto address;

1. The delineation of signifying social spacesvia Pierre Bourdieu's conceptsof
`habitus', `field' and `distinction' linked to cultural meaning and practice
linked to social group formation and reproduction.
2. How the overlapping and exchangeof culture and the generationof hybrid
forms of knowledge and action within social spaces,linked to Barth's theory
fused
be
transactional
and
studied
of generative
with (1),
ethnic process,can
above.
3. How migration enablesa critical insight into (1) and (2), above,via a study of
how groups and individuals inside `national' social spacesmay both align to,
and disaggregatefrom, `national' and other sourcesof culture and identity.
4. What, within the process of migration, are the relationships between ethnicity
and community formation and how can these processes be located in the local
community?

5. What changesand what staysthe samewhen people migrate and reside in a
new `national' locality?
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The content of the research

The researchdocument is divided into three sections. Section 1 provides explanation of
the theoretical perspectiveswith primary focus upon the works of Pierre Bourdieu and
Fredrik Barth.

Section 2 commences with a reflexive discussion of the methods used in terms of
gathering evidence. It then produces a broad and general range of background
information that contextualises the research in terms of the locality of Bournemouth. This
section does not directly address the aims and objectives listed above, but instead
constructs a broad base of concepts and gathered evidence that are relevant to them.
Muslim

and Latina/Hispanic

migration

and resultant community

formations within

Britain and Europe are detailed.

Section 3 is the main findings section of this research. It concentratesupon the two
lives
the
the
study;
of
groups of people within
and meanings of
overall empirical scope
Muslims and Latina/Hispanics. This section is the main theoretical development of the
research,with each chapter addressingone or more of the above aims and objectives via
the analytical engagementof both theory and ethnographicevidence.The final chapterof
this section concludesthe research.

Section 1: Theory

Chapter 1 introduces conceptualdebateswithin key areasof ethnic theory with linkages
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being made to the process of migration via a comparative literature discussion. Initial
introductions
intentions
to
to
the
theoretical
this
as
are
research
connections
made
main
of
chapter 2. Chapter 2 details
constructivism

and evaluates Bourdieu's

alongside an investigative

theory

of

evaluation of Fredrik Barth's

structuralist
generative

transactional ethnic prosess and the dynamics of group formation. Key areas are critically
analysed to tease out the strengths and weaknesses of each approach. The chapter refuses
to develop an antagonistic and adversarial stance between these two main research
theories by insisting that any apparent divergences can be used to mutually compliment
the inherent limitations of each theory if held in isolation.

Section 2: Background as context

This section begins to introduce evidence gathered from fieldwork. In order to do this
effectively chapter 3 concerns itself with methodology and reflexive discussion of the
methods used to gather evidence. Chapter 4 is an introductory overview of both Muslim
and Latin American/Hispanic migration into the UK with comparative connections being
made to relevant parts of Europe for the Latina/Hispanic focus of this research. Chapter 5
introduces the wider research scope of Bournemouth's community which assists in the
contextualisation of the two community groups under specific study in this research.

Section 3: The research as evidence and theory
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Chapter 6 considers the Muslim population of Bournemouth as being comprised of three
fields of practice. It proposes that the Muslim fields are mutually interdependent and
together form an overall community that is an integral part of a wider local community.
The internal processes of each field are detailed, delineated, and evaluated alongside the
provision of ethnographic evidence and linkages to comparative studies for the purpose of
critical analysis. The chapter provides a critical evaluation of the role of Islam. The
community appears as a permanent, durable construction and seems to fit Bourdieu's
theory of structuralist constructivism. However, this `apparency' is considered within
analytical debate in order to open some lines of debate for future consideration. Certain
themes in this chapter are carried forward into the next chapter before an overall
in
both
the wider community is drawn.
communities
conclusion on

Chapter 7 concentratesupon comparative evidence from Latin American and European
Spanishfirst generationmigrants. The theme of community is again explored. Contrary to
the Muslim evidence,it is found that structuralist constructivism does not clearly fit the
evidenceproduced. Although some similarities appearbetween both communities, there
are also significant differences. Indeed, this community appearsto be constructedmore
around Barth's conceptof transactionalethnicity. The analysis concludeswith discussion
betweenboth communities.

Chapter 8 narrows the ethnographic focus by shifting its attention from the construction
of `community' to the construction of `home'. Evidence presented extends the previous
two chapters by considering both the alignment to, and disaggregation from, national
points of recognition as being `home'. Identity emerges as a key theme connecting back
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into theories of ethnicity. The evidence also enables a clear focus upon what changes and
what stays the same in terms of identity and culture linked to home and family. The
supplied evidence is generated from both Muslim and Latina/Hispanic sources. Despite
previous evidence linking to both structuralist constructivism and transactional ethnicity,
the material discussed here tends to align more towards the latter rather than the former in
terms of Muslim notions of home, with Latina/Hispanics again converging upon Barth's
perspectives. The final sections of the chapter introduce the role of family life. This adds
a connecting line of investigation that is concentrated upon the the following chapter as
the material turns its attentions upon gender and group formation.

Chapter 9 assists the connection of all previous chapters in this section by focussing upon
identity.
formation
It
the
migration
within
context
of
and
re-visits
gender and community
the material on Muslim community to propose that gender dynamics are important
identities
in
investigating
Latina
in
before
life
UK,
the
the
gendered
of
role
and
aspects of
Hispanic processes of identity formation.

Chapter 10 concludes the provision

by
focussing
evidence
ethnographic
upon
of

structuralist constructivism's concept of `distinction' and Barth's considerations of group
maintenance linked to ethnic `boundary' construction. It appears that Bourdieu's focus
upon

fields

and distinction

is

limited

in

terms of

supportive

from
evidence

Latina/Hispanics, but remains at least partly reinforced by Muslim evidence. However, in
from
previous chapters, the Muslim community is
alignment with evidence and analysis
concluded as being in greater proximity

with Bourdieu's

formation.
social group

Evidence and analysis from previous chapters is also incorporated to give weight to the
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Barth's
is
in
Latina/Hispanic
the
that
with
alignment
community
greater
conclusion
concept of ethnic group.

Chapter 11 closes the research by proposing that there is little evidence to uphold one
theoretical position in favour of the other in a clear and conclusive manner. The research
concedes that dimensions of each theoretical approach to social group formation and
maintenance are relevant when considering the influence and complexity of migration.
As such, it is agreed that both sets of perspectives should be reflexively used together in
be
far
that
to
of
propositions
can
set
more objective and comprehensive
order
create a
influences
first
its
to
the
upon
of
migration
generation
and
resultant
experience
applied
community and social group manifestations.
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Section 1

The theory

Chapter 1

Migration,

ethnicity, and theory

After situating this research and discussing migration, this chapter will proceed through a
discussion about the problems of theorizing ethnicity in relation to general internal and
external processes which structure ethnic groups. Consideration will also be given to the
inter-relationship between the group and those on the other side of its `boundary' (Barth
1969 1994 2000). The notion of an ethnic group as a `community' of people will also be
investigated along with various dimensions of ethnicity by exploring the notions of
belonging, identity and culture. The aim here is to locate general perspectives that can be
critically considered for potential fusion with Bourdieu's structuralist constructivism in
relation to social group reproduction and Barth's more agency-focussed situationalist
theory of transactional ethnicity. Chapter 2 will discuss these areas in greater detail.

Migration and the social politics of representation: Why study the experience
of migration?

To study migration affords a researchopportunity to consider one of the major concerns
of social anthropology; "to delineate signifying spacesin the world, societies identified
with cultures conceived as complete wholes: universes of meaning, of which the
individuals and groups inside them are just an expression,defining themselvesin terms
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(Auge
1995
interpretation
the
the
the
procedures"
same
values
and
same
same
criteria,
of
p.33).

The `migrant' has a seemingly insoluble and fluctuating relationship with the `nation'
(Clifford

1992 Rex 1997 Anwar 1998 Castles 2000 Alexander 2000 pp. 1-25). All that

has been historically incorporated into national cognitive structures and practice over
what may amount to centuries of bounded experience becomes levelled against the
incoming migrant in a process of assimilation, integration or exclusion. As such,
influence
`problematic'
been
being
has
upon the
as
a
negative
recognised
migration
often
formation of national identity and the nationally enclosed geopolitical social space within
national borders.

Migrant peoples are often perceived and classified as being symbolic

`outsiders',

`foreigners', `aliens', `strangers', or `guestworkers'; all symbolic terms of difference,
separateness, and distinction from the national `us' (Alund 1997 Mandel 1996 Castles
2000 Amit 2002). Despite these negative symbolic stigmata of national perceptions,
migrant peoples have effectively

shaped history, changed societies, and have to be

located as being the physical bearers of a `mobile infinity of tactics' (Chambers 1994).
The migrant becomes a source of hope for some, or a source of threat or locus of blame
for others. Many have argued that the migrant is ignored as an invisible entrant into a
game that was once perceived to be essentially that of only one national group (Baumann
1999). The migrant constantly emerges on the pages of recent European national
histories, and therefore the face of the new Europe, as being the embodiment of what was
once, and still is to some visions, the `outsider', the `degenerate', the `unwanted', the
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`alien', the `ethnic', the `underclass', and the `racial' (Dale 1999, Cartea & Gomez
1997). In contradiction to such negative symbolic categories of recognition, migration
brings about social change on both sides of any boundary as the familiar `near' and the
once unfamiliar `elsewhere' interact together to blur, or to reinforce, or to alter, or to
exclude cultural differences.

In modem liberal democracies it can no longer be assumed that certain ethnographic
territories have privilege

over others founded merely upon longevity

of historical

residency, or that specific cultural differences bounded within any particular cognitive or
physical spatial areas demarcate any particular social whole (Barth 1994, Auge 1995,
Okely 1996 Baubock 1996). Many have argued in support of the latter position, mainly
for the reason that the migrant `outsider' is now an established part of the social present
as an active contributor to the multicultural

whole (Lewis

1994 1997 Eade 1995

Baumann 1996 Anwar 1998). As such, both ethnic groups and communities formed out
of routes of migration are active and creative points of emergent variation and integration
of mutliplicity

within society. Moreover, such social groups should be studied and

understood as being part of the national social world on their own terms of meaning and
construction, rather than only in relation to majority national concerns and systems of
classification that are historically imbued with a consensual `majority' construction of
meaning (Heller 1996 Zolberg 1996 Modood 1997 Baumann 1999).

As such, it may be the case that the cultural flow of people across national borders
contributes to a reflexive open-ended interpretive process that enables national identity
and belonging to become more flexible (Barth 1994 Hannerz 1996 Wicker 1997). This
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may well function to the point that the very essence of a nation state undergoes some
form of internal alteration (Wicker 1997). These conditions of change are evident in the
reproduction of attitudes within everyday encounters with cultural practices (Bourdieu
1979/1984) that resonate into the practices of the nation state (Baubock et al 1996
Alexander 1996 pp. 32-61). Established territories become altered from within, forcing
new structures and new imaginations about what is the locale, what is the nation State,
and what do their political activities actually address. Migration, therefore, has the
potential to thrive at the centre of such imaginative social creativity from the point of
identity construction.

It is generally acceptedthat different groups of people respond to migration in very
particular and different ways. This variance may be stimulated from very different
patterns of out-migration from a homeland, the ways in which `host' societiesreceive
incomers,and the particular reasonsfor migrating. For example,asylum seekersmay be
viewed in a more positive political and social light than other kinds of migrant; especially
in comparisonto thosestigmatisedasbeing `economic' migrants, or majority distinctions
may be allocated in accordancewith variations in the migrant's social and economic
backgrounds(Cartea & Gomez 1997). Also, different cognitive frames of reference,as
belief systemsand attitudes,may influence different patterns of behaviour that may be
actively used to reinforce durable boundaries of distinction (Carens & Williams 1996
Baumann 1999).Nor can it be overlookedthat such factors also impinge upon the group
when located within the society migrated into as each political State, along with their
diverse institutions in civil society, will view both the
migrant and multicultural society
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idiosyncratic
Heller
1996
Zolberg
historically
(A.
Smith
1995
D.
constructed
vision
with
1996Rex 1997Alexander 2000), but with a keen focus upon `race' in the UK.

The research contends that ethnicity should not be confused with `race'. Often subsumed
by the discourse of `race', ethnicity

is significantly

distinct

from the semiotic

explanations of `colour', or `phenotype', or `blood' that still haunt political, legal and
scientific discursive practices in Britain. `Race' remains essentially biological, significant
by its placing of symbolic meanings of distinction upon flesh, bone and corporeal tissues,
whilst ethnicity subsumes arrays of symbolic meanings beyond these. Having said this,
boundary
be
between
`race'
the
to
occasion,
may,
on
ethnic
used
mark
one
of
markers
is
(Waliman
1978
1986).
do
Ethnicity
to
more
with the collective
and
another
group
cultural ways of a particular

people, rather than with

their biological

attributes

(A. D. Smith 1992). Therefore, ethnic groups appear to be bound together by a sense of
ethnic togetherness rather than the superficialities of a shared colour of skin.

In biological terms people, for example, can be born 'Iraqi' but their ethnicity is always
constructed beyond their roots of origin (Roosens 1989 p. 19). For others, biological
`purity'

may be significant within

some cultural practices, or within

certain racist

endeavours from either scientific sources of knowledge (Roosens 1989pp.41-42 118), or
ethno-nationalistic discourse (Bowman 1996 Llobera 1997). Through certain visions,
ethnicity is sometimes perceived to be somehow 'primitive' by implication

(Roosens

1989). Linked to this, others have argued that ethnicity is perceived to be inherently antimodern or pre-modern (A. D. Smith

1992). More

value-free positions

offer the

perspective that ethnicity is not simply a remnant of the past and its `traditions' (A. D.
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Smith 1995), but more of a reflex-product of the present inequalities existing within
1994).
1969
Barth
(Roosens
1989
relations
contemporarysituational conditions of social
As such, ethnicity enables the primary building blocks of localised community
formation.

Viewing migration from the migrant's perspective

As this research fundamentally considers the emergence of social groups from routes of
initially
logical
it
to
seems
migration

from
the
the
of
ethnogenesis
process
consider

is
formations.
As
interaction
there
that
no
stimulate ethnic
original points of social
in
is
form
there
also
single
and
uniform
process
of
ethnogenesis
no
of ethnicity,
universal
begin
to reproduce themselves
how
to
and
and why ethnic groups emerge
relation
(Roosens 1989 p. 149). As with all ethnic features, ethnic belonging, inter-ethnic relations
from
different
in
forms,
interactions
different
situational stimuli,
commence
and
come
1989).
Roosens
2000
for
different
(Barth
1981
and reproduce
reasons

This research intends to use its bi-focal Muslim and Latina/Hispanic group ethnographic
internal
facets
data
through
a
wider
range
which
of
of
evidence as primary sources of
group formation

and experience can be compared and contrasted. The theoretical

discussion of this research can therefore take place in a more reflexive manner in order to
evaluate the potential relevance of two different theoretical stances to the experience of
migration and the resultant social impacts upon `locality' from the migrant perspective
(Jacobson 1998).
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Roosens (1989) argues that theoretical considerations of ethnicity will remain inherently
partial if one does not attempt to make much sense of the objective and subjective
conditions of ethnic existence if one cannot comprehend where, when and why ethnicity
forms out of lived experiences. Despite this, generalising theory can explain, study, and be
applied to ethnicity despite historical and cultural differences. Indeed, theory can locate
and focus upon the same core phenomena existing between differing ethnic groups and
differing ethnic features (such as identity, belonging and the role of culture). However,
because it seeks objective anchors, theory cannot locate itself in arguments of subjective
differences. As ethnicity often contains many subjective differences (Jacobson 1998),
theory tends to reinforce its own opinions upon what people say is real (de Certeau 1984
has
62).
In
theory
this
a place within the subjectivities of ethnicity but its place is
sense,
p.
limited. On the one hand, one cannot lapse into pure objective explanations without
running the risk of partial understanding or, even worse, the theoretical reification of
real-life experiences. On the other hand, one cannot lapse into pure subjectivism without
running the risk of ignoring the objective structures within which real-life experiences
occur.

Disparate individuals collected together from different migration routes can syncretise
into new groups via the mutual creation and reproduction of an idealized and sharedpast
its
individual
do
even
when
constitutive
members
not share the same 'objective'
historical past (Gilroy 1987 Yelvington 1991). They may not share a definitive array of
sharedcultural practices (Barth 1969, Anwar 1998, Oller 2000) but are still be able to
cohere a sense of grouped identity in the present based upon common themes of
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experience that influence their present-day collective identity (Alexander 1996 Barth
2000). Ethnogenesisis thereforerelational in construction and highly situational.

It can, therefore, be argued that ethnicity is difficult

to generalise upon. In this sense,

ethnicity, social group identity, and notions of belonging cannot be fully grasped by
objective categories; they can only be understood from the real and subjective
experiences and knowledge of group participants (Barth 2000). They do not always, but
may sometimes, utilise apparently primordial perspectives. However, the primordial 'ties
that bind' become spun by the ethnic group itself (Geertz 1973 p. 5), rather than being sets
of pre-existing
Bourdieu's

objective constraints. This appears to be in part alignment with

double-structuring process of confluence between objective habitus and

subjective utility of structure on the part of the social agent (Bourdieu 1990b 1991).
However, from Barth's perspective, all groups appear to be able to subjectively
manipulate ethnicity to suit their aims and objectives in the present. This also aligns to
Bourdieu's notion of strategy (1990a&b), which could find synonymity with Barth's far
more subjective-agent sentiments (Barth 1989 1994 2000).

Ethnicity and its features as noted by Barth become situational and, more specifically,
relational to the conditions of inter-group interaction within the relational dynamics of
social situations and present group orientations, rather than being linked to the primoridal
past (Barth 1969 1994). There is also some allegiance between Barth (1981) and Roosens
(1989) when each considers that specific groups do not necessarily
all share the same
internal processes and desires (Jacobson 1998 Oller 2000). Moreover,
specific groups do
not all think and act in similar ways in relation to their ethnicity (Roosens 1989 p. 158) or
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identities (Jacobson1998 Barth 2000). Such perspectivesoffer an opportunity to locate
the potential relevance of both Barth and Bourdieu's perspectives in terms of how
individuals connecttogetherin terms of belonging to an ethnic group or community.

A question of belonging to a group

In many ways, migration may be recognised as being individual narratives in transit, but
identity and a sense of belonging is never purely individualistic

or devoid of social

Cohen
1994).
(Gilroy
1993
Bourdieu
229-251
The analogy of
1991
pp.
contextualisation
different and diverse structured narratives of history coming together would be more
being
here
is
has
difference
The
the machinery of history on its
that
one
only
precise.
its
have
just
itself.
its
in
`ways',
One side has its
in
`place',
to
tends
the
whilst
other
side,
established cultural and social machinery whilst the other, the migrant, "feels the sense of
being `rootless', of living between worlds, between a lost past and a non-integrated
present" (Chambers 1994 p. 27).

An effective sense of `belonging' is often attributed to building cognitive senses of
distinction linked to lifestyles (Bourdieu 1979/1984) or the generation of a symbolic
boundary (Barth 1969). Aligning

with Bourdieu, others contend that distinctions are

linked to a sense of belonging through the cognitive

construction of systems of

community-based symbolic meanings (A. P. Cohen 1985 1987 Fortier 2000) with some
similarity to Barth's notion of boundary maintenance (Barth 1969 2000). In all cases, in
order to `belong'one must somehow share the sentiments and meanings of the group that
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one belongs to; one must shareits location into its past and its direction into the future.
Thus, through intention, belonging forces a political game of social strategieswithin
which one can use a number of symbolic referentsto indicate that we do belong to certain
groups,or that we differentiate ourselvesfrom others in order to `feel' together.

The feeling of collective togetherness can have no material or objective reality except
within the minds of those who have created the sense of togetherness for themselves
(Roosens 1989 pp. 156-157). For Barth (2000), belonging appears to be a cognitive
process; almost an emotional affectation within
individual
between
the
relationship

the control of the intersubjective

and their group. This enables it to remain a

highly
flexible,
mutable,
and
subjective essence, rather than a historically
situationally
held
durable
within
structure
a
ethnic collective. In effect, to `belong'
objective
grounded
to a group is to share the same sense of identity linked to current social relations, but
grounded in feelings of connectivity that may not be conscious at all times of group
solidarity.

Of course,having a senseof identity could be "a question of somethingmore polythetic,
somethingmore like a habitus, a set of practicesand dispositions,parts of which could be
remembered,articulated in specific contexts" (Clifford 1992 p. 115). Here, the notion of
`polythetic' habitus appearsquite distinct from Bourdieu's perspectivesas discussedin
the following chapter. Clifford's terminology appears to embed itself into a human
experiential condition of movement far beyond the confines of Bourdieu's concept of
habitus to provide analytical connection with an interaction between agency and
structural constraint:
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"Our previous senseof knowledge, language and identity, our peculiar
inheritance, cannot be simply rubbed out of the story, cancelled.What
inherited
have
history,
language,
tradition,
as a
we
as
culture,
as
as
as
sense of identity - is not destroyed but taken apart, opened up to
questioning,rewriting and re-routing. The elementsand relations of our
languageand identities can neither be put back together again in ä new,
more critically attuned whole, nor be abandonedand denied. The zone
we now inhabit is open, full of gaps: an excessthat is irreducible to a
intervals,
In
these
view.
and the
single centre, origin or point of
punctuation of our lives, other stories, languagesand identities can also
be heard, encountered and experienced...the `I' is constantly being
formed and reformed in such movement in the world" (Chambers 1994
p.24).

Identity, therefore,becomessomethingdefined more than simply a `collective' within the
identity
firm
Moreover,
be
`community'.
of
any
sense
can
as
as easily
group
ethnic
displaced as it is placed within specific contexts of situational interaction. Identity, at
least as far as the individual is concerned,constantly transcendsimposed boundariesto
become `hybrid or multiple' (Sarup 1994 p.93) whilst also being able to locate quite
function
imagined
that
to constitute rather
sites
and geographical
comfortably within
1993
Barth
2000).
fixed
identity
(Frankenberg
feelings
and structured
more
of

Such sites may be the community, the family, the ethnic group or the nation State. It is
personal involvement with such sites that ensure that "identities are not free-floating, they
are limited by borders and boundaries" (Sarup 1994 p. 95). Moreover, they are limited by
perpetual attitudes and practices; processes which maintain such borders and boundaries.
Identity is located within the subjectivities of individuals on the move as they meet the
structured narratives of history that have already created what it means to be of a place
and its peoples (Chambers 1994 Barth 2000 Oller 2000 Cappelletto 2003). As such, any
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social group will

exist as a membership with differentiated meanings as senses of

belonging (Cappelletto 2003) whilst still being able to function as a coherent collective
(Jacobson 1998).

Whatever identity the migrant embraces, or constructs, it will always be one that is
be
is
both
There
history
by
their
that
may
own, and somebodyelse's.
somehow shaped a
forms of conjunction between the two, or forms of reflex, in terms of a coming back to a
debate
between
This
the
them.
moves
nearer much more
generated
primordial source,
in
human
territories
experience
which;
of
practical
"... the `choice' - not voluntaristic, but historically constrained - is
(in
before/after),
is
binary
assimilationist
a
one
nor
scenarios,
neither a
it an open set of alternatives cultural/political identity is a processual
...
including
historically
race, culture,
given elements configuration of
in
These
some conjunctures,
may
elements
class, gender and sexuality...
identity
into
What
bring
components
of
other
crisis.
each
cross cut and
`central'
`superficial'?
What
`deep'
and what
what
and
are
`peripheral'? " (Clifford 1992 p. 116).

To answer such questions, both the reproduction and production of identity at many
levels must be understood as being problematic features, inseparable from the realities of
routine and everyday social interaction (Barth 1969 2000 Jenkins 1986). This research
intends to consider particular components of identity in line with such variability
movements in significance (Jacobson 1997 1998) linked into migration experiences.
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and

The `Ethnic Community'

In line with its considerationof identity, the central focus of this researchconcentrates
upon the connectionsand differentiation betweenethnicity and community. At this early
stageof development,a casecan be put forward to argue that ethnicity and community,
although often studied as two separateentities, share significant features. Indeed, it
in
be
defined
being;
is
be
that
can
as
as
much
as
ethnicity
could argued
each similar
factors
determined
of
articulation of particular
situationally
factors
forms
habitual
behaviour
cognitive
of
of
with
and
organization
distinction
boundaries
belonging.
demarcate
Ethnic
a
cultural
ethnic
between 'us' and 'them'. Ethnicity thus represents an interaction between
objective group structures and subjective consciousness...ethnic groups
and their members experience a subjective feeling of having common
identity)...
(ethnic
(whilst) there are
criteria
values and normative
interests
for
constituting a single
material
structural
objective
community" (Schierup and Alund 1987 pp. 19-20).
"a

Such descriptions could be relevant to all forms of community, becoming more evident
when considerationsare made in relation to what types of community may exist into
which migrant peoplescan integrateinto, or createanew.

Communities often exist as segmented wholes. Segmented groups, or even isolated
individuals, can be located as separatepieces within an overall 'jigsaw puzzle' that fit
together as a single cognitive community of sharedsymbolic referents (A. P. Cohen 1978
1987). These segmented'pieces' can be quite separatefrom the community 'jigsaw' at
certain times and therefore tend to indicate similarity with the internally differentiated
and situationally variable ethnic group (Barth 1989, Okely 1983 pp.28-37 1996 pp.27-43
Anwar 1998Jacobson1998 Oller 2000).
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The 'fitting together' of the collective whole - often the sole focal point of community
`fit'
(Cohen
1985)
Therefore,
times.
of
coherency
analysis
- only occurs at certain
between individuals should not be seen as some form of permanently bound
`togetherness' constrained by functionalist dimensions of solidarity or moral order
(Cohen 1994Barth 1989 2000) or structural determinism.

Like ethnic groups (Barth 1969, Wallman 1978 1986), communities do not operate as
bound-together

static structures. Any

apparency of a singular

and homogenous

(Cohen
does
longitudinal
1985
to
empirical
studies
not
stand
up
conscience collective
1994). In short, the boundaries of any community can wax and wane in extraordinarily
flexible ways which rely very much upon relational interaction across the boundary and
the particular conditions of that interaction (A. P. Cohen 1978,1985,1987).

As such, the

internal segments of a community may come together to form a larger whole only under
for
and
particular reasons.
circumstances,
particular

A community does not have to be geographically sited in any permanent sense, but may
be carried from place to place within those people who locate themselves as being within
a community. Community is therefore constructed partially from a sense of belonging
together rather than only being situated within an observable geographic or physical place
as territory (A. P. Cohen 1982,1987).

This concept of community may also become

bound by shared experiences juxtaposed against an Other (Cohen 1987) but such
distributed
here-and-there
and
experiences are segmented
within

a wider collective

community that only binds together as a whole on specific situational occasions (Barth
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1989). Although more complex than Anderson's notion of a shared language being the
primary structuring core of all imagined communities (Anderson 1991), both Cohen and
Anderson appear to converge upon the same fundamental conclusion
`imagined'
an
sense of community can become, in every sense, a very `real' community. For Anderson,
communities "are to be distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style in
which they are imagined" (Anderson 1991 p. 6 my emphasis). This research will consider
such `imagination' in terms of the real construction of ethnic groups and community from
the subjective realities of their members (Jacobson 1998).

Migration

and `home': Ethnic zones/fields

"I often keep thinking of home. It is usually assumed that a sense of place or belonging
gives a person stability. But what makes a place home? Is it wherever your family is,
where you have been brought up? The children of many migrants are not sure where
they belong. Where is home? Is it where your parents are buried? Is home the place
from where you have been displaced, or where you are now? Is home where your
mother lives? And, then, we speak of `home-from-home'. I am moved when I am
asked the phenomenological question `Are you at home in the world? ' In certain
places and at certain times, I am. I feel secure and am friendly to others. But at other
times I feel that I don't know where I am" (Sarup 1994 p. 94).

Schierup and Alund's (1987) definition of the term `migration' connects a person with
being elsewherewhilst, at the sametime, having a feeling of attachmentto `home'. This
apparentlycognitive condition is marked by a desire for an eventualreturn to that `home'.
The migrant holds an ambivalent senseof being `here' whilst also being `there' with this
sense of conscious cognitive oscillation between two reference points of belonging
influencing a double involvement of everyday cultural and wider social practices
(Schierup and Alund 1987 pp.21-23 Hondagneu-Sotelo& Avila 1997). No matter how
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Schierup and Alund (1987) argue that what is `imagined' actively structures out the
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In terms of migration, the majority: minority dynamics have to be considered when
involving
different
is
formation.
Migration
of
movement
a
process
addressing ethnic
levels of integration of peoplesand various facetsof their cultures. This can involve quite
(Jacobson
formation
identity
the
levels
within
collective
of
complex patterns of variable
1997 1998Anwar 1998).

Integration is a dynamic process of exchange embedded in change that alters and
develops traditionally

embedded culture on the part of the minority, and the majority,

ethnic group. In this sense history and culture are consciously adapted to suit the
conditions of situational interaction between majority and minority groups (Barth 1981,
1989,1994).

All social practices are created and adapted by the ongoing creativity of

social actors (Schierup and Alund 1987 pp. 19&199-246) rather than being habitually and
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Movement
from
habitus
(Bourdieu
1990b).
reproduced
an
embedded
unconsciously
have
forces
they
the
to
come
somehow
migrant reflect consciouslyupon what and where
from. The 'conditions' of such interaction tends to be marked by the domination of the
majority group which functions as a web of overarching social relationshipswithin which
the migrant consciously strugglesto redefine their habitus, their practices and their field.
As such, ethnicity is a relational reflex to the political and economic interaction between
`host' and `migrant' that often stimulates a reflection into where one's `home' is in the
world as a place of one's own.

Ethnicity has been argued to exist as a referencepoint from which to measurechange
fall-back
a
security zone where failed escapeattempts can be
whilst also operating as
reflected upon before the next strategy is acted out. Indeed, experiments and journeys
acrossthe ethnic boundary "are likely to be successfulonly if one has something fairly
Without
fall-back
Alund
1987
246).
(Schierup
the
to
to"
and
p.
stable return
zone of their
own community there is the risk that one becomes left constantly floating around a
growing variety of different established and emerging life-worlds into which the
individual is never firmly connected (Schierup and Alund 1987 pp.244-246 Chambers
1994).

The minority ethnic group may, on occasion, exaggerate its own sense of being distinct
from the majority. Ethnic practices become marked by emergent strategies of defense
which enable people to "survive the onslaughts of shifting historical ruling classes and
dominant majority cultures" (Schierup and Alund 1987 p. 75). These strategies of survival
involve playing with and reconverting all objective social and
cultural structures. Such
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referring
becomes a meaningful referent -a centre that holds - upon which to transform and
manipulate inherited cultural resources and strategies in order to cope with present
conditions (Anwar 1998Baumann 1996).

The process of migration can therefore be seen as operating as arrays of regionalised
`zones' of ethnicity

(Larsen 1982 Alund 1985 Schierup and Alund 1987 Alund and

Schierup 1991). At one polar zone there exists a private back-stage region of mutual
togetherness. This is what appears to be the fall-back region of the ethnic community.

It

is where 'tradition' is ritually enacted and where success in the 'modern' zone is measured.
At the other polar extreme is the 'modern' public zone. In this region people come
together in the workplace to play the majority game as apparently fully integrated social
be
'public'
being
'private'
total
These
the
total
two
the
could
seen
as
and
zones of
actors.
Goffman's
house'
'two
Larsen's
the
to
and
concept of
of
sides
similar
concept of
back-region and front-region (Goffinan 1959 Larsen 1982). In between these two polar
zones is the most significant region. Here there exists a central zone of the 'local ethnic
is
in
both
This
the
central
zone
overlapping
arena
public'
other zones.
which people
remain distinctly

self-ascribed as being ethnic whilst consciously engaging in both

attempted integration with, and organised challenges against, the wider social world of
the host majority outside. In other words, people live side by side in the public arena but
in private each group occupies separate private spheres. However, "they have rooted
themselves in a local ethnic public which functions as both a `shield of protection'... and
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as a communicative special purpose platform towards the outside.. .We have defined the
'zone of the local public'... as containing formal and informal frameworks for the active
development of immigrant culture and organisation" (Scheirup and Alund 1987 p. 151).
There is clearly some argument here to reconsider the binary opposition of public: private
that tends to dominate such semi-structuralist positions with a far more dynamic notion of
ethnicity

linked to convergent and divergent `fields'

of social practice linked to

Bourdieu's conceptual framework.

Moreover, in terms of structuralist constructivism's perspectives it may be argued that the
private zone exists as a field of cultural reproduction organised around cultural capital. It
becomes a field of practice organised around the need for social support. The public zone
of apparent integration becomes a field of practice organised around economic and
micro-political

capital. However, the following

involves a significant shift away from

Bourdieu's theoretical concepts. The zone of the 'local ethnic public' exists as a more
field
that effects movement between a two-way transition. It is where new
mutable
cultural practices are generated and where ethnic individuals and groups can reflexively
engage in both other sets of practices whilst also internally holding a sense of ethnic
ambivalence (Bentley 1987); a position with close alignment to Barth's (1981 1989 1994
2000) position on ethnic and community dynamics, but built upon a reformulation of
Bourdieu's concepts of habitus and practice by Bentley. With this in mind, in order to
fuse Bourdieu's work on social groups with Barth's primary focus on the exactitude of
ethnic groups, there is some further preliminary theoretical exploration that has to be
undertaken. This occurs in the following chapter.
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This chapter commenced with the notion that community and ethnicity have certain
similarities. However, the comparative discussion has indicated that differences are
noticeable in relation to why ethnic groups form and how ethnicity is used as a social
resource by its membership. These similarities and differences will be explored in the
ethnographic chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Bourdieu and Barth: The same, but different?

This chapter introduces Bourdieu's main theoretical concepts with a concentration upon
focus
Throughout
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this
formation
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the
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with
social
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such material more closely

and

maintenance.

Why use Bourdieu's sociology of the social group?

"In short, all my work, for more than twenty years, has aimed at abolishing the separation
both
division
from
This
prevents
sets of
vestigial
residual
of sociology
ethnology.
by
fundamental
from
formulating
the
questions
all
raised
most
adequately
researchers
societies, those of the specific logic of strategies which groups...use to produce and
reproduce themselves...to create and perpetuate their unity, and thus their existence as
groups, which is almost always, and in all societies, the condition of the perpetuation of
their position in social space"(Bourdieu 1990ap. 74).

Bourdieu has produced a universal theory of social groups that legitimates a theoretical
investigation of ethnic groups as social groups and vice versa. He provides a valid
consideration of the dynamic flexibility of everyday practice and its problematic
interface with the generalising tendenciesof theoretical explorations and explanations.
Embeddedin a reflexive project betweenethnographyand sociology that allows common
ground betweenthe two disciplines to be investigated,his work has produced a dynamic
theory of cultural reproduction that openly invites further revision through applied

does
different
investigation.
His
theoretical
style
not
exclude
reflexive
ethnographic
approaches and has, over the years of its development, actively included an ongoing
synthesis of divergent visions of the social world. However, very few attempts have been
made in terms of aligning Bourdieu's perspectives to ethnicity and particularly the
process of migration and group formation.

Such perspectives provide a theoretical dimension that focuses into the predominance of
the durability

of cultural stasis via processes of efficient reproduction in modern

societies, rather than upon the creative production of new cultural practices within social
groups. At first sight this appears rather unattractive in a contemporary theoretical world
fascinated by culture change, hybridity, and transformations. However, to understand the
process of alteration requires a certain focus upon what remains relatively

static

(Bourdieu 1990a 1993). Thus, and quite paradoxically, Bourdieu provides an antithetical
but also complimentary objectivist dynamic on the subjectivism of instrumentalist social
action perspectives such as those from Frederick Barth (1981 1989 1994 2000). It is the
contention here that both perspectives offer something together, but remain partial in
explanatory and analytical vision when separated.

There are major components of Bourdieu's work that this research attempts to address.
These are `field', `habitus' and `distinction' along with subsidiary conceptual materials
such as `symbolic power'. These will be concentrated upon in the ethnographic section
rather than in this chapter.

Primarily, Bourdieu considersthe social conditions within which symbolic systemsare
representedin terms of how they are presented by modes of perception and, more
importantly, how theseperceptionsmay changeover time within spatial categories
called
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`fields' (Bourdieu 1990a pp. 87-90 1991 pp. 229-251). The concept of fields can be
simply seen as being structured social spaces in which people manifest their knowledge,
actions, and energies into orientations, present objectives, and future trajectories. In
effect, Bourdieu's (1979/1984 pp. 226-256) concept of `field' is the political organisation
of social life into a balanced relationship between structural constraints and goal-oriented
grouped action, rather than merely being a group's collective expression of mutual
experience.

Fields are also manifestations of cultural life organized and set into action around points
internal
locations
for
linked
to
and
of
struggles
meaning,
significance
of symbolic value,
different
forms
(Bourdieu
1988 pp. 36-90).
capital
and
of
symbolic
over
specific
authority
Systems of reproduction are encouraged and perpetuated within each field to maintain
the authority of those individuals who already possess certain forms of capital and
particular positions within these distinct social spaces (Bourdieu 1985 1990a: 111-115).

Every field is therefore the site of a "more or less overt struggle over the definition of the
legitimate principles of the division of the field" (Bourdieu 1985 p. 734). Such struggles,,
are enacted within a reproducing strategy of organised practices by which those "in
possession of capital tend unconsciously and consciously to maintain or improve their
position in the structure of class relations by safeguarding or increasing their capital"
(Bourdieu 1973:61 cited in Robbins 1991: 100). This constitutes a system that functions
and transforms itself in alignment with unifying and generative principles with regard to
the future (Bourdieu 1973:61 cited in Robbins 1991: 100). As such, `fields' have been
taken by some to exist as discursive locations in which experiential knowledge is
symbolically expressed to rationally shape collective senses of belonging (de Certeau
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1984 Calhoun 1993 Fowler 1997 pp.43-68) and identity linked to social positioning
(Bourdieu 1985 1998/2001).

Barth (1969) would contend that symbolic systems create symbolic boundaries in the
construction of ethnic groups and community formations, but this will be investigated at
a further stage. Bourdieu's concept of `field' will remain in constant focus in what
follows below as it forms the logical focal aggregation of Bourdieu's

conceptual

contributions. As importantly, he considers the conditions within which constraints upon
social agents are produced and reproduced; how motivated individuals within social
groupings act strategically within

field-located

`games' that contend and contest

legitimate modes of perception in symbolic and linguistic discourse (Bourdieu 1991
pp. 105-136 & 163-170). Symbols of distinction between organized groups in `fields' are
given significance via a legitimate definition
(Bourdieu 1988 1990a p. 127). Maintaining

of orthodox internal group meaning

the recognition of social and symbolic

divisions between fields (Bourdieu 1990a p. 112), this collective meaning is allocated
from a process of social contructionism generated out of internal group contestation over
a dominant mode of perception (Thompson in Bourdieu 1991 pp. 1-42). Indeed, structural
constructivism contends that both power and forms of capital become symbolic, and may
exert a specific effect of domination via discursive or physical symbolic legitimacy
(Bourdieu 1991). This is termed `symbolic power' or `symbolic violence' when it is
either known or recognized (Bourdieu 1990a p. 111 1991 1998/200 1) not only by those
with power, but by those who recognise specific symbols as being of power linked to the
cultural appreciations of habitus.
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More importantly, Bourdieu considersthe role of differing forms of logic, especially the
logic of everyday practice, operating within strategy, whilst also considering the
structuring structures of habitus (as an internalised set of structuring cognitive
classifications)and practice (as a reflex betweenwhat is already learnt and what is being
learnt through experience) operating in fields (Bourdieu 1979/84 1990a&b). It is a
theoretical vision that firmly locatesthe personinto social groups operating within fields
of practice.

Structuralist constructivism proposes that styles of living everyday life form structures of
togetherness that establish the bonds of attachment between the members of a social
group. A group has to be held together by something and for Bourdieu the `thing' is
called `habitus' (1990b). It functions as a system of mutually shared "dispositions and
cognitive structures which generates perceptions, appreciations and actions" (Bourdieu
1984/1988 p. 279) with resultant generation and organization of social practices and
representations. The habitus is the internalisation

of historically

experiences enacted through practice in the present (Bourdieu

embedded past
1990b pp. 52-79).

Internalisation occurs `into' social agents rather than `by' social agents. Having said this,
Bourdieu does partly consider that as a cognitive process it provides the organising
principles of social action which constitute the person as a social agent; one capable of
being a practical operator in the construction of objects (Bourdieu 1990a p. 13 & p. 61).
The habitus can underlie the unity of the life-style of a social group, or a particular class
of people (Bourdieu 1990b pp. 53-54). Beyond this underpinning of unity, it generates the
meaningful

experiential

processes within

appreciation of everyday expressions and communicative

a people's practices, appreciations, tastes, bodily deportment, and
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embodiedphysical expressions(Bourdieu 1990b:71-74 1991:81-89 1998/2001 Jenkins
1992:75).

The person becomesa semi-active structurer of structureswhich, in turn, structure the
person through the constraints of their incorporated habitus. This circular structuring
processperpetually applies the logic of `distinction' upon the recognitions of perceived
categories of legitimate social differences (and similarities) based upon the symbolic
propertiesallocatedto other individuals, and to other social groups.That samepersonhas
his/her active structuring ability constrained by the objective structure of his/her
internalised habitus. The construction of distinction based upon categories of cultural
`taste' and symbolic expressionsand dispositions generated from habitus are closely
interwoven within group formation and reproduction. Bourdieu, therefore, provides a
theoretical framework which attempts to weave together those analytical threads often
kept wrapped around isolated analysesof culture and society - all those same isolated
analysesthat Geertz attemptsto connecttogetherwhen he critically arguesthat;

"Culture is most effectively treated,the argumentgoes,purely as a symbolic
system (the catch phrase is, `in its own terms') by isolating its elements,
specifying the internal relationships among those elements, and then
characterizingthe whole systemin some generalway - accordingto the core
symbols around which it is organized,the underlying structuresof which it
is a surface expression,or the ideological principles upon which it is based.
Though a distinct improvement over 'learned behavior' and 'mental
phenomena'notions of what culture is, and the source of some of the most
powerful theoretical ideas in contemporary anthropology, this hermetical
approach to things seems to me to run the danger...of locking cultural
analysis away from its proper object, the informal logic of actual life"
(Geertz 1973p. 17).
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In attempts to defend his work against the contemporary fashion to label sociological
thought into categories of classification,

Bourdieu has called himself

a 'genetic

structuralist' and labelled his work as containing the characteristics of 'structuralist
constructivism' or 'constructivist structuralism' (Bourdieu 1990a p. 14 & p. 122-123). For
the sake of clarity, the term `structuralist constructivism' will be used throughout what
follows. Structuralist constructivism analyses objective structures which are objective in
the sense that the genesis of social structures exists within biological individuals as
mental structures which are to some extent the product of the incorporation of social
structures within social space and between social groups (Bourdieu 1990a p. 14). The
structural qualities of such perspectives are clearly

evident, but so to are the

constructivist influences;

"By structuralism.. mean that there exist, within the social world
.1
itself and not only within symbolic systems (language, myths, etc.)
objective structures independent of the consciousness and will of
agents, which are capable of guiding and constraining their practices or
their representations. By constructivism, I mean that there is a twofold
social genesis, on the one hand of the schemata of perception, thought,
and action which are constitutive of what I call habitus, and on the
other hand of social structures, and particularly of what I call fields
and of groups" (Bourdieu 1990a p. 122).

By `twofold social genesis' Bourdieu meansthat eachfunctions as a generativesourceof
influence upon the other. Each constructsthe other in a relational formation that he calls
the processof `structuring structures'. Here, the `social' structuresthe `mental' to some
extent whilst the whole structuring processis a product anchoredin historical struggle.
People are social persons becausethey participate in accordancewith their position in
any given social spaceusing acquired mental structures through which they apprehend
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However, Bourdieu's more recent works (1990a 1993) have attempted to consider how
agents within social groups can locate a certain autonomy within such embedded and
from
to
shift
away
apparently vigorously protected practices, whilst also attempting
structuralist constructivism's earlier over-emphasis upon social reproduction to consider
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how social change influences structural constraints, practices, and patterns of codified
systems of classification

(Bourdieu

1993). However, this research will

argue that

Bourdieu has not fully developed such agent-oriented influences. In order to achieve this
claim the social contructivist perspectives produced by Fredrik Barth (1969 1981 1989
1994 2000) will be adopted in order to consider whether migrant lives and experiences
are less constrained by the propositions of Bourdieu's more structuralist positions.

Bourdieu (1990b) argues that social group formation and reproduction exists within the
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Bourdieu attempts to take this into account (Bourdieu 1990a pp. 59-86), it is debatable as
to whether he openly relinquishes his hold upon such structuralist scientific sentiments in
order to fully embrace such agent-oriented moments.

However, Bourdieu (1990b) also critiques theoretical visions of social reproduction that

tend to focus too much upon rule following as the social bond that binds social systems
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and forms together. These structure-centric visions deny the importance and abilities of
people to engage in strategies within the imposition of symbolically codified cultural
`rules'. Here, he attempts to break away from the deterministic legalistic principles of
structuralist concerns with following

rules (Bourdieu 1990a pp. 59-86). Bourdieu is,

therefore, not concerned with `rules' as systems of constraint. In one of his many
moments of fledgling post-structuralist analysis he focusses upon `strategy'; described as
being "a mastery acquired by experience... which work(s) outside conscious control and
discourse...Notions like that of habitus (or system of dispositions), practical sense, and
strategy, are linked to my effort to escape from structuralist objectivism without relapsing
into subjectivism" (Bourdieu 1990a p. 61). Despite this, very little of his overall works
concentrate upon such notions, whilst a vast array of structuralist sentiment flows through
the `structuring structure' of habitus and its near-deterministic influence in ensuring
social reproduction (Bourdieu 1990a pp. 63-64). From `strategy' emanates the essence of
potential for change, but not necessarily the automatic ability to change.

From `social group' to `ethnic group'

For the sake of this research,it is important to investigate how Bourdieu's theoretical
sociology of `the social group' could be applied more specifically to other group
formations such as `ethnicity' and `community'.

In a rare specific reference to

`ethnicity' and `ethnic group', Bourdieu appearsdismissive of such classifications;
"The confusion surrounding debates concerning... `ethnic group' or
`ethnicity'... stems in part from the fact that the desire to submit to logical
criticism the categoriesof common sense- emblems or stigmata - and to
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substitute for the practical principles of everyday judgement the logically
controlled and empirically based criteria of science, leads one to forget that
practical classifications are always subordinated to practical functions and
oriented towards the production of
social effects...the quest for the
'objective' criteria of 'regional' or 'ethnic' identity should not make one
forget that, in social practice, these criteria (for example language, dialect
and accent) are the object of mental representations... of acts of perception
and appreciation, of cognition and recognition in which agents invest their
interests and their presuppositions, and of objectified representations, in
things (emblems, flags, badges, etc.) or acts, self-interested strategies of
symbolic manipulation
which aim at determining the (mental)
representation that other people may form of these properties and their
bearers" (Bourdieu 1991 p. 220-221).

In less complex terminology, when it comes to ethnic identity, it follows that symbolic
properties, whether positive or negative in meaning, can be used strategically according
to the material and the symbolic interests of their bearers. In other words, Bourdieu
appears to perceive that the processes that structure the ethnic group are significantly
undifferentiated

from those of any other social group (Bourdieu 1985). Bourdieu's

concept of the social group can be accepted as being a general and universal concept that
attempts to explain how all social groups produce and reproduce as internally classified
units of organisation. To substantiate this one can consider Bourdieu's own words as
evidence;

"I... hoped to show that the logic that I had discovered in genealogically
based groups, families, clans, tribes, etc., was also valid for the most
typical groupings of our societies...And the same applies to classes, when
they exist... belonging to a group is something you build up, negotiate and
bargain over, and play for... it's in the struggle over classifications, a
struggle to impose this or that way of dividing up this space, a struggle to
unify or to divide... " (Bourdieu 1990a p. 75).

Therefore, although "ethnicity is somethingthat he rarely considers" (Jenkins 1992p.92)
the contention here is that there is much within Bourdieu's work that can explain the
reproduction and persistenceof ethnic group formation. Here, there is connection with
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Barth's position on ethnicity; that similar patterns of group formation and identity
locations exist as fundamental organizing principles and features of all social groups,
rather than only `the ethnic' (Barth 1981 1989 1994 2000 Jenkins 1996pp.90-103).

Bourdieu tends to locate social group formation around the political

and economic

contexts of social class (Bourdieu 1985), and often to the point of generalist reductionism
only to class (Frow 1987). However, the cognitive and practical processes of creating
distinctions between groups can be considered as being located beyond categories of
social class, but also between social groupings of perceived relational differences based
upon categories of deeply rooted cultural practices, structures of symbolic appreciation or
cognitive recognition (Bourdieu 1979/1984). As such, the foci of Bourdieu's work
cannot be reduced only to `class' as this is merely one form of social group, among many
a fluctuating

dynamic between incorporated, seemingly

dispositions embedded within

habitus and expressed in the situational

others, which exist within
primordial

immediate
in
the
group's
social space.
contexts of social, political and economic actions

Barth's Situationalist

theory of transactional

ethnicity

Barth outlines the inherent theoretical assumptionswhich assumethat micro-level practice
is always assumed to be nothing more than reproduced expressions of collective
macro-level structures. Despite Bourdieu's critical movement away from structuralism,
and his attemptsto move toward a more agency-focussedapproach,it can be proposedthat
Bourdieu's work remains heavily grounded in deterministic structuralist terms (Calhoun
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1993). As such, Barth's criticisms may be leveled against structuralist constructivism.
Secondly, and far more likely to cause theoretical reification, Barth argues that the
its
intention
fit
does
for
to
own
eliminate
any
not
assumptionsof structuralism
search what
model of reality (Barth 1981 pp3-7). Structuralism effectively threatens to reduce the
scopeof observationinto its own analytical framework. Structuralismthus becomesunable
to see and to understand beyond its own theoretical visions as it washes through all
culturally and humanly rich occasions to distil them into a series of abstract binary
oppositionswhich captureonly very few sidesto life (Barth 1981pp.4-5).

Although Bourdieu's structuralist constructivism attemptsto reducethe distancebetween
such binary oppositions, their loaded implications are clear to locate in his concept of
distinction and the tendency to locate social groups in distinct fields of practice. To a
great degreeBourdieu seesthe social world in the sameway that Max Weber views the
social formations of statusgroups; setsof numerousgrouped oppositions which relate to
eachother in the samemannerof social relations implied by `us' and `other' distinctions.
The process of distinction comprises all the social techniques as practices rooted in
habitus that both limit and enable a person's set choices within a field of practice.
Bourdieu argues that such a process guaranteessocial reproduction by acting as the
social `glue' that both forms and maintains predictable networks of social relations based
upon affinity, lifestyle, and the context of social conditions (Bourdieu 1990a p.71
1998/2001)which may have collected into generalisedsociological notions of `culture'
(Fowler 1997).
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`representational' (Barth 1981 pp. 76-104). The whole process of culture in terms of
structure, meaning and practice, occurs through a relationship between what happens and
why it happens. Culture cannot be fully understood from representational models operating
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distinction really exists - cannot be only reducible to what Bourdieu calls habitus.

Barth (2000) also argues that social groups exist as a community unit under their own
subjective terms as a bonded unit of self-identified

membership. These bonds of

connectivity are based upon the phenomenological experience of movement together as a
group through the social world (Barth 2000 pp. 23-24). Internally, such groups will contain
variations between members and emergent struggles concerned with keeping the group
bound together. As ethnic groups, their ethnicity is not the same as a State's political
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symbolically

own internally

Barth's generative model becomes a highly flexible analytical tool that `describes chunks
of reality' directly from empirical enquiry rather than from rigid theoretical frameworks
(Barth 1981 pp. 8-13). For Barth, the scientific analyst appears to be more concerned with a
kind of ontological confidence that can be located within the production of a coherent and
rational representation of the social group on paper. Such representations are often
generalist to the point of constructing social groups as tidy wholes of reproducing factors
that often obscure the messy practicalities embedded within the real "concrete life situation
or opportunity situation of the actor...We have to identify the actor's point of view and thus
the factors that impinge directly on - or more correctly, are an inherent part of - his act"
(Barth 1981 p. 11-12 2000 p. 27) as a component of the social group to which s/he belongs.

Bourdieu's position appears to be similar, but it arises from a fundamentally different
perspective. The representations that agents have of the world are objective in the sense
that habitus is a structuring structure that functions as a constraint upon the autonomy of
the agent. These representations become incorporated into the person as they experience
interaction with other social agents within particular social spaces. However, the agent
has some freedom of decision and choice in relation to how people place differing
meanings upon certain referents in terms of how these symbolic resources are used to
comprehend the distinctive differences and similarities within their social position. As
soon as the habitus starts to become incorporated into the cognitive system and expressed
through the body, we begin to learn to make distinctions (Bourdieu 1998/2001). This
structures a sense of our own place within social space and, as importantly, a sense of the
place of others in relation to ourselves. This becomes a process that;
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"presupposes that taste (or habitus) as a system of schemata of
classification, is objectively referred, via the social conditionings that
produced it, to a social condition: agents classify themselves, expose
themselves to classification, by choosing, in conformity with their taste,
different attributes (clothes, types of food, drinks, sports, friends) that go
well together and that go well with them or, more exactly, suit their
position. To be more precise, they choose, in the space of available goods
and services, goods that occupy a position in this space homologous to the
position they themselves occupy in social space" (Bourdieu 1990a p. 131).

This `positioning' - that can be taken as being a process of symbolic interpretation of
meaningful symbols around people in social space is linked to the objective structuring
influences of habitus and the subjective structuring influences on the part of the agent. At
this moment in the research it is quite feasible to frame distinction in terms of the
formation of identity organisation within an ethnic group and its boundary formation
(Barth 1969 2000), or a community (A. P. Cohen 1985,1987). In effect, the concept of
Bourdieu's distinction provides a detailed framework through which to view social group
formation at the intersubjective level marked by how social groups universally form
identities based upon `us' and `other' formations at the level of symbolic distinction. The
only weakness of structuralist constructivism is that it tends to be a limited overall theory
without attention being paid to the mutable and relational ebb and flow of the boundary
construction process in terms of the flexibility

of a group's symbolic construction of

identity and the symbolic meaning of its ethnic paraphernalia, so eloquently extended by
Barth (1969,1981,1994).

However, Bourdieu views a far greater range of potential sources of distinction; from
material culture, to social relations, to bodily dispositions and through a wide range of
potential generativepoints of distinction. This range of sourcesconcludesin the domain
of habitus, perception and the cognitive dimensions of recognition basedupon language
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social
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people
of
world
processthat perfectly balancesthe proposed distance between Barth's fascination with
subjectivism and Bourdieu's obsessionwith objective conditions of existence;
"(T)he perception of the social world is the product of a double structuring:
on the objective side, it is socially structured because the properties
attributed to agents or institutions present themselves in combinations that
have very uneven probabilities.. the possessors of a sophisticated mastery of
.
language are more likely to be found in a museum than those who do not
have this mastery. On the subjective side, it is structured because the
schemata of perception and appreciation. ..express the state of relations of
symbolic power... Symbolic struggles over the perception of the social world
by
forms.
different
On
take
two
the
one
may
act
actions
may
objective side,
of representation, individual or collective, meant to display and to throw
into relief certain realities: I am thinking for instance of demonstrations
whose goal is to exhibit a group, its size, its strength ...and, on the individual
level, of all the strategies of presentation of self... that are designed to
manipulate one's self-image and...one's position in social space. On the
subjective side, one may act by trying to transform categories of perception
and appreciation of the social world, the cognitive and evaluative structures
through which it is constructed" (Bourdieu 1990a pp. 133-134).

Through this double structuring process,habitus becomesthe structure which structures
our vision of the social world, whilst those processeswhich incorporate recognition of
particular `things' into the habitus mark out distinct social differences and similarities.
The processcreatesthe fundamentalsocial divisions of the social world embeddedwithin
experiential and instructed historical symbolic memory and its dynamic impaction upon
present social practice. This enables the structuring of the recognised social world in
present space to become aligned into social groups who orient themselves to the
formations of ethnic, religious, cultural, or national segregations of identity and
belonging (Bourdieu 1990ap. 132) basedupon what Bourdieu calls `fields'.
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Although Bourdieu insists that a double-structuring process operates, he does not fully
consider the potential that there may occur a plurality of possible structurings that could
take place. There is no consideration, for example, of the possibility that the vision that a
person may have of the world can be marked by dualistic ambivalence (Bentley 1987), or
even some form of multiple cultural schizophrenia (Jameson 1983 pp. 119-122) that
extends to the habitus of the person. Could it be the case that multiple realities may both
impinge upon and influence this singular vision? Also, it may be worthwhile attempting
to consider if Bourdieu's objective and durable structures may impose themselves upon
the individual, become mediated through their social experiences, and possibly become
subjectively altered by social agents. Can the social agent be granted more structuring
ability than Bourdieu suggests? Is habitus malleable rather than durable? Barth appears a
suitable candidate through which to explore such lines of questioning.

Criticisms of Bourdieu

The suggestionthat Bourdieu's work is limited by its primary focus upon reproduction
with restrictions placed upon production (Jenkins 1992) does not mean that structuralist
constructivism is fundamentally flawed as it clearly attemptsto consider the production
of structures becoming converted to enhance their contribution towards social
reproduction. However, as a `complete' theory it cannot come close to explaining social
change or the revision of establishedpractice that occurs in society. It can, however,
explain the durability of stasis;the ways by which, for example,the discoursesof Us and
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However, Bourdieu's theory is also limited by not being able to explain the exchangeof
ideas between different fields and situational changewithin such entities. For Bourdieu
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This is most definitely not what Bourdieu is saying at all, at least not with such clarity of
determination. If this interpretation is correct it would be the case that Bourdieu and
Barth share similar theoretical perspectives in terms of the underpinnings of their
approaches and conclusions. What Schierup and Alund appear to view as a mutually
reflexive structuring process between habitus and practice in Bourdieu's theory does not
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Linked to this, Bourdieu's habitus appears far too durable to undergo modification and
transformation in this manner. According to Bourdieu, no social group contains this
alleged constant ability of creating such emergent properties. Although Bourdieu would
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in the theory returns; arguably canceling out any newly

expressed

dimensions of practice. This condemns practice to have little, if any, influence upon restructuring habitus.

If it exists in a durable form, or forms, Habitus must become structured at some point.
More to the point, surely it should be constantly becoming in relation to the ongoing
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experiences of the person. So how does habitus become structured if this is not the case?
It must be structured from some process.

The closest that Bourdieu comes to this

structuring of habitus tends to be anchored firmly in rather linear structuralist terms. For
example; "different

conditions of existence produce different habitus... the practices

engendered by the different habitus appear as systematic configurations of properties
expressing the differences objectively inscribed in conditions of existence" (Bourdieu
1979/1984 p. 170). It appears that different social and economic conditions somehow
structure habitus. Therefore, it becomes the enigmatic entity that connects the material
conditions of living in direct linear causal connection to ways of living. How people live
through these conditions are not considered. Habitus becomes an amorphous and
unfathomable dumping ground for what most social theorists consider to be internally
held norms, values, codes, knowledge, etc. Having suggested this, Bourdieu undoubtedly
avoids such a simple reduction. The habitus is far more complex than the internalisation
of only these influences upon practice, but it remains defined in "vagueness and
indeterminacy.. it obeys a practical logic, that of vagueness, of the more-or-less which
.
defines one's ordinary relation to the world" (Bourdieu 1990a pp. 77-78) in a situational
anti-dynamic of existence.

There is no rejection here of the idea that a group is bound togetherby a sharedhabitus.
What is being questioned is how and why a habitus is constructed under what
conditions? Also, how durable is this habitus? Bourdieu's argument gives an overemphasison habitus being inscribed upon the person - that the text of living is written
into the person.It is likely that this may occur, but to what degree?
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Others have criticized habitus on different levels. Yelvington (1991) critiques Bourdieu's
concept of habitus as it cannot explain the possibility of an emergent ethnic group that
consisits of individuals with differing individual histories - members who do not share
the same habitus based in class, social background, cultural lifestyles, nationality, and so
on. Despite this, habitus can account for such original internal variations if one considers
ethnicity to be an organising symbolic marker of group affirmation that co-incides with
symbolic power via the creation of ethnicity as an emergent field of practice, rather than
a reproductive one. However, and this has been argued throughout this chapter,
structuralist constructivism on its own would only be able to provide certain explanations
in terms of investigating emergent properties within social groups.

In short, Bourdieu can explain Yelvington's

concerns, but it would probably tend to

argue that such social groups would share a more delicate, or a more segmented, or a
more fractioned structure, in comparison with

a group which

shares a singular

historically embedded habitus. Stuart Hall's new Black ethnicity would mark a very
delicate and probably temporary group (Hall 1992b), whilst Smith's would remain a
durable and probably persistent one linked to a sense of autochthonous or historical
belonging (A. D. Smith 1992). What appears to be the combining factor in the cohesion
of Bourdieu's social group is not only the habitus and its associated practices, but also the
desire to acquire the forms of capital upon which the group orients itself towards.
Therefore, it is clearly not unacceptable to suggest that new ethnic or national status
could be such forms of symbolic legitimacy in the making, rather than the imposition of
the baggage of the past merely being rooted in reproductive re-affirmation of the past
through one's sense of group identity.
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In effect, Bourdieu has created a concept designed to fill the theoretical gap located
between objective social conditions and the individual experiential practices of human
beings. This leads to the convincing argument that the specific practices which define
social field cannot be understood only "by relating them directly to general economic and
social conditions in society or to the character of general social cleavages and struggles"
(Schierup and Alund 1987 p.28) as they also relate to the interactive experiences,
interpretation, and manipulation of people as active social agents (Barth 1994 2000).

However, Bourdieu pays little attention to the revision of such structures through a more
active creation and self-production of new ideas and practices that critically break away
from all the norms and values of imposed expectations placed upon the individual
(Touraine 1977 Barth 1981 de Certeau 1984). There is, for example, no account for the
potential for real everyday experiences to be "always out of synchronization with social
systems" (Touraine 1977 pp.272-273 Barth 1989) with such experiences acting as
sources of reference from which conscious social agents construct new forms of laws,
rules, traditions, values, etc. Despite the imposition of historic social, political and
economic

conditions

upon

the individual

influencing

the 'interiorization'

and

'institutionalization' of the agent along his/her life-course, it is important that such
processes of social conditioning must not be automatically viewed as permanently
inscribing cognitive and behavioural characteristics upon the constantly creative and
imaginative person (Touraine 1977 pp.274-281 Cohen 1994 Barth 2000).
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So far, it appears that Bourdieu's fascination with structuralist reproduction limits his
consideration of person-oriented change within the structuring of social groups. Despite
Bourdieu's (1990a 1993) own reflexive sociological project between his theoretical work
and his empirical investigations, he continually

indicates a firm reiteration of the

structural constraints that haunt the habitual practices embedded within objective social
conditions. There is some direction in Bourdieu's analyses that indicates how new ideas
emerge as strategies, but there are no analyses of how their emergence can either
influence new practices, or bring about changes within the structuring determinism of
habitus and its objective conditions; new practices do not appear to fully emerge.

Barth and Bourdieu: Group dynamics

This section will compare the connective and divergent underpinnings of Barth's concept
of situationally emergent group formation with Bourdieu's structuralist constructivism.
It is not the intention to abandon one for the sake of the other. Both approaches have
something to contribute to the understanding of the experiential processes located within
migration. However, it is the contention of this research that when taken separately, each
theory is of limited and only partial value when applied to the experience of migration
and resultant social group formations. The following wishes to explore and critically
evaluate the underlying sense of the philosophical foundations of each approach with
particular focus upon practice and habitus linked to their relationship inside social group
dynamics. Comparative analysis will

then develop these criticisms in a movement

towards an initial synthesis of the strengths of Bourdieu's rather structural analysis with
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Fredrik Barth's more agent-oriented, instrumentalist and situationalist approach to social
group production of ethnicity (Barth 1969 1981 1994) and the production/reproduction of
community (Barth 1989 2000).

Barth's constant perspective is that any collectivity

of people cannot be assumed, or

theorised, as being bound together within a permanent, evident at all times, structure of
shared attachment. Moreover, in arguable opposition to the possibility that habitus can
even function as a structuring structure of shared practice it could be argued that its
"normative perspective. (is) cast in an excessively idealist mode: one is driven to adopt
..
the classical structural-functionalist position of social structure as a set of ideas which are
reflected, indeed `expressed', in the separate and collective acts of the actors...I do not
find the normative construction true to life" (Barth 1981 pp. 96-97).

Social action as practice, what Barth calls behaviour, is never simply `caused' but is
always `intended'. Behaviours orient to the future rather than being totally restricted by
some set of past conditions that can be isolated as being the cause of practice in the
present. Behaviour as action, what is acceptedby this thesis, as being what Bourdieu
calls practice, always occurssimultaneouslyin two differently constitutedcontexts;

1. What are sometimesanalytically mistaken to be the concrete'rules' of everyday social
practice exist only as symbolic referents. This context is a constantly creative semiotic
one "where strings of eventsare shapedby actors so as to embody meaningsand transmit
messagesand thus reflect the rules and constraintsof codification" (Barth 1981p.3). This
appears to be exactly what Bourdieu describes as codification in as much as
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"(c)odification

goes hand in glove with discipline

and with the normalization

of

practices... Codification is an operation of symbolic ordering, or the maintenance of the
symbolic

order... codification

brings

the collective

benefits

of

clarification

and

homogenization... it ensures a basic level of communication" (Bourdieu 1990a p. 80).

2. The second context is generated out of a dialectical process between codes, values and
knowledge being on the right hand, and human acts being on the left. However, there is a
difference between what people say they ought to do, and what they actually do - what
is
future.
in
This
Barth's
do
influences
do
the
to
they
early
what
ought
people actually
hand
The
Bourdieu
the
theorising
structures.
right
structuring of
what
calls
attempt at
done
left
hand.
for
the
the
with
premises and constraints
particular acts
may well provide
However, the actions of the left hand also affect the "codes, values and knowledge by
increments and so can change and modify their own preconditions" (Barth 1981 p. 3).

The significance of this is that the habitus - if it exists at all - undergoes constant
is
danger
Thus,
there
that the whole
through
the
a
re-structuring
enactmentof practice.
concept of Bourdieu's objective structuring habitus collapsesunder the criticism that it is
a revisable and mutable category,rather than a durable structuring structure.

The rational intent of Bourdieu's structuralist constructivism also manifests itself in
Barth's transactionalist dimensions. Despite Barth's focus upon the subjective and
goal-pursuing actor, his analysis is not one that descendsinto the atomistic relativism of
subjective selves that Lyotard warns against when considering that "a self does not
amount to much, but no self is an island; each exists in a fabric of relations that is now
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constrainedby collective semiotic representations.This appearsvery close to Bourdieu's
double-structuring material.

However, Barth's (1981 p. 6 1989 1994) `generative' perspective offers an antidote to
Bourdieu's insistence that reproduction tends to ensure a durable stasis that seeps through
every stage of lived experience. Arguing against historical reductionism to the patterns of
codified practices - an aspect of Barth's perspectives that is quite at odds with Bourdieu's
role of history (Barth 1981 pp. 5-7) - Barth (1981 pp. 80-85) argues that individual
practices are constantly at odds with collective aggregates whilst emerging as the "major
wellspring of cultural and social change" (Barth 1981 p. 82).

From Bourdieu's perspectives on practice, structuralist constructivism appears to adopt a
position in opposition to that of Barth. Habitus forms a framework that ensures the
regulation of practice without specific rules; whilst still, apparently, limiting the range of
freedom of choices. For Bourdieu, practices become "collectively orchestrated without
being the product of the organizing action of a conductor" (Bourdieu 1990b p. 53).
Bourdieu seems to be arguing against Barth's situational analyses. Indeed, Bourdieu
argues that situational analyses have a proclivity to abandon structuralist models and to
replace their vision with a focus upon the free choice of a rootless, unattached and 'pure'
subject. Such models argue that the individual becomes capable of locating areas within
any aggregate where he or she is capable of being free to make choices and to manipulate
the system to their own advantage. Namely,

they operate without

constraint; a

phenomenon that Bourdieu finds naive (Bourdieu 1990b p. 53). For Bourdieu, people
appear not as Barth's `agents' but as embodied `actors' reading from their shared scripts
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of habitus. All that we can effectively choose from is necessity, a world of already
realised ends. All the paths that we walk upon and all the objects that we walk towards
are already defined in the present and internalised within each of us from the past.

However, Bourdieu occasionally arguesthat the subjective aspirations of the agent are
open to a certain probability of improvisation or invention, but even within such
momentshe still maintainsthat;
"... this is not because agents consciously adjust their aspirations to an
exact evaluation of their chances of success, like a gambler organizing
his stakes on the basis of perfect information about his chances of
winning. In reality, the dispositions durably inculcated by the
impossibilities,
freedoms
and
and necessities, opportunities
possibilities
inscribed
in the objective conditions... generate
and prohibitions
dispositions objectively compatible with these conditions and in a sense
pre-adapted to their demands. The most improbable practices are
therefore excluded as...unthinkable" (Bourdieu 1990b p. 54 my
emphases).

However, if we cannot aspire to our individual aims in life through what is known, then
is it possible that we are able to entertainthe `unthinkable'? The answerappearsto be no.
Despite the occasional diversion into statementssuch as: "the habitus is a source of
invention, but only within certain limits" (Bourdieu 1990ap.81), Bourdieu seemsto be
arguing that the habitus limits any possibility to think beyond, let alone do beyond, what
people have always thought and done (Bourdieu 1990app.70-81) . Barth would at least
consider that the most improbable practices are therefore included as having the active
potential to becomemanifestly probable.

People become ensnared within the historically embedded social and economic
necessities of the here-and-now (Bourdieu 1990a p.81). All social relations are
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reproduced within

all historically

embedded conditions of existence. Therefore, all

in
influence
human
"produce
the structures
to
combine
experience
variables
of
potential
of the habitus, which in their turn are the basis of the perception and appreciation of all
subsequent experiences" (Bourdieu 1990b p. 54).
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why the new emergence of properties within social groups are subjected to suppression
and constraint - something that Barth cannot convincingly achieve.

There is also a certain overlap between the two approaches.Barth also concernshimself
the
factors
that
the
rational genesis of group
stimulate
with considering
motivating
formation by arguing that the "fundamental fact of cooperationis that players in coalition
98).
(Barth
1981
Barth
by
than
they
continues
p.
alone"
can
can often obtain more
playing
to say that social life - and one may also safely insert political life here - is more
be
that
than
the
can
organisedaccording only to
society
view
complicated
conventional
focus
interests.
Barth's
upon
work
contains
a
some simple principle of maximisation of
the extent to which an agent can maximise certain aggregate values and the extent to
which they can engagein rational strategic analysis.Depending upon potential variations
between the actor and the aggregate,one has to consider that "actors do not regularly
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proceed to decisions through sustained, rigorous, and exhaustive analysis. Indeed, the
course of any particular set of events is often... unpredictable" (Barth 1981 pp. 99-100) on
the part of the strategic agent. Here, he agrees with Bourdieu to the degree that people are
most likely to play upon what they have already acquired as knowledge from previous
experience (one cannot deny that we all do so). As grouped individuals, this reliance
upon past-plays simply reproduces because we know that they are likely to work again
today, thus stimulating the requirement for customary procedures, norms, etc.. Moreover,
Barth argues that people agonize over choices simply because they do not always know
what they want rather than because they are speculating over the rationality of alternative
means beyond the sanction of the aggregate, or their own experiential knowledge. It is
significant that they agonize over choices, rather than collapsing choices into decisions
based upon an incorporated habitus. Barth's rational agent-oriented practices are loaded,
on the part of the conscious agent, with indecision, doubt, and variablility.

Moreover,

"since actors have many and diverse simultaneous interests, real acts come to have so
many relevant consequences, with various time-depths and varying probabilities" (Barth
1981 p. 100 my emphasis).

As far as the social group is concerned,its collective customs, values, norms, etc. are
structured up from within its own internally constitutive micro-level experiences(Barth
2000 pp.25-34). Thus, any group, as a collective aggregate, is marked by perpetual
reflexive internal conversationsbetweenestablishednorms, values, etc., on the one hand,
and the consequencesof practice, on the other. These two hands become mediated by
the act of practice.
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Barth's work has often been criticised for its lack of consideration of external social
(Bauman
dynamics
historical
the
economy
and
of
situated
political
reproduction
power,
2001); with all areas of omission being significantly

compensated for by Bourdieu's

for
has
Conversely,
Bourdieu
the
very strong concerns
structuralist constructivism.
influences

of wider

political

and economic

social environments.

Also,

Barth's

transactionalist theory of ethnic groups and boundaries has a tendency to be limited to
only small-scale and relatively hermetically

sealed units of ethnic organisation (de

Heusch 2000) whilst Bourdieu has a well developed application to more large-scale and
between
line
it
theoretical
generalisation
of
a
complex social systems as
ploughs
individual variations occurring at micro-level social formation.

Barth has been severely mis-represented in the critical literature by many who have
based their critique upon merely one of his many writings. This mis-representation is
developed
highly
has
Barth
that
a
reflexive
even more significant when one considers
his
formation
the
theory
years
since
major seminal
over
generative
of ethnic group
interpretation
base
(1998)
in
(2000)
Jacobson
their
1969.
De
Heusch
entire
of
and
writing
Barth's work upon merely one very early introductory chapter of material (Barth 1969).
De Huesch (2000 pp. 99-115) insists that Barth struggles to consider that in complex
social systems, actors are led to operate more dynamically than Barth suggests. He
by
in
to
that
are
partially
external
people
manipulated
continues
argue
complex societies
social and cultural influences in which "every generation transforms to a limited number
of choices" (de Heusch 2000 p. 103). For de Heusch, groups, ethnic or otherwise,
generate, regenerate and transform their own internal view of themselves in relation to
the political and economic context of the social and cultural system they are located
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isolation
do
in
internal
introspective
They
themselves
on
not
merely
reproduce
within.
the basis of a cultural heritage that alone makes them distinct from outside groups. These
criticisms

may well

be valid

in terms of earlier works

(Barth

1969) but, as

comprehensive criticisms, they do tend to fail to consider subsequent developments,
varied areas of social application, and the impressive capacity that later works have for
their concentration upon production, agency, and the individual diversity located within
ethnic groups (Barth 1981 1989 1994) and community memberships (Barth 2000).
Indeed, such critical interventions have seriously ignored Barth's most impressive and
influential works that come to conclusions very similar to de Heusch's own.

Culture, ethnicity and migration:

Initial connections to Barth and Bourdieu

One should consider whether there really is that much of a fundamental difference
between Bourdieu and Barth in overall terms. The distance between transactional
ethnicity and the boundary process and structuralist constructivism's sociology of the
in
it
does
is
but
in
(Barth
2000),
social group significant places
converge others.Firstly, it
makes senseto focus upon the distance.Barth has argued that the anthropology that his
ideas developed against "was in my judgement seriously crippled by an inattention to
...
fundamental aspectsof people's lives. Most particularly, I felt the need to acknowledge
the place of the individual, and the discongruity between varying interests and various
levels of collectivity. Much of my writing in the ensuing years has consequentlyfocused
on the task of developing a perspectiveon the subjective and goal-pursuing actor" (Barth
1981p.2).
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With ethnicity, as with many structures structured out of human interaction, we can
locate a process of structural reproduction of objective conditions as well as the
production of subjective struggles and strategies against such conditions. The whole
point of Bourdieu's work is to create a consideration of such an interdependent dynamic,
whilst Barth's perspectives concentrate more upon the latter at the expense of perhaps
ignoring the significance of the former. Ethnicity is one more context within which can
be located the tension between a person's selfhood and the social construction of
peoples' social identity,

as `personhood' (A. P. Cohen 1994 Jenkins 1996). The

factors
become
into,
fitting
structured
whilst also struggling against,
contradictions of
'the
"nobody
For
that
the
change
can
past'
primordial notion
example,
commonplace.
from which one descends, and nobody can undo who one is" (Roosens 1989 p. 16) grinds
against the situational notion that "the ethnic 'past' is always a subjective reconstruction"
(Roosens 1989 p. 17) but, in lived experience, both notions may exist simultaneously. To
how
locate
fails
loss
to
the
the
grasp
people
other,
of
uphold only one perspective, at
themselves within any objective set of conditions: "(e)very person experiences the sense
knows
he
belonging
that
to
or
group
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or
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a
sound
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she partially
between the rootedness of Bourdieu's seemingly primordial habitus with links to cultural
inherent
reproductive qualities of the social
practice and structuralist constructivism's
group. But it also connects to Barth's

more situationally

generative schemes of

production within ethnicity and general group dynamics. This connection suggests an
ongoing tension within the process of identity being formed in an ebbing and flowing
oscillation between one rooted identity in habitus and an emergent alternative identity
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linked to the ethnic agent's creative generative capacity; an ideal intersubjective
perspectivethrough which to view ethnicity.

Ethnic groups are made meaningful by people who "feel a senseof wider kinship with a
fictive `super-family', one that extends outwards in time and space and down the
generationsin time" (A. D. Smith 1992 p.438). Over recent years of intellectual enquiry
and explanation, ethnicity has become characterisedby a senseof samenesswith one's
fellow `ethnics' in relation to a sharedsenseof distinction with Others;
"... in my view an ethnic unit is a population whose members believe that in
some sense they share common descent and a common cultural heritage or
tradition, and who are so regarded by others. The notion accordingly
requires concordance between the views of outsiders and those of members
of such collectivities concerning their distinctive ethnic status and identity.
It is not necessary that ethnic beliefs should correspond closely to historical
or other facts, though to some extent they do. For the identification of ethnic
groups, what matters is the belief, held by their members and by others, in a
shared distinctive culture or tradition and community of descent" (M. G.
Smith 1986 pp. 192-193 my emphasis).

Indeed, the dynamics of ethnicity are covered extensively in the existing literature (Leach
1954 Barth 1969 2000 Wallman 1978 Roosens 1989 1994 A. D. Smith 1995 Jenkins
1997) to the degree that accepted features of the ethnic group are never permanently
embedded in some form of primordial concrete. Of course, and perhaps in concordance
with Bourdieu's notion of habitus, this does not mean that such features cannot be
durable (A. D. Smith 1992 Clifford

1997 pp. 17-46 & 244-277 Fortier 2000). It is

generally accepted that such features can be manipulated in relation to the conditions and
situations within which the ethnic group is located (Barth 1969 1994 2000). For example,
the ethnic group can "promote their own new cultural identity, even as their old identity
is eroded" (Roosens 1989 p. 9) in systems of actions and representations (A. P. Cohen
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1994 p. 119). In other words, the group itself can become a durable social locus, but its
internal referents can alter. Although rarely theorised or empirically investigated, such
features never exist, it can be argued, without the presence of an external 'other' group
itself
Barth
'other';
that
the
a
point
and
upon
which will also allocate meaningful referents
details in his work on ethnic boundaries, whilst Bourdieu (1979/1984) covers similar
far
between
Bourdieu
distinctions
talking
as
even goes as
social groups.
about
ground
distinction
becomes
that
which
of
a
referent
culture, as enacted practice,
arguing
functions to "locate a position in social space through a stance taken in symbolic space"
(Bourdieu 1990a p. 113). For Barth it is not necessarily aspects of culture that forms
boundaries between one group and another, but the sense of mutual belonging and the
internal generation of group identity (Barth 1969 2000). Distinction

between social

discriminating
is
being
far
for
Barth,
too
considered as
a
groups,

and excluding

framework to apply upon the mutability of ethnic group boundaries (Barth 2000).

In summary, ethnicity is about being primordially bound into the past whilst also being
instrumentally flexible within any given present situation in relation to directing a
trajectory into the future (Bentley 1987 Roosens1994 A. D. Smith 1995 pp.30-34 Geertz
1996). Being `ethnic' in other social contexts, especiallywithin the context of migration,
identity.
involve
location
It may not always rely
the
may also not
of any primordial core
upon the fixed location of an essential'self' Chambers 1994) unless specific situational
contexts of social interaction stimulate or enhancethe construction of necessaryethnic
identities (Barth 1969 1994).
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Ethnicity has often been assumed to be reducible to a collective sense of cultural cohesion
within a discrete social group, but the above suggests that migrant communities, and
migrant ethnicities, will

not necessarily only be comprised of one singular culture

founded upon a singular place of origin (Alexander 1996). Indeed, Barth argues that
culture should not be considered as "the primary and definitional characteristic of ethnic
group organization" (Barth 1969 p. 11). To understand ethnicity there must be a primary
focus upon ethnic `organization'; the reasons for organising into ethnic groups, and the
meaning associated with such constructions (Barth 2000). In this sense, Barth calls for a
critical focus upon the ethnic boundary itself and "not the cultural stuff that it encloses"
(Barth 1969 p. 15). This does not mean that culture should be ignored, but that ethnicity
must not be reduced only to culture, or cultural difference. The `cultural stuff can

be

accepted as meaning a mutually shared language, or religion, or customs and laws, or
traditional practices, etc. which function as habitual conceptions of essentialised culture
in dominant nationalistic discourse which tend to link a culture to a society to a nation.
After all, "the mere fact that two groups of people are of different culture does not
necessarily imply - as has nearly always been assumed - that they belong to different
social systems" (Leach 1954 p. 17).

Barth has never argued that cultural referents are not used, at certain times in certain
situations, to mark out the boundaries of an ethnic group. Moreover, if ethnicity is the
social organization of culture difference, we need to transcend such habitual conceptions
of

`culture' by securing a focus upon the subjective meanings that people place upon

their own `cultural stuff (Barth

1994 pp. 11-13 Jenkins 1997 pp. 107-108) and their

experience-based formation of group connectivity (Barth 2000). Indeed, an ethnic group
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Therefore, it is not culture in itself that is of significance, but the meanings of difference the meanings of distinction - that people actively place upon cultural materials and
Cohen
To
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1994).
1994
P.
importance
(Barth
1969
imbued
become
that
with
referents
be concise, people are not passively unconsciously in receipt of culture from any
(1979/1984
373-396
by
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determination
pp.
as
sources
of
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structured
1990a pp. 76-86). For Barth, attention upon the processes of boundary maintenance shows
that, rather than being a primordial structure, ethnicity is a process consequential to the
internal
by
actors within
meanings created

the ethnic process (Barth 1994 p. 12).

Therefore, enquiry must commence from the recognition that ethnicity and ethnic groups
are categories of ascription and identification

located as being such by the actors

themselves (Barth 1969 2000 Jenkins 1986). From this, the enquirer must then "examine
the practices and processes whereby ethnicity

and ethnic boundaries are socially

constructed" (Jenkins 1986 p. 174). Although Bourdieu attempts to pursue the same
position, his concept of culture appears much more primordially situated within structural
in
identity.
With
this
mind, the concept of culture
constraints and a given permanence of
that therefore appears most relevant to this research is that of Barth (1989) as he attempts
to link its significance with people positioned in social space:

1. Meaning is a relationship between a culturally significant symbolic referent and a
viewing interpreter of that referent. "To discover meaning in the world of others...we
need always to link a bit of culture and an actor with her/his particular constellation of
experience,knowledge and orientations" (Barth 1989p. 134).
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2. Culture is shared by only some, not all in a particular population. It is not constantly or
inherently 'shared' as embedded forms but is distributed here-and-there and at certain
times around a population (Barth 1989). This active contribution

to understanding

cultural significance by Barth is most profound; it enables internal variations within any
group clustered around `culture' as a generative factor in the construction of group
identity. It would be unfeasible, for example, to consider any migrant group formations
emergent from migration to be essentially coherent in the manner in which Bourdieu's
structural constructivism contends as not all group members will have their culture,
identity and senses of distinction

founded upon an exactly shared habitus in any

permanent manner.

3. However, and with some connection to Bourdieu's position, structural connectivity
does exist, and reproduction basedupon this cannot be ignored, but the most significant
structuresin culture are those with the most systematicconsequencesfor people's social
acts and social relations. Barth undoubtedly upholds structural analysis as a vital
perspective in the analysis of cultural and social complexity (Barth 1969,1981,1989)
even though he clearly finds solely structural accountsof ethnicity to be severely limited
(Barth 2000).

4. Actors are always and essentiallypositioned in relation to others in their population.
Through culture and dialogue people interpret and share their experiencesto enhance
their graspof their own life and of the lives of others (Barth 1989 2000).
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5. Cultural events are the outcome of interplays between the 'material causality' of
Bourdieu's overall perspective and variable patterns of social interaction as proposed by
Barth (1981 1989). Thus, cultural events and symbolic meanings are always at potential
variance with the rational intentions of individual actors. Again this counter-proposes the
rational patterns of logic and interest that Bourdieu perceives to exist in social groups.

From these perspectives it can be accepted that for Barth, in order to understand culture
there is an overwhelming "need to incorporate both a dynamic view of experience, as the
outcome of individuals construing events, and a dynamic view of creativity, as the
into
the
to
the
this
our model
of
world,
outcome of
struggle of actors overcome
resistance
of how culture is generated" (Barth 1989 p. 134). This `generative' capacity to produce
in
least
fails
to
a rather weak
or
at
exists
cultural meaning and group effectiveness
exist,
form, within the dominant reproductive structural suppositions of Bourdieu's structuralist
constructivism.

It appearsclear that both theorists are attempting to account for processesof production
being conducted within systems of social constraint. In this sense they show certain
in
is
between
but
distance
the
two
there
approaches places.
similarity,
also significant
Despite the predominance of structural reproduction in Bourdieu's approach and the
overwhelming pro-agency focus of Barth, it can be proposed that each can be taken as
being mutually supportive. This appearson the basis that in order to accommodatethe
interaction of agency:structure it appearslogical to fuse both together in terms of their
is
intention
It
to
the
the
application
process of migration.
of this researchto consider
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whether such fusion can be applied to this processin relation to social group production
and reproduction.

On a secondary level of potential fusion, Bourdieu's clear intention to provide a fusion of
sociology and anthropology via a macro-social account of social group reproduction also
appears mutually supportive of Barth's anthropological more micro-social generative
analysis of ethnic groups. Moreover, the features of each generic type of group appear
similar, although the two approaches clearly view dissimilar processes at work within
their respective groups. This, in itself, should not be taken as potentially resisting the
intended fusion of both sets of theory. Indeed, in many ways, the dissimilar sets of
processes may account for the inherent limitations of both approaches when kept isolated,
whilst enabling a far more dynamic and robust account of the interaction between
migration and the production and maintenance of group formation.

The intended fusion of both approacheswill be undertakenwithin key future chaptersof
work alongside the provision of gathered ethnographic evidence detailed in the third
section of this thesis.
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Section 2

Methods and introductions

Chapter 3

Methodology and reflexive discussion

1. Rationale for research in Bournemouth

Bournemouth was already known by the researcher to have a significant pro-rata
percentage concentration of migrant peoples and National Census records confirmed such
knowledge. Indeed materials based on the 1991 Census indicated that the area is the one
South-west
in
Central/South
by
densely
the
of
and
ethnic
minorities
most
populated
England. In the early stages of literature review and the development of fieldwork this
became of even greater significance in terms of the post-Victorian English cultural legacy
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1: 1 Why migration in Bournemouth?

Bournemouth became an urban townscape through its late 19th and early-mid 20th
Century development as an exclusive English seaside resort. Its social development
witnessedsignificant levels of social class segregationas British intra-national migration
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began to move into the area to support its growing demand for civic infrastructural,
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The resulting boundary-transcending cultures and life-styles that are new in
Bournemouth have been emerging in the inner cities of Britain for much longer periods
(A. Cohen 1974 Waliman 1986 Lewis 1994 Anwar 1998, Baumann 1996, Fortier 2000).
Moreover, most `new' cultural dispositions remain conceptualisedwithin most research
as being essentially `black' and `Asian' - defined by colour rather than cultural practice.
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A second research pattern reveals that social scientific

investigation

concentrates

exclusively within certain UK city areas such as London (Eade 1995,1996 Anwar 1998),
Manchester (Werbner 2002), or Bradford (Lewis 1994,1997). Therefore, the research
discourse, along with wider popular conception, has historically become both racialised
In
from
into
British
the
cityscape.
other words,
cosmopolitan
society
and generalised out
the social constitution and contribution of cultural multiplicities who live outside of the
into
lives
ignored
in
the
toto,
of the urban
generalised
major cities remain either
or
racialised multicultural mass of minorities, with only a tiny moniority of research studies
venturing beyond into British towns (Shaw 2000).

This researchintends to avoid such enforced invisibility of wider UK populations, and
transcendssuch racialised notions of those who stimulate cultural changewithin Britain.
Therefore,the main reasonfor doing researchin Bournemouthis that it affords a rare site
in which to investigate the emergenceof locally situational processesassociatedwith
(Shaw
British
that
to
throughout
modem
society
migration
are often assumed occur
2000) whilst only being basedon researchinto life in urban cityscapes.

In Bournemouth the patterns of migration are relatively idiosyncratic to the recent
development of the resort. Migration routes do not feature significant numbers or
concentrationsof working class peoples. Nor are they focussed into employment pullfactors linked to any large urban industrial centres or service sectors.The exception to
this rule exists within tourist-associatedseasonalpatterns of employment within hotels
and bars. Originally, such seasonaltouristic employmentwas dominatedby intra-national
migrants, with the 1970's and 1980'sbeing particularly attractive years for the attention
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initial
have
Such
Liverpudlians.
some
of
seasonal
migrations
after
patterns
now,
of
replacement by routes from Spain, become replaced by routes in from Madeira and the
Portuguese mainland following the effects of British `Costa del Dole' social security
legislation through the latter years of the 1980's. Migration routes have also been recently
language
by
influx
English
transient
colleges.
opened up
a seasonal
of
migrations via
Indeed, the area has the second highest number of language students outside of London.
As with all transient routes, more permanent rootings take place. It may be argued that
significant cultural changes influenced by the in-migration

of such peoples did not

become obviously noticeable until the mid-1980's. Moreover, the migration of peoples
be
diversity
to
thought
relatively recent
cultural
and significant practices of
are generally
decade.
has
The
have
lived
in
for
by
than
town
the
town
a
more
occurrences
people who
not experienced any significantly high numbers of migrant peoples moving into the area
as pre-existing national or ethnic groups; there have been no concentrated large `waves'
in
large-scale
Jewish
`floods'
Indeed,
the
the
migration
or
of migration.
with
exception of
the late nineteenth century the town has witnessed a slow, spasmodic and disparate
trickle of originally non-English peoples into its population from a wide diversity of
backgrounds.

Such patterns of migration are only just beginning to challenge the historical English
legacy and forms of establishedcultural practices that locally exist. `Englishness' still
predominates,but gradually the social constitution of the area is altering to encompass
many varied cultural expressions, national and cultural identities, and an emerging
diversity of social group formations.
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2. Initial fieldwork

A period of initial fieldwork was undertaken in order to ascertain the frequency and
distribution of migrant peopleswithin the generalpopulation of Bournemouth. This was
carried out between July and September1998 and involved weekly one-day visits to the
town in order to familiarise the researcherwith its daily routines and rhythms of life. Its
aims were to;

a) Locate a suitable area of the town in which to live during the 12-month full
fieldwork

in
be
had
Moreover,
to
selected
order to
a specific area
period.

appreciate cultural life directly

influenced by first-generation

migrant local

residency.

b) To meet and discussresearchintentions with various identifiable institutions and
organisationswho work with migrant peoples,or who have indirect experienceof
them, ranging from departmentsof the local Council to voluntary groups, support
groups,and the like.

c) To informally meet individuals who migrated from overseasinto the town and
establishforms of networks of communicationwith them.

d) To meet and discuss research intentions with institutions and organisations
directly establishedby migrant peoples.
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e) To locate specific groups formed out of migration in which future researchcould
be undertaken.

Initial introductory postal contact was made with people linked to (b), (c), and (d), above.
This was followed up by face-to-face informal discussions with those who responded
initial
involved
Discussions
positively.
research aims and objectives
overt exposure of
with a small number of semi-structured interview questions mainly linked into attempts to
network into (c), (d), and (e), above. The initial fieldwork

few
yielded
very
period

networks of connection but did generate a number of potential gatekeepers. However,
there was some significant success in other aspects. A gatekeeper found and helped
organise moving into the required research accommodation detailed in (a), above. This
individual also introduced the researcher to the Muslim community and greatly assisted in
the empirical research throughout. It was decided that although the initial fieldwork
period was not wholly successful in some regards, it was highly successful in others;

a) Reducedfeelings of unfamiliarity with the town.

b) Introducedmore locally relevant paths of future researchdevelopment.

c) Built a number of contactswho eagerly provided a broad base of interpretations and
views on both the researchand the locality.
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d) Enabled experimentation with interview techniques and other methods of data
gathering.

background
Provided
of evidence and experience that enabled the researcher
a
general
e)
to self-reflexively

analyse and compensate for personal subjective assumptions and

interpretations exposed within the literature review stage of research development.

f) Enabled a gradual and relaxed informal building of trusting and meaningful
relationshipswith somekey future researchparticipants.

3. The main research period

The main research period commenced in mid-October 1998 and ended in earlyOctober 1999. Research attention concentrated upon two main groups of first
generation migrants who had formed themselves into epistemic communities, the
Muslim community and the Latina/Hispanic.

3: 1 Weaknesses

The weakness of the approach is most marked in terms of the gender imbalance
encounteredas the researchdeveloped.Muslim evidence is almost wholly presented
by men whilst the Latina/Hispanic evidenceis completely provided by women. This
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could be viewed with some criticism. However, it does provide some valid insights
into different worlds of contextualisedcultural experiencesbetween the two groups
that can be rationally compared by analysis. Such gaps of relevant ethnographic
insight have been addressedusing comparative literature; at least in the exploration
of gendered dynamics of migration. This connects with social anthropology's
scientific claim to be both holistic and comparative in its study of humanity. When
comparisonsare made in the researchthe evidencehad beenpresentedcollectively in
terms of either substantive issues, or contextual themes. However, when such
comparisonscannot be made the evidence has either been presentedseparately,or
further explored using textual sources.For example, the substantiveissue of mixed
cultural marriage is basedwholly upon Latina/Hispanic evidencewithin the context
of family life. Likewise, the substantiveissue of religion and cultural influences is
almost totally dominated by Muslim evidence. In both cases,the evidencehas been
separatedto deny erroneousanalytical comparison, or partly fused using the import
of relevant comparativestudies.

Obviously, if research attention had focussed upon only one group, for instance the
Muslim community, then greater time could have been dedicated to family life and
mixed marriages.This would have also enabled more researcheffort to be guided into
both Muslim men and women. Moreover, if only one epistemic group had been pursued
then the researchwould have followed orthodox anthropological methods.However, the
deliberately chosen double-group focus generates some interesting and valuable
comparisonsand critiques of the two theoretical positions being testedby this research.
Also, this comparativemethodological technique has been successfullyadoptedby other
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researchin order to generatesimilar multiplexities of critical engagementof research
evidence within English communities (Baumann 1996). Such research actively
contributes towards the comparative "analysis of social life, a quest for homology and
equivalencein the midst of the cultural and social diversity of (hu)mankind" (Jenkins
1986p. 171).

A final weakness is that the role of Islam in community formation was not investigated to
a satisfactory level of ethnographic enquiry. As with the gender imbalance of the
fieldwork, a considerable literature has been incorporated to maintain the validity of
enquiry and analysis. However, the research wishes to state that the material addressing
Muslim community should be taken as being a discursive construction, and one founded
partly upon the limitations of the sample participating in the research. A more detailed
methodological focus on sampling levels follows, below.

3: 2 Sampling rationale

The first stagesof researchduring the initial fieldwork period were to define and locate
the total local population (Arber 2001) of migrant peoples. There are no gathered or
centralised sourcesof information that can offer an extraction pool of total population
from which a representative sample can be drawn for either community. The 1991
Censusprovides a breakdown of transnationalmigrants into a single proportional figure.
Moreover, National Censusconclusions are consideredunreliable by some local people
in voluntary sector organisationsworking with migrants, peoples of ethnic classification,
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and so on. The same scepticism is relayed by Council officials who deal with related
issues. Whatever the case, such information was unhelpful in the preparation of a
representative sample.

As soon as both groups had been ascertained as being willing

to contribute to the

research, a period of fairly loose cluster sampling (Arber 2001) in each group located
specific individuals who were keen to participate to the research on a regular basis. These
were mainly community `leaders' and other key contributors to community life and
organisation. It became clear that to focus upon community leaders and their close
community members, rather than upon other randomly selected layers of membership
would provide robust sources of data.

This sampling strategy could obviously attract the attention of criticism in terms of
whether collected data would be accurate and factual in terms of the provision of `elite'
or specialised personal views, or alignments to ideal type discursive representations of
`the whole community'. However, it was decided that whichever `layer' of membership
the research focussed upon would obviously lead to potential misrepresentation based
upon variables in perception, experience, knowledge and internal group differentiation.
Moreover, it is the case in Bournemouth that community

leaders and their close

associates - even in the far more individuated Sunni Muslim community - share the same
backgrounds and often similar migration experiences to their community members; a
factor similar to other comparative migrant communities in Britain (Shaw 2000 pp. 270274). However, it has to be emphasized that a significant number of this sample group
tended to originate from Arab and middle-Eastern nations and were men, and therefore
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did not necessarily share these factors with all community members. Although nation of
origin may not be that significant for Sunni Muslims -a

point discussed in detail

elsewhere - it could be argued that they can only offer specific views of the local
community, its connective associations beyond, and their specific interpretations of
Islam. Therefore, their offered data and the subsequent analyses founded upon it, cannot
be widely generalized, or assumed to be taken as being the only discursive representation
of the local Sunni Muslim community. However, this should not devalue the contribution
of this sample group on the basis that both community leaderships and community
centrality focused upon the Mosque add value to research (Shaw 2000 pp. 270-278).

Jacobson(1998 pp.48-50) also selected a significant number of

community leaders

along with a focus upon younger `lay' members of the community. But here, their
evidenceremained unpublished,therefore driving her conclusions toward constructing a
representation of

Muslim life based only upon the discursive constructions of the

community forumated upon UK-born youth perspectives.Although sample groups are
demographically different in this research, Jacobson's selection gives legitimacy to a
focus dominated by specific layers and segmentsof a given community. For her, the
samplewas "unavoidable...given my `snowballing' approachto building up a network of
respondents" (Jacobson 1998 p.53). In tandem with Jacobson's methodology, this
researchcontinuedto `snowball', but mainly through layers of community leadershipand
of a different generation.
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From an early stage the research ascertained certain estimates of numbers of total
population in each community from particular contributors and set out to target a 10%
sampleof eachcommunity.

Contributors' estimates on total community membership should be seen as being merely
estimates and may well be disproportionate, but were seen as `fact' from the participant's
point of knowledge. Ascertaining a representative sample from such populations is a
relatively improbable task. For example, with Muslims, only those who regularly gather
for religious purposes provide anything close to what may be considered as being the
total population. Even this cannot be accurate as not all the population regularly attends
the Mosque. Moreover,

the seasonal influx

into
Bournemouth
of people

causes

confusion. For example, according to one Mosque between 800-1000 Muslims live in
Bournemouth. Such a figure is based upon those numbers in prayer at the Mosque and
their probable number. Women tend not to pray at the Mosque and children are rarely
seen. Early on I was also informed that two other Mosques have recently opened for
worship in the town. This would spread the attending population even more. This
approximate number of 800-1000 has been known to more than double over the summer
months and not all can be considered as being tourists. Any desire to locate a
representative Muslim

sample was, therefore,

fraught with

potential

error. The

Latina/Hispanic community was estimated as 80-100 who permanently live in the town.
This would increase significantly

in the summer period due to influxes of seasonal

workers mainly from Madeira, but also from Spain, and the Portuguese mainland.
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The pre-set sampling target of 10% would therefore mean that approximately

9

Latina/Hispanics would have to regularly participate in the research, and some 90
Muslims. The latter was simply an unachievable target with the methods selected to
collect the evidence required. The former was far more achievable, but only 7
Latina/Hispanics

became regular participants with

a further 4 playing

subsidiary

contributory roles. 4 of these were closely associated with regular participation in
community activities and all had close social relationships with the fifth; the main
organiser of formal and informal community mobilisation. It should also be remembered
that a limited number of husbands and children also contributed or participated on top of
these figures, but only 2 are exposed in any contributing capacity in this final document
as the major focus is upon their wives.

Regular Muslim participants numbered 7 with a further 17 playing subsidiary roles.
Details of each individual are enclosed at the end of this chapter. For both sample groups
this method of targeted data gathering enabled the research to aim its evidence gathering
primarily from community leaderships whilst also allowing the research to study down
into other connected layers of both sample groups from this vantage point. As such, the
gathered data could only be taken as being heavily dependent upon the discursive
perception of group `elites' and their immediate social networks and/or more formal
community contacts. However, evidence gathered from opportune meetings with limited
numbers of wider community members were also used at times in order to explore the
primary data in order to ascertain the validity of key research data. Thus, the wider
community membership in both sample communities play only contributory roles that
exist to test and further investigate primary evidence.
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Clearly, the sampling of each community can be criticised as being less than ideal in
its
but
terms,
the
considers
scientific
research
rationale as being relatively representative
in terms of its validity of evidence.The researchis not attempting to generalisebeyond
the personalexperiencesof its respondents.As such,the evidencegatheredand presented
cannotbe seenas being more than a consideredcollection of personal experiential views
of a discursive shared reality that, to a degree, the researchhas deliberated over and
arrangedto re-presentin order to achieveits theoretical aims and objectives.

The research can, therefore, not make claim to ethnographic factual inferences about
`whole' communities as `totalities' of social phenomena.However, it can representthe
in
`real
both
in
how
`leaderships'
they
the
terms
world'
perceive
views of
community
of
the intersubjective experiential contexts they find themselveswithin; one of which being
the communities they seethemselvesas living within.

The sampling strategy is also potentially `unscientific', but one must consider that there
is no need for scientific sampling where the aim is to understand how people attempt to
behaviour
(Bernard
1995),
behaviour
the
their
or
of
place meaning upon
own expressive
others.

Also, as the aim of the researchis to evaluate existing theory and generatetheoretical
debate,in the provision of a "wider understandingof social processesor social actions,
the representativenessof the sample may be of less importance" (Arber 1993 p.71).
Finally, how exactly does one select a sample of people who are willing to talk about
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everyday cultural differences within the family, for example? Moreover, how does one
ensure that their experiences are `representative', or that their ability to communicate
their experiences is somehow constant. One can only really seek to minimise all sources
of error and inaccuracy. One should not lose sight of the fact that no empirical research
project is untainted by methodological weakness at certain points (Arber 1993).

3: 3 Selected methods, sampling, and discussion

Three main and four subsidiary data gathering methods were used during the main
researchperiod. The main methodswere;

a) Unstructured interviews. These proved the most fruitful data gathering method.
Although generating a wide range of uncontrolled data, and being wholly reliant
upon verbal accounts,most participants enjoyed the freedom of expressionthat was
provided. When larger groups of people were participating in the researchtogether
this method becameinterwoven with (b), below.

b) Participant observation. Various contexts of researchinvolved the necessity for this
method such as formal religious meetings at the Mosque, organised events such as
the Strength In Diversity conference, local discussion forums, and informal
Latina/Hispanic social gatherings to which the researcherwas invited. Rather than
long-term participant observation, this method was only used in pre-selected or
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unforseen events and so should be described as being short-term participant
observationconductedover a long temporal period.

c) Semi-structured

interviews.

Although

unstructured

interviews

gathered most

evidence they were always backed up by a pre-selected semi-structured verbal
interview style set of questions. A small proportion of people found open-ended
questions a little unnerving in terms of maintaining discussion on a one-to-one basis.
These questions were kept `in reserve' to fall back upon if anyone `dried up' during
unstructured interviewing. The questions would either be the same as those in (b),
below, for people unexpectedly met for the first time or during initial data-gathering
interviewing, or a set of questions based upon previous unstructured sessions with the
same person. The latter means that pre-selected questions such as, "when we last
spoke about.. .you said that... what did you mean by that" or "others have mentioned
that... do you agree" were employed. This enabled the unstructured interviews to
become a little

more guided, thus transcending the narrow division

between

unstructured and semi-structured interviewing, whilst cross checking and reinforcing
other sources of evidence.

The following methodswere mainly subsidiary devices;

a) Observation. Without any form of participation this involved periods of time
when the researcheronly watched events without any other form of interaction
with those participating. Rarely used, and partly subjected to unavoidable
assumptionand personal interpretation, this was the only way in which particular
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eventscould be considered.Examples of observation are Muslim prayer sessions
and local Inter-faith lecture/discussionseminars.

b) Structured verbal questionnaires. These were only used during pre-organised
initial

meetings with new informants. A pre-determined set of either five

for
for
30-60
to
ten
timed
questions,
or
up
short
sessions of
minutes,
questions,
longer sessions, were aimed at all people in this category. If sessions went
interviewing
into
they
transform
unstructured
extremely well
could easily

or

in
but
lesser frequency, participant observational sessions.
even,

c) Literature and audiotaped based sources. Although very rarely used, and only
ever usedwith the Muslim community, thesemostly Islamic sourceswere mainly
English/Arabic pamphlets, newspapers, books, and English audio library
foundation
for
the
that
the
the
reference
collective
resources
community used as
been
have
in
When
these
the
conventionally referenced
community.
used
research
and detailedwithin the bibliography.

d) Post-fieldwork literature searchesto further investigate gender perspectivesand
the role of Islam from a Muslim perspective.

As mentioned, all new contributors were interviewed by structuredverbal questionnaire.
This worked well in terms of generatingrelevant evidence,but many people only wished
to have this single meeting and only approximately 20 per cent wished to be interviewed
for longer than one hour. As one-off interviews over such a short period of time thesedid
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not generate much data. Such evidence only plays a minor role in the final research
document. This is why, even though everyone named in the research first passed through
such a session, the summary of methods above details structured interviews merely as a
for
interview
device.
did
One-off
allow
structured
sessions also
not
subsidiary
short
much cross-checking, mutual relaxation, contemplation, open discussion, and other
forms of deeper interaction. However, on many occasions these generated a very high
level of quality of data. Those that were interviewed for longer periods at this stage
tended to be willing to meet again for a less structured and far longer session, or even
many more sessions involving a variety of methods. Such contributors therefore became
more active research participants and their evidence tends to appear more regularly in the
final research document. As such, structured verbal questionnaires proved to be an
excellent introductory device, a primary method for gathering life narratives in terms of
migration experiences (Atkinson

1998), but played no further role in the empirical

research.

Most initial interviews, almost all being structured verbal questionnaire-based,were
interviewee.
A tape recorder
the
they
noted as
progressedafter seeking agreementwith
intrusive
formal
been
being
have
but
due
too
to
this
at such
and
could
used,
was rejected
first meetings. A few interviews were not noted as events unfolded, due to interviews
being held in cafesor public houses,etc. as the researcherdid not want the contributor to
feel publicly over-conscious.Thesewere written up soon afterwardswith suchpost-event
accountsbeing given to contributors for comment, checking, and revision for accuracy
before any follow-up work was undertaken. Only minor revisions had to be made on
interviews,
Follow-up
always being either semi-structuredor unstructured
eachoccasion.
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in nature,were always tape recordedin the first month or so of fieldwork. However, this
in
the
the
getting
concentration
and
overall
of participants
was often seen as stemming
judged
be
free-flowing
This
when comparing the
conversation.
could
easily
way of
follow
first
the
sterilised
slightly
of
sessions
with
comfort
and
mutual
enjoyment
relative
As
between
the
tape
that
and
participant.
a
recorder
researcher
occurred
with
up sessions
if
less
frequently
developed,
tape
and only the researcher
recording was used
research
had difficulty in relation to;

i)

Rapidly speaking Latina/Hispanic participants.

ii)

Events that had many people actively present.

iii)

Concentrating with the accurate recording of interviews that extend over long
periods of time in excessof one hour.

As such, the sampling method previously detailed in section 3.2 is an ideal form that the
active research attempted to aspire to. The research actually selected a significant
for
its
data
from
to
those
more than one
able
participate
proportion of
most willing and
session,over long periods of time, often with days or even weeks betweenmeetings,and
between a diversity of data gathering methods. And, as already stated,these informants
tended to be community `leaders', key group protagonists, and main contributors to
community life. This enrichesthe depth and breadth of the evidence in terms of quality
of material whilst also enabling active cross-referencingto evidencegleanedfrom shorter
and less frequent researchcontributors.
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It was hoped from the outset that participant observation would be used far more than it
eventually was in order to maximise the acquisition of "discursive

and practical

knowledge" (Watson 1999 p.2) of peoples' experiences in real-life situations (Brewer
2000 Fielding 2001). However, this proved an unsuitable method in many instances and
for several reasons. Not being able to live with the people being studied due to their
complex working and social lives effectively disabled long periods of active participant
observation. This was expected to a degree for it has long been noted that when
qualitative research is undertaken both at home, and within the social complexity of
urban sprawl, one has to use a variety of suitably matched methods that sometimes veer
from the long-term methodological tenets of social anthropology (Jenkins 1986 1997
Brewer 2000). This often involves elements of participant observation being replaced or
complimented by interviewing methods (Fortier 1998 James 1999 Knowles 2000), or
vice versa. Having a reserve of matched methods running in mutual and interactive
tandem proved to reinforce and compliment the weaknesses and strengths of each other
in relevance to the urban complexity of their lives (Fortier 2000) and the limitations of a
lone researcher (Bernard 1995).

In periods of participant observation notes were only written up, or directly wordprocessed,no later than the evening or morning after the events.This forced the research
to rely heavily upon memory but this should not be seenas denying the relative accuracy
of the data in generalterms. Writing notes from memory can also be an acceptable,if not
wholly perfect, account of detail. In some instances simple notes were written down
along with key quotes on occasionswhen people in the event were familiar with my
if
or
presence,
a private spacewas available nearby.
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Unstructured

interviews

tended to suit the lifestyles

and appreciations of most

participants. This was particularly relevant to Latina/Hispanic women who simply loved
to talk and be asked questions. This seemed to align with their cultural interactions
together. The community was highly `discursive', to say the least. Muslims also enjoyed
the research attention and open-ended conversation, but seemed to prefer to encourage
the researcher to get involved more with the everyday practice of being Muslim. This
often enabled unstructured interviews to interact closely with participant observation.

As a method, unstructured interviewing seemed to suit the taste of appetite that people
had for the recipe of the research and the ability that the researcher had for satisfying
their taste whilst gathering useful evidence in the process. Due to the highly personal and
idiosyncratic nature of memory, experience and rationalising the meaning of migration,
in
being
to
their
the
own accounts
shape
participants clearly enjoyed
given
opportunity
their own time whilst also having the researcher being involved in an open and discursive
manner (Mason 2002). To put it more concisely, both communities loved to talk and
discuss among themselves, so the research seemed to be a natural extension of their
everyday life, rather than an intrusion into it. This enhanced the depth, range and quality
of the raw data and also greatly benefited the overall development of research in terms of
its ethnographic exposure of peoples' meanings, reasoning, and patterns of rationality
(Fielding 2001 pp. 147-149).

An ongoing problem encounteredwithin unstructured interviewing was the occasional
production of quite vast rangesof data that were obviously relevant to the participant, but
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not always totally clear or meaningful to the researcher. When they occurred this may
have negatively affected moments of empathy (Valle & Mohs 1998), but a facet of using
such a qualitative method is that it teaches the researcher the value of self-reflexivity
(Rosaldo 1993 pp. 1-6). Clarification of certain statements could have been sought during
sessions, but often events moved so fast that constant understanding was impossible to
achieve. Indeed, the researcher contemplated switching to semi-structured interviews
after both communities were regularly contributing and the research had achieved good
levels of access. However, this would have perhaps tainted the research and impinged
upon the cultural `naturalness' mentioned in the previous paragraph.

4. Selecting the themes of ethnographic focus
Section 3 of the research concentratesits analysis and theoretical attention into three
main pre-selectedthemes;

1. Community and group
2. Belonging

3. Identity

In order to contextualiseeachtheme a range of sub-themesthread through these,such as
the significance of culture, and us:other distinctions. These enable a close relationship
betweenthe main two theories and the concept of ethnicity linked to national belonging.
They also allow the fusing of a wider range of data received by respondents.Thesewere
added,where appropriate,to the main theoretical attentionsof the research.
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The research piloted a limited range of relatively closed questions in its initial 3-month
phase of construction. This early line of enquiry was focussed very much upon gathering
evidence closely linked to theoretical concepts as well as personal migration experience
linked to group belonging. In particular, a strong focus on Bourdieu's central concepts
had been incorporated. The gathered data indicated that such lines of enquiry were too
narrow. It was often found that when migrant experiences were expressed it was clear
that their complex accounts - and their desires to talk about social life beyond theoretical
foci - needed more freedom of expression. This led to a progressive change of
methodology, as previously detailed. More open questions were designed to incorporate
a finer balance between both theoretical positions coupled with much more open-ended
individual
freely
that
to
their
experiences more
questions
enabled participants
express
interviews
has
been
detailed,
As
were
openly.
already
semi-structured and unstructured
applied in order to maximise such responses.

This led to a much wider range of information being expressedwhich, in turn, led to a
fundamentaldata-gatheringproblem; with a wider range of data, what themesconnectto
the theory and which do not? Moreover, what should be left in and what should be left
out? Both are clearly linked to issuesin representationas well as scientific methods of
sociological enquiry. Due to the catch-all embraceof data generateda vast amount of
data had to be edited out in terms of the provision of the final research. In order to
achieve this editing process the research had to control for particular themes that
emergedwithin the original data (Fielding 2001 pp. 154-161). These themes could then
be analytically connected via a reasonable interrelationship with theoretical concepts
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detailed in the research aims and objectives (Black 2002 pp. 219-233). Although this is a
methodological

necessity of all research undertaken on the bases of unstructured

interviewing and participant observation there is, of course, opportunity for damaging the
quality of raw data by the imposition of certain selected themes and connective material
seen as being more valuable than others by the researcher.

As the researchintended to `test' theory, but mainly to fuse two approaches,it appeared
but
data
be
directly
the
to
theoretical
to
that
material,
wise primarily retain
could
related
researchwas also wary of allowing theoretical pre-occupationsto overshadowthe value
both
Barth
More
(Rosaldo
1993).
specifically,
of subjective meanings and relationships
is
heavily
Linked
the
Bourdieu
to
this,
research
and
critique structuralist methods.
interest
`leave
beyond
fundamentally
to
the
to
structuralist
consider social reality
attuned
desire
linked
does
fit
to
the
the
theory'
scientific
methodological approach
out what
not
to manipulate what doesnot fit in order to uphold the value of structuralist theory (LeviStrauss 1964/69 pp. 1-9). It is also sensitive to the dangers of overly abstracting
theoretical analysis away from the context of real life experienceand practice (McGee &
Warms 2000 p.355), or to remove it from lived reality altogether(Leach 2000 de Certeau
1984p.61-64).

With this in mind, the researchintended from the start to also uphold the value of local
knowledge and subjective experiential reflections (Barth 2000) and the reflexive
concernsof Bourdieu's (1990a 1993) more recent sociological work. It was decided to
maintain a balancebetweenwhat evidenceclearly linked to theoretical concept,and what
was clearly linked to experiential subjective reality. This could force more debate
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betweenthe theories and enableparticipants to have the ability to influence analysis and
debate,thus forcing a refusal for the researchto becomeoverly theoretical and, therefore,
maximise self-reflexive debatebetweentheory and evidence.

This validity of thematic selections is particularly relevant as the research is heavily
being
tested and subjected to critical
that
theoretical
are
around
propositions
organised
discussion. The evidence gathered therefore has to be of a reasonable quality of valid
application to the theory being tested. In order to minimise invalid
discursive dual theoretical juxtapositioning

evidence the

balanced
thematic
the
a
created
research
of

selection of theoretical data whilst also ensuring maintenance of diverse and varied
empirical validity throughout. The discursive stance between two theories enabled an
investigative distancing between the conclusions of each. This generated a heightened
level of reflexivity on the part of the researcher (Brewer 2000 pp. 38-48 Adkins 2002) in
the generation of theoretical evaluation alongside the development of theoretical
148-155).
2000
Brewer
(Schensul
1-3
1999
pp.
pp.
application and revision
et al

This maximised the validity of both thematic selection and discussion, thus enabling
themesto be extracted from the polyphony of raw data gatheredto becomevalid objects
of theoretical application that can be regarded, observed, generatedand analysed.This
process of thematic selection has been called the analytical "freeze-framing" of social
meaning in which "the subtle nuancesof social life come to be displayed, replaced and
insights
as
anthropological
or explanations" (James 1999 p. 117) required to
relayed
addressthe aims and objectives of this researchfrom the subjective experiencesof first
living
in
Bournemouth.
now
generationmigrants
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Dramatis Personae

The Latina/Hispanics
The main participants
Jolanda
In her early forties, Jolandahas two children. Brazilian by birth, she moved to Bournemouth to
learn English in the early 1980's. She is married to James,the Director of a local English
languagecollege, and works in School catering. A good friend of Gabriella and Antonia, Jolanda
often helps out with Grupo de hablay Espanoly Portugueseevents.
Gabriella
A key researchparticipant and a good friend of Antonia. Brazilian by birth, Gabriella has her
own chiropody businessin Bournemouth Sheis in her mid thirties and is married to Andy. They
havea young baby, their first child.
Antonia
The key organiserof LatinaA ispanic social eventsand fortnightly Grupo de hablay
Espanol y Portuguese gatherings. Antonia is Argentine by birth and is in her mid thirties.
Married to an Englishman,she is currently expectingher first child.
Maria
With a very strong Argentine identity, Maria left her homeland in the 1970's. She has always
lived in Bournemouth since and expects to live in the town for the future. Her husband,
Christian, is a retired English languageteacher.
Raquel
Raquel has been living in England for five years and is in her mid fifties. She married her
English husbandin her own country of Argentina and is enjoying making England her own as
well. They lived in Argentina for many years before moving to Bournemouth, where her
husbandwas born. They have two young children.
Alicia
The sole Mexican informant, Alicia used to run Salsanights in Bournemouth until two Cuban
brothers took over from her. She frequents Mexican cultural events in London when she can.
Alicia is in her mid fifties, has no children, and is married to Mike who is a retired English
language teacher. Alicia works as a teacher. They married in 1979 after Alicia moved to
Bournemouthin 1977.

Julia
Spanishby birth, and the only woman not to marry her English languageteacher. Julia is forty
five and has two daughterswho live away from home. She is separatedfrom her Scotlandborn
English husband,and works as a languageinterpreter.

Subsidiary participants
Jessica

In her late-twenties, Jessicamoved to Bournemouth from Spain in the early 1990's. She is
married to an Englishman,and has one son, Marco.
Isabel
Moved to Bournemouth from Brazil in the early 1980's. She has one child and is married to an
Englishman.Sheis in her early thirties.
Luciana
Origin Latin American nation unknown. First languageis Portuguese.Married to an Englishman
and has children.
Antionetta

Origin Latin American nation unknown. First language is Portuguese.Married to an Englishspeakinghusband,and has children.
The husbands
Andy
Born in Wales, Andy considershimself `English-Welsh'. He used to teach history and English
language,but now works as an overseasrecruitment co-ordinator for several languagecolleges
in Bournemouth.
Charles
Born in England, Charles was working in Argentina when he first met Raquel. They returned
there to get married but have lived in Bournemouth ever since. He probably loves her Argentina
as much as she does,and frequently visits when shereturns.

The Muslims
The main participants
Ashraf
Approximately 35 years old. Of Iraqi origin. Moved to India without family for a short period
where he worked in industry in the late 1980sbefore moving to Bournemouth in the mid-1990's.
He is now married with two sonsand works as an electronic engineer.
Abdul
In his mid-30's, Abdul moved from India to the UK as a young boy with his parents.They still
live in Manchester,but he moved to Bournemouth after qualifying as a surgeon. He has lived
here for somefive yearsand is unmarried.

Ali
In his early 30's, Ali moved to Hartlepool from South Asia with his mother as a child in order to
settle the family with his father. He has only recently moved down to Bournemouth with his
wife and children, but had previously visited the area frequently as his sister has lived in the
town for several years. He assists Omar and Amit with the running of the community
educational project linked to The Islamic Society at the Sunni Mosque and plays an active role
in organising local Interfaith sessions.
Amit
The principal gatekeeper for the research and a major contributor. Amit, now in his early 60's,
was born in Bournemouth and was brought up a Christian. He first experienced Islam after being
based in the Middle East with the RAF. After a brief period in the British Diplomatic service he
returned to Arabia to work as an advisor to two Saudi families. After returning to the UK to
retire, Amit converted to Islam in the early 1990's. He currently works full-time for the local
Islamic Centre. His duties include liaising with numerous local institutions such as the police
and the Local Authority. He also performs a number of ad hoc duties that include advocacy,
media relations, school educational visits, translation, English language classes at the Mosque,
and representing the Imam at Bournemouth's Inter-faith community forum.

Omar
An important gatekeeperfor the research.Originally from Libya, Omar moved to Bournemouth
at the age of 20 after leaving his family behind. He had trained as a journalist in Libya and had
qualified before he left the country at the age of 20. He met his Irish-born wife in Bournemouth
and they married after her conversion to Islam. They have five young children, one of whom
lives in Libya with his family. Now in his early forties, Omar runs the Islamic Centre at the
Sunni Mosque, and also has supplementaryroles supporting the Imam. If the Imam is unable to
be at the Mosque, Omar performs his duties.
Afzal
Acted as a secondarygatekeeperfor the research.Born in Iraq, but moved to India at an early
age. Here he met his wife and they married before moving to Sweden where their 3 children
were born. Whilst in Sweden, Afzal commenced his PhD studies before having to move to
Bournemouth in order to find work. He helped to organise the building of the Sunni Mosque
after moving to Bournemouth in the mid 1990's to complete his PhD studies. Afzal called
people to prayer and seemedto act as a principle assistantin the religious education of the
community with Omar, Ibrahim, and Amit. Many of Afzal's family still live in Iraq. He is in his
late 30's.

Mr Mernissi
The imam of the Mosque. Originally from Syria, Mr Mernissi was probably in his late 50s or
early 60s. He appeared to efficiently delegate much work to his always present assistant,
Ibrahim. For the purposesof the research,Mr Mernissi assistedby ensuring that Amit, Omar and
Afzal were my major informants. In this sense,Mr Mernissi's researchinput was limited due to
his duties, but he did actively participate on two significant occasionsand always ensuredthat I
was well looked after by helping to organisemeetingswith other Muslims in the area.

Subsidiary and minor participants

Kamil
In his mid thirties and originally from Turkey, Kamil is married with a young child. He works as
an electrical engineer.
Kofi
Approximately 60 yearsold. Of Nigerian origin, but has lived in Bournemouth for severalyears.
Kofi frequently visited the Mosque.
Stematis
In his mid-forties, Stematismoved directly to Bournemouth from Greecein the early 1990's in
join
him.
UK
his
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business.
to
help
his
brother
His
the
to
to
recently
wife
moved
run
order
The rest of their family are still in Greece.
Asif
Originally from Turkey, Asif moved to London in the early 1990's in his early 20's and then on
to Bournemouth to study for a degree in Business Studies. Although a Shia, Asif was often to be
found at the Sunni Mosque.

Saleem,Ashgar, Tariq, Karim, Mustapha
All four of these twenty-somethings are students at Bournemouth University from Turkey,
Egypt, Qatar, Yemen and Turkey respectively. They were only met once during Ramadanand
have only minor contributions to the data gathered.None of them has lived in Bournemouth for
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moved
of
exception
of
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more
Turkey to work in his father's business two years before starting his degree. Karim and
Mustaphaare Shia, the others are Sunni.
Osman

In his late twenties, Osman was only met once during Ramadan.He is a Shia who had attended
the Sunni Mosque to break his fast. Born in Syria, he moved here a year before starting his MBA
at BournemouthUniversity.
Mahmoud
Born in Pakistan, Mahmoud came to Bournemouth to undertakepostgraduatestudies.He later
settled in the town, married, and has worked as a specialist engineer for a shipping company
basedin Poole. He is in his early 30s.
Ibrahim
In his late twenties, Ibrahim acted in various duties that involved a close relationship with the
Imam, Mr Mernissi. He appeared to have a leading role in religious education. My many short
conversations with Ibrahim appeared to be dominated by his interests in how I found Islam and
what I thought about it. Ibrahim was the person to invite me along to The Bournemouth Interfaith discussions, and it was he who approached me to speak at one of the joint lecturepresentation sessions. Ibrahim was born in Syria and came to Bournemouth directly with his
family.

Jamal
Jamal was in his mid-thirties. He moved to Bournemouth from within the UK after migrating
from India in the 1990's. He runs a newly opened cafe with his wife. They have two young
children.

Dr Ahmed Abu Bakr
A renowned Islamic scholar who assistsin the production of much educational literature and
associatedmaterial in the UK. He visited Bournemouth to address a public meeting at the
Mosque. Although not a direct researchparticipant, his presentationat the meeting and his UK
influence in Muslim affairs could not allow his presentationto be ignored. He was a key figure
in setting up Islamic banking in the UK, and acted as a Muslim advisor to the British
governmentduring the post 9/11 attack.He is also a frequent guestspeakeron Muslim affairs by
the BBC.
Ashraf and Hannah
Both Ashraf and Hannah were born in Syria. Ashraf moved to Britain as a practising surgeonin
1973 and his wife, Hannah, followed four years later. They moved to the outskirts of
Bournemouthin 1981 and currently live in a nearby village. Both are in their mid-to-late fifties.
They both regularly attendthe BournemouthMosque, even though they do not live in the town.
Moustafa
A very close friend of Afzal. Perhapsin his late 30's. Moustafa also originated from Iraq. He
works as a specialist electronics engineer in a local company. Many of his family still live in
Iraq.

Chapter 4

Introducing

Muslim

and Latina/Hispanic

migration.

British Muslim experience: The significance of migration

Muslims in Britain can arguably no longer be viewed as a `minority'

in terms of their

numbers of population (Lewis 1994). It would perhaps be more apt to consider `them' as
part of the majority `us'. However, Anwar (1998) contends that the predominant majority
discourse of British people reflects an English nationalism that is inherently bound up
with the pro-racist language incorporated into the political State from 1962. For Anwar,
black and Asian political

organisation and mobilisation

have become a necessary

relational reaction to this incorporation. For example, "(t)he Rushdie affair and the Gulf
Crisis showed that British political parties were not particularly hospitable to Muslim
sensibilities and concerns" (Lewis 1994 p. 175).

Muslim migration around the world is as old as Islam itself. Migrant Muslims identify
themselves with the prototypical obligatory migration of The Prophet Muhammed from
Mecca to Medina in AD622. In their global movements Muslims re-enact "The Prophetic
example" (Lewis 1994 p. 50) within the act of migration. Migration
Muslim

person on-the-move within

self-defines the

an established bond of obligatory relationships

among Muslims (Lewis 1994 pp. 50-75). Therefore, migration is consistent, as with all
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aspectsof living a Muslim life, with Qur'anic teaching.

Within the 1990's Muslims have become sensitive to the question of their representation
by predominantly

white and Christian institutions

within

Britain,

especially those

institutions of the mass media. Muslims in Britain are likely to perceive `whiteness' as
being synonymous with Christianity within hegemonic manifestations, or clusterings, of
social power crystallised into particular institutional
unlikely

that British Muslims

see Gilroy's

formations. In this sense it is

`dazzle of whiteness' (1993 p. 9) as a

recognition of white majority racial domination. Indeed, Muslims see heterogeniety and
relational variations when they view British society, rather than a generalised white
`other'. `Whiteness' is not necessarily seen as being a racialised symbolic marker of
difference by Muslim perceptions. Other symbolic referents are more likely to be of
primary significance. Indeed, it is more likely that `Christianity'

is a more primary

marker of distinction coupled with the linguistic distinction, Kafir (aka Kafr), or 'nonbeliever' (Lewis 1994).

Despite this, the `white' English majority habitus has not yet fully disentangleditself
from seeing Muslims through a polarised dichotomy of differences based upon
religious:secular, and black/Asian:white distinctive terms of reference. Throughout the
1980's and 1990's Muslims have emerged in the eyes of the non-Muslim Kafr as a
singular `people'. Since inception in Britain from at least 1889 to the latter part of the
20th century, the `community' of Muslims in the UK has in real terms been a fragmented
community with significant cleavagesdividing its membership(Tames 1982p. 118). As a
`community', Muslims in the UK could be more accurately defined as a `category', or
people
group of
who sharecommon characteristics,rather than as a coherentcommunity
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that participates in a single common structure (Tames 1982 pp 118-125). It has also been
proposed that the population of UK Muslims is so diverse that the category of `single
community' is one that can only be effectively applied "as a result of an external act of
definition by the host society" (Tames 1982 p. 118). This underlines the importance of
understanding the diversity of local Muslim communities in their own terms, rather than
through broad and general applications of such terminology.

Non Muslims

see `the Muslim

other' within

a polarised range of representational

into
linked
is
becoming
to
that
clearly
reconstructed
a
extremes
more
mainly
race
now
symbolic distinction based upon secularism and Islam. However, despite this symbolic
point of recognition undergoing change, one set of symbolic markers of difference
remain quite unchallenged; at one point of representation Muslims are ignored as an
invisible ethnic `minority', whilst at the other they are compared to being either a unified
body politic

of religious

`fascists', or a dangerous fifth column of fundamentalist

`demons' or `mad-Mullahs' (Lewis 1994).

As with black people, Muslims are perceived by the non-Muslim

white majority as

dwelling in rather than being a part of white territories that have become places under
"the alien occupation of foreigners" (Lewis 1994 p. 3). Even though Muslims tend to feel
that they belong in Britain, the white majority tends to disagree. Muslims in Britain
clearly notice the racial discourse of the Other. They notice, for example, the
overwhelming desire of Islamophobia to generalise any specific contexts within which
Muslims are involved as being violent, or confrontational (Lewis 1994 p. 4 Carens and
Williams 1996). Islamophobia constructs a negative vision of a Muslim `whole' for the
white non-Muslim symbolic imagination. Muslims see themselves misrepresented further
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by a constant conflation of Muslim cultures with Islam. Lewis (1994) considers the
Islamic world to be constructedby non-Muslim sites of representationalpower as being
an exotic wonder-world of mystery, fantasy and evil that has been reproducedin robust
fashion through a British `Age of Reason' history rooted in the original desires of
sixteenthcentury politico-military ideologues.

In very general terms, Islam, as a religion, and its multiplicity

of Muslim peoples, remain

a mystery to most non-Muslim Britons, whilst "the popularity and persistence of Islamic
mysticism in Britain gives the lie to such pernicious misrepresentation(s)" (Lewis 1994
p. 5). The resultant effect upon both Muslims and non-Muslims in Britain becomes the
effective reproduction of a dangerous legacy of mutual suspicion on both sides of the
constructed boundary (Lewis 1994 p. 5). Lewis concludes that "(t)he challenge facing
Muslims in the 1990's is the extent to which there are the intellectual and imaginative
resources within the Islamic tradition to engage with the religious, intellectual and
cultural traditions of the West" (Lewis 1994 p. 208). It seems as appropriate to consider
that in Britain, the challenge facing non-Muslims today is the extent to which there are
the intellectual and imaginative resources within the non-Islamic tradition to engage with
the religious and cultural traditions of Muslims engaged in Islamic considerations of
culture-revision and identity positions (Jacobson 1997 Anwar 1998 Werbner 2002).

The Muslim community in Britain and the role of identity

Unlike black African or Caribbean communities in Britain, there is little doubt that
Muslim communities are more likely to choose to live together in fairly close
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geographical zones, rather than being forced to opt for residence in the more
impoverished segments of Britain's towns, villages and cities. Islam and the concept of
Muslim community are quite inseparable (Abdalati 1975 pp. 23-52). This gives rise to
quite tightly meshed, self-reliant, and generally self-sufficient Muslim communities that
prefer to keep themselves to themselves (Baumann 1996). Some non-Muslims feel that
the vital role that community plays within Muslim lives offers a threat to the liberal
democratic ideals enshrined within emancipating political

liberal philosophies of the

Western World (Carens and Williams 1996). Others are beginning to critically relate to
the grand narratives of Western philosophies and liberal political virtues as being nothing
more than a relativised and secular discourse of Western Us-ness, rather than as being a
particularly useful universal discourse (Eade 1995). Indeed, such a discourse may be
nothing more than "... a historical product (that does) not necessarily provide an absolute,
universal guideline by which all other ideological systems should be judged" (Eade 1995
p. 176). The failure

of liberal-democratic

ideals to positively

recognise Muslim

community dynamics consistently provides proof of the failure of so-called `multicultural
tolerance' in Britain.

Arab and South Asian Muslim peoples tend to connect together "in relatively selfcontainedcommunities in Britain" (Lewis 1994p. 19) sustainedby their own institutional
and economic infrastructures designed to service their own special needs (Lewis 1994
p.50). However, such community features are more evident, and more effective, in
specific sites of historical chain migrations such as Bradford, where modem day
populations of Muslims commenced from the 1930's and cannot be assumed to be
general features of every Muslim community, or every community in which Muslims
live.
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Strong connections between the individual and their community exist, even in conditions
of diaspora, to their original source areas of migration. In diaspora, `home' often exists in
simultaneous pairings, or in a plurality of global sites of belonging. Each home may not
be located as being either of the past or of the present, as each home becomes mutually
co-existent and interdependent upon the other. For the individual Muslim it is his/her duty
to such homes that is considered more important than a choice between either one or the
other. It is especially noticeable that with South Asian Muslims kinship networks often
extend across international borders; especially through rules of marriage, economic trade,
duty, obligation, and mortuary rites (Lewis 1994 p. 20). `Community' is, therefore, very
much about an extended place that stretches between sites of movement and across
geopolitical borders, within which the dispersed family resides. In many ways, Muslim
it
in relation to
their
them,
than
peoples carry
only constructing
community with
rather
where they physically stand in geographical space. Linked to this more global aspect of
identity, some have proposed that Islamic communities in Britain transcend localism to
reveal "some of the fundamental elements characterising social movements: the raising of
consciousness; the struggle for autonomy, for the control of a cultural field; a grass-roots
oppositional politics; the stress on identity" (Werbner 2002 pp. 169-170). Hence, Muslims
craft a Utopian essence of need to their discursive construction of community that
manifests itself in a shared identity that is real in both experiential and operational terms.

Having said this, a `local' community of Muslims may not be internally homogenous
(Lewis 1994 p. 24 Jacobson 1998). Sectarianism is an internal feature of any Muslim
`whole', from the micro-world of the locale to the macro-world of the global Muslim
ummah (Abdalati 1975 Lewis 1994). These sects may operate not in the sense that they
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necessarily divide a local community, but in the sense that differences - some religious
and some cultural - are noted within the community, especially if a given community is
dominated by one single sect or by one national grouping of Muslims. However, "to
argue for a diversity of (internal) interpretations and to challenge the view that Islam is a
`cohesive, homogenous, and invariant force' is not to suppose that a shared Muslim
identity is empty of content" (Lewis 1994 p. 26). Moreover, even though an over-arching
identity of Islam tends to be the most resilient and increasingly significant feature of
British Muslim communities and populations, other points of identity may also occur.
These may include a shared ethnic, or Asian, or Arab, or national, or even black identity
that may become invoked by any given community as a political

resource within

particular situational contexts of interaction (A. Cohen 1974, Lewis 1994). To some,
Islam is apart of cultural and ethnic identity, whilst to others Islam is the central tenet of
their cultural and ethnic identity (Lewis 1994 p. 75). Lewis argues that Muslim identity is
kaleidoscopic; a point reinforced by the view that, at least with Muslims of Pakistani
descent, they tend not to dichotomise their boundaries of distinction. Indeed, "most
individuals position themselves in relation to several kinds of social boundary" (Jacobson
1997 p. 247) and not only boundaries of `race', ethnicity, nation, class, or religion alone.
Moreover, the lives of migrant peoples may well feature an enhanced multiplicity

of

overlapping, or even quite contradictory, boundaries of identity. One could be of a shared
regional culture of Muslims, but be quite fragmented in terms of national identity, whilst
still holding a mutually reinforcing strong sense of religious connectivity with Islam. It is
not only Islam which holds this symbolic group together, but also regional culture and,
perhaps, diasporic experience within a British local context.
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The growing sense of belonging to Islam and their respective Muslim communities is
especially evident within more recent generations of British-bom Muslims, even though
young people are increasingly questioning established Islamic beliefs and practices in
some areas of Muslim life (Lewis 1994) whilst re-establishing or revising aspects of
religious Islamic identity in others (Diop 1997 Anwar 1998 Werbner 2002). Within overarching Islamic religious identity exists a primary identity of being Muslim constructed
in juxtaposition

to peoples within

non-Muslim

sites of power who misrepresent -

especially at times of international crises - both Islam and Muslims in both Britain and
the West (Lewis 1994 pp. 178-202). Among young Muslims there is a growing feeling
that Muslim

sectarian groups in Britain

should become more Islamic, whilst also

reflexively challenging their respective community's established customs and traditions
(Lewis 1994 Anwar 1998). However, as with some established aspects of their religion,
inherited Muslim culture is declining in significance and relevance within the minds of
young Muslims (Lewis 1994 p. 177). At the same time, a new and emergent Muslim
culture is becoming more significant in terms of its modernisation within this increasing
importance of Islam in young people's Muslim lives. This Muslim cultural hybridity
among young people extends into a growing support for the over-arching fundamentals
of Islam, rather than forming an `escape' into the non-Islamic world. It cannot be
assumed that less recent Muslim generations are always in total opposition to such
cultural revisions (Anwar 1998 pp. 105-137). Even among Muslim women, so often
perceived by essentialist and generalising non-Muslim Western eyes as being alwaysand-everywhere negatively treated by Islam, certain revisions and challenges are being
put forward to the cultural and religious interpretations of the enshrined codifications of
Islamic law (Lewis 1994 pp. 183-197).
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Muslim life as religion not ethnicity?

Belonging to a shared religious tradition can not necessarily be subsumed into belonging
to an ethnic group (Lewis 1994 Jacobson 1997 Webber 1997 Diop 1997). This is correct,
even though religio-cultural associations form a vital part of cultural traditions; which is
especially the case with Muslim, Hindu and Sikh peoples from Indian sub-continental or
East African descent (Baumann 1996 Anwar 1998). A religion may be shared by separate
ethnic groups at the level of self-ascribed cultural interpretation. Moreover, religion, as
be
invoked
become
to create an
that
may
with culture, may
only one social resource
integral node of unity within, or between, ethnic groups. Religion may be only one facet
being
distinct
a
as
of a
social and cultural world within which one resides and perceives
reproducible, but not always constraining, community of like-minded people (Lewis
1994 Webber 1997 Anwar 1998). Jacobson (1997) states that for Pakistani Muslims,
Islam forms a wider, more global, facet of identity whilst their Muslim Pakistani `ethnic'
identity relates more closely to a particular place and its people. For example, Islam
in
becomes
their
relation to the
revised
moves with migrant peoples, whereas
culture
from
between
they
moved
and where they are now.
spatial and social relationship
where
Religious identity and ethnic identity are not distinct from each other and neither can
they be subsumed; many Muslims located within particular social situations in their lives
find that these religious and ethnic dimensions are often contradictory to each other
(Jacobson 1997 pp. 238-239). Moreover, and in some opposition to Anwar (1998) and
Lewis (1994), Jacobson argues that the distinct set of cultural features that may comprise
Pakistani `ethnic' identity may be separate from Islam (Jacobson 1997 pp. 239 1998). For
example, some young Pakistani Muslims may locate themselves into `Asian', rather than
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Muslim culture, even though Islam "is coming to be a more meaningful aspect of identity
than ethnicity for these young people" (Jacobson 1997 p. 239). Even though it appears to
be `culture' that is exchanged in this manner, the point of recognition that aids the
exchange appears to be where peoples engaged in the exchange converge together into
Islam. Here, for Jacobson, cultural hybridity

occurs with an apparent `South Asian'

predominance mixed with `Western' influences between ethnicities located in Britain,
including white and Afro-Caribbean groups. This may be more of a syncretic cultural
process (Gilroy 1993) exchanged between British Pakistanis and Asian peoples. Thus,
cultural attributes from other cultural or religious groups can be enjoyed and are
beneficial (Jacobson 1997 p. 241), especially for young Muslim Pakistanis, without a loss
of Muslim

identity.

Moreover,

this form of syncretic hybridity

does not equate

synonymously with a questioning or rejection of their Islamic identities (Jacobson 1997
1998). Indeed, "many actions of... young people contribute to the collective construction
and maintenance of religious boundaries which act to preserve and enhance the integrity
of the religious community and the internal logic of expressions of religious identity"
(Jacobson 1997 p. 248).

Jacobsonlocated that boundary positions located two main juxtapositions of community
identity; the boundary of the British nation, and the boundary of the local community
(1998 pp.59-82). These boundaries are more clearly and more durably demarcatedfor
older, first generation, members of the community in comparision to their UK-born
offspring.

In this sense,UK-born youth felt that their lives were caught partly within the control of
their parents.This was compoundedfurther by the "close knit nature of the community"
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(Jacobson 1998 p. 64) as it enfroced social control whilst also working to the advantage
of young people. It provides special kinds of support that manifested in various ways and
around a number of needs and identity permutations that young people had as individuals
comprising their social group, and in relation to the family lives and concerns (Jacobson
1998 pp. 64-100). At the level of identity boundaries, young people had more fluid and
more undefinable identities of being
Pakistani',

and `being British';

`of the community',

their boundaries are `wider'

`being Asian',

`being

and more permeable

(Jacobson 1998 p. 83) in comparison to their first generation migrant parents.

With this is mind, Jacobsonconcludesthat the local community she studied is marked by
internal differentiation, but that for all members of it their community is constructedto
suit the needsare requirementsof all; no matter how sociologically and culturally diverse
they may be. For Jacobson, the Muslim community has been constructed, is being
maintained, and is always being redesigned and respected as being a complex and
mutable entity that suits the functionally mutable requirements of its internally
differentiated membership.

Jacobson (1998 pp. 101-151) also argues that Islam has two sociological dimensions to
Muslim identity. Firstly, it should be taken as being a source of guidance that has an
internal orientation. Here, Islam is a means by which people undertake a search for
certainty that enables the crytallisation of identity at times of ambivalence. Here, it can
be seen that Muslims from disparate points of origin can utilise its meanings and
significance in order to solidify a given community; as can be seen in Bournemouth in
this research. Secondly, Islam has an external orientation; it enables a sense of boundary
distinction by affirming

Muslimness in juxtaposition
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to non-Muslim

otherness. This

boundary construction is variable in line with the core sentiments of situationalist
boundary theory, but Jacobson insists that Muslims generate a strong notion of identity
difference juxtaposed to the non-Muslim social world and its cultural patterns of life at
both local, national, and global levels of meaning (Jacobson 1998 pp. 126-151). The
research in Bournemouth located similar patterns, but local distinctions tended to be less
significant in terms of recognising difference between Muslim and non-Muslim people in
the town itself.

In the following chapter, this research will further investigate the Muslim community in
Bournemouth via the inter-relationships between levels of identity formations. It will be
found that, in line with Jacobson's (1997 1998) conclusions, the community is structured
around a multiplicity

of identities and that within the community variations of fields of

social organisation exists. Other facets of community construction such as ummah and
the notion of home and belonging will also be considered alongside the application of the
main theoretical concepts of this research as detailed in its opening chapters.

The final section of this chapterwill introduce the secondsocial group that this research
focussesupon. Unlike Muslim migration, which has often been researchedin British city
environments,Latin American and Hispanic peoplesremain remarkably unobservedand
unstudiedby researchstudiesundertakenin the UK.
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Latin American and Hispanic migration into Britain

Despite the fact that in today's Europe "much migration today is female, particularly
migration

from.. Latin America"
.

(Anthias 2000 p. 15), studies of Latin American

women's movement into Britain remains almost invisible in the literature. It could easily
be argued that the most neglected areas of British in-migration studies is that of Latin
American and Spanish movement. Hardly any ethnographic studies exist and these
mainly focus upon Spanish migration in broad sociological terms linked to patterns of
movement through EU Europe, or in-migration

into
Spain (Ribasof non-Spaniards

Mateos 2000 Triandafyllidou 2001). As such, this research concerns itself with a clearly
under-researched set of peoples. Due to this under-researched condition the material
below draws its contents from wider research conducted within the European Union.

Spanish peoples tend to locate language and religion as points of distinction between
themselvesand others (Triandafyllidou 2001 pp. 111-116). This is clearly linked to the
rise of new forms of Spanish nationalism juxtaposed against significant rises in foreign
in-migration to Spain over the last twenty years or so (Cartea & Gomez 1997
Triandafyllidou 2001 pp.90-98).

Until quite recent years of post-Franco returnee migration (Ribas-Mateos 2000), Spain
has a long history of out-migration to Latin America and historical bonds of mutual
attachmenthave establishedthemselvesalong such routes of migration (Triandafyllidou
2001 pp.78 84-89). Unfortunately, these have not been fully explored in the literature
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outside of American-based studies linked to US in-migration,

or historical colonial

studies. A few former Spanish colonial studies have been undertaken in relation to
women's migration into EU Europe, but mainly linked to Filipinas and low-pay service
sector economic migration in Italy (Chell-Robinson 2000 Orsini-Jones & Gattullo 2000).
Such studies argue that Filipina women actively engage in maintaining strong personal
and social networks, quite robust notions of grouped self-identity, and strive to construct
social environments that "are familiar" (Chell-Robinson 2000 p. 115) in unfamiliar places.
Indeed, such women often use "ritualized daily routines and places of meeting (as) means
of retaining a collective identity" (Chell-Robinson 2000 p. 115). Ribas-Mateos (2000)
describes such places of collective identity as configurations of the migratory cycle
signified as a connective `carpet' of places that exist within "a complex network where
the material and the cultural structure are woven together" (Ribas-Mateos 2000 p. 173).
This maintained connectivity

of belonging can often be found anchored within the

interaction
homes
family
the
the
significance of original
of both
within an
and
role of
identity and economic necessity (Ribas-Mateos 2000 pp. 178-194). Countries of origin
remain highly significant in such routes of migratory experience (Ribas-Mateos 2000)
especially in terms of motherhood (Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila

1997). This research

found such features existing as key aspects of Latina/Hispanic

lives and social

organisation in Bournemouth.

The researchfound that Latin American movement into Bournemouth was dominatedby
women. It also found that Latina group dynamics clearly focussedupon clear interestsin
both linguistic and cultural preservation within the town. Also, and in line with RibasMateos' research, notions of `home' and `family' played a significant role in the
expressions and manifestations of Latina identity. The desire to maintain links with
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language and culture within

the dynamics of internal group organisation in Latin

American women's migration patterns have been noticed elsewhere in Europe (Anthais &
Lazaridis 2000), but tend to be rarely studied with a research focus upon Latina women
(Ribas-Mateos 2000). Where they have been studied, it has been found that Latina
women are often active in political mobilisation and involved in local civic organisations,
and migration-linked

self-support associations (Orsini-Jones & Gattullo 2000). Such

manifestations of social networks were also found to be evident in Bournemouth.

Moore (1988 pp. 93-97) suggests that women migrate for several reasons that are not
clearly delineated from the reasons that men migrate, but very few studies represent
women

as autonomous migrants

who

seek personal betterment

enhancement of life chances (Moore 1988 pp. 103-109). Significantly,

and individual
almost all the

Latina/Hispanic women in this research moved to Bournemouth specifically to better
their life chances with further education and language learning. Movement from this life
objective could have been either pre-planned or not in terms of marriage to men living in
the town and subsequent settlement. Whatever the case, these women appeared to be
independent travellers in the world of options open to them; they were never being
controlled by migration factors; they were always in control of them. This enables the
examination of transnationalism in women's identities and ethnic organisation on the
situational level of active relationships between the local and the global.

This overview of Latina and Hispanic women's migration indicates that their experiences
and social contributions remain under-researched in the literature in relation to movement
into Britain. However, in comparison to countries within EU Europe, certain patterns of
cultural expressions and identity formations, along with manifestations of social group
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Chapter 5

Community

within

'community':

The

hidden

diversities

of

Bournemouth

Nick: "Do you think that Bournemouthis a multicultural town?"
B: "There's no cultural network here that I can relate to. I don't connect. I've been here
since 1981. I think Bournemouth is a very cosmopolitan town without the, um, it's
cosmopolitanin a very narrow way."
E: "Two of my children began their schooling in Hong Kong. They're used to seeing
cultural mix. When they started coming home from their school here they were
astonishedby its whiteness."Mummy", they say, "It's so white here."
AB: "Yeah, I do. Erm, well..."

Many theories exist in relation to the construction of community. With sedentarypeoples
it can be arguedthat relatively strong systemsof symbolic referents mark the mutability
of community boundaries linked to values, attitudes, or customs on a relational set of
situational axesbetween `us' and `other' (Cohen 1985 1987). It could also be arguedthat
community exists as a locality of ethnic organisation along similar symbolic lines linked
to identity (Okely 1983,1996). Studies more specific to migration tend to echo such
processes,but also add in the dynamic of language,knowledge, cultural affiliation and
national belonging located at significant points along routes of migration (Fortier 2000).
Others contend that community is specifically a creative project linked to categoriesof
discursive other-ascribed perceptions and self-ascribed constructions of culture and
identity meanings that both align and challenge such `dominant discourses' (Baumann
1996). In line with this Alexander (1996 pp.32-33) contendsthat for ethnic and racially
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different people community becomes a symbol for the presence of its people in British
national space. As such, to make meaning of migrant communities involves relating
presence with a perceived national majority whose culture is paradoxically both separate
to, but an intrinsic part of, community life (Alexander 1996 pp. 38-61). This research
insists that community is a multivocal symbol that represents many points of identity
ranging from local to global positions of meaning.

With all such studies and perspectives it can be identified that the studied communities
exist in relatively close proximity to their constitutive memberships as close day-to-day
interactive encounters that maintain the effective ties that bind community. However,
more supra-local studies argue that community can extend beyond such immediate
proximity of physical contact connected to imagined constructions of community that
were further linked to national sources of social, economic and political structures of
power

(Gellner 1983, Anderson

1991 Alexander 1996), sometimes organised and

stimulated by global and mediated resources (A. D. Smith 1996). This chapter attempts to
focus upon what processes linked to the above range of analytical considerations
stimulate the construction of what can be seen as being the effective creation of
communities of identity.

One primary facet of communities within community in Bournemouth is that there is no
`ethnic' community that is physically residential; peoplesof sharedcultural backgrounds
do not live close together with each other in physical migrant communities. The only
exceptionsto this that were found in the locality were those groups who constituted the
majority English ethnic population and the religious activities clustered around the
Muslim daily prayer sessions at its Mosques. All other groups studied had created
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in
and
each
space,
existed
communities that were mutable;
physical
communities across
shifting on a regular basis between ethnic boundary transcendance activities, and
beyond
Muslim
disaggregative
In
words,
movements.
other
aggregative
and
situationally
life, communities were both transient and in a process of ongoing, but never finished,
construction within a wider and more established community.

Indeed, it could be easy

for the casual visitor to see that no `ethnic' communities exist at all in Bournemouth,
especially if expectations searched for structured `ethnic' corners as plural zones of
Moreover,
fields
distinction,
many people
of
practice.
or physical
culturally structured
Many
lack
in
`invisible'
their
the
terms
community.
of
physical
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ethnic other
few
diversities'.
A
`hidden
Bournemouth's
significant
research respondents spoke of
more spoke of the lack of cultural expression on the streets in terms of regular and
in
Indeed,
the early
grouped public activities, rituals, celebrations, and other such events.
stages of fieldwork,

evidence was beginning to convince me that there were no

in
identity-based
the town
connectivity
or
communities, no ethnic groups, and no cultural
beyond assimilation into a homogenous mass of local ways of life. These early
first
few
dismantled
became
dispersed
the
weeks of
as
and
assumptions gradually
fieldwork extended into months and gathered deeper and wider through more and more
members of communities within this wider community of `Bournemouth ways'.

Although first generationmigrants and their descendantsspan the boundaries of ethnic
distinctions on an almost daily basis, it is not so evidently clear that English ethnic
peoplesare either able, or willing, to do so. In Bournemouth, English people remain very
is
likely
The
'English'
to embody a more
majority
ethnicity
more
an
people.
much
durable and unreflexive habitus (Bourdieu 1990a&b Jenkins 1997) that reproducesitself
in a less reflexive manner due to minimal interaction with other ethnicities on an equal
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social level. Conversely, non-majority peoples are likely to have a more polythetic
habitus (Clifford 1992) that may be akin to a fairly flexible improvisation on the part of
the interactive social agent (Layton 1997) migrating daily between ethnicities. For
example, we learn very little about Italians from our Italian waiter when eating at Luigi's
Restaurant for two hours of a night on the town in Bournemouth. Our Italian waiter,
however, learns much about the English because Vincenti serves them every night of his
working life for two hours each at his tables. The fictitious Vincenti therefore dwells
both in his own `rooted' habitus linked to his Italian past community whilst he also
reflects upon it consciously via his ongoing and cumulative `rootedness' via daily
interactive experiences with English equivalents.

Migrants thereforehave to transcendthe structuredfields and constraintsof their original
habitus linked to ethnic boundariesin order to live dynamic lives of cultural reflexivity
and exchange(Abbink 2000). Moreover, boundary transcendanceis not a distinct matter
of choice or a matter of necessity linked to group origins or social class position as
Bourdieu would lead us to believe. Instead, boundary transcendanceis performed as a
constant and relational fluctuation between both choice and necessity. Moreover, the
process operates irrespective of reductionist and essentialisedclassifications of group
origin or class, although some groups appearmore skilled, willing, reluctant, or hesitant
to transcendparticular boundariesthan others.

For example,and moving attention back to the fictitious Vincenti, the sedentarymajority
does not have to dwell reflexively upon its habitus or its ability and willingness to
transcend ethnic boundaries, simply because the majority does not have to make the
effort to transcend anything. Boundary transcendenceis stimulated and practised by
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situational and purposive reasons for migrating. Transnational migrants have already
international
imagined,
borders
line
but quite real,
so
crossing
one
more
of
migrated over
localised boundaries is simply an extension of such an experience.This may be made
perhaps less, or even more, complex by the fact that ethnic boundary transcendence
requires no passport, no official status of belonging, no firm and permanently rooted
senseof identity, and no singularly associatedculture.

Conceptualising Bournemouth's

`community'

Nick: "Do you seeBournemouthas a multicultural town, or as an English town?"
J: "Certainly now it is multicultural, but a very few years ago it was very insular;
everyone doing their own thing and definitely not allowing anyone, any foreigners, into
their communities, into their, you know, coffee mornings, in my experience,really. We
are talking eighteen years, maybe nineteen... The people of the past, the middle class
typical person, seemto be still in their own groups and their own little restaurants.I don't
think they mix, or, in my experience,they don't mix very much. It may be age,I meanthe
agegroup, it don't match very well. "
JN: "I camedown here from London a couple of years ago...I'd say this place is 23 years
behind the times, well...behind London as a multicultural place."
W: "Yes, racism is here. There is a Nazi group, Group 18, that operatesin this part of
Dorset. Have you heard of them? 1 stands for A in the alphabet and 8 stands for
...
H...Adolph Hitler.. it's not a majority thing-I've never been a victim but we have
.
experiencedand heard of their activities."
MT: "There is a boy at school whose mother is Pakistani. Other children call him "Paki".
I take him to one side and say look at my skin - it is dark like his - and hear my accent.I
tell him to ignore it; that we must be together.Another boy is treated like this becauseof
his religion."
MT: She said, "I hear that they live in trees in Mexico. Do you live in trees?" My friend
said, "Yes, we do live in trees in Mexico! " So the old woman said, "But how do you get
up them?" My friend said, "We have lifts! "
AM: "They don't care that much. In public they are concerned... on the radio. In private,
they say the most ignorant and racist of things. They have two faces. I was shocked to
hear a Councillor say something like 'We're British and we should stay that way' when he
talked about some of us."

C: "To a degree(the local Council) are only showing interest (in diversity) becausewe
were given a policy to uphold by central government."
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At the local political

level, Bournemouth recognises its own community

as being

multicultural -a plurality of cultures - which fit together into a connected mosaic of an
idealised, and some community leaders would say ficticious, community in-the-making.
During the early stages of fieldwork

I was invited to speak at the local Council's

`Strength In Diversity' conference. The Council's tourism department, who organised the
conference, spoke of the cultural diversity of the town with great valour, achievement,
and pride. To them, the town had a clear multicultural

constitution that could present

itself to the resort's tourist influxes and reap the financial rewards. However, the local
cultural and religious representatives invited to the event saw the relationship between
the political representation of unity with diversity in far more problematic and unresolved
terms. Many of these, speaking from the floor rather than the organised position of
authority directed from the podium, spoke of `invisible' people; those without national
representation, without national and local official support. Many spoke of the lack of
both equity and cultural distinction with the majority culture of the town and its political
establishment of values, concerns, and future plans for local development. The
conference organisers were trying to construct an imagined community of embraced
diversity connected into a unification of togetherness; a connected mosaic of an ideal
community.

Of course, any community exists in the perceived realities of its constitutive members,
but urban and complex communities also exist as an in-the-making ideal form
constructed and negotiated at a supra-membershiplevel of political concern. Many
models of the multicultural community are not led by one, but constituted by many
voices and interests in a polythetic array of internal parts. However, within the mind of
the Bournemouth migrant involved in localised community strategiesand transactional
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undertakings, the multicultural community often, but not always, exists under the
maintained domination of one predominant community group, or set of interests. This
group has political, social, legal, economic and cultural self-ascribed superiority within
the multicultural community. It will

not relinquish its positions of hegemonic

classification of the migrant `other'. Moreover, it will more often than not align itself
with an imagined `majority' set of concernsover and above those of the emergentand
incoming ways of migrant peoples. Its processes work with situational, and often
opportunistic, oscillation between recognition and non-recognition of the `other' based
upon how the imagined majority want the wider community to either emerge or
traditionalise itself in `English' terms. Its range of political resourcesinclude systemsof
sub-community minority group empowerment for some who strive to fit the imagined
majority model, and the institutional imposition of power against the interests of those
who are perceivedto be working againstit, or constructing alternativesto it.

What is often overlooked by the model `in the making' community is that history has
discursively ring-fenced in a mosaic of cultures with a restrictive and inflexible frame. In
the practical experienced reality of most migrants the town is dominated by the
structured frame of that mosaic. In this analogy each cultural tile constituent of the
mosaic is a distinct community defined by its seen public practices. The frame is
reluctant to shift to allow further mosaic tiles to connect into its existing pattern, or to
allow its contents to flex and re-shape the community from internal cultural pressures
and interests that have migrated into the town. Moreover, each cultural tile essentialises a
discreet culture to each community. As such, each tile becomes constructed in the
imagination

as a field

of

practice

in

alignment

constructivism.
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with

Bourdieu's

structuralist

The existing historical framed cultural mosaic resists changesto its pattern. A handful of
people coming in from non-majority origins will be ignored for as long as they remain
invisible. Larger numbers, or `waves', of peoples will be vehemently castigatedin the
local media and from political cores of public influence. From these sourcesof power
any groups of incoming peopleswill be automatically negatively classified and kept out
of Bournemouth'smosaic at all costs.

It appeared that there were at least two models of community at work; each operating
with

potentially

similar

outcomes, but

along

different

models

of

community

development. Firstly, many people spoke of the town being dominated by an old and
traditional conservatism that imposed a form of invisible will upon the community.
Comments that the town never changes, or that it is resistant to change, were often made,
influence
had
to
the
power
although people rarely reflected upon what social entity
internal desires to change. Sometimes `old people' were blamed, sometimes the local
Council, sometimes attitudes based upon nationalism. Significantly, people merely `felt'
but
durable
could not clearly
at
work,
such
schemes of resistance and refusal were
identify what processes and which people and institutions operated them.

Having said this, although many noted the majority's resistanceand refusal to changein
negative terms, this research could not clearly accept that the community was being
`preservedin aspic' in any clear and definite senseof the meaning. Indeed, there were
indications
many
of a rapidly changing local environment mixed with evidence of
English cultural preservation dominating the area. However, it would be misleading to
ignore that a politically and socially protected majority resilience to change tended to
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have significant social influence. To some degree it appeared that with such internal
in
is
from
likely
the
which
a
majority resilience
only
way
new community can emerge
out of the existing social mosaic. In other words, majority sentiment only aligns with

i
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change if a group from within its established framework is first accepted and then
allowed to embark upon processes of change. This could be seen as being a social
process of semi-protectionist cultural assimilation as it leads to any new group being
partially assimilated as a rite of passagebefore majority support is given to any desire for
change. Thus, individual migrants will be allowed in with the hope of them being
firm
assimilated, whilst coherent already-formed groupings with
requirements will be

il

kept outside at all costs. The process is arguably close to Bourdieu's concept of exclusive
fields and social struggles over associated forms of protected capital.

However, this semi-protectionist strategy has an inherent `weakness' that enables a more
agent-oriented strategy to become influential. This leads to the second model, which
appears more valid when viewing

local community

through migrant perspectives.

Entering as individuals, rather than groupings, once inside the framework people can
become more autonomous constructors of communities within community. Instead of
assimilating into the majority field, many individuals create networks of connection with
wider arrays of cultural forms; some majority, others non-majority. These new syncretic
forms of ethnicity thus emerge with no distinct and discreet culture, but with quite
distinct indentities of being either significantly different to the majority, or as forming
internal diversities within it's social framework.

These new identity groupings effectively span existing tiles in the cultural mosaic to
locate and embrace like-minded peoples from a multitude of cultural backgrounds. In
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this sense, the mosaic becomes re-formed as being more akin to a jigsaw puzzle. Unlike
its
has
constituting tiles separated and adhered together onto a
a mosaic pattern, which
surface bounded by inflexible

caulked borders, the cultural jigsaw has its pieces as

equally distinct entities in themselves but, in this analogy, they are capable of being
integrated together without caulking, and without permanent fixture, to form a whole
collective picture. In crude terms, the mosaic model of the majority can be seen as a
metaphor for maintained and structured habitus-based fields of discreet cultural groups
connected to a wider community-based frame of unified connectivity. On the other hand,
the jigsaw model is indicative of a more agency-oriented organic flux of hybrid
interaction in which no group is necessarily culturally distinct from the other, but with
each maintaining a relatively discreet set of identities.
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Section 3

The ethnography

Chapter 6

The community of Muslims, Islam, migration and ummah

"The Muslim Community still remainsan unreachedideal, but it shineslike a
guiding star ever stimulating the Muslims to strive toward ultimate unity"
(Elkholy 1979p. 180).
"Islam noi only teachesus that all life is essentially a unity.. it shows us
...
.
also the practical way how everyone of us can reproduce...the unity of Idea
and Action both in his existenceand in his consciousness"(Asad 1975p.48)

Community constructions are often discursive constructions; only being tangible to those
who can represent symbolic meaning (A. P. Cohen 1985 1987). The Bournemouth Sunni
material here shares this cognitive `imagining' of community (Alexander 1996) within
the methodological constraints of its sample group. The representation of community has
also been enhanced by investigation from both Islamic and social scientific literature in
order to both present `subjective' Islamic debates and `objective' critical perspectives in
relation to the role of Islam. As such, the material in this chapter attempts to construct a
discursive community from a range of comparative sources in order to explore the
validity of Bourdieu's notion of `field'.

As `community' means so many different things to different perspectives(Barth 2000),
the researchhesitatesto generaliseinto the whole of Bourenmouth's Sunni community.
However, it doesinsist that a fair representationof its samplegroup has beenmade.
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In

comparison

to

Latina/Hispanics,

Muslims

experienced

higher

levels

of

Other-generated prejudice, discrimination and ignorance being stored at the boundaries
their community. In other words, their identity as a community, or group, was stronger
than the Latin/Hispanic group due to their reflexive reactions to how other local and
national groupings and institutions

regarded or represented Muslims

in negative,

stereotypical, or stigamtised terms.

From my early meetings with Muslims at the local Sunni Mosque the Bournemouth
brothers were to frequently argue that non-Muslims in the West, such as myself, have a
skewed perspective of Muslims peoples based upon the ways through which their mass
media construct a sense of Muslim otherness in their minds. Through their eyes and
understanding, the only problem with me was that I did not know any better; I had to
learn. I was soon being introduced as being an English brother and within a month I was
allowed to come as I pleased to meet Muslims on my own. My education had started.

Sunni Muslims contributing to this researchmaintained the view that in their collective
identity there is no established community of Muslims in Bournemouth bounded by
recognition of a shared origin located in either nation or State. Even though large
numbershad originated from particular areasof the world, the argumentwent that there
is no Pakistani community, no Punjabi Indian community, no Bangladeshi and no
Turkish community. Instead,there is a community of Islam.

Sociologically speaking,the reason for this may be that Muslim migration into the area
has not occurred in generational waves spacedbetween either gender or kinship from
particular national zones. Instead, Bournemouth has had a slow and steady increase of
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individuals moving here from a multifaceted diversity of Muslim cultures. However, this
internal disparity does not undermine the validity of their constructed community. For
many groups formed in national spaces divergent from their own points of origin it does
not really matter where you come from; the important thing in community life is that you
create and participate in a community that holds you all together in a Britain that is
British (Alexander 1996 pp. 44-56). Having no dominant core national identity, what
connects the Bournemouth Sunni community most strongly is Islam and the notion of
religious community linked to migration.

Although communities externally display a condition of public unity it can be expected
that the internal reality of the group is "far from harmonious and uniform" (Alexander
1996 p. 144). In some cases communities are internally differentiated along class,
genderedidentities, racial distinctions linked to political orientation, working lives, and
points of experiential knowledge and internal identity cleavages(Alexander 1996). All
these internal distinctions within relatively disparate arrays of individuals are well
detailed in Alexander's study, and yet she still maintains that `a community' exists at a
level of sharedconsciousnesswithin the reflex of identity set in a critical stancein the
domain of national civil society (Alexander 1996 pp.187-197). This was found to be the
casewith the projected Sunni view of their own community; internally variable, but also
connectedinto a confluence of Islamic ideals turned both inwards and outwards into the
wider social world of non-Muslim nationalism and beyond. However, a distinct
difference occurs in the Bournemouth evidence; it does not appear to be the case that
Muslims who provided evidence necessarily saw themselvesas "achieving significance
in
only opposition to other groups" (Alexander 1996 p. 149) at a local level. Instead,they
were more likely to seethemselvesdistinct from representationsof themselvesmade by
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Linking community and internal cultural integration via migration

"The brotherhood of Muslims is something that one is aware of, travelling in the
Muslim world as a Muslim, regardlessof political differences...and...will develop into
17).
in
1995
(anon
Bowker
p.
cited
co-operation"
a symbol of political and economic

Increasing levels of geographical and geopolitical movement through the Muslim world
have often been seen as the causal factor in removing the organisation of religious life
from local fields of reproduction, especially when coupled with changes in educational
Ahmed
1992).
1998
5
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Tjomsland
the
the
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effects of
mass media
practices and
Some have gone as far as suggesting that the experience of migration even reduces "the
importance of local religious leaders as sole guardians of religious truth" (Ask &
Tjomsland 1998 p. 5). On a suggested tangent from this, others have proposed that in
Europe approximately 70% of Muslims are secular or cultural Muslims (Zubaidä 2004)
rather than close followers of Islam.

However, it would be more accurate to consider that the detachment from previous
localities actually functions to enable Muslim people to form new bonds of allegiance
with eachother. As such,migration to the geopolitical coresof modernisationbrings new
increased
in
diasporic
tensions,
generational
conflicts
and
communities (Anwar
problems
1998) and forces Muslim people to challenge themselves "to construct their life
(Ask
& Tjomsland 1998 p.5). Here, Islam is not a
to
according new preconditions"
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barrier to such constructions; it is a strategy -a resource - that can be used to create the
anchorage that enables the formation of new communities and new leaderships (Shaw
2000 p. 264) in new social environments, often around previously disparate individuals
drawn together from different origin points.

From its earliest historical inception as a "visionary depiction of an Islamic Utopia"
(Werbner 2002 p. 160) the concept of ummah enabled Muslim communities to integrate
indigenous
with
cultures in a cross-fertilisation

of both cultures as Muslim peoples

migrated through the world (Elkholy 1979 pp. 172-175). The original ummah, or umma
knitted
fabric
Muslim
together
the
witnessed
of
society
muslima,
community as a new
with its principles of internal solidarity that replaced former Arab tribal loyalties and
blood ties before eventually embracing non-Arab peoples before the death of the Prophet
(Rahman 1979 pp24-25). The first migrating

Muslim

peoples utilised the central

constructing tenet of faith as being the community's organising principle (Elkholy 1979
p. 174). From this Islamic tradition, Islam has often been used as the resource to
ameliorate culture differences via the social application and construction of Islamic
ideals (Martin 1982 p. 61) such as ummah. Moreover, ummah can be seen as the primary
symbol of local politicisation of many diasporic Muslim peoples in areas of Europe as
they seek to create their own distinct identities in non-Muslim societies (Rippin 1993
p. 128 Werbner 2002 p. 167). As such, some have classified this past as an origin myth
"shared by a contemporary Islamic global... interpretive community"

(Werbner 2002

p. 155) as it transforms the past through present requirements to construct a sense of
imagined community in the nation of settlement.
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However, on a global level Islam can no longer be seen as a single political entity formed
around the original ummah (Martin 1982 pp. 8-10 Ba-Yunus 2002), but this cannot deny
that the concept of ummah is still highly significant as a religious symbol both in
idealistic terms, and in the diasporic variants that appear in real-life contexts (Werbner
2002). Modem emulating versions of the umma muslima are formed from a respectful
recognition of internal cultural variations, but without the recognition of race, colour, or
ancestry. Some may align to national identities (Werbner 2002) whilst some may not.

Muslims have always wished to live as Muslims, and not as culturally uprooted people
(Kurshid Ahmed 1975 cited in Tames 1982 p. 122). In this sense, Islamic ideals such as
be
for
to
appear
a
major
aspiration
achieving
many UK migrant peoples on
ummah
worth
the basis that "Islam presents a world view that is learned from society and that forms a
basis for being in society" (Martin

1982 p. 140) by providing an imagined sense of

rootedness (Werbner 2002 p. 155). As such, to aspire to Islamic ideals enables the notion
of being UK Muslims in both social terms and religious significance via the social use of
Islamic

symbols

fundamentalism

(Rippin
that

1993 pp. 127-141) as the basis for

"constitutes

basic
a

point

of

reference

a new
in

the

form

of

process

of.. .modernization" (Rahman 1979 p. 213).

Here, the process of energising Islamic idealist religious aspiration, and attaining levels
of social achievement in community

construction, will

draw upon past structures,

knowledge, and symbols essential to Islamic traditions (Martin 1982 pp. 161-166) and
other identity points upon which people anchor a sense of belonging (Werbner 2002
p. 153 & pp. 189-210) in order to construct new forms of social insitutions (Rahman 1979
pp. 212-234). Invocation and enactment of ummah both present and represent diasporic
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Muslims in acts of communal solidarity construction as they make social and political
sense of the world around them (Werbner 2002 p. 116 & pp. 153-183). In order to do this
Muslims have to interpret such resources with experiential knowledge gained in modern
contexts of social interaction (Fyzee 1963 pp. 84-112 Rahman 1979 pp. 212-234 Rippin
1993 pp. 11-18 Werbner 2002). Moreover, as Muslims often find themselves excluded
from the geopolitical

environment of the non-Muslim

world,

they are likely

to

situationally activate their own social systems of organisation "around rigid boundaries"
(Ahmed 2003 p. 19) such as ummah as a means to galvanise community factions and
segments into a single entity (Shaw 2000 pp. 284-285).

The reasons for the Sunni community having insignificant application of national identity
are based upon conscious rejection of national identity and nationalism on the grounds
that these disrupt harmonious religious cohesion and Muslim

identity construction

(Abdalati 1975 pp. 37-40). However, this could be seen to apply only to the Sunni
community as there is a growing fragmentation of the wider Muslim community as more
Mosques in Bournemouth were being established around a growing sense of community
linked to nationality.

Undoubtedly Islam anchorsthe Sunni community in Bournemouth,but also a diversity of
cultural forms exists within this community. This cultural diversity enablesthe otherwise
religious community to exist in a highly flexible and dynamic form. Bournemouth Sunni
attitudes toward the small local Shia Mosque also indicated that diversity within Islam
exist together, rather than apart or in opposition to each other. As one brother informed
me even the Prophet Mohammed expectedIslam to be constituted by sects- he thought
that seventy three, or so, had been mentioned by the Prophet Mohammed. Moreover, as
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several people were to state to me, Islam also embracescultural diversity as long as
cultural actsand attitudesare not inconsistentwith, or contradictory to, Islam.

What is Islam?

"Islam defies definition but its most fundamental characteristicsmay certainly be
delineated. The most significant of these is perhaps the interpretation of the
faith with every other aspectof human existence.. It is a din, a complete way of
...
.
life" (Tames 1982p.3)
"Islam is the meeting between God as such and man as such.. Man thus appearsas
.
a.. .receptacle made for the Absolute, and Islam comes to fill that receptacle"
(Schuon 1976p. 13)
"Islam is ideally a brotherhood of believers" (Martin 1982p.61)
"Radical Islamists have often attempted to define Islam in terms of the witness to
faith alone" (Rippin 1993p. 129)
"... the definition of what Islam is and means may well come to be increasingly
constituted, not by the Qur'an and Hadith, but by dissenting political ideologies"
(Werbner 2002 p. 177)
"Islam is known in a bewildering diversity of ways in an increasingly inter-connected
world" (Donnan & Stokes2002 p. 1)
"What does Islam stand for? The answer to this dependsupon the time when it is
asked, the country in which the answer is given, and the person who provides it"
(Fyzee 1963p. 1)

For many who seek an understanding of the meaning of Islam, the answer lies in the
relationship between God and humanity as communicated via transmission of the Qur'an
as the word of God (Martin 1983 pp. 6-8) and the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad
(Rahman 1979). Such interpretations tend to reproduce the structuralist assumption of
direct injection of pure textual interpretations of meaning into `the Muslim' (Donnan &
Stokes 2002). In social scientific terms, they assist the reinforcement that Islam is a
religion based upon only the direct casual relationship between textual transmission and
spiritual experiences. Rippin (1993) argues that such relationships can also be seen as
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testaments of true faith in the vision of Islam; suggesting that scientific classifications
cannot presume to explain the meaning of Islam or its significance for Muslim peoples,
especially from its more `radical' interpretations and social applications (Rippin 1993
pp. 129-130).

Some have arguedthat structural links between faith and social practice are problematic
due to their oversight of the social dynamics in which people live. Here, the meaningsof
Islam have to be understoodin the relevanceof modem social contexts and nations set in
an interconnected global world (Rippin 1993 Ahmed 2003 pp. 151-172). Experiential
social dynamics are often marked by confrontation, geopolitical conjunction, mistrust
betweennon-Muslim and Muslim peoples(Ahmed 2003 pp. 1-20), internal strife in Islam
itself (Fyzee 1963 p.87), and the Muslim-perceived politics of non-Muslim symbolic
misrepresentationsof their lives and their relationship to Islam (Werbner 2002 pp.160166).

Exactly what Islam is can, therefore, be seen to be many things by many people in
relation to their perspective of interpretation as learnt through those who claim to `know'
Islam (Donnan & Stokes 2002). In this perspective, the discourse and meaning of Islam
creates an intersubj ective and situational construction of knowledge that creates a
multitude of meanings for the word `Islam'. Linked to this, there is an increasing need to
comprehend the meaning of Islam from inside the worlds of experience that Muslims live
(Gilsenan 1982 Jacobson 1998 Donnan & Stokes 2002 Lindholm 2002). As Martin
argues, a religion specifies particular beliefs and rituals, but it is also a form of social
behaviour that varies and changes from situation to situation of being in the wider world
(Martin 1982 pp. 136-166). In this sense Islam is an ideal state of being, not a monolith of
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tradition, or a primordial belief system.

In order to understand what it is in real experiential terms linked to its ideal projection of
being, Islam must be approached through a substantive context of human social
organisation; namely, `the community' (Jacobson 1998).

Islam, from its earliest inception, is often recognised as being the means by which
diverse communities with differing internal facets can seek a unity of normative
being
"an
(Gilsenan
ideal
it
be
1982
27).
In
terms,
egalitarian
seen
as
principles
p.
can
force for the unity of all members of the community and part of a global struggle"
(Gilsenan 1982 p. 11) in which Islam is a meansof achieving a politically unified human
society (Elkholy 1979 p. 171). Here, Islam functions perfectly as a codified and
in
life
the
to
text
that
to
apply
one's
structuring
one must attempt
understand and
collective whole, with the hope of maintaining the unity of the collective.

However, the internal variables that exist in the ideal form of discursive community
solidarity do not suggest that Islam exists as an existing structured entity. Hence, the
ideal type encourages the analytical probability

that it functions as a discursive

knowledge system that is offered, and situationally taken up by Muslims, as a structure of
meaning that is always in the process of fluctuating construction (Ask and Tjomsland
1998) and a condition of internal differentiation (Shaw 2000 pp. 278-275). In this regard,
Muslims can only seek to attain its higher ideals as collective members who walk
together along the path of the rightly guided community toward an idealised future
condition of being (Elkholy

1979 p. 180). Indeed, the `path' of the Sunnah gives its

directly
to Sunni Muslim identity and purpose (Martin 1982
and
meaning
nomenclature
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p. 10). Knowledge about Islam and community orientation is inseparably connected to the
in
history
the
past as represented the Qur'an (Lindholm 2002 pp. 112-113) and
sacred
of
belief
in
by
linked
Sunnah,
to
the
the unity of God (Tawhid) as the essence of
the
aided
Islamic civilisation (Ahmad 1975 pp. 29-31 Siddiqi 1979).

However, Islam should also be viewed as a shared set of codes and signs that conceal
internal

differences

and variations

in views,

experiences, class-positioning,

and

perceptions of those who constitute the community (Gilsenan 1982). Others have noted
the internal political,

factional and ideologically

diverse constitution of any given

Muslim community; especially diasporic communities in the UK (Shaw 2000 pp. 278275). Indeed, surface appearances can be deceptive as one learns that Islam in practice
"is inextricably bound up with many dimensions of social life in ways that are frequently
not at all what they initially

is
1982
11).
It
be"
(Gilsenan
to
an anchor of
p.
appear

meaning and guidance that generates rule-defined ideal types of objectives in life that in
practice becomes transformed into a symbolic entity that has a multiplicity

of meanings

its
it
by
it
In
has
foisted
those
with
who
negotiate
and negotiations.
effect,
upon
meaning
rules. Therefore, its everyday social and cultural manifestations are "kaleidoscopically
by
(Gilsenan
1982
13)
the
constituted
variable"
p.
within an overall community structure
complex ideologies of Islam (Elkholy

1979). Within Gilsenan's analysis, religion is

represented as a "dependent variable, reflecting its social context and the secular struggle
for power" (Lindholm 2002 p. 121). This forces anthropological understanding to focus
upon the discursive and everyday social manifestations of Islam as a belief system in
practice rather than only upon its teachings and ideal type forms. In this way, any `true'
or `pure' Islam can be identified as existing in juxtaposition between an Islamic ideal and
contemporary Muslim realities of social existence (Ba-Yunus 2002 p. 108) linked to
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unfolding struggles in the Muslim world (Ahmed 2003 pp. 13-20) and the points at which
it makes contact with non-Muslim norms and expectations (Werbner 2002 Ahmed 1992
2003). In line with such perspectives, Jacobson (1998) argues that Islam should not be
taken as being a mere committment to what people are used to living within as a way of
life. In this sense, belief in Islam operates as a far more conscious, resourceful, mutable,
and strategic means by which community organisation can be oriented, linked to both
collective social identity and the consolidation of self identity within internal groupings.

Gilsenans's (1982) conclusions, of course, have to be considered in the light of the
in
dynamics,
Islamic
the
sect
particular
economic and political social environment, and
which his study took place. These are points he openly states in his work. However,
Gilsenan warns that one must be wary of the trap of being seduced by the ideal type of
Islamic spiritual perfection. He argues that, believing such surface `perfection' may get
in the way of seeing the Islamic ideal in the more individuated and subjective terms of
lived realities; those marked by more everyday internal social variables and actual group
dynamics. If one looks here one will find the possibility that the religion may be used
instrumentally "very much as an ideological support" (Gilsenan 1982 p. 225). With this in
mind, one must attempt to provide a "cautious awareness of what the term Islam comes
to mean in quite different economic, political,

and social structures and relations"

(Gilsenan 1982 p. 19). Moreover, recent research in the UK has noted internal struggles
within

Muslim

communities that can be related to Islamic interpretive differences

(Jacobson 1998 Shaw 2000 pp. 278-285). Others argue that the ideal condition of a
communal brotherhood of Islam often conceals cultural boundaries that present an
ongoing task of "ameliorating cultural conflict with the ideal of religious unity" (Martin
1982 p. 61). Martin continues by arguing that in comparison to other political attempts
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to develop mutual respect for cultural differences, Muslims have often successfully
history
differences
through
their
relatively
successfully
when using
negotiated cultural
Islam as a unifying force (Martin 1982 pp. 54-68). In the more relevant context of UK
migration, and with some divergence from Gilsenan's conclusions, others have noted that
forms
have
Muslim
social organisation.
stimulated
new
of
changes
recent geopolitical
These cut across Gilsenan's (1982 pp. 215-268) fascination with class and religious
divisions to "encompass a wide range of communal leaders, following different Muslim
different
Islamic sects"
in
(in)
the
the
public rhetoric of
sectarian groups ...
a convergence
(Werbner 2002 p. 179).

Despite such arguments, Gilsenan insists that Islam functions not as "a single, rigidly
bounded set of structures determining or interacting with other social structures but
(exists) rather as a word that identifies varying relations of practice, representation,
different
between
the
societies"
symbol, concept, and worldview within
same society and
(Gilsenan 1982 p. 19). Gilsenan (1982 p. 19) continues to warn against this being
interpreted to mean that is it a fragmented global unity. Indeed, Werbner (2002 p. 179)
suggests that UK community leaderships extend Islamic discursive ideals as `purposive
in
`Muslim
`ideologies'
the
to
predicaments'
reconstructions' and
make sense of social
being
for
identity
be
Islam
therefore
taken
can
as
a
and
community
construction.
struggle
it
is
functions
in
lives
discursive
ideals.
But
that
a
structure
everyday
perfect structure of
as an ongoing negotiation with meaning, and that some UK diasporic communities will
be found with internal differences and ongoing situational variations in the way members
utilise the role and meaning of Islam in different ways (Anwar 1998). As such, Islamic
ideal-type symbolic projections reflex to their particular social environments in relation
to how its localised membership shares a wider Muslim vision that assists with the
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contextualisationof its internally variable situational local experiencesand interests.

Ummah: The concept and practice of community

"It should be generally correct to state that the Islamic concept of community has certain
unique characteristics. Such unique characteristics relate to the foundation or basis of the
community, its historic mission and purpose, its status among other communities, its
identity, and its continuity. The community in Islam is not founded on race, nationality,
locality, occupation, kinship or special interests. It does not take its name after the name of
a leader or a founder or an event. It transcends national borders and political boundaries"
(Abdalati 1975 p. 38).

"The doctrine of an `umma, a `community' of all the faithful regardless of internal
distinctions, forms part of `the faith' (ad-din) itself' (Baumann 1996 p. 82).

When discussing any Muslim community it is impossible to avoid a focus upon the
religious discursive concept and the everyday cultural practice of ummah. In fundamental
translation, to separate the concept from the practice would be an erroneous and rather
futile exercise of abstraction; the two are inseparable for Muslims and therefore should
be taken as one. The ummah, in anthropological terms, can be viewed as being an idea
which, through open discourse, attempts to experiment with connecting Muslim peoples
together as a community of believers with the shared aim in mind of constructing an
eventual genuinely unified Islamic identity (Diop 1997). In social terms the everyday
practices of crafting the religious concept of the ummah into a tangible benefit for every
Muslim within it involves experimenting with "chains of solidarity and friendship,
investment in a structure of associations, and the creation of federations of these
associations at regional and national level" (Diop 1997 p. 112). Indeed, it was noticeable
that more than any other local group, Bournemouth Muslims never drew their line of
community meaning only around the town. Their notion of belonging to a community
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level
the
supra-local
at
of recognising national rejections and
predominantly existed
critical appraisal of non-Muslim views of Muslim life alongside a supra-local Muslim
community of meaning. From this national level, their recognition stretched out beyond
into the wider global world of Muslim organisation and non-Muslim classifications and
representations.

In Islamic terms `umma,or ummah (Abdalati 1975), has a historical mission far beyond
the basic human need of survival; or the accumulation and centralisationof power; or the
requirementsof breeding and physiological continuity (Abdalati 1975). This mission of
the ummah emanatesfrom Islam; the community is Islamic in foundation as conceived
is
literally
"the
in
(Abdalati
true
described
Qur'an
1975).
The
the
quite
and
ummah
embodiment of the virtuous, the wholesome and the noble...the alert guardian of virtue
(Abdalati
1975
is
bitter
the
the
organic
entity"
and
enemy of vice... whole community an
best
"the
Allah.
Described
individual
being
38)
to
as
accountable
with every regulating
p.
human community ever to evolve...The identity of the Islamic community centers (sic)
upon the principles of consistent balance, exemplary conduct, unity of purpose,
is
in
1975
39).
This,
(Abdalati
feelings,
a
effect,
p.
solidarity and equity"
reciprocity of
ideal,
Islamic
the
text
which structures ummah as a conceptual,
condensation of
foundation upon which Muslims construct the practical frameworks and structures of
communities throughout the world. Ummah is therefore prescribed primarily as a
ideal
by
form,
but
tangible
the everyday creative efforts of
communally
made
religious
in
its
formation.
involved
local
wider
connective
community
every

Where the Islamic ideal and the everydayMuslim practical interpretation of such an ideal
connecttogether, the signicanceof confluence can be located within the moral systemof
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Islam. Those who respond to the moral system of Islam as a way of living everyday life
"are gathered together into a community and given the name Muslim. And the singular
object underlying the formation of this community (ummah) is that it should make an
organized effort to establish and enforce goodness and suppress and eradicate evil"
(Bournemouth Islamic Centre public

literature).

Of course, one cannot make the

distinction between good and evil without grounding one's judgements into a unified text
ideal
is
foundation
built;
is
'Islam'
the
that
text,
of
or
upon which one's community
ummah, whilst any 'Muslim' community is the emergent practical construction structured
upon such a foundation. Every Muslim, according to Sunni interpretation, is encouraged
to learn how to live their practical life in accordance with the life of the Prophet
Muhammad with an ideal foundation of knowledge being provided by the Qur'an.

The individual within the community has to achieve a balanced synthesis between the
practical everyday worldly

life of culture, politics, business, civic and international

for
individual,
but
for
the
the
also
relations and personal spiritual advancement not only
wider benefit of the Muslim ummah (Mawdudi 1980 p. 54-55). In doing this, any Muslim
both
find
itself
is
from
likely
to
a
range
of
community which emerges
within
migration
favourable and unfavourable social conditions beyond their own community.

If a

impinge
in
is
influenced
factors
by
historical
that
community
creation partly
and external
upon its everyday life, there may be some comparative variance in constitution and
practice between one community

and another. However,

such diversities will

be

variations upon the Islam textual theme of an ideal community; the base will be the same
but possible variations in the superstructure may occur.
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In idealistic terms each Muslim community will attempt to strive on a daily basis to
independently
its
do
diversify
from the Islamic text.
that
constitutive practices
not
ensure
Moreover, Islam offers the individual specific advice within any Muslim community
subjected to movement through differing

environmental

and historical

conditions

(Mawdudi 1980). Thus, in a pure Islamic sense, each community should be comparable
ideal
discursive
type that guides individuals as they strive toward
with an expected and
constructing diasporic communites in migration (Werbner 2002).

With this in mind, ummah should be thought of as being an ideal concept of community.
As such, it should be seen as a discursive construction that is aimed for, rather than
existing in any tangible form. It links together Islam as a unifying religious text with a
diversity of internal cultural texts that are often misleadingly generalised into Muslim
ways of living in non-Muslim perspectives (Baumann 1996 Diop 1997). Due to this
internal Muslim cultural diversity, and especially among communities emerging from
locus
become
(Baumann
1996),
Islam
symbolic
a
primary
many routes of migration
may
be
identity
Islam
immigrants,
Indeed,
"for
may
primarily a
of
within migration.
some
bearing
has
little
locus
identity
that
on the norms that
cultural marker, a symbolic
of
is
in
Islam
life.
For
to
the
their
at
commitment
actions
others,
guide
public and private
the centre, guiding every activity and choice. For many, it is something in between"
(Carens & Williams 1996 p. 159). The majority of Muslims in Bournemouth contributing
to this research appeared to cluster around the central, rather than former or latter, of
these categories.

In order to separateIslam from the multiplicity of Muslim cultural texts at a theoretical
level then one may employ Bourdieu's concept of field, but only after some critical re-
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evaluation and re-alignment. The research found that Barth's (1969 2000) propositions
linked
boundary
to
the
processes could not fully explain
social
groups
on
production of
the complexity of the local Muslim community, but the analytical sentiments of the
finer
Bourdieu's
of
materials with the situational context of
alignment
approach enable a
diaporic Muslim lives in this research.

Can Islam be considered as being a `field' of practice?

Ashraf: "To understandus you have to understandthe Qur'an... "

It will be proposedthat the projected ideal type of community presentedto this research
indicatesthe instrumental and purposive construction of what the leadershipof the Sunni
the
levels
Some
have
dismissed
on
understanding
to
of
such
community wished attain.
basis that in order to understanddiasporic UK Muslim community dynamics "we needto
go beyond (their) ideological expressionsand discover where structural contradictions
insists
Werbner
However,
181).
be
found"
(Werbner
2002
also
to
p.
and thus agency are
ideological
ideals
discursive
in
the
to
that such
value of
gather
are useful
order
levels
local
both
in
for
identity
Muslim
the
via the
and
global
at
struggle
aspirations
discursiveconstruction of diasporic community.

In support of Bourdieu's concept of field, Islam can be seenas discursively operating in
ideas
ideal-type
text
and
unadulterated
of
within a religiously-defined social
pure
an
field, whilst Muslim multiplicities operate in a field of variable cultural texts. After all,
"there is enormous variability among Muslims as there is among Christians, Jews, and
doctrine,
to
respect
with
practice, and ways of life" (Carens &
other religious groups,
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Williams

1996 p. 159). Migration

brings

the diverse Muslim

fields

together in

Bournemouth. The Iraqi, the Greek and the Nigerian come together with their respective
cultural sets of baggage to worship Islam together in the same Mosque with high levels
of community affection that exists between its members.

Of course,the Islamic religious field and Muslim cultural fields are connected.After all,
it is nonsense,as Abdul once mentioned as we were driving in his car, to have a
non-Islamic Muslim. For Abdul, without Islam the person could not be Muslim in the
sameway that without Protestantismor Catholicism a person could not be a Christian.
However, not all Muslims agreed with this perspective. Ali, a thirty-something whose
parents moved to Hartlepool from South Asia in the 1970's, spoke about never having
felt like a Muslim and not participating in Islamic practice which probably fits Abdul's
model - until being provided with a very strong senseof being Muslim when he beganto
witness the lack of Kafr understanding and tolerance shown during English media
coverageof the public burning of The Satanic Versesin Bradford (Lewis 1994) and the
subsequentSalmanRushdie Affair (Ahmed 1992). Ali's invoked senseof being Muslim
at the time, and its perpetuation into the present, had not been accompaniedby any
congruent Islamic senseof identity or belonging. His invoked durable senseof being a
young Muslim may be seen as being an externally stimulated political situational
construction which appealedto the inculcation of something durably Other to majority
white Englishness.Of course,maybe something `Muslim' had been inscribed within him
by his generational family background. He had never been Islamic, but his parents had
been. Something may have remained durable within him in order to be stimulated by
eventsat the time, but Ali did not clearly know what that somethingwas. Abdul's Islamic
construction remained firmly embedded within religious constructions of Muslim
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belonging, whilst Ali had his sense of belonging constructed at a more oppositional
political level. For Ali, 'their' unfair and exceptionally liberal-democratic biased view of
'us' was all that it took to inflame a durable Muslim ember within him. Both men were
Muslim, but were primarily so for different reasons.

Despite the connectivity, distinctions in practice between the religious Islamic field and
Muslim cultural fields could only be made within particular situations. Bringing in
Muslim cultural material that is out of place in the purity of the Islamic field is often met
with some criticism. I witnessed a Greek brother making a case against his wife being
encouraged by other women to wear hijab during prayers at the Mosque. He argued that
this was not Islamic, but particular to only some cultural practices from specific areas of
the Muslim world. As such, Stematis' wife did not have to wear the headscarf whilst
praying in the Mosque. His audience agreed that his wife should not feel upset as
Stematis was indeed correct. They would see the imam the next day in order to sort out
this confusion between culture and religion.

The fundamental example of Islam within Bournemouth is that a community of people
does not have to share the same culture. Cultural life within the Muslim field contains
variations of identity between being Muslim and the ideal type Islamic projection of
it
idealised
But
because
the
the
community construction.
community exists
shares
same
text of religious discourse.Here, Islam as religion and Muslim culture overlap; merging
together to provide a single locus of identity which the majority of Muslims in the
emerging community of Bournemouth make the central focus point of their organisation.
For Muslims it is this identity of connectivity that provides the foundations of their
community and internal community daily life involves an ongoing reflexive negotiation
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between the two fields of practice. Muslims, however, retain the creative ability to
separate religion from culture within specific social contexts. Within such contexts one is
constantly reminded that Muslims share cultural similarities, but this does not mean that
they are all the same. This does, of course, mean that a Muslim community cannot be
accurately reduced only to its religious text. The Muslim community is much more than
only a religious community. Islam is but one resource, albeit the primary resource, to
which Muslims refer in order to keep their polyphonous cultural community in harmony.
In this way, the polyphonous but harmonious Muslim community may sometimes play a
discordant symphony, but it strives to remain respectfully

constant to its chosen

manuscript.

Whilst all play their separate pieces of the symphony from that manuscript there is no
reason to expect the community to follow the historical example of Western al-Kafr
in
terms of being assimilated into it. For Muslims, to become assimilated
communities
into Western al-Kafr

community,

or `Christian'

community,

as many Bouremouth

Muslims referred to it, is defined by two confluent trajectories. Firstly, a movement away
from "intimate, deep moral relationships of community to those impersonal, formal
utilitarian

relationships

of mass society"

(Abdalati

1975 p. 37) and, secondly, a

fragmented shift into an eventual postmodern cultural reification of Islam (Ahmed 1992).
At the moment, this possibility - maybe even probability

does
sometimes concern
-

Bournemouth Muslims. However, such a concern does not stop Muslims from actively
creating an emerging community of many cultures founded upon Islam with its religious
text being the primary symbolic locus at the centre of the current construction of their
community (Elkholy 1979 Martin 1982 Rippin 1993 Werbner 2002). Such communities
construct new cultural knowledge and forms of expression within
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a contemporary

framework of ethnic consciousness between past `traditions'

and the needs of their

present patterns of living and social needs (Alund 1994 p. 57 Baumann 1996 Anwar
1998). Although Muslims did not share a particular `culture' it is apparent that shared
notions of Islamic faith - no matter how idealised - created a shared sense of community
belonging alongside a sense of normative values.

At a cultural level this challenges the notion of shared habitus in orthodox structuralist
constructivism, ' even though some have developed its orthodoxy to effectively maintain
divergent arguments (Bentley 1987 Clifford 1992). However, it cannot explain away the
connectivity of Islam as a discursive set of symbolic principles that unites together
cultural variation into a specific form of symbolic capital. As such, a field of Islam
appears to exist.

Internally

diverse between various nationalities,

cultural

categories and regional

groupings, Muslims strive to locate themselves together into one entity without any
subsequent loss of communal togetherness. The Kafr world may locate them as a
homogeneous `immigrant Muslim community' (Diop 1997) but in their own ascription of
ummah this community is, for the situational moment, internally marked by a wide
confluence of cultural diversity flowing into and through Islam. The Muslim community
in Bournemouth is, in itself, a multi-national and multi-regional mosaic of cultures which
has been effectively converted into a well-integrated jigsaw by the discursive ideals of
Islam in order to embrace its patchwork of life, origins, and customs. As such, discursive
ideals
diasporic
diverse
enable
religious
communities to galvanise a sense of overall
coherency (Diop 1997 Shaw 2000 Werbner 2002). The community appears to cope quite
its
crisscrossed, varied, and occasionally contradictory
respectfully and patiently with
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cultural currents.

However, many are a little concerned that internal differences in national identities may
fragment out the majority Islamic focus upon one Mosque. Shia Muslims, although small
in numbers, already worship at another Mosque due to problems in praying with Sunni
Muslims. The main cause for concern was the emergence and potential establishment of
be
likely
in
brothers
to
Mosque
Bournemouth
that,
another
as many
mentioned, was
having
based
brothers.
Pakistani
The
upon necessarily
popular with
problem was not
more than one Mosque, but that the singular Islamic congregation of the Muslim
divisions
become
less
if
cut across
political
community could
unified
nationalism and
religious unification over the coming years of multiple Mosque community organisation.

Local and national boundaries; less important

than international

perspectives?

As with many people who have travelled (Clifford 1997) or migrated (Rapport &
Dawson 1998) local boundaries, and particularly national boundaries, are often less
important in their world view when compared to the visions of those who have not
travelled in order to live with people outside of their own origins. People of migration,
through their direct experiencesin life, are more likely to view the world and their life
within it as being less constrainedby issuesof local or national belonging; they become
self-recognisedinternational citizens or macro level membersof the global cosmopolitan
ecumene.In this sense,such people tend to locate the micro level (local) and the meso
level (national) in terms of how others see them, especially those institutionalised
individuals with

political

or legalistic power to categorise the migrant via
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other-ascription. At the same time, their internal self-recognised sense of belonging and
identity may become enriched resources; firmly embedded within a globally multifaceted
sense of holding a multiplicity

identity
locations
identities
of
and
within plural
of

belonging. In both cases, they become people of the world, rather than subjects of a
nation.

Strong national identities interfere with a pan-Islamic identity anchored in the ideals of
ideological
by
State
demand
loyalty
to
the
they
political
ummah when
paramount
discourse linked to secular social ideals (Rahman 1979 pp. 226-231). The modem period
of the global Muslim world finds a new resurgence of Muslim nationalism - especially in
the Arab and South Asian world - as a threat to the pan-Islamic ideals of ummah
(Zubaida 2004). As such both non-Muslim

and Muslim

nationalism came under

particular critical scrutiny in many discussions at the Bournemouth Sunni Mosque.

For their part, Muslims in Bournemouth could be seen as being of many nations on an
individual basis. Connected by a belief in Islam, they belong to the global Muslim
in
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an interwoven sense of being similar, or the same, to non-Muslim others, whilst also
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However,
being
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or
what
no matter
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quite
locations of belonging the individual may carry with them, Bournemouth Muslims are
Muslims.
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Habitus, practice and field; A question of interpretation?

Despite the probability that situational interactions in public spaces can influence or
determine `masked' performances in some cultures (Goffman 1959,1963), Muslims, I
was sometimes informed, must always act as Muslims. They must never attempt, not
even through intention, to deceive or lie about the Islamic basis of the exposure of their
true selves in public. Thus, being a Muslim in private and being a Muslim in non-Muslim
majority public zones of interaction are not as clearly separable as some universalising
authors would like us to think (Rex 1986,1997). The imam of the Mosque once made
conversation about the rising numbers of brothers coming to him to seek advice on their
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Presentation Of Self In Everyday Life (see 1959 Preface & pp. 13-27).

This ability to present an honest public face that is not variable from situation to situation
may be evidence of an underlying Muslim habitus linked to identifiable practice. As
such, it could be argued that a durable habitus exists in the Muslim field with linkages
into the Islamic field. It could also be argued that this `Muslim face' is often mistakenly
taken wrongly by non-Muslims who find Muslims a little brusque, to the point, and
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sometimes plain

out-of-sorts;

process of distinction

a cognitive

leading to the

classification of Muslims in juxtaposition, or even opposition, to their own sets of
dispositions. As such, incorrect `face-work' leads to the construction of symbols of
distinction writ large on Muslim faces by non-Muslim perceptions, but how far such
bodily dispositions are clearly indicative of habitus is debateable.

As has been detailed elswhere, Bourdieu may be criticised for locating too much
durability within habitus. Also, the shrouding of habitus within the unconscious has
effectively maintained an ungraspable empirical location of exactly how its processes
operate in relation to maintaining identity, cultural meaning and expression. However,
the unconscious workings of habitus in relation to culture in terms of practice cannot be
overlooked or simplistically

discarded as people do operate in terms of particular

recognitions and actions as taking primacy over others. As such, habitus can be partially
reproductive, but can only occur within
determinations to exercise free-will

a reflexive

relationship with

conscious

and experimental productions beyond such

constraints.

Hall (1992a 1999) has mentioned that the durability of cultural legacy is never
consciously recognised by the reflexive self until one attempts to shed or revise one's
culture. For Hall, cultural significance and its reproduction can be compared to the
metaphor of family structure. In this metaphor it can be seen that family operates as a
micro community with a daughter's relationship with her parents being the process of
cultural transmission that bind her with her parents whilst also constructing habitus. In
the metaphor, the conscious individual may try her best to act unlike her mother, but
some twenty years down the line of her life trajectory she meets an old family friend who
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shocks her with his observation that she is just like her mother in her mannerisms,
attitudes, and views of the world. Habitus functions as quietly and as persistently as this.
However, Hall's perspective overlooks the probability that this same woman may well
have incorporated several forms of practice that are definitely not like her mother's. The
family friend overlooks these merely due to his level of familiarity with what remains of
what once bound him into this woman's family; her mother's equivalents. The process of
simply not recognising these relatively newly emergent personal qualities cannot
possibly equate to them not being evident. One can only conclude that the perceptions of
the family friend are not a viable or reliable source of empirical reality beyond what he is
familiar with seeing.

The point being here is that even though strands of habitus may remain relatively intact
throughout one's life, habitus is also something that can be changed through the
incorporation of other people's practices and attitudes. One only has to keep an open and
objective mind in order to see what is durable at the unconscious and durable level and,
more to the point, what is creatively emergent at a productive and more agency-oriented
conscious level. This argument contends that some cognitive aspects of habitus are
indeed durable whilst others are more flexible or transient; some may even be quite
easily revised. Moreover, even in its most durable of conditions, a person's knowledge
system is always potentially open to the incorporation of new knowledge which may
challenge the durable `structuring structure' of habitus. Every one of us is, after all,
partly constructed from our parents being within us. But this does not take account of
these learnt and inculcated `embodied' strands of habitus becoming conjoined and mixed
into parts of other people and experiences that we have interacted with and learnt from
over the years.
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This is probably close to Clifford's notion of a polythetic habitus (Clifford 1992 1997).
At a common sense level people who travel through and into long-term experiences far
from their original homes of parental experiences tend to be most aware of such
be
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community' metaphor thus becomes turned on its head when that same woman's mother
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present through to the surface. Whose observations of the woman in question will become the
definitive location of who exactly that woman is like? Is it the family friend, the woman
herself, or her mother? Of course, this metaphorical aside connects into the relationship
between habitus as structure, agency as adaptive resource, and the role of the family as a
be
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such,
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of
foundations of the community, and the reproductive microcosmic echo of the wider
community structure (Abdalati 1975 Mawdudi 1980 Anwar 1998); a Bourdieu-like
double structuring process if ever there was one. The problem with such a conclusion is
that it is most definitely not only the community and the family that create each other in
the image of the other in this ideal type. Significantly, many other processes are at work
in the construction of Muslim community; the double-structuring process is, therefore,
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not so straightforward as such views contend (Diop 1997 Anwar 1998 Jacobson 1998

Shaw2000).

Fields within fields: a question of merging overlap rather than separation

Many non-Muslim views of Muslim community may easily put forward the argument
that only one Muslim field exists. Such views often propose that Muslim community is
based upon insular cultural stasis based upon lack of interaction with outside others
(Baumann 1996), or Islamic fundamentalism, or the domination of tradition (Lewis
1994). This research contends that these perceptions are highly misleading, erroneous,
stereotypical and essentialist; the Muslim community in Bournemouth is far more
dynamic and mutable than these suggest. Other perspectives suggest that Muslim
communities are simply too internally differentiated for Bourdieu's concept of field to be
applied as a unifying entity constructed around a given set of practices and normative
principles (Gilsenan 1982). However, this research contends that the concept of field is
effective in conceptualising community, but as with Gilsenan's argument, a singular field
of unified practices is problematic. Linked to this, if one interprets Bourdieu to be saying
that a field only exists as a bounded unit of practice then an argument that supports an
`Islamic' field is awkward to uphold. However, if one seesBourdieu's notion of `field' as
a practical site of symbolic discourse and knowledge, then at least some sociological
scope arises to consider the usefulness of the concept. Regardless of analytical position, a
singular field cannot encompassMuslim life.

There are three Muslim fields that are proposed in this research. The primary field is the
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religious field of Islam; which will be called the Islamic field. This is indeed a powerful
locus of community that should be seen as being the most influential, rather than the
singularly dominant, core of a community comprised of many influences. It will be
argued that the Islamic field and its habitus exist as an ideological resource for the
second field. The second field is that of cultural practice based upon the notion of
belonging and identity as `being' Muslim. This second field should be taken as being the
Muslim field. The third field of practice is based upon an individual's experience of
movement and interaction with people of different fields of practice along routes of
migration. In terms of migration into Bournemouth this field will be termed the
Muslim/Kafr

field. 'Kafr', often also referenced as kajiir, is the Arabic word for

non-believer (Lewis 1995) and so this field may be understood in terms of being the field
in which Muslims experience non-Muslims in terms of them not being followers of
Islam. It is proposed here that such fields are not distinct from each other within Muslims
who cross any theoretically imposed boundaries of distinction on an everyday basis.
Indeed, it may be argued that each field is interdependent upon the other, but it is
proposed that the Muslim field is most active in using the other two as resources through
which Muslim community situationally draws upon.

The Islamic field is the most distinctive of the three in this research as the sample group
is dominated by the members of the community's educational and religious elites. It is
marked by a discourse of religious faith that constitutes its own habitus set within
discursive symbolic forms and sets of religious practices. As such, it could be seen as the
`structurer' of Muslim habitus, rather than being a field structured by habitus. However,
this would deny internal community variation; leading to the conclusions that all local
Sunni Muslims follow Islam in the same manner. The Islamic field offers a discursive
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construction of community as an ideal type (Gilsenan 1982) that can only aim to aspire to
perfection and purity (Elkholy 1979) between itself and Muslim realities (Ba-Yunus
2002 Werbner 2002).

The Islamic field is the primary source of reference for Muslims to consider as extended
from its community leadership in the form of symbolic power and the exercise of
legitimacy via the performance of discursive language, ritual performance, and the
expression of knowledge (Bourdieu

1991 pp. 43-65 &

105-136 &

163-170) that

effectively makes sense of the world. As such, Islam is a discursive `force of orthodoxy'
that intersubjectively binds the symbolic discourse of any given leadership to the
subjective experiences of the internal membership on the principles of symbolic power
(Bourdieu 1991). Indeed, "symbolic power is a power of constructing reality" (Bourdieu
1991 p. 166) by the logical ordering of symbolic meaning into consensus via a dominant
view of the world being projected. As such, the discursive construction of the Islamic
field only makes sense to collective Muslim interpretations of the world they live within
as symbolic exchanges that relate community experience in the Muslim field to its own
Islamic ideal as projected from within its Islamic counterpart. Having said this, however,
it would be too naive and simplistic to indicate that all Muslims are only such because of
their belief in Islam. Indeed, Muslims are what they are exactly because they are dynamic
people capable of interacting both within each field and between all three. On a daily
basis they carry the habitual material of practice with them over the boundaries of all
such fields within a complex process of creative habitus conversion. Moreover, the
material they carried with them yesterday will not be identical to the material with them
tomorrow. However, as has been suggested, the Islamic field could be seen as being
maintained by the most durable habitus and set of associated practices for, as every
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Muslim mentioned, Islam is a way of life that one carries about with one's self in all
walks of life. As Amit often said, "Unlike these religions that have become secular to suit
secular tastes, Islam remains sacred...that's why I call myself fundamental. Islam is a way
of life that cannot be picked up and put down at the Church door like other religions. "
Islam is clearly a fundamental symbolic ordering of the world he experiences in the other
two fields. It makes essential sense to him; it has legitimacy, and therefore shares its
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Muslim community (Diop 1997 Werbner 2002).

Although such discursive fundamentalism may not be shared by every member of the
community on an equal basis, the insistence that Islam is one of three overlapping and
intersubjective fields enables a more vivid understanding of the diasporic complexity of
Muslim community as an interactive unit. This is important to consider when identities
1996)
(Alexander
in
and
to
are manifested
relation
a wider multicultural social context
when the Muslim membership itself shares an internal patchwork of points of migratory
origin and cultural backgrounds (Diop 1997).

It could be argued that it is not Bourdieu's `field' that is perhaps inappropriate to Muslim
community, but the notion of `habitus' in Bourdieu's narrow and robust representation of
it (1990b 1979/1984 1998/2001). If Islam operates as the discursive symbolic capital of
diasporic notions of community, then it could be the actual `habitus' of the community.
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However, and as already stated, this reduces the community to a coherent and unified

`faith community' and nothing more.

Instead, this research argues that the process of habitus mentioned above is what can be
isolated as connecting into a more agency-oriented process that flows between each field
of practice. As such, it is the variable that both connects the stuctured constants whilst
also having the ability to enable a flow of negotiated knowledge and cultural practice into
each field. This is the transactional, or situational, quality of emergence that dominates
Barth's theoretical perspectives. At the same time, each Muslim is forced to selfreflexively and consciously engage with structured life along this oscillation. A more
succinct terminology would be that this process is defined as Muslim identity. Here
identity is mutable and exists in perpetual emergence at the point of its active creation in
oscillation between firm anchor points of expected social identity located within the
interactive social relations of each field's structure. As such, Muslim identity is created
literally within the three fields that together constitute Muslim community. Having said
this, it is a highly variable component of community life based upon each Muslim's level
of self-reflexive negotiation between upholding structural constraints and a balance of
these with more agent-oriented aims, objectives, choices and determinations. Again,
analytical attentions are drawn toward Barth's more transactional dimensions of group
dyanamics, but a clear break from the applicable notion of multiple field arrangements
appearsunsuitable.

This suggests that the fields that compose Muslim

community

should not be

conceptualised as being the almost hermetic bounded arenas of exclusive practice
suggestedby Bourdieu. Instead they should be recognised more openly as being filters of
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appreciations and constructed human needs variably

enforced within

contextual

situations. Connecting this process together are the people who themselves constitute the
fields of community. To a significant degree they make the community via the process of
conscious habitus conversion, rather than the community

making them via the

unconscious imposition of Bourdieu's most deterministic structuring structure; habitus.

However, and to confound this further, the Islamic field functions as a final and
comparatively inflexible filter. Cultural material carried in from the Muslim field, or the
Muslim/Kafr field, will be filtered out by those who have carried it thus far, or by those
in positions of established status within the Islamic field. In effect, the Islamic field,
being structured upon the idealised authority of religious scripture and faith, enshrines
the discourse-orientated power to reconvert any converted Muslim material entering the
field back into Islamic sentiment and intent. This could be interpreted as being dominated
by the will of certain individuals, or even the `institution' of Islam, as exercising coercive
power upon others. However, this would be a partial and incorrect interpretation.
Muslims, including those who dominate the Islamic field, have a wonderful manner
through which they respectfully negotiate with the individual's practical material if it
does not suit the field in which that person is presently situated. As one Muslim informed
me, "The Prophet Muhammad - peace be upon Him - has told us that if we see a Muslim
doing what Muslims should not do, we have to tell the person". Amit went on to say that
such a `telling' must be conducted gently but firmly and with great interpersonal respect.
Moreover, each Muslim expects the other to tell them if some thing that they do is
wrong. Amit spoke firmly about how wrong it would be not to inform a person doing
something wrong that he or she was doing wrong. Such a practice is Islamic. It respects
and maintains the Islamic field in an open and respectful manner. This is a primary rule
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that structuresthe Islamic field precisely.

It is, of course, one of many rules that are Islamic codes of practice; some of which
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Bournemouth and experience of the non-Muslim Other beyond the locale. It should be
noted at this point that Muslims in Bournemouth spoke more often about Otherness not
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America. The reasons for this distinction is that all Muslims living in Bournemouth
within their Muslim community located themselves as being a part of Bournemouth.
With most Bournemouth people being recognised as being good people, Otherness,
according to Bournemouth Muslims was based upon how non-local non-Muslims
negatively ascribed certain dispositions and practices to Muslim peoples. Only particular
institutions, linked to `nation' rather than locale, actively encourage such good people to
position themselves against Muslims. The six main institutions mentioned were local
government, national government, the prison services, the National Health Service (by
recruitment and career development), the police services (although recent improvements
were evident) and the mass media (particularly the British Broadcasting Corporation).
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Many Muslims saw some difference in the way that non-Muslims correct each other. As
Omar mentioned frequently about non-Muslims in Bournemouth, "People here do not
seem to care if their children do wrong things... nobody says you are doing wrong! "
Ibrahim once spoke about how the Qur'an enables social order by arguing that "It's about
laws. If a people has no religion it has no system. What kind of society has no system?"

The Muslim/Kafr field also interacts with other communities as fields of practice beyond
the local interactive level of physical contact. Occasionally individual brothers would
talk with me about how non-Muslims only see Muslims through eyes connected to
unquestioning minds constructed by media images. These media images, particularly
those presented on TV, were always very dramatic images of conflict,

usually

accompanied by narratives relating to Islamic generalisations, rather than Muslim
diversities (Ruthven 2002). Islamic connectivity has strong boundaries that, especially in
Britain, have undergone recent reinforcement due to a media-led perceived Kafr critical
encroachment upon Muslim cultures and identities (Ahmed 1992 Lewis 1995). As the
imam once mentioned about how non-Muslims relate to the world around them;

Mr Mernissi: "It's all media, media, media."

The Muslim reaction to such encroachment has been to reinforce the value of community
coherency around an Islamic core. Omar, holding a degree in journalism,

was

particularly keen to point this out to me almost every time we met, but many others made
similar mention about such issues. The media hardly ever represented Muslims as
ordinary people performing

everyday actions, preferring repetitious and dramatic

depictions of them as being "mad-Mullahs",

as Amit once put it to me, with such

misleading depictions being taken from exceptional contexts of conflictual actions. Such
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limited visions had effectively created a negation of potential non-Muslim desires to
closely associate with Muslims inside local communities and wider society. The media
had, and continues to do so, primarily caused the di-vision of Kafr and Muslim worlds; a
divided world that no Muslim wants to condone. In effect, the Islamic field, because an
overwhelmingly secular media see religion as being either `exceptional' or `bizarre', is
the only field that non-Muslims see Muslims as operating within.

Moreover, presented

to an audience on TV sets and in newspapers, the mass mediated world of al-Kafr
information is a non-Muslim field constructed to suit non-Muslim audience expectations.
Thus, what Muslims always 'do', in non-Muslim eyes, always has something to do with
Islam. Muslims, however, know that what they really do has something inseparable from
Islam whilst also having; firstly, something to do with an Other-created Muslim `them'
and, secondly, a self-creation of who Muslims are as `us' within this non-Muslim
construction. For example, the early 1990's media coverage of the Satanic Verses affair
was often mentioned by Amit. We had a long chat about it one evening whilst walking
the way back home from prayers. Soon after his then-recent conversion to Islam the
media insistence that Salman Rushdie had been sinned against by fundamentalist
Muslims actually stimulated a greater shift towards Islam in terms of reinforced religious
identity for almost every British Muslim he then knew. For Amit, non-Muslim media
perceptions and ethnocentric knowledge systems based upon liberal sentiment were
completely disabled from understanding the insult done to Prophet Muhammad. This
significantly widespread Muslim concern for `outside' views critically

looking into

Muslim lives stimulates a crystalisation of identity within habitus conversion. The
crystalisation of identity appears to be linked to an unconscious rootedness in habitus, but
is really indicative of a fluctuating identity consciously deciding to take residence within
situational points of temporary identity locations into specific fields. In other words, the
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process of habitus conversion here is also relational with aspects of boundary interactions
with translocal non-Muslim representations and more localised interpretations between
non-Muslim and Muslim fields. Some aspects of such interactions can, of course, enable
a high exchange of material between Muslims and non-Muslims which attract Muslim
identities towards the Muslim/Kafr

field; thus further enhancing the already dynamic

internal community processes already mentioned above.

Upon returning to speakwith Omar three years after the end of my fieldwork in 2003just
before the US and UK invasion of Iraq, Omar mentioned that more than ever before
Bournemouth non-Muslims wanted to know what Islam was all about. Moreover, more
and more local people were making the effort to understandwhat real Muslim lives were
like in accordancewith those who lived them in the town. The Islamic Society took
several coaches to the London pre-invasion anti war demonstration with great nonMuslim local support.Here, the Muslim and non-Muslim communities had becomeclose
and mutually respectful. Omar summed up the then-probable invasion of Iraq with an
internet downloaded letter of poignant neighbourly irony by Monty Python's Terry
Gilliam that was recently published in The Observer newspaper.The irony of the letter
was hilarious for Omar, but also incredibly saddening. As Omar mentioned, every
brother who had read the letter in the Mosque had laughedwith its satirical subtlety, and
connected together with great concern. The confluence of humour, satire, and great
sadnessstimulated by that single sheetof paper in his hand were emotions that, to him,
reminded Omar of that wonderful day in London when non-Muslim and Muslim peoples
in Britain stood together and attempted to make the US-dominated world a safer and
more peaceful place. In rejection of both the pending war, and US impositions of power
and, as Omar insisted, their absolute lies, the local Muslim community had obviously
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built quite complex and valuable bonds of connectivity with non-Muslim peoples both in
the town and beyond. Other experiential interactions, like Amit's
example, can alternatively

reinforce identity

directly

aforementioned

into the Islamic

field;

thus

reinforcing the distinctions of community along with identity. Taken in conjunction with
each other, one can clearly see the level of oscillation that occurs between each field.

The Muslim/Kafr field is an unavoidablefield of interaction within which both Muslims
and non-Muslims learn and exchangeideasand views of the world betweeneachother. It
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benefit of changing Muslim ways though their hybrid dovetailing into Muslim business
and financial organisation. He was currently studying for a degreein Businesswith this
desire to learn the best that the West has to offer the Muslim world. In this way, ideas
that originate as non-Muslim are brought into practice within both the Muslim/Kafr field
and the Muslim field. Commerce,businessand economicswere often mentioned in such
framesof meaning, especiallyby younger Muslims.

Also, the strong Arab and Middle Easterncontingent that appearedto dominate both the
running and the attendanceof Mosque life may partly account for some reasonswhy the
overlap between Muslim and non-Muslim life was so active. As first generation
migrants, their departure and arrival points of migration were sometimes commented
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upon as being familiar with `Christian' and 'Kafir' ways of life by direct experience.
However, this exchangeof ideas and their conversion into practice did not appear to
occur equally between the Muslim and the Kafr. Non-Muslims in the Muslim/Kafir field
tendedto exchangeideasbut remain less likely to put them into practice. They appeared
to have less enthusiasmor willingness to do so; which may indicate a lesserrespect for
Muslim ideas and views of the world in relation to their own. Kafr vision and thoughts
seemedless open to alternative views and attitudes. Many brothers made good mention
of Asif's concerns.Asif consideredthat non-Muslims were too active in allowing their
news media to tell them about Muslims, and too inactive in making some effort to meet
Muslims face-to-faceon the literal doorstepsof the community. He continued to develop
his consideration by mentioning that the news media was too pre-occupied with an
unfavourablepresentationof Muslims. The news media were constantly relaying stories
in
had
images.
Asif,
To
wrapped
violent or conflictual narrative and
non-Muslims
generally inculcated a negative view of what real Muslims were like. Their generally
negative views of Muslims were, however, not their fault, but the fault of those
non-Muslims who were responsible for giving such a warped view of Muslims to their
audiences.

Muslim practice and community

It has been proposed that the Muslim field appearsto be the main generative base of
significance within the debateto date. Its relationship with Islam was clearly strong for
those who led the community. Omar's positive embraceof the idea of multiculturalism
was typical of most non-UK migrants in the town, but it was not surprising to have him
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considering Bournemouth's emerging multiculturalism

in terms of his own experiences
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This notion of connecting together cultural variation appeared strongly in his
passionatelyfundamentalIslamic worldview;
Omar: "I have a Libyan passport and a British one. My wife is British. I can be both
but
is!
knows
Islamic
Who
I'm
My
there's a
culture?
what my culture
nationalities.
difference between being Muslim and my religion. Muslim culture is not the same as
being a follower of God. Mind you, my religion is my lifestyle, so...what is my culture?"
Omar later clarified this complex issueby saying that his `culture' was always practised
"Islamically" and beneath the "Islamic umbrella", but that the Islamic umbrella of
different.
Only
Islam,
some
and
guidance
covers
similar,
protection
many cultures; some
according to Omar, encouragesand nurtures a true equality of multiple cultures based
upon mutual respect; a nurturing which createsa polyphony of multiple cultures, rather
than a multiculturalism dominatedby only one cultural form.

In general theoretical terms practice is the observable exposure of habitus according to
Bourdieu's

structuralist constructivism.

This research argues that practice is more

accurately seen as existing between the agency of a community's membership interacting
within existing structures in its own field of practice as well as those in other fields.
Outcomes are therefore always emergent as people negotiate with cultural difference and
variation, rather than being only the internalised inscription of a habitus-like `structuring
structure'. Practice, from the agent's perspective, should indicate particular revisions of
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internalised habitus - something that perhaps Bourdieu does not consider whilst Barth
locates most of his attention here - rather than merely indicating particular durable facets
of one's history. This proposition has been detailed above in terms of identity, at both the
individual

level of self-identity and the community's

more collective social-identity,

being both a cognitive and expressive practice linked to the field transcending process of
habitus conversion.

Muslim practice is manifold. It situationally connects into Islamic epistemology as a
cognitive grounding of a scripted text through which it makes sense of its world as a
Muslim ummah existing alongside the segmented worlds of non-Muslim others. As has
been expressed above, this variable Islamic connectivity extends from its source into a
segmented system of Muslim cultures that operate in the Muslim field.

Muslim connectivity, however, has a more flexible set of boundaries that accept, and
frequently cherish, the embrace of cultural practices that originate from both within and
beyond the Muslim field on the basis of a more direct experience of other cultures.
Centuries of global migration - as Muslims moving through non-Muslim worlds and of
non-Muslims moving through Muslim worlds - have enabled Muslim peoples to become
dynamic cultural agents.

Muslim practice expressedparticularly within the Islamic field may be located within
what Bourdieu calls the "irresistible analogy" of practices structured within a synoptic
calendrical habitus (Bourdieu 1990bpp.201-270). The associationis strong in relation to
the dividing up of the day into segmentsmarked by specific prayers that shift with the
movement of the heavens.Even special prayers were practised in relation to the 1999
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total eclipse. Ramadan also provides the calendrical period in which fasting is marked by
the Islamic division of the day. Muslim practice may however be considered in relation
to what people do between such calendrical moments of Islamic boundary marking.
People may, after all, have their day structured by exceptional markers, but they also
enjoy a certain relaxation from such obvious points of signification. Muslims are what
they are because they engage in such Islamic practices whilst also engaging in many
other practices between such exceptional Islamic moments. Therefore, people can act in
accordance with a calendrical habitus whilst also being able to engage with other
practices which they experience beyond the calendrical constructions in only one
introduce
field.
Also,
qualities
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particular
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Bournemouth's more fundamental Islamists that national variations on an Islamic theme
had the potential to fragment the Islamic desire to maintain a unified Muslim ummah. On
many occasions it was to be heard that nationalism was potentially disruptive to the
Muslim ummah. Identifying nationalism as a political construction often maintained by
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National identity, it appeared, cannot be separated from how Muslims locate themselves
in the Muslim field but, as has been suggested, it may be brought into question if it
interferes with the Islamic field of practice.

Nationally Muslims have been assigneda non-Muslim documentedhistory which tends
to dwell upon them separatingthemselvesoff into communities basedupon national or
regional connectivity such as those in areasof London (Eade 1995) or Bradford (Lewis
1995). These communities are also often perceived to be quite inward-looking and
relatively hermetically sealedby local non-Muslim residents (Baumann 1996). Locally
the Bournemouth community was quite cosmopolitan in construction and was most
definitely not inward-looking or separatedoff from non-Muslim communities. Even
though it is likely that situationally this will very, Bournemouth Muslims participating in
this researchappearedto locate their internal connectivity closer to the Islamic field. It
would be easyto expectthis to occur by the nature of its sample,but other factors may be
significant. This may probably be due to them not establishing themselvesin the resort
from waves of historical migration being met with hostility. It may also have much to do
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with their history of not feeling particularly threatened by non-Muslims within the locale.
I did not locate any evidence to suggest that they exaggerate either their sense of being
Muslim or being Islamic when they interacted with non-Muslim

Others within the

Muslim/ Kafr field on a day-to-day basis except during quite exceptional situations.
However, those individuals who had suffered personal experiences of racist attitudes and
discrimination within the town did indicate a more distinctive self or social identity of
being Muslim or Islamic in comparison to those who had generally got on well with
non-Muslims. Most of these direct racist experiences were blamed upon individuals
holding positions of power over individual Muslims within employing institutions.

My first experienceof Muslim connectivity within a potentially purely Islamic field of
practice occurred during Ramadan 1998-1999. It was to prove indicative of how and
Islamic event finds itself fused into the tripartite of community fields.

Ramadan: A calendrical convergence of Islamic field with Muslim field?

Ramadanis the month in which the Qur'an was revealed. It falls on the ninth month of
the Islamic year and is marked by being a "matchlessinstitution" comprised of complete
abstinencefrom "foods, drinks, intimate intercoursesand smoking, before the break of
dawn till sunset" (Abdalati 1975 p.87). The period of fasting, or sawn, is saturatedwith
spiritual meaning (see Abdalati 1975 pp.87-94 for details). Muslim attentions are turned
to deep considerations toward their God and their fellow human beings through
participation in sawn. It is an act through which a spirit of social belonging and inclusion
is nurtured within those who take part in its practice. Muslim society unites in
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to pursue the same ends. Sawn is a social system enactedwithin a religious text with
Ramadan functioning as a calendrical period within which time in the calendar when
being a follower of Islam and a Muslim are inseparable.Thus, within such an exceptional
situation, Islamic and Muslim fields are conjoined to becomeone and the same.

Sawn, as any ritualised event - in any religion or any cultural context - does not,
however, provide universal evidenceof massunification of Muslim peoples.There is the
internal
is
discourse
duty,
but
Islamic
there
also an
official
of
expectation and
multiplicity of micro narratives, complications and divergencies that exist beneaththe
all-embracing Islamic umbrella. For example, "we may say that many Muslims,
unfortunately for them, do not observe the fast or, at best, adopt the attitude of
indifference. On the other hand, most of those who observe it do not realize its true
meaning and, as a result, derive very little benefit out of it or, in fact, no benefit at all"
(Abdalati 1975 p.89). One brother, Abdul, informed me that national differences impact
upon this sacredmonth of Ramadan.All Muslims, except those from Pakistan, entered
Ramadanat exactly the sametime as decreedfrom Arabian time. Also, Eedu-l-Fitr, the
festival of fast-breaking held at the end of Ramadan,is also initiated via Arabian time.
Pakistanis, he stated, still tend to initialise their Ramadan activities via Pakistani time,
rather than Arabian. However, it was not right, Abdul continued, to dwell upon national
differencesduring Ramadan.
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Ramadan

Omar: "At the Mosque we say to people, 'Nationality is a jacket; take it off
before you enter here'. "

Ramadanis a time when Muslims suppresstheir national allegiancesin reverenceof their
religious unification. Differences are left, as on all occasions,outside the Mosque.

I was invited by Amit to break fast on the penultimate evening of Ramadan. I was
immediately thrown by the responses I gave to the common Arabic greeting and its
compulsory handshake. I felt that to reply in the customary Arabic would set me up as an
imposter so I returned the greeting with "hello", or "good evening" to avoid the brothers
making the assumption that I was a Muslim. The confused responses I received made me
feel that I had made the wrong decision so I soon had to adjoin "sorry, I'm not a Muslim"
to my responses. This appeared to go down well. At least it stopped the confused
expressions and enabled me to introduce my reasons for being there and my relationship
with Amit.

A place had been set at the table for me but I could not, for obvious reasons,take part in
the associatedprayers. Afzal was there with his three young children. The eldest was
askedto greet me and proceededto playfully slap my open hand three times, which gave
the immediate group of brothers much joy. As Amit was drawn away into conversation
with some inquisitive brothers (he had recently returned from a long visit to Egypt) it
was Afzal who invited me upstairs to stand at the back of the prayers and observe the
sacredproceedings.
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Afterwards Afzal collected me from my profane uneaseand usheredme downstairs to
partake in the feast. I sat beside him and cast my eyes around me to view the
brotherhood. The vast arrangementof diverse faces and colours of skin astoundedme.
Afzal thought that maybe twenty or so nationalities were there mixed into some 120
people. Later on in the evening I was also to find out that not everyone present was
Sunni. I introduced myself to those opposite; Tariq, in his early twenties, from Qatar who
camehere only two weeks before to study English for 5 months and Karim, again in his
early twenties. Asghar was Egyptian and had lived in Bournemouth for 3 years. He was
in his secondyear of a businesscourse at SouthamptonUniversity. I askedwhy he lived
in Bournemouthrather than Southampton:
Asghar: "The people are more friendly here. I have Brazilian friends here, Italian,
Spanish. All my friends are here from the time before I started my course in
Southampton. "

His family were still living in Egypt. His father was a architect. We spoke about what

they seedifferent in him when he paid one of his frequent visits back to them:
Asghar: (Laughs) "They've given up on me! They say that I can eat and sleep when I
like. They eat at set times, three times a day and I don't do that now."
We talked about the numbers of multi-nationals who were present at the feast. It struck
me over the courseof the evening that my fascination with this facet of the evening was
partially indicative of my comparative ethnocentric past. The importance of nationality
appearedover-emphasisedin my own mind whilst to the Muslims present it was a
conceptof trivial and insignificant proportions. I askedAsghar why this coming together
of different nationalities appearedso lacking in evidence of tension and conflict. His
answerwas preciseand he appearedquite proud of the fact that:
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Asghar: "He may hate me for being an Egyptian (points to the brother beside me) but
herewe are as one. We are Muslims togetherand we leave all our differencesto outside."
This ability to shift between fields of identity marked many Muslim lives. A future
meeting in the imam's office focussedupon similar movementsin discussionwith Ashraf
and his wife, Hannah;
Hanna: "Sometimes I have to fill out forms. What am I? We are Middle Eastern, I
suppose,but we are white. We can't say we are South Asian! "
Ashraf mentioned that their passports indicate their British citizenship. He felt quite
strongly that they are both British and Syrian:

Ashraf: "We try to be both. That's who we are."
Ashraf explained that playing both roles was not difficult after over twenty years of
living here. I wondered if his previous Syrian past had become transverselydepleted. I
asked him about where his cultural roots were. He replied that cultural things were
always changing anyway; that culture is never static but always in a condition of
"exchange"between peoples. He could not locate himself in a particular culture simply
becauseHanna and Ashraf went back to Syria every year and neither of them could
locate any significant culture difference between over there and over here. Their
permanentlocation was in his religion, in Islam. It was something that Ashraf felt they
had to reinforce over here simply becauseMuslims were in the minority here. In Syria he
felt that he could relax into Islam;
Ashraf: "We concern ourselveswith our children here; whether they may be suckedinto
other ways. We have to be strongerat home."
One of their sons had made a point of playing down his connectionswith Islam. He did
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not pray at his Mosque but in his own private room at home. His friends were nearly all
white non-Muslims. Another son found it easier to make friends with people from other
his
Their
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noted
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between fields and levels of separation between them; but all were Muslim in terms of
being part of the imagined community;

Ashraf: "To understandus you have to understandthe Qur'an. How can I explain what I
am like to you if you have no knowledge of the Qur'an? You should try to read it
yourself."
Returning to Ramadan, I had met Afzal once before at a public meeting at the local
University, where he was attempting to successfullycomplete his PhD project. Tonight I
was to learn somethingmore of him.

Afzal was born in Iraq but lived in India and Sweden where he studied for his
undergraduateand Masters degrees:
Afzal: "People seem surprised when I tell them where I have lived... "
Nick: "Do you bring your children up as Iraqis? "

Afzal: "As Muslims. I don't know whether they think of themselvesas Swedish."
I wanted to talk to him about the recent bombings and cruise missile attacks on Iraq but
decided that Ramadan was probably a time to overlook such events. His mother still
lived in Iraq. I could not help but feel able to talk with a person who had probably spent
most of Ramadanreflecting upon such things. We spoke of differences between Sweden
and Bournemouth:
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Afzal: "Swedesare very precise.In Bournemouth the English are less so. I spentmy first
few weekshere waiting for the greenman to show before I crosseda road!"
Eventually Afzal invited me away to take tea with him and I said goodbye to Asghar,
in
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brother.
by
I
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now speaking with another
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I was introduced to a brother, Ahmed, from Saudi Arabia. He was one brother who
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the
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conversation
retained
royal prefix of
attention of a young Turkish brother, Saleem. Saleem spoke about the choices that
Turkish Muslims have:

Saleem:"We are betweenthe West and Arabia. We don't have to worship, we can choose
and that is a good thing."
He saw Ramadanas a time not just for religious reflection and worship but also as a time
to talk and make connections with other people. We spoke for some time about his
from
departed
before
he
University
the
my company
gave some apologies and
course at
to return with Osman,a fellow studentwho was studying for his MBA.

Osman was to dominate the rest of my evening at the Mosque. Osman was in his
interfered
his
descent.
him
his
from
Syrian
I
with
asked
course
mid-twenties and
whether
belief in Islam and from his initial responsewe shifted into an Osman-led monologue
about the future of Islam and the Muslim world. Unlike everyone else I had met that
evening, Osmanwas a very forthright and serious man. He appearedto be familiar with
leading conversations; dominating discussions with his abrupt intentions and concise
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who found life a very seriousaffair;
Osman: "We cannot do business in the pub. This seems to be where many in the West do
their work. This is wrong because you cannot think straight when drinking. ..So you want
to know about my culture? "

As with every new question asked of him, Osman commenced his responsewith a
based
but
forceful,
Qur'anic
that
experiences
avoided
any
personal
explanation
patient,
in his own life story. It was as if the Qur'an gave him his theory of life and that this was
far more important to reveal to me than his own lived experiences.He spoke with great
care and detail; as a social theory lecturer talks of theory in abstractterms and without a
contemporary social context. The scholars of Islam were his heroes. They were his
guiding lights within the enlightenedIslamic world.

Osman spoke of how Muslims must learn from the West. He had no hatred of the West.
Indeed, he found such a generalisationinsulting to people's intelligence. To divide the
human world into `East' and `West' could only ever lead to a misled and false
understandingof its real global condition. On more than one occasion he argued that
every nation has good and bad people and that no nation can be seenas being either one
thing, or another:
Osman: "It is said that to be a good person you have to be either a learner or a scholar
who has learnt knowledge. Not to learn is a bad thing; you will be less than human...We
must learn that every people can do something special and that we need all peoplesto do
things well in the future. Every nation is important but no nation is in itself."
By now a small gathering of young men had surrounded Osman. There was a silent
respect for him shown in their attentive expressions as they hung onto a long and
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studiousfollowing of every one of his directed statements.
Osman:"It is not good to seethe West as the West."
He spokeof taking the best from the West and turning it to the advantageof Islam:
Osman:"We needto learn about technology, communications,business.There are things
that we can do better."
Nick: "But what exactly can the West give you? "

I wanted Osman to be more precise. I was beginning to feel that I was being given a
lecture in Islamic politics. Another speakertook Osman'ssilence as his chanceto speak:
Mustapha:"Civilisation, order. We needthis! "
We spoke of democracy. We spoke of rules and laws. Osman contendedthat the West
always talks of rules and laws and yet its ways were not interconnectedinto a holistic
systemof order. Peoplehad laws for this and laws for that, but that this-and-thatwere not
connected.They were aimless,without direction. The words "too materialistic" and "not
concernedwith anything beyond their own individual lives" were often repeatedby both
Osman and Mustapha. It appearedthat it was really quite easy to think of the `West' as
the `West' after all.

Usuary, the lending of money to be repaid with interest, was invoked by Osman as a
marker of difference between Muslim ways of doing everyday culture and the economic
capitalist culture of the West. Capitalist society had subsumedculture. He thought that
what he called "interest" was so endemic in my own culture that I would think of it as
being a "natural part of my life". I tried to explain that after having a mortgageduring the
financial crises of the mid-to-late 1980'shad taught me never to think so `naturally' about
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interest.
I argued that many "of my type" probably feel the same way. Osman
paying
thought about this but carried on regardless with his notion that usuary is generally
accepted as being 'natural'. I accepted the distinction that he was trying to make. He
explained that usuary instils a power imbalance between the lender and the borrower.
The Islamic way is to borrow money but to pay it back at an agreed fixed rate. His point
was to emphasise the financial dependency forced upon countries that borrow money
from the World Bank and the IMF. Through his eyes, such business perpetuates
dominance and subordination simply because negotiations are done on non-Islamic terms
and under the conditions of non-Islamic rules.

At this point Mustapha,the Turkish brother mentioned earlier, interjected. He must have
been bottling-up some frustration in my questioning of Osman becausehis seemingly
angry utterancecut acrosswhat Osmanand I had beentalking about:
Mustapha: "What do you know! Do you know of the Greeks and the Ottoman Empire?
Three hundred years and the Turks are still Turks!
Osman:"That's not his history, what do you expect him to know of this?"
I was both taken aback by Mustapha's anger - or what I took to be anger- and by Osman's
attempt to stem Mustapha's point. I spoke directly back to Mustapha, stating that I knew
little of his history.

Nick: "I know that it's important for people to keep a sense of identity, not to lose one's
sense of being a people even though new cultural ideas may be taken on board by your
own... "

Osmanreiteratedthat it was important to take the best from anotherpeople and to make
it one's own but that usuary was wrong. The Islamic way was correct by the Qur'an.
Certain ways were wrong and had to be resistedby consciousand rational Muslim effort.
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I now understood a little more about what Omar had once said to me about the
importation of cultural ways having to be done "Islamically, under the umbrella of
Islam." Osmanthen proceededto give me a rare specific example.

Osmanspokeof how Muslims were breaking the Islamic laws of inheritanceas set down
in the Qur'an. People were beginning to favour individuals outside of prescribedIslamic
laws:

Osman: "The Qur'an keeps stability. People are beginning to break laws, turning brother
againstbrother; breaking families apart."
He moved his attention directly into his own country as soon as Abdul had departed.
Maybe he was more confident to speak of internal national and religious divisions back
home to a non-Muslim.

Maybe his argument was simply honing itself down to this

specific:

Osman: "I am a Shiite. In my country Shiites are turning against Shiites... "
Nick: "Is it political divisions that are opening up? "
Osman: "No! (Osman was quite exasperated) It is typical of Westerners to think only in
terms of political struggle! It's religious; about breaking Islamic laws.

He went on to talk about Shiites spying on Shiites:
Osman:"If anotherwas talking here with you it is wrong for me to spy on you talking. "
We spoke for a short while about whether such internal Islamic divisions within Osman's
own country upset him. Indeed they did. He had previously mentioned that every nation
was internally good and bad. He was arguing that what is good has to be brought out by
its people and respected by the world, but even in his own country such an
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accomplishmentwould prove difficult to achieve,and Osmanknew it. Quite a few of the
brothers were leaving by now and I thought it best to depart with them. My first
experienceof Ramadanhad come to its end. The Ramadanmaterial shows the easeat
which the ideals of Islam are made meaningful as Muslim resourcesin an interaction of
three fields. As Afzal mentioned during the evening, Ramadanis a time to reflect upon
being a Muslim in the world today as one standsalongsideothers. Clearly, Muslims need
a keen reflection into how the world seesthem and how they relate to not only Muslims
on a global scaleof experience,knowledge and practice.

From the fusion of data gatheredand comparableliterature, it has been proposedthat the
Muslim community is potentially constructed by the structure of three fields. Each
contains a particular habitus that can only be a flexible and polythetic influence in the
tripartite of fields. As such, each individual in the community is an active participant in
the construction of community as they shift along identity routes linked to the processof
habitus conversion. These routes are indicative of Barth's transactional process of
ethnicity construction as the process involves ongoing personal negotiation with fieldbasedhabitus orientation, but the researchdoes not wish to proposethat `Muslimness' is
reduceableto an ethnicity and neither does it wish to completely reject the usefulnessof
fields as a concept. However, the researchdoes insist that Bourdieu's notion of field is
too restrictive and that a far more fluid condition of `structure' exists in the ebb and flow
of Muslim usesof structural significance in community constructionprocesses.

Certain non-Muslim engagements,especially at the level of media representationand
non-Muslim constructionsof Muslim community, can force a reactive flow of Muslims
into the Islamic field, but such moments are exceptional and cannot be taken as being
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evidence of permanent structural significance. More mundane and everyday processes of
identity formation are highly mutable and variable between these different but connected
fields. This creates a community with three firm habitus-based identity `centres that hold'
(Bauman 1995), whilst also providing a wide range of internal individual variations on
the part of the community's

membership.

Others have noted such connective

identity
in
UK Muslim communities (Jacobson 1997 1998) and there are
of
multiplicities
some noticeable parallels in Bournemouth. Although this appears to provide a relatively
flexible community at certain times, the high influence of the Islamic field maintains an
equally high level of structural coherence whilst habitus conversion enables a certain
dynamic flexibilty

around such a structure as Muslims use discursive Islamic ideals to

solidify a sense of community cohesion (Diop 1997 Werbner 2002).

This adds particular dimensions of identity and community to the establishedliterature.
Lewis (1995) suggestsa subtle difference between 'Islamic' Muslims and Muslims who
organise a sense of collectivity through similarities between diversities of Muslim
cultures set in juxtaposition to the Other-ascriptionsnon-Muslim Others. Although more
than one contact in Bournemouth stated that you cannot have a Muslim who is not
Islamic, it is the casethat many Muslims ascribethemselvesas being primarily 'Islamic',
whilst many others recognise themselvesas being primarily `Muslim'. This distinction
does not, of course, equate to the latter not locating themselveswithin Islam, but may
equate,in varying degrees,to the former considering themselvesto be more fundamental
in religious terms. As such, the researchwishes to highlight that its leadership-based
evidence can only representa partial view of the wider community, rather than a total
vision. However, the comparativeliterature discussedin this chapterappearsto give such
conclusionssomevalidity as analytical propositions.
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canopy under which cultural differences and diversities are both protected and respected.
Cultural differences pose no problem for Islam as long as culture does not interfere with
the overarching and entwining nature of Islamic beliefs and practices. Many other
Muslims spoke frequently about how Islam embraces cultural differences. Those from
the Middle East often spoke about cultural differences living together where historical
processes had brought East and the West together into shared social geographies. Islam,
for most of those whom I spoke with, could not be separated from its internal cultural
diversities. Those who had performed the Hajj to Mecca made reference to all of the
different cultures and peoples that flowed together as one during prayer. It was
wondrous, Ali said one day as we studied enlarged photographs of Mecca and Medina
from the Mosque's archives with some brothers in the Mosque, to watch so many
peoples shed their different styles of dress to unify together with the correct Islamic style
of clothing before mass prayer. This could be seen as a physical metaphor for the
physical shedding of one field of practice linked to incorporation into the more structured
Islamic field.

Muslim habitus is fragmented by history, and has already been stated, by nationality,
region, and cultural variation linked to physical routes of global migration. It may be
generally accepted that, from a Muslim diasporic position, individuals embody the
fragmentary cultural nature of their habitual origins but within diaspora this cultural
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individualism

takes on board a new function under an Islamic `shield of protection'

(Alund & Schierup 1991 Schierup & Alund 1987), associated ranges of new identity
formations (Alexander 1996 Jacobson 1998), and symbolic community organisation
(Werbner 2002). Within communities such as the one represented by its Sunni leadership
in Bournemouth, no national or regional habitus is dominant. Here such fragments of
origin still add a multifaceted dimension to the culture-content of a syncretic Muslim
community (Jacobson 1998 Shaw 2000). Muslims in Bournemouth are just as passionate
about sharing and mixing aspects of their Muslim cultures as they are about unifying
together under the more universal umbrella of Islam. They have found a way to live with
leveldiscourse
linked
Islamic
togetherness
to
the
on
a
religious
a
universalising
of
field but also threaded through with a polyphonic multitude of cultural knowledge and
practices connected to personal shifts and experiments with habitus conversion at the
level of identity. This is, in effect, the dynamic but resilient structure that maintains and
constantly improves the local Muslim community as a polyphonic but interconnected
social entity. Indeed, no matter where they have come from and regardless of which
,
routes of migration they have followed, they have effectively used Islam as a powerful
organisational resource that holds both faith and community together in a Britain that is
British (Alexander 1996 pp. 44-56) in the modern global world.
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Chapter 7

Latina/Hispanic

identity
Language,
nation,
community:

One of the chairs is South America,
One of the chairs is a ship at sea,
One is a cage for a great big lion,
And one is a chair for me.

Shall Igo off to SouthAmerica?
Shall I put out in my ship to sea?
Or get in my cage and be lions and tigers?
Or - shall I be only Me?
(A. A. Milne - Nursery Chairs - 1924)

The Spanish and Portuguese speaking community was a quite different construction from
its Muslim counterpart. With a Catholic epistemic web between them, there was some
evidence of an underlying discourse that provided them with a structured text for
living-out the organisation of their system of social relations. However, this web of
religious connectivity was more flexible than the Islamic equivalent mentioned in the
previous chapter and it could not be clearly identified as being linked to a `Catholic'
habitus within a field of interlinked practices. Moreover, the people in this community
rarely mentioned or alluded to any collective religious identity at either individual or
group level of social organisation and it was extremely rare for Latina//Hispanics to
mention or refer to the significance of Catholicism. Their requirements for creating a
community

in Bournemouth

were more secular and practical

requirements and obligations of the Muslim ummah.
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than the sacred

The Latina/Hispanic

community:

The affections of togetherness

Jolanda: "We are foreign. We are lonely; it's like a family. We only see our own
families only once or twice a year... We can show our feelings with people we have
something in common; help each other. "

Often overlooked as being such, communities are creations of the imagination set into
Some
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to
people.
expose and share mutual emotional
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order
into
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the ocean of
to
the
extended
solitude
of
minimise
communities are created
depthless loneliness that Freud mentions in Civilisation

and its Discontents. People

feelings
isolation,
in
to
their
of
and
exclusion
avoid
own community
order
create
alienation from what other communities do for themselves, or organise their community
practices around. The Latina/Hispanic

group at least partly reflected some of these

requirements.

In some ways, the relatively recent creation of an emerging Latina/Hispanic community
in Bournemouth indicates that when people who have been previously either disabled
from forming, or who were unwilling to form, free and radical inclusion into the majority
as a distinct ethnic group, they will tend to integrate with the majority. Indeed, all of
these women had married British men and all felt some affinity with either British or
English culture or society. However, this is not evidence of assimilation, as this group
from
the remnants
constructing
emergent
community
also embarks upon creatively
a new
of their collective past experiences based upon their pasts and what they themselves want
their community to become in the future.

It is proposed at this stage that the Latina/Hispanics hold their group together as a
community out of emotional necessity.They locate themselvestogether from an internal
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diversity of national and cultural backgrounds(Yelvington 1991 Gilroy 1993 Oller 2000
pp.63-66) linked to the two core linguistic threads of Portugueseand Spanish. Indeed,
their national identities were both highly pronounced and heavily reflected upon, but
these were not the main reasonsfor the group forming itself as a collective entity. The
main reason for holding themselves together was anchored into a profound sense of
needing each other within an enmeshedmutual support system that thrives mainly
becausethe majority cannot provide their requirements for emotional and discursive
freedomof expressionand partly through a genderedfusion of connectivity.

Their primary concernsare to sharecommon experiencestogether in their first language.
This enableda triple processof group formation to exist. Firstly, communal sessionsto
provided a practical environment through which to teach their language to their
in
dominant
Secondly,
two
respective children within mixed marriages.
conversing
languages assisted in the group maintenance of cohesion with such a high level of
internal diversity and variance (Barth 1981 1989 1994 2000 Oller 2000 pp.63-66).
Finally, the communal sessionscould be taken as being enactmentsof expression and
meaning that occur beyond the influences of the local English social environment. They
are communal sessionsin which "language...in ritual performances,transforms the usual
representationof the world, and constructs its own truth-universe" (Seven 2002 p.28).
The fact that some women speak Portugueseas their first languagewhilst others speak
Spanish is not necessarily identified as a serious communication problem between the
nationalities. Indeed, many women felt having the two languages expressedenabled
further syncretic fusion within the group coupled with a certain pride of achievementthat
Spanish speakerswere also learning Portuguese,and vice versa. Indeed, the sharing of
commonalities communicated through similarities and samenessof language were as
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important as languageitself.
Nick: "What connects you all apart from language?"

Jolanda:"The way we think and feel."
This should not be recognised as being evidence of the false situational dichotomy
between public majority assimilation and private invocations of authentic identity. The
process of integration rarely has the creative person breaking clearly from their
self-ascribedauthentic inscription of being true to theirself. Belonging to one community
always overlaps the boundariesof integrating with another. One never breaks cleanly or
permanently from the bonds of attachmentin one community in order to join another.
Also, the more that one is true to one's self ascription within a community of like-minded
others,the more reinforced that construction of community becomes.

The Latina/Hispanic community has syncretically formed from within the existing frame
of Bournemouth's cultural mosaic. To some degree, so too has the Muslim community.
Both groups transcend nationalism, nationality,
attachment in relational juxtapositioning
experienced whilst

form
bonds
to
of
class and culture

to negative points of personal reference

attempting to integrate into the established framed mosaic in

Bournemouth. However, the Latina/Hispanic community appeared to be quite firmly
rooted into national identity reflections, or to be more specific, identity reflections that
identify past nationality
nationality

at one end of a linear scale of measurement and current

at the other. On a day-to-day basis these women were engaged in

transnational identity oscillation between, for example, Equadorian national identity from
a Latin American past and British national identity in the present. In general terms this
means that the Latina/Hispanic women were involved in a kind of perpetual oscillation of
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a national culture,
rooted
or
or
of
it could be argued that national belonging was highly important to the women in this
community.

As such, the Latina/Hispanic community they had formed was a very transient and adhoc arrangement in comparison to their Muslim neighbours. In many ways it formed a
structural antidote to feelings of disaggregation and national alienation from both past
and present societies.
discursive fields linked

As such, it could be proposed that nationality provided two
to cultural

practice. Linked

to this, the Latina/Hispanic

community was a creative attempt to reflect, to mourn, or to engage in critical review of
both national identity anchors from the localised security of Bournemouth's syncretic adhoc field of Latina/Hispanic social organisation.

Latin American descendants avoided the prefix `South' as they recognised the
geographic division of America as being a United States derived linguistic category
historically linked to meaningsof economic dependencyand political control. European
Spanishwomen tendedto becomeincorporated into this Latin American syncretic group
without a significant loss of their own national identity. They remained noticeably more
attractedto their Spanishnational identities and regional locations within Spain than their
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national equivalentsfrom Argentina, Brazil, and other Latin American origins.

Bournemouth's continental mainly sedentary Portuguese and mainly seasonally-transient
North

Atlantic

Madeiran

peoples of

origin

tended not

to participate

in

the

Latina/Hispanic community or its peripheral activities. One woman suggested that they
keep themselves to themselves. Another commented that the Portuguese Consulate in
London supplies its own cultural organiser to Bournemouth with most Portuguese people
tending to crystallise their activities around such an individual.

Although the Latina/Hispanic women differ in relation to national histories, nationality
and personal social experience, they come together mainly as a self-support group and
not as an externally pointed political

group. However, internally

many shared a

heightened sense of global political awareness. The community is of mixed demographic
type in terms of age and class belonging with a wide range of occupation duration in the
area ranging from the early 1970's to the mid-1990's. Although only women were
encountered during the fieldwork period, references were occasionally made to the lack
of Spanish-speaking men within their group which suggests that at least some existed,
albeit in very small numbers. Beyond this community, some Portuguese-speaking men
lived in the town but they tended to work and socialise only within the seasonal
tourist-dependent Madeiran migrant labour force. These highly transient Madeirans,
regardless of gender, tended not to share time and space with the Latina/Hispanics who
permanently resided in Bournemouth. They tended to live in close proximity to each
other; they worked together and, when sons and daughters migrated with their mothers,
most of the younger children attended the same primary

school. They were less

integrated than other Latina/Hispanic peoples and tended to reside in the area for
periods
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between six and twelve months before either moving on to find work elsewhere, or
returning to Madeira. Although people of Portuguese national origin, both Madeiran and
the Portuguese mainland, were welcome to attend Latina/Hispanic group activities, they
were rarely seen.

For these Latina/Hispanics, arguing and passionately discussing their differences of
opinions and internal cultural diversities are part and parcel of being similar in
juxtaposition to the English otherness experienced in Bournemouth. Having "a good talk
about our husbands in our own language" is one such topic of cultural juxtapositioning.
Regular meetings of Grupo de habla Espanol y Portuguese are held in a local Catholic
Church hall with the group interacting with other church-based communal activities. A
range of informal and social gatherings span out from these meetings. The group is not
separate from what was seen as the town's "majority society" by the women. Having said
this, there did sometimes appear to be a certain occasional unease with this "majority
society"; one group organiser, Antonia, from Argentina, recognised lightheartedly that
"We live in an English society so we cannot say go away! "

By no means are the group homogenouswhen it comes to their nationally-basedworld
views. About twenty families and couples are representedat the group. As an organised
grouping of many nationalities - and cultural diversities within specific nationalities they were thought of by themselvesas being "a very loose group; not closely linked". As
one Brazilian mentionedat a church hall meeting;
Gabriella: " Some of my Brazilian friends, those married to Italian men, for example,
don't mix with English people. I understand English jokes and culture much more
becauseI'm married to an English man and have friends."
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Someretain a very strong senseof national belonging whilst othersvary considerably:
Jolanda: "When we come to a country like this we feel, we think, that we got out (of
Brazil) so we have to change. I heard a lot who don't want to know about Brazil. One
friend said she crossedthe road when a Brazilian came; she didn't want to know I don't
...
know why. "
The group may only be used as one referencepoint of belonging to what appearedto be a
syncretic hyper-family. Various other points of belonging were evident, each capableof
acting as a locus of identity and belonging; the women being able to each overlap or
replace one with the other. They exist as zones of belonging; the kinship family in
Bournemouth; the kinship family overseas;the Catholic church; the wider society of the
English; the culture of the English in Bournemouth; the culture of their place of descent.
Another significant zone of belonging which functioned as a variable contextual site of
identity existed in the political opposition of being Latin American togetherjuxtaposed to
US American political and economic interests in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and other
`South' American countries. It must also be said that not all were able or willing to locate
themselveswithin the culture of the English in Bournemouth, even though all could
locate themselvesin wider British society. Those not able or willing to locate themselves
in Bournemouth tended to feel that English people excluded them, not the other way
around. In particular, Jolanda spoke about British people being too cliquey. Basing her
views upon those whom she works with as a dinner lady, Jolanda spoke in generalised
terms about the British `sticking together' in small groups. "They ignore you if you are
different", she said before continuing, "they keep things they think about you secret
amongst themselves...I don't feel British... I don't think I know British people" after
twelve years of living here. In other social situations, others found themselves more
closely attuned to existing betwixt and between breaking away from their original
national connections,whilst also reinforcing them;
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Gabriella: "I don't always have a lot in common with other Brazilians (in Bournemouth).
Many are rich. I identify more with the church sometimesthan with them. I stay with
them only becauseI am Brazilian also."
This also marks a significant difference between this group and the Muslim community;
Muslims rarely spoke of such `them and us' distinctions at a local level in such casual
and everyday terms, whereas Latina/Hispanic women more openly reflected upon such
distinctions. This often occurred with great humour, but perhaps still suggests that the
As
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the
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to
their
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and
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connect it to the wider Bournemouth community mosaic.

However, it was not evident that clear boundaries of distinction existed permanently
between the Latina/Hispanic community and the English majority beyond. It may be
argued that when held in comparison with the Muslim field, and especially the Islamic
field, Latina/Hispanic peoples are less likely to categorisethemselvesas being radically
different to non-Latina/Hispanicsin Bournemouth. They should be thought of as being a
self-ascribed `similar' tile within Bournemouth's cultural mosaic; this is how they see
themselves as a communal group. However, and as with all communities, they can
invoke a strong senseof distinction within particular situations. In general, they are not
the same,but are similar to, other local communities, especially the English. In order to
clarify probable convolution, becauseof the fairly flexible condition of Latina/Hispanic
boundariesit is far more likely that community memberslocated themselvessituationally
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as being placed at various points of perpetual progression along the aforementioned
hyphenated indentity continuum. This always has them placed as being neither fully of
one national social space, or another. The discussion on distinction and ethnic boundaries
will be returned to in another chapter in relation to Barth and Bourdieu's perspectives on
social group formation.

All the women contributors were married to British men with the single exception being
Italian. Only one woman was encountered from an English origin. Claire was married to
a Spanish first generation migrant but she attended certain events organised by the
Hispanic

and Latin American

women. I was informed

by two participants that

approximately eighty or ninety women of Latin American origins were permanently
resident within mixed marriages in the town. Between forty to sixty of these attended
group meeting on a fairly regular basis. There was no local knowledge available for
estimating migration numbers from other global origins beyond those already mentioned
above.

The high level of inter-marriage across national boundaries between Latina/Hispanic
women and non-Latina/Hispanic predominantly English/British men could provide one
indicator of the weak and flexible condition of the Latina/Hispanic boundary. However,
this would be an erroneousindicator as mixed marriageswere a major factor in the very
existenceof the Latina/Hispanic field. In other words, marriage to an British personwas
partly responsible for the generationof the Latina/Hispanic boundary, and therefore the
group itself.

Despite their marriages to British-born men, they had clearly not become assimilated.
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Indeed, their marriages could operate as identity-creating personal fields of distinction
that stimulate not habitus reinforcementto a previous nationality of origin, but the desire
to spanboth previous and presentnational cultural equivalentsin order to maintain a selfidentity of distinction to both `majorities'.

Religion and culture

Despite its very English perspective, the Catholic Church in Bournemouth provides a
belief system and a view of the world that is similar to the Catholic discourses of
European and Latin American post-colonial countries of origin. For many new migrants
Catholicism becomes the first point of familiar reference in a town recognised, along
with its wider society, as being quite different from the places and peoples from whence
they came. In the early stages of migration settlement Catholicism also provides them
with a discursive sense of community that does not exist in any fully recognisable form
for them beyond their own community group. It provides them with a discursive idealtype of community that they strive to attain within their group and during interactions
across its boundaries into other Bournemouth communities. But unlike Islam and the
community of ummah within Muslim local life, religion alone does not provide this
ideal-type. As has been mentioned already, Catholicism does not appear to provide a
field of practices or knowledge upon which community can be reinforced in line with
their Latina/Hispanic requirements. Indeed, with all of the evidence gathered only one
interview with one person indicated any deep rooting of Catholicism into community
structuring beyond religious faith. Other ideal- types also exist within their own previous
individual national experiences. Their created community is therefore partly rooted into,
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The Latina/Hispanic community, as with probably all communities, exists as a bounded
field in which specific cultural practices exist. Its boundaries are extremely porous,
allowing many diverse forms of practices to enter and flow out of its field. It is not an
exclusive community, allowing peoplesof many cultural backgroundsto enter its cultural
play. Like the Muslim field, the Latina/Hispanic field is comprised of a multiplicity of
internal
internal
frame
its
has
flexible
Moreover,
of
a very
cultures.
cultural mosaic
syncretic reference,very much unlike its wider Bournemouth equivalent.

Latina/Hispanics sometimes saw each other as being able to `play' at being English.
Maria, of proud Argentinean origin, mentioned that when she searched for a close
relationship with another Argentinean she would

only be secure with

forming

a

friendship if, like herself, the potential friend would always be Argentine. As Maria put it
in her own words; "Being Argentina and unwilling to play at being English". However,
by Maria `being Argentina' and being proud of it at all times, does not equate to her
being unable to appreciate certain things `English'. Indeed, Maria adored the practices
she noted as being essentially `English'. In particular she had a great passion for English
literature, art and, as she acknowledged one day, the way in which English people
express their comparatively fine educational system through the way they talk and
express themselves with their gestures, their language and deportment. She saw that
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English men are passionate about their gardens. Indeed, For Maria, to have the
knowledge and ability to tend to a garden was essentially a very fine English cultural
expression of a well-educated man.

Language, gender, and autonomy of identity expression

" We must not-kill the mother who has sacrificed to the origins of our culture.. We
.
must give her the right to pleasure, to jouissance, to passion, restore her right to
speech..." (Irigaray 1991p.43)
"The interplay between what is ours - our syntax - and the appropriated- the syntax
that expressesus - can result in an atmosphereof reflection on gender" (Montecino
2002 p.277)

At first glance language is "one obvious marker of ethnic identity" (Frankenberg 1993
p.209), but a focus upon what it marks shows languageto be a far more complex entity.
For a start, it forms the expressionof identity as well as the meanings of all things in
daily practice. It also signifies a wide array of identities. In this researchthe expression
of languageis taken as a literal senseof being; it actually defines one's senseof identity
embodiedwithin expression.

Moreover, as an expressive system of knowledge and communication, language enables
Latina women to transcend bounded nations (Morana 2005) as they define their physical
movement in linguistic expression. In this sense, language movement parallels physical
movement in the creation of gendered and ethnic and national identities that are betwixt
and between cultures (Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila 1997 Montecino 2002) without either
point being dominant. In Callahan's (2005 p. 291) study of 20 Spanish speaking workers
in an English speaking cultural environment it was revealed that movement between
cultures transposed into a movement between languages. Here, people preferred to speak
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The most obvious Latina/Hispanic cultural practice was regular face-to-face
communication in either Spanish or Portuguese.To expressoneself in the language of
original home was overwhelmingly important for many reasons,including appreciations
of humour and cultural classification;
Alicia: "It does give you a rest from the English language.Sometimeswe just need to sit
and criticise our husbands! It's nice knowing that it's just a stereotype of the English
persons,or a stereotypeof the Mexican, that we laugh at. We don't mean it literally. It's a
different mentality, a different ways of being, but it's fun! "
Original linguistic expressionwas seenas being especially important with mothers who
were concernedwith bringing up their children with the linguistic knowledge to acquire
at least some comprehensionof their mother's cultural legacies beyond their everyday
English experiences.Many women spoke of the perception that their children, being
educated formally only in the English language, were ashamed of their respective
mothers not being able to expressfeelings and emotions only in English. Many mothers
felt that to speaktheir original languageat home would, in incorrect situations,inevitably
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lead to their children classifying their own mother as being negatively `Other' in
comparisonto themselvesand their father. Beyond the education of their languageinto
their children, the mutually recognisedimportance of reproducing at least some senseof
non-English roots down through the generationswas of great significance with every
mother with whom I spoke with in relation to bringing their children up properly in the
world. Thus, many women recognisedthat certain times were either right or wrong for
switching betweenlanguagesin the home environment. Indeed, for the mother to become
a familial bearer of language is not confined only to this sample group. Other studies
have noted that the main Spanish-speakingcompatriot for joint English and Spanishspeaking children was located as the mother in family contexts (Callahan 2005 p.287).
Further discussionaround this substantiveissuehasbeen included in a future chapter.

Antonia, in her late-thirties and originally from Argentina, organised the informal
fortnightly meetings of Grupo de habla Espanol y Portuguese. Apart from these
meetings the women also regularly organised small meetings at each others' houses
betweenfortnightly sessionsat the church hall. Thesethree women, as with many others,
had met their husbandswhilst first visiting Bournemouth as English languagestudents.
Of the three only Antonia was not a mother, with her first child due to be born in two
months. All were fiercely proud of their original language.When I spoke of culture, they
spoke of language.For them all, including two others whom I met that afternoon, culture
and languagewas an inseparablepart of the other with both being an inseparablepart of
themselves.Not being able to speaktheir own languagewas synonymouswith the person
not belonging to their original culture. All five women associatedlanguage with their
overall individuated cultural legacies being enmeshed into a collective sense of
belonging to a much wider cultural whole which stretched out further than their
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in relation to English speaking peoples in the area.

The women spoke of how Britain as a nation of peoples speaks only English with this
being encouraged through State education. Their children were becoming 'English'
through the incorporation

of only

one language by State education and wider

socialisation. They could see their own being inculcated with an English world-view.
With this in mind they would take every chance to incorporate their own original
languages into their children in order to maximise their childrens' opportunities to gain a
wider global perspective on the world.
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Antonia interjected into the conversation after breaking away to talk with a potentially
new Portuguese member. Despite the womens' pride in their own root languages many,
Antonia felt, were often ashamed of speaking either Spanish or Portuguese in their own
homes. Primarily she thought that mothers were particularly unwilling to speak their first
language in front of their children. Children, she went on to say, are used to learning
English at school and were used to hearing their father's language being spoken at home.
Which language was spoken at home appeared to be chosen in the name of the father,
rather than the mother. It appeared that to hear Portuguese or Spanish within the privacy
of home stimulated children to view their mothers as being different and somehow
separate from the normal linguistic ethos of both home and, to a great degree, school as
well. This was, of course, only Antonia's perception of such a private context of
interaction between mother and child. My looks of surprise, and perhaps bemusement, at
people being ashamed to speak their first language at home led Antonia to call over
Luciana and Antionetta in order to gather their opinions on what she had mentioned.
After a brief translation into Portuguese the other two women now present confirmed her
thoughts and feelings. Indeed, they often only spoke Portuguese at home when they were
angry. The emotional hiatus of perhaps an argument, or maybe being very upset,
combining with Portuguese within an English environment tended to have them all being
seen in a negative light by their children. Passionate arguments or disagreements were
bad enough, but to express their feelings in Portuguese was even worse. I remembered
my own experiences as a child. My Italian mother's rare angers made me wonder what
was upsetting my otherwise peaceful world to an even greater degree when, in my
youthful and ignorant ears, her expressions switched from the language we both shared
into the incomprehensible babble of her own first language. Luciana added that Grupo de
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habla Espanol y Portuguese was one place in which mothers are given unrestrained
opportunity to allow their children to hear them speak with others who could mutually
understand not only their language but also what they were talking about with the same
nuances of meaning, interest and, as was mentioned at many future occasions, humour.
The women hoped that in such free conversation their children would realise that it is
normal and legitimate to speak a language other than English. I asked them if they felt
unwilling or even ashamed to speak their first languages outside of the home in public
spaces; at work or perhaps whilst shopping. The answer was unthinkingly unanimous;
they did not. Whilst speaking their first language at home had to be suppressed within
feelings of being ashamed of their own upbringing, talking in public, at work, or
otherwise, was not perceived to pose any of them any problems at all. For these three
women the regular Grupo meetings were their main site of free expression, but for most
others first language expression was openly undertaken at home, but only at the right
times. Of the five husbands met in Bournemouth only one could speak his wife's first
language. All of these insisted that children should not be overly encouraged to speak too
much Spanish or Portuguese at home.

Women's self-help groups, mothering and identity

The social world is "divided into gender specific domains and spaces" (Moore 1994
p.72) that define the "nature of relations between women and men" (Moore 1994 p.73).
Using Bourdieu's structuralist study of the Kabyle house,Moore continuesinto argument
that such fundamentalgenderpositions are permanentand deeply rooted in cultural space
and performance (Benton 1993 Hurtig et al 2002). However, certain dimensions of
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Moore's (1988 1994) enquiry suggest that women's groups can be marked by quite fluid
and malleable forms of temporary symbolic significance; as if women use gender
invigorate,
identity
both
deconstruct
to
reinvigorate,
or
as and when they
association
require to do so, rather than being so wholly submissive to the social world around them
in the pre-determined essentialist terms as decreed by Bourdieu and Irigaray (1991
1997). As such, looking at Latina/Hispanic women's lives, the research here sees cultural
identity as something consciously being built in the situational domain of constructing
daily practices, rather than being something already `there' in the orthodox structures of
cultural ascription, patterns of social relations, and associated gender roles (Frankenberg
1993 pp. 191-235).

Moore (1988) assigns importance and legitimacy to women's groups that are focussed
only upon State political objectives, although she also considers those that interface with
local kinship structures and sectional interests. Others have made stronger cases for
issues
forming
linked
to
childcare and welfare
women
group consciousness specifically
(Guy 1999) at the level of conscious activism and autonomy from cultural and State
imposition of normative categories of motherhood (Lavrin 1999). The main reason why
children were not freely exposed to their mother's

first language at home was

rationalised as it being a language beyond State education. It could be at least proposed
that by exposing their children to both their culture and their language only at specific
times enabled the women to feel they were releasing their children from State
educational constraints.

Some have ascertainedthat women are the `backbone' of many social movements in
Latin America; with public expression and political objectives pointed both inside the
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traditional family, and outwardly against normative values of tradition (Stephen 2006).
Therefore, it can be argued that women's groups often enable female solidarity whilst
enabling a transcendence of the divisions between the private and public spheres of
gendered life (Moore 1988 Ehrick 1999). It may also be the case that women's groups
are required in order to generate gendered identities as distinct fields of identity
construction in juxtaposition

to male equivalents. In such cases there may be some

replication of ethnic boundary construction (Moore 1994), as appears to be the case with
Bournemouth Latina/Hispanic gendered ethnic identities. Indeed, as gendered identities
lay at the core of personal identities as they interface between individual

self and

collective social identities (Moore 1994 pp. 36-42), it should be of no surprise to find
is
between
This
Latina/Hispanic
overlaps
women.
ethnic and gender constructions within
especially poignant when they marry partners from beyond their original cultural groups.
One could argue that ethnic association for these women may be seen as being a
structured position of resistance to assimilate to a perceived dominant cultural ideology
(Moore 1994 pp. 49-70). However, in the evidence here it appears that it would be more
accurate to view Latina/Hispanics as being more concerned with using their association
of interests as a reference point to measure their active mastery of movement between
their culture and what they have married into; with their children being embodiments of
their success in spanning both sets of cultural sets of meaning and expression.

For Moore, it is not unusual to locate groups that form mutual support for childcare, and
other forms of productive and reproductive labour linked to the expressionand sharing of
experience and communal identity (Moore 1988 p. 166 Montecino 2002). Others have
argued that for Latin American women in particular, a notion of cultural meaning'and
identity formation can only be understoodvia the "inter-relationship of genderand place"
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(Hurtig et a12002 p. 1). This enables the process of organising across national boundaries
of distinction as women together (Ehrick 1999) on the basis of constructing identity
in
between
fixed
the diverse "articulation of the personal, the regional
reflection
anchors
and the national into a universal formula" (Lavrin 1999 p. 186) under the control of
Latina/Hispanic creative imaginations.

In this sense, Grupo de habla Espanol y Portuguese may be seen as being a gendered
context that enables the expression of, and reflection upon, ethnic material of mutual
connectivity within the meanings and perspectives of gender. At the same time, it
functions as a basic childcare facility with linkages into the multilingual

and cultural

training of children in mixed marriages. In the sense that Grupo de habla Espanol y
Portuguese enables an alternative to State educational provision of education, it may also
be taken as being a bona fide political organisation of Latina/Hispanic women, albeit on
a cultural level of social solidarity organised around language, mothering and gendered
identity. In particular, language expressions in first language speaking contexts may
enable the construction of identity in distinction to English others as delineated `speaking
positions' that enable a free and imaginative mutually shared reflection of one's own
experience (Moore 1994 pp. 5-7) of migration in juxtaposition to male views on children
and upbringing

(Guy 1999). However, this research contends that Latina/Hispanic

women in Bournemouth are more likely to recognise their children as embodied symbols
of both parental cultural dimensions. They do not become symbols of distinction, or
fundamental differences (Moore 1994 pp. 71-85) between fields of separation. Instead,
the children become embodiments of cultural transition and amalgamation that symbolise
homology and confluence between two cultural fields of practice and otherwise different
points of ethnic affiliation.

One could go as far as proposing that the lives of these
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children have been symbolically enhancedto enableeffective deconstructionsof socially
`normative' constructed notions of racial belonging (Frankenberg 1993 pp. 71-136).

National identity and the world beyond Bournemouth

As with their Muslim counterparts Latina/Hispanics generated dimensions of their
identity upon global perceptionsas well as local experiences.However, as with most of
their discourse,national points of referencewere used more regularly in comparisonto
Muslim Sunnis.

Many have argued that national identity has specific dimensions for Latina migrants. In
general, Latin American patterns of nationalism focus upon an articulation between the
local and the global with national points of identity reference being constructed on an
imagined bridge between colonial pasts and modernity (Morana 2005). Here, the reality
of national identity created by such transnational articulation stimulates a more
ephemeral`ghostly' condition of subjective identity that is growingly becoming unfixed
beyond discursive points of anchoragewhen consideredwithin the migration of peoples
formerly rooted in national spaces(Morana 2005 p. 114 Ehrick 1999 Guy 1999).But such
identities still invoke the visibility of ethnic origin at the ambivalent level of both an
independencefrom and an essentialbelonging to `national culture' as women circulate
between points of location (Hondagneu-Sotelo& Avila 1997 Montecino 2002 pp.275278).
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The following week had me meeting Antonia for a secondtime. Shehad arrangeda little
get-togetherbetweensomeof her friends and had invited me along to join in. Most of her
friends arrived quite late, which Antonia described as being typical of what "her sort of
people do". The women spoke about another significant Other beyond the confines of
Bournemouth.This particular Other was to be emphasisedby United Statesinvolvement
in Latin America, with some reference being made to political and economic interests
within their countries of origin. The US had labelled Latin America as a part of its own
territory with the English-speakingprefix of `South' being attachedto `America'. Latin
America, for the women in attendance that afternoon, was most definitely not the
southern appendageof North America. It stood in the world as a distinct political and
economic entity comprised of its own cultural and linguistic set of dispositions. In this
context their trans-nationalconnectivity was clearly identified and settled within `Latin'
America; the women were an authentic part of this unifying historical legacyjuxtaposed
firmly againstthe northern United Statesof America.

Those with a strong Latin American identity had an identity that appearedto firstly
juxtapose itself against this US `North' American political categorisation of `South'
America, and, secondly, one that internally nurtures a `Latin' identification of
commonality between countries geographically south of the United States.Thesewomen
believed in the need for striving together towards a unity of Latin American countries
beyond the dichotomised confines of the bounded geopolitical sites that either they once
lived in, or currently reside in now. They took their individual experiencesof countries
within Latin America and fused them with collective experiencesof England in order to
createan imagined model way of living for other Latin Americans they knew in order for
them;
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Antonia: "... to be one together so that people can be more equal as in England; house,
food, the essentials...education, health, welfare. Argentina does not. "

Latin Americans tended to speak negatively about US cultural, economic and political
influences in their countries of origin. Many may have called themselves `Latin' rather
than `South' American in defiance of US `North'

American involvement

in their

homeland overseas. This is more evident among Argentineans than with Brazilians.
Conversely, Spaniards tended not to condemn US imperialism. Nor were they as likely to
locate post-colonial legacies (eg. British) in such negative terms. A paradox occurred
between US macro-influences in `South' America and how Brazilians and Argentineans
regard US people as individual travelling visitors. In Argentina, and especially so in
Brazil, US, European and English people as individuals were held in great admiration
and with high personal regard. One English-Welsh husband, Andy, spoke of being "put
on a pedestal" and being ceremonially "dragged out like an ornament as an Englishman"
by his wife's Brazilian family. On a future occasion a woman of Argentinean descent was
to inform me that "an American (man) in Argentina is treated like a king" with the same
level of status being allocated to UK and European individuals. Andy continued to talk of
being impressed about how Brazilians reacted to the news of his nationality;

Andy: "As an Englishman, everyonewants to meet you and talk with you."
For Andy, Brazilians were an inquisitive people eager to learn. Maybe in England a
Brazilian would be less likely to be exposedto such inquisitions. Maybe s/he would be
more likely to be talked at about how s/he finds England or is becoming, as the
assumptionoften unfolds in English minds, more English? Andy, as with many of the
husbandsmet, also often spoke enviously of experiencinghis wife's strong family bonds
of attachmentand community cohesionoverseas.
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A roundabout way of locating England and Englishness

A future meeting of Grupo de habla Portuguese y Espanol at the Church hall had three
more women, Raquel, Jessica and Julia speaking more about attitudes towards the
English. The afternoon was to prove fruitful in relation to gathering how the English and
their Englishness motivated Latina/Hispanic women to construct their community in
distinction from the majority community in Bournemouth.

Schools were out for summer and an extraordinarily hot July had taken its toll on the
day's attendance. Only three women were in attendance along with one of their young
his
little
Marco
Jessica,
I
talk
mother, made me a cup of tea.
while
sons. made small
with
She is in her late twenties and was born in Spain. Marco is their only son. She explained
how important it is for her to pass on her first language and her culture to Marco. It was
his
her
he
for
her
he
be
his
that
as
as well
was a part of
roots as
must
aware of
vital
father. In this sense her roots were as just vital for Marco to understand. Raquel joined in
is
in
fifties.
her
Raquel
early
our conversation.

She too had only been living

in

Bournemouth for five years after moving from Argentina with her English husband.
They had met when Raquel had been teaching him to speak Spanish in Argentina whilst
he was working there. Julia, also from Spain, was also there.

Raquel was to prove the most talkative at this point explaining that she saw herself as
being a proud Argentinean. She had always refused to "play the English game" even
though she had a high respect for what England had to offer, especially its literature and
its fine house-gardens.Julia, overhearing such expressions,was to take this respect for
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certain things English as being indicative of Raquel being "grateful" for living here
which, according to Julia, she should not be. Raquel continued to say that she had a
certain admiration for the English becausethey are so inquisitive; she laughed at this as
an obvious reflection on the country's historical legaciesof movement around the world
cameinto her mind:

Raquel: "They have a long past of poking their nosesinto other peoples'countries!"

Then she hesitateda little and provided a more deeply consideredview that even though
English people are inquisitive about how other people live in the world, they only learn
very little from the `poking in' of their noses.English people learn about other peoples
but do not tend to learn directly from mixing in with them; the English seemtoo wrapped
up in their own ways, remaining distant from other peoplesand their cultural ways.

Raquel disliked the English climate immensely; claiming that she missed the long warm
sunlit evenings of Argentina. Jessicacooed in Spanish empathy. Raquel suffered from
depressivemoods during winter and had grown less inclined to be active during dark and
cold winter days in England:
Raquel: "I was once slim and beautiful, ask my husband,but English winters have made
me lessbeautiful now."
At this point Jessicasuggestedthat the four of us, including Julia, should sit down and
talk. She had travelled around the world quite considerably with her husband and
daughtersbefore settling in Bournemouth. She works as a Spanish-English interpreter.
One of her daughtershas a first-class degree and is employed by a global electronics
employer. Like her mother and father she will probably continue to work and reside in
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different parts of the world; maybe in Spain or the United States.

Julia entered the conversation quite eagerly now after accusing Raquel of being too
in
insisting
for
living
denied
by
Raquel
this
that she was
a
charge
grateful
country.
such
firmly Argentinean but could see no wrong with enjoying some things English. Their
two-sided discussionwas to lead into wider issuesso I sat back to let them reasontheir
disagreements.

We beganto discussEnglishnessfrom here. Raquel thought that English people separate
themselvesfrom Europe in terms of locating it "on the continent"; therefore placing it
quite separatefrom themselvesboth geographically and culturally. She was making the
assumption - and I had to agree with her - that this geographical segregation had
something also to do with an English cognitive and physical separation of European
"continentals" from English "Europeans". Raquel continued to delve more deeply by
stating that the English feel that only one Europeanculture should prevail in Europe and
that this one culture is seenby the English to be their own;
Raquel: "Everyone here thinks that Europe is becoming one culture. They do this by
ignoring European diversity. "

Julia: "Yes, Spanishis spokenby more people in the world than English, but the English
think that their languageis more important."
Nick: "But the international languagefor economicsand businessis English?"
Julia: "The English are arrogant because their language is the international language of
business and economics; but more people speak Spanish in the world, you know. Oh,
yes! "

Raquel was to bolster Julia's view by considering how English people put so much worth
on a country and its people by monetary value, arguing that:
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Raquel: "... a nation is only as strong as its people and that people can only be strong in
their heartsand spirit, not by what they carry in their wallets and purses."
The conversation moved into talk about dependency upon international loans and how
this, at least for Raquel, appeared similar to a new form of colonialism with the rich
nations of the world locating themselves somewhere above the poorer ones in an
imagined global hierarchy simply. This particularly

annoyed her as this scheme of

classification worked on the basis that rich countries lend money and the not so rich have
to pay back to the lender. Raquel suddenly turned back her mind into our previous
conversation to reiterate that she did not indeed feel "grateful" to be living here at all.
People, after all, do not want to be ranked below another for whatever reason or logic.
Indeed, how could she feel grateful for being seen as some kind of second class citizen
based on such monetary logic?

The three women jointly located a form of arroganceat work in the attitudes of English
people. Raquel amplified her point that English people have not learnt much from their
colonial historical occupations of different countries around the world. Julia, now
arguing firmly alongside Raquel, mentioned that foreign works of art hang in England's
galleries with English viewers considering such works to be theirs by right or colonial
association.Bookshops sell books only written in English and English libraries hardly
ever stock books written in other languages.She had lived in Korea for some months.
People there could borrow and buy books off the shelves in anything up to seven
different languages.

Our two hours together moved into more personalterritory when Jessicaand Julia talked
of the positive and negative dimensionsof marrying out of one's own people. So far our
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conversation had concentrated upon nations and their linkages into wider global
economic and political schemes. Jessica mentioned that her marriage to an Englishman
was viewed positively by her family, but Julia could not agree that acceptance was
always so positive with her family. Moreover, the region of Spain that she came from
was not famed for its familial endorsements of mixed nationality marriages. The two of
them thought that perhaps this was due to Jessica's more recent out-marriage to an
English man. I suggested that status achievement through marriage may have something
to do with it. The look in Julia's eye and her wry smile appeared to give a hint of her past
but her silence gave no clues. The car she drove up in; the jewellery, perfume, and finely
hair
her
in
fashioned
her
the
make-up
and
cut clothes she wore;
manner
which she
presented her probably high level of income in stark contrast to that of Jessica's. I
promised to chase up such details if we met individually

at some other time. Julia

identify
in
be
her
Jessica's
to
that
that
suggested
of
should
compared
order
story and
probable differences in local variations of attitude in Spain. Maybe the outcomes of
status assigned to mixed marriages were variable and relative through local and regional
Spain?

I askedif being married to an English/British man equatedto them becoming assimilated
into English culture. They all disagreed strongly with me and found wholehearted
indicated
that
their
that mixed marriages are sites of cultural
agreement
experiences
exchange,not suppression,dilution, or removal. They had not becomeEnglish, but had
learnt some enlightening facets from the English which, if they wished to do so, they
could take into their own and, more importantly, make their own. In turn, their husbands
had learnt from them, with the sameresultant effects.
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When different cultural systemsand historical identities merge or collide then people of
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fundamental point of human interaction; the emergence,growth and unfolding of an
intimate and private relationship. This is one site, probably the most important social site,
from which people learn self-reflection in terms of its inseparablelinkage to the mutual
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improbable; splinters of eachbecomepart of the other. Two human cultural structuresact
in the same way but any subsequentreconstruction of two separatestructuresbecomes
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accuraciesand
memory
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even more complex
inherent faults) and imagination set within the passageof time and a rapidly changing
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fragments
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Lost
that
those
cannot
reinvented and
multitude of social contexts.
relocated - to be fashioned exactly as they were - become manipulated, crafted and
reshapedto fit as closely as possible; glued in by sheerdetermination and stubbornness.
Whatever may be the `provable exactitude' of the condition of process;human cultural
invention
in
present time is as valid to those creatively
revision, reconstruction and
involved in such processesas those aspectsof culture that have become enshrinedin the
distant past of either history or heritage. Clearly what had emergedfrom Latina/Hispanic
minds was a fairly coherent senseof being able to construct and share relatively strong
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in the global world.
transnational
notions of

Conclusion: An internally syncretic Latina/Hispanic field, but also an integral
segment of British social diversity

In the same way that Latina/Hispanics in Bournemouth could communicate and mutually
recognise similarity between Spanish and Portuguese speaking peoples from a multitude
of national sources, they could also locate and embrace certain things English into their
community. This dynamic integrative exercise was flexible enough to retain a strong
sense of difference between their internal diversities and the external cultural world.
Being very proud of their internal diversity of languages, nations and cultures whilst also
feeling a strong sense of being integrated into British society, their community provides
clear evidence that they embrace and reproduce a significantly variable and reflexive
habitus within their field. In turn, this field is highly generative and polythetic in
constitution. Indeed, it could be argued that if habitus indeed exists in this group, then it
is so highly polythetic that the whole notion of `it' functioning as a structuring structure
is made fundamentally redundant. This is more clearly noticeable in the mutability of the
polythetic plurality of identity anchor points that exist along what has been proposed as
being hyphenated movement between national anchor points of firmer and more rooted
national identities. These anchor points could be proposed as being potential sources of
habitus. Indeed, much evidence points towards a flexible ability for members of this
community to fall back into national perceptions of the wider global world. However,
this community spent so much of its time debating the social world and their views of
culture outside of - but of course linked to - these national anchors that they did appear
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to presenthighly elevated forms of cultural meaning and identity location in movement
away from suchhabitus anchors.

On the whole, the Latina/Hispanic boundary is much less obvious at an immediate
everyday level than Muslim

and Islamic equivalents. This does not automatically

translate to it being less relevant to its creators, but it does make the task of applying
Bourdieu's notion of field marked by internal practices a rather difficult one to achieve.
Having said this, it is clear from the above evidence that boundaries of us and other
distinctions do exist between the Latina/Hispanic community and the wider mosaic of
community in Bournemouth linked to perceptions and interactive experiences based upon
`Englishness'. The question is does this community exist as a `field'? Indeed, it does
exist as community in alignment with Cohen's symbolic construction of community
(1985 1987). It also has clear evidence of fit with Barth's position of social and ethnic
group formation linked to internal bonds of togetherness (Barth 2000) marked by internal
variations of membership and orientations (Barth 1981 1989 1994).

Therefore, this researchfinds it improbable that the Latina/Hispanic community exists as
a clear and distinct field of practice rooted in habitus. Having said this, languageis a very
strong indicator of group-identified cultural practice that makes community both
necessaryand reproducible basedupon linguistic habitus. If Barth's analysis is applied
then a much greater theoretical alignment is achieved. Firstly, this community is
constructed upon identity, rather than the cultural practices that exist within it. The
practice of languageis used situationally, with consciousdeliberacy, and as a resourceto
reinforce distinction from the social world of the local community. Moreover, the
community is transient, flexible, and highly instrumental in the ways through which it
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extends itself away from other groups in the locality whilst also reflecting on that
movement of extension within its internal discourse. In effect, this community functions
as a situational ethnic group that presents itself to the outside world via a transactional
manipulation of Englishness in English social space. This suggests some form of cynical
manipulation of the presentation of self along Goffmanesque lines. However, it can also
be quite easily seen that a great level of respect and affection for English ways of life,
values, and appreciations are fully

embraced by these women; but only when it

situationally suits them to do so. This is significant as it perhaps indicates that they are in
charge of the ethnic process of self-allocation,

rather than being deferent to the

underlying structural machinations of Bourdieu's unconscious habitus. Indeed, it could
be argued that the Latina/Hispanic community exists as a self-created `hyper-family'

of

similar Others (A. D. Smith 1992 1995) linked to the situational needs of its goal-oriented
membership. This aligns clearly with Barth's propositions relating to ethnicity being
perpetually emergent and linked to transactional needs and requirements.

Internally the ethnic community has a very powerful and complex, but subtle, series of
presentations of distinct group identity. These are internally expressed within the
requirementsto regularly gather on a face-to-face level. This is also linked to the avid
desireto transmit languageand culture to their children in separationto English zonesof
non-appreciationwhilst embarking upon an ad-hoc array of sub-group events in which
otherwise separatedindividuals can recharge a sense of need for each other at the
emotional level of freedom of expressionand mutual understanding.
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When Latina/Hispanics met together they clearly celebrated their internal cultural
diversity and reflected upon points of movement between national identity anchors.
Nonetheless, any crude linear model of ongoing movement along the hyphenated stretch
between the two anchors of national identities would not be applicable in this group. Any
cognitive movement between dual national identities is perhaps given a midway harbour
by the maintenance of this highly situational syncretic ethnic community. Indeed, the
Latina/Hispanic community perhaps serves the rational need of being an expressive
location of identity reference in which each participant can gather with others in order to
jointly assessthe importance of having a secure and mutually appreciative community of
expression and intimate understanding. It therefore functions as a zone of ethnic security
that enables self-reflection and progressive movement through the current social world of
experience in which they find themselves within (Alund and Scheirup1987). In this zone
the trials and tribulations of feeling betwixt and between nations can be expressed along
with gendered notions of being in the world of `Otherness'. More to the point, this can all
be shared and consolidated with similar others who jointly enable personal experiences to
become mutually significant, decipherable, and reasoned.

This is also coupled with a re-invigoration of being a constituent part of a diverse local
cultural mosaic which itself fitted into the rich diversity of cultures in emergent
formation of British society. Latina/Hispanicsclearly enjoyed being both a part of British
society without an eroded loss of what their own internal cultures, celebrated and
exchangedvia their two constituentlanguages,meant to them.
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Muslim

and Latina/Hispanic

Communities

within

community:

An overall

Conclusion

The two chapters structured around the theme of community have indicated a
contribution of evidence towards the understandingof the hidden diversities of cultures
existing within Bournemouth. The material indicates how culture operatesas a location
of identities which, in themselves, are quite fluid entities to which they anchor
themselvesto in quite creative fashions.However, from community-to-community there
exist different levels and forms of creativity. Moreover, there also exist different
structuresof constraint,or identity anchors,that influence theseflows of creativity. It can
also be proposedthat, firstly, the structure of the anchor point and, secondly, situational
and calculatedmovement to and from it are interdependentlyrelated to each other in the
active and ongoing construction of identity for both the agent and the community to
which he or she self-ascribesa particular senseof belonging to, or otherwise. This could
be seen as being potentially applicable to both communities. Bourdieu's structuralist
constructivism is adequateto both explain and force analytical investigation of the first
aspect of this propostion, Barth's theoretical perspectives the second. Together, they
explain the fluctuating interdependencyof both aspects,or, in other words, the ongoing
lives in movement without travelling that physical migration first stimulates. However,
the research has already indicated that Barth's perspectives more clearly align to
Latina/Hispanic group formation than to its Muslim community equivalent.

It has been suggestedthat some migrant peoples generate communities that harbour a
profound sense of attachment to their countries of origin, whilst also being able to
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develop strategies of integration into the society of immigration (Schierup and Alund
1987 p. 13) with a variety of end results in both public and private domians. In Sunni
Muslim terms, national identity appears to be less significant and is being emptied out of
meaning in terms of it being a point of recognition worth moving away from. This could
also be seen within

Latina/Hispanic

accounts, although situational oscillation

and

cognitive ambivalence is clearly evident in comparison to Muslim evidence.

The Muslim community clearly exists as a more obviously permanent, complex and
dynamic construction comprised of three interrelated fields that incorporate both private
and public dimensions. The Latina/Hispanic version exists as a far more private rather
than public construction. It is also organisedin a far more ad hoc fashion and manifests
itself in a noticeably fragile manner.

National identity is clearly relational to the process of consciousmovement; one has to
have a conscioussenseof `national' in order to move away from it. Thus, the movement
involves national identity reincarnationsand self-reflections that rechargeconsciousness
with powerful imaginations of symbolic constructionsthat guide people through further
shifts of identity movement and more and more subsequentcommunity impactions. In
the case of the Muslim community, religion provides a powerful symbolic anchor of
attraction away from national identities and this could be the reason why Muslim
accounts tend to be less hindered by national identity than their Latina/Hispanic
counterparts. As an ideological resource for the Muslim field, Islam appears well
equippedin displacing cognitive foundations for the construction of community.
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The two groups have been put forward as being imagined communities that are all quite
locate
for
themselves within them. These
tangible
the
people
who
real and
entities
imagined communities represent a wide global geographic span from the Americas,
through Europe into the Middle East and Asia, all centring upon Bournemouth at its
centre. As national spaces can be described as being imagined communities (Anderson
1991) so too can be any local community within a nation (Alexander 1996). Moreover, as
each nation is constructed out of interactions with global movement, albeit in the form of
past histories of colonialism (Anderson 1991), then so to are migrant communities
formed out of movement in the world.

Each local community contains many internal communities that together contribute in
some way to the mosaic that constitutes the mosaic of the wider Bournemouth
community.

This, of course, sounds very much like the functionalist organ of the larger

organism model of community. However, this research has indicated just how creative,
variable and diverse the constituent communal tiles of the local mosaic can be in relation
to their own constituent peoples, especially in terms of the identity processes and
locations that each community embraces. Rather than functioning in deference to the
national social organism, these communities are actively constructing themselves in
active reference to, firstly, the spaces from where people have come from and, secondly,
the local and national space where they are now. From this reflexive oscillation comes
forth new and complex communities. Some are based on old national identities. These
appear more prominent in the Latina/Hispanic evidence, but are sometimes referred to in
Muslim accounts. Some, such as those in the Sunni Muslim community, reject national
identity in toto, replacing it with other structures of community recognition that reflect
way beyond locality into the national and global world via anchorage in the discursive
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symbolic capital of Islam. Some, especially within

the Latina/Hispanics,

base their

existence on being able to shift from previous national origins with a little unease,
feelings of loss, and concern coupled with ambivalent and seemingly paradoxical
enjoyment of release from such origins. Having said this a small proportion cannot enjoy
in
Latina/Hispanic
Identity
the
group creates ambiguity
alteration
such releases enough.
since ethnic membership is at once a question of source of origin as well as of current
identity" (Barth 1969 p. 29). Instead, the migrant ethnic group can be seen to generate its
own sense of togetherness through the subjective creation of a collective habitus
designed to generate practices which privately support the members of its structure
against the existing objective structures of the outside world of public activity. This can
be taken as being generative of a syncretic ethnic formation. The apparency of primordial
`ties that bind' are indeed linked into a mythical past, but are consciously re-enacted
through practices specifically designed to suit the situational needs of individuals within
the ethnic group in the present. As they gradually become more and more enmeshed into
the values and expectations of the host community, it may be the case that they also
reinforce the bond of connection inside their own community on the basis that they "can
hardly afford to lose the warmth and comfort of the ethnic community for an insecure
future in a society in which they can never feel authentic. They need their fellow ethnics
in
by
the larger society"
their
they
advances
as a reference group
which
can measure
(Schierup and Alund 1987 p. 241). This occurs as an ethnic group, and also as a clearly
defined gendered ethnic group.

What is significant is that each community has quite different reasonsfor existing, and
each has different aims and future objectives. Studied together within one local space
these two chapters have begun to recognise how different communities within one
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Chapter 8
Original home(s), new home(s)

"So we must go into each of the streams that we identify, as a universe of discourse
and.. .characterise its patterns... depict its production and reproduction, and its boundary
maintenance... in this depiction (we must) discover what makes it cohere, and leave it as
an open empirical question (as to) how and to what extent its ideational contents achieve
logical closure as a tradition of knowledge. We likewise must identify the social
processes whereby these streams intermesh, sometimes with interference, distortion and
even fusion" (Barth 1989 p. 133).

"One may say that `identity' has becomeby now a prism through which other aspectsof
contemporarylife are spotted,graspedand examined" (Bauman 2001 p. 121).

This chapter details perhaps the most significant measure in the process of identity
creation within migration; the senseof being `home'. This material partly considers a
particular research aim as it provides evidence that addresseshow the cognitive and
physical notion of `home' is a very significant gaugeof measurementupon which people
gaze in order to reflect and consider what changes and what stays the same when
migrating acrossnational bordersinto new social spacesfrom previous equivalents.

Migration is an act done between homes, but it is not necessarily one that severs the
person in movement from one place into another. For the migrant the concept of home,
is
the
culture
as
of a place of people, rarely static or rooted only into one position. Roots
stretch from the mind of the mover into where they have moved from whilst also
extendinginto the life and environmentof the place moved to.
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People can have more than one home, whilst their own concept of what home is remains
a mobile concept linked into past experiences of connectivity oscillating between a
plurality or duality of placesand people and rooted out into a polyphony of current social
situations.Peoplecan rarely go back to their original home, becausewith eachmovement
`new' home becomeseither folded into original home, or it displaces the previous. In
these senses,where a person is from can only really be where they have been in
correlation with what they have sharedbetween others who have been there with them
and where they are now. This meansthat people are not hauntedby the presenceof their
original home, but that they merely relate to it in reconstructedfashion when making
sense of present day experience. This marks another distinct shift away from the
in
reproductive assumptionsof structuralist constructivism which people are madeby the
past and carry that with them as a cognitive structure of recognition and appreciation to
be forevermore constrained by habitus in the present. Indeed, when reflecting upon
`home' the participants in this research constantly provided evidence that aligns with
Barth's notion of culture and experiential meaning being a product of purposeful agents
(Barth 1981 1994 2000). What is detailed below points towards people interacting and
construing events to create a "logical closure" of knowledge (Barth 1989). This
knowledge relates to people upholding a senseof being somewhere in the world and
actively contributing to its social structure in terms of what they produce in their present
situation of home. There is some, but far less, evidence that these people exist as
structured reflections of their original homes; as if engaged only within mere
reproductions from original situations of past experiences.Having said this, it would be
naive and partial to ignore such evidence simply becauseit is in the minority. Indeed,
someevidenceclearly indicates that, for example,some Latina/Hispanicshad very strong
notions of the significance of original homes and cultural experiences.As such, the
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evidence overwhelmingly

indicates that peoples' personal searches for meaning and

order through movement between social worlds combine various strands of experiential
knowledge incorporated from different homes; a kind of processural discovery of
"meaning in the world of others" (Barth 1989 p. 134) with significant linkages to many
indicates
free
`home'.
However,
to
that
also
are
some
evidence
places called
people
not
create a meaning of relationship with present others without reproducing the structured
constraints of past knowledge incorporation.

The Spanish and Portuguese speaking community:
and local connectivity

Latina/Hispanic

global diversity

Jolanda: "No, I didn't lost anything. I gained a lot because when you live apart from
your country you see wider things like my religion - maybe I wouldn't go as much
in Brazil as I do here...you do different things coming away and being here. I see
things different - better - because I have something to compare with. I change
I
in
don't
And
I
now
see
my
children
myself; was good, very good.
regret at all.
things that are good here and things that are good in Brazil. I hope to get the best of
the two, you know? "

Gabriella: "I can't say if I prefer England or Brazil. I can't say really because
England'smy home now. You get a bit confused; you don't know where you are
from. We had a friend who divorced and moved back to Brazil. Her daughter
impression
She
England
the
to
she was
me
gave
returned
when she was nineteen.
very confused. You don't know exactly where you belong...I would say now
thirty per cent of me would be British. "
Jessica:"Once you leave your flowerpot - pull out the roots, yes? Then you can
fit
back
into
You
be
back
in.
Your
to
can
never
grow.
continue
never put
roots
that pot again."
Alicia: "I settle down very well in England. I have good friends. Very good
Mexican, Latin American friends...I'm acceptedhere. I love English people as
much as my people in Mexico. It is important to feel belonging in somewhere...1
like to have a kind of security that makes me belong in somewhere.Of course,
the necessity, or pleasure, of being with other people and being able to speak
their own, our own, languageit makes a lot of difference. It makes life easier to
cope with. You find you have sameproblems, or you find you in the sameboat and you find out different things about people - for me is important to be
belonging somewhereand I think I belong to England and I think also I belong to
Mexico. "

Speakingtwo different languages,with several national and regional variations in both
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language and culture, and being from many different

nations the Latina/Hispanic

community in Bournemouth was to clearly indicate that people who experience a
common set of required conditions in relatively new social space may connect together.
Language is expressed as a strong cultural resource that is utilised to create a physical
interactive point of local organisation and expressive meaning that impacts the present
with the past in an active negotiation of truth and vitality of identity and belonging in
local space (Fortier 2000 Severi 2002). This provides the women with a creative and
dynamic ability to maintain an ethnic and gendered identity with a "grip on the present
(and) the confidence of being in control of one's destiny.. what men and women in our
.
type of society most conspicuously lack" (Bauman 2001 p. 127).

Their notion of home is as fragmented and as diverse as their own array of national
origins. Despite this great diversity there is some opportunity

to locate a certain

diversities
in
differences
in
their
and
coherency
successful conscious suppression of
order to achieve their invocation of syncretic connectivity.

In many senses, their

polyphony of fragmentation reinforced their local connectivity

as a community

in

Bournemouth. Where home was and where home is proved to be a heavily significant
aspect in their lives that reflected this intermixture of clarity and opaqueness. It is also
apparent that their reflections upon the issue of home are multifacted and layered. This
indicates an obvious dwelling upon the concept in both personal detail and mutual
discussions with each other on the subject.

For many of the people who contributed to this study, their internal personality
differences and cultural diversities tended to homogenise around two vital features.
Firstly, all had a strong senseof being linked to their places of origin. Secondly, all
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despite
in
`home',
the apparent contradiction that all had
shared a sense of permanence

left one for another.

Home and family

Gabriella: "In Brazil a houseis a home for life. We don't move. They really treasure
their houseand make it look good... if you have a house it's for life. I found it funny
here that you buy a house and think that I'm going to live here for only five years
and then we're moving. In Brazil you have houseand that's for life. You don't move.
My parents have been living in their house for thirty years. Perhapsit gives them a
senseof security; having a house.It's somethingimportant. They always look after it
and they really treasure,treasure,their house; making the houselook nice. It's really
important... "

This permanenceof residencelinked to family life appearedvery strongly with Latina
and Hispanic women. Apart from only two from Spain, all of the women who moved
into Bournemouth from their places of birth remained in the town and all intended to
remain in Bournemouth for the foreseeablefuture. Also, homelife and internal material
decoration often indicated great importance in the lives of most Latinas and Hispanics.
Also, the family appearedto be a powerful point of community organisation in terms of
its cultural significance in the migration betweenhomes(Fortier 2000).

Alicia moved to England from Mexico in 1977 after a short spell living in Los Angeles.
She decided to come to Bournemouth in order to improve her English and during that
time she met and married Mike, who was, as so often was the casewith Latina women,
in
in
language
her
Mexico
1979 and have decidednot to have
They
teacher.
once
married
children.
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Materially, their home is very much a Mexican home, being decoratedthroughout with
items and artefacts imported from her natal country. Cheeringly coloured walls and
floors were crammed with pictures, furniture, ornaments, and houseplants. Mexican
material culture occupied every place I looked. The dazzling array of homely bricolage
sprawled throughout the ground floor of the house. Some of the furniture and many of
the ornamental artefacts had been collected through years of frequent revisitations to
Mexico. As with every home visited, when meeting with women of Latin American and
Spanish origin, Alicia insisted upon showing me around with a careful and intricate
description of decoration. Particular attention was afforded to all material things linked
back into Alicia's place of origin. Every single thing was given meaning and a senseof
significant position in the physical house, consequentlyconverting mere decoration into
heavily significant symbolic space that created a `real' home via its Mexican
connections.Thesetours of the home were customary for all Latina and Hispanic visits I
experienced.

Alicia travels to Mexico mainly in order to visit her family three times every year at
Christmas, Easter and during the summer months. Mike tends to travel with her only at
Christmas.This was not an unusualpattern in mixed marriagesI encoutered.At least two
other couples mentioned Latina women spending more time with their families with
husbandstravelling over for a couple of weeks or less.

Alicia is the only member of her immediate family who has left Mexico. Both of her
brothers and her sister are lawyers. Her father was describedas once being an important
lawyer and politician; he had been what Alicia describedas an equivalent of an English
Member of Parliament. He also became a judge within the normal scope of his duties.
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Alicia never dwelt upon her mother, although she did mention that she was still living in
Mexico. As such,her father was presentedas a powerful patriarch in the family.

Alicia has spent her working life educating children and adults in both Mexico and
England. In Mexico, she stated, teaching is seen as being an occupation, rather than as a
profession. In Britain being a teacher carries a certain status with it. This status of
profession was important to her. It was also significant that when she spoke about her
work - both past and present - she always related what she once did, and what she now
does in Bournemouth, to what her father, brothers and sisters have done, or currently do,
in Mexico. In this regard family and their home in the urban sprawl of Mexico City were
permanently woven into Alicia's work and home in Bournemouth.

We talked about how her migration to England had influenced her family in Mexico. At
first they wanted the newly married couple to move to Mexico in 1979. However, she
was not awareof this desire until some time after her marriage. Alicia's father came over
to stay with them for a time and was soon to realise that his daughter'sstandardof living
and style of life in Bournemouthwas better than he had previously expected.He decided
to keep quiet about their wishes for their daughter;
Alicia: "...after visiting us here, he decided not to tell us this. When I go back I become
their daughteragain...it doesn'tmatter how old you are. They treat all of us the same."
When she visits her family home in Mexico Alicia keenly looks forward to being taken
in as her father's daughter,but when seenin her marital home Alicia's father had learnt
quickly that she was a person beyond only being his daughter. She was developing new
aspectsof herself with a changing identity linked into different cultural styles of living.
However, such differences embracedfacets of those she inculcated from her experiences
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in Mexico City. I askedAlicia how she had changed since living in Bournemouth. Her
earliest experiencesas a languagestudent gave her an immediate realisation that greater
personalautonomywas afforded to young people:
Alicia: "I belong here. From the first week I knew this. They gave me a key! In Mexico I
independence.
don't
have
house
have
I
leave
(here)
I
to go
to
the
my
asked permission
...
everywhere with my husband. In Mexico I would!... I have my achievement without my
father's name. I am more responsible for this achievement. "

She spoke of how, in Mexico, a person's father's name carries great influence along his
child's life trajectory. Through living in England without a severing of connection
between herself and her father, it impressedme that Alicia had broken this custom of
achievement by family name. She had replaced the custom by achieving status,
dissipating
bonds
financial
her
the
of
self-esteemand
security via
own merits without
affection and respect between herself and her father. He had remained a primarily
identities.
his
daughter's
In as much, Alicia was
significant person within
self and social
to indicate that she had two homes; one with Mike, her husband, in Bournemouth and
anotherwith her father in Mexico City. Neither home was inseparablefrom the other as
eachcontributed significantly to the other.

We continued to dwell upon where home is for Alicia, at least in regard to where she felt
at home. She did indeed feel as though she belonged here in Bournemouth and in
England. However, Alicia felt that Mike, her husband,would not be keen to live "under
the family. " Her connectionsof belonging were clear to see;
Alicia: "I'm Mexican. I'm Mexican happily living in Britain trying to fit into the English
society. But if you gave me the choice today to go back to Mexico, I would think about
it... I would like to become British officially
so I can travel more easily.. to
.
vote... Sometimes, when the children at school talk of voting for their parties, I feel they
see me oddly because I cannot vote... but I'm still Alicia! "
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Grupo de habla Espanol y Portuguese: an epistemic community talking about home/s

Missing home was as much a part of feeling at home, partially or otherwise, for every
Latina/Hispanic woman. Having noted this, a sense of home dichotomised between
original and new sites of belonging varied significantly

from individual to individual

within the group.

At a superficial level Grupo de habla Espanol y Portuguesetook on the semblanceof a
mother and toddlers group, but it was clearly much more than this. I went back to several
meetingsto find that the people who came to the sessionswere quite numerousand that
facesalternatedvery frequently with only about fifteeen core women attending all of the
sessionswhen I turned up. Our discussions held during meetings of Grupo de habla
Espanoly Portugueseoften touched upon belonging and home. One afternoon had me in
the company of Jessica,a twenty-something originally from Spain, who has been living
in Bournemouth for some five years. With her were Raquel, in her forties and originally
from Argentina, and Julia who was originally from Northern Spain and probably of the
sameage;
Jessica: "Once you leave your flowerpot - pull out the roots... you can never be put back
in. Your roots continue to grow. "

Variations of this metaphor appeared common among women of Spanish origin; as this
was not the first time it had been used in group conversations. Julia and Raquel nodded
in appreciation and agreed with her lucid analogy. I asked how Jessica's friends and
family back in Spain regarded her growing roots. At first she considered that her family
thought her a little too unusual and different from themselves. She appeared a little sad
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for a moment; as if something once cherished had become lost to her. This sadness also
occasionally appeared on Latina faces when thinking of Latin American pasts. However,
when prompted with a question about whether her parents admired her for being perhaps
different to them, Jessica smiled coyly and cheered a little before admitting that her
in
doing
her village, telling everyone how brave
known
for
the
mother was well
rounds
and clever her daughter was to be living and bringing up a family in England. She
concluded by elaborating a little upon how much their relationship had grown since she
moved to Bournemouth some six years ago. She was seen as different to her brothers and
sisters, but this was really a difference that made their family relationships more dynamic
in comparison with typical Spanish families in her parents' village.

By migrating away from their original homes the three women agreed that by moving
through similar, but not identical, routes of experiencea person effectively grows from
their new experiencesabroad but, unlike any plant linked to Jessica'smetaphor, retains
memories and passions for a homeland and its people. Julia was to dwell upon such
memoriesin relation to how a country, its cultures, and its peoples, changewhilst one is
away in the world:
Julia: "People who have left their country have an idealised view of what that country is
like now."
It appearedthat whilst away new roots also emergeback home. As a Spanishmigrant and one who had travelled the world quite extensively after leaving Spain - Julia
continuedto consider that a person'shistorical memoriesmay remain alive to construct a
misleading notion of what is likely to be a very different home abroad in one's place of
origin within present time. For Julia, the Spain of today is very much different from the
Spain that she originally experienced. Moreover, her personal experience was not
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exceptional;many shehad met in Bournemouthfelt the same:
Julia: "When they return after a long time away, they are always shockedor surprised at
what has changed."
Such experiencesmay tend to partially alienatethe person from home, but also provide a
certain dynamic to their identity location between 'new' and 'original' home/s. They
combine to create a greater sensitivity in locating positive aspects of culture change
through time. For example, during a future meeting with Raquel in her Bournemouth
home, she spoke about Argentinean culture never being a static feature of a particular
people. It would be pointless for Raquel to teach her children `her' culture, for that
culture would not fit into today's Argentina. All she can do is teach her children her
languagewith the hope that both of them would visit Argentina throughout their lifetimes
in order to learn its cultural constitution for themselves.This is evidence of a highly
dynamic view of culture (Barth 1981 1989), rather than one statically rooted in a
nostalgic senseof nation or habitus. Indeed, these Latina and Hispanic women appeared
to able to separateculture from nation but still retain significant levels of respectin both
aspectsof their original roots.

Jessica'sflowerpot metaphorappearedto be indicative of a particular dynamic within the
individual person as moving between places in the migration process.The dynamism of
such movement made even more sense of the complex processes of identity and
belonging when coupled firstly with Julia's accountsof changein people's original point
of embarkation and, secondly, with Raquel's heightened sensitivity to positively
embracing culture change between points within a plurality of homes. For all three of
them any nation - with its internal cultural constitution being comprised of individual
people within connected cultural jigsaws - never remains static, whilst all Latin
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American and Hispanic peoples abroad continue to grow via the experience of migration.
Each is a part of the other but, through time, each grows. The chances of growing apart
may be high but each grows apart without breaking the bonds of attachment which hold
`place' and `person' together. Their original country is still, and always will be, a part of
them and they are still a part of it with connections between the two - one present, one
past - being bent and distorted by spatial and temporal removal. Neither collective home,
nor individual migrant, will ever be the same again with each being slightly dislocated
from the other, but both always remaining partially connected to each other.

Julia was to conclude our discussionon where home was for her by mentioning that with
the help of her husbandshewas planning to return to live again in Spain,but it was not to
be the same part of the country that she originally came from. Granada had been
in
life;
her
her
final
destination
she was embarking
carefully selectedas
of migration
has
in
back
home
her
flowerpot
that
the
a
always
place
upon
construction of
very own
been,in part, her eternalhome.

After being invited around to spendthe afternoon eating and chatting with Antonia, the
organiserof Grupo de habla Espanol y Portuguese,I spent one Thursday afternoon and
early evening in the company of five friends, one of their children and one of their
husbands.

The group was self-recognisedby all of the women as being a "family of friends" located
between their individual original homes and their family home in Bournemouth. Rather
than feeling lost betweentwo points of home, thesewomen were actively creating a new
emerging home between original and current homes. The group was, to put it simply, a
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multi-national

Latina/Hispanic

home in Bournemouth

that gave its members a

self-created context of interaction. It provided a home of friends where they could talk
their language, be closer to themselves, teach their children something of their mothers'
backgrounds and, of course, somewhere where they could re-invigorate their sense of
being people partially Other in relation to the English majority of Bournemouth. This
feeling of being partially Other is important as, despite immense feelings of association
with original homes and culture, there was also a great sense of being very closely
integrated into the "English" community in Bournemouth. Indeed, many referred to "the
English" or the "British"

Others in their family, working, and social lives in terms of

distinction, but did not necessarily construct themselves as being connected into a
discreet entity at a collective level, or at individual levels. In other words, the close
identity associations they had with their original homes, cultures, countries and identities
were equally as well associated with equivalents where they now lived.

Moreover, being rooted into two homes enabled them to see each more openly and
critically than if they remainedrooted only into one; being `here' makes them see `there'
differently, and vice versa. This reflexive stimulation was a very positive and enjoyable
aspectof their lives. Consciously they were part of both homes; belonging nowhere in
particular, but at both places at the sametime. This `home ambivalence', although often
enjoyed, at times also contained reflections of negativity, isolation, and feelings of
dislocation. As different individuals fluctuated along situation location within `home
ambivalence' evidenceclearly indicates a vast range of diverse positionings that connect
into a wider requirement for their community to exist. Indeed, the regular group
meetings,and various irregular get-togethersat eachother's houses,gave them a senseof
mutual support and togethernessin English space. This emphasisedLatina/Hispanic
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events as being sites of belonging - homes in themselves- that they themselveshave
crafted to suit their individual and collective needs(Barth 1981 2000).

Returning to their original homes to visit family and friends was often referred to.
Almost all regularly travelled when they could afford to do so. In Antonia's kitchen we
talked about how they felt a part of their original homes when they returned to their
countriesof origin;
Nick: " So how do you feel when you go back? What sort of..."
Jolanda: "That is very difficult. Sometimes even our own families we don't belong any
more. We don't belong there and we don't belong here; because here English people are
inside
but
heart
don't
look
Not
like,
know,
they
they
quite racist.
at you,
very
racist
you
are, because they don't accept foreigners. And when you go back - because we are
different; we are not English and I never want. because I'm not... I have my own - but
..
when you go back, they might see us as a foreigner. If I criticise Brazil; if I say
something its, "Why are you saying this? Are you English now? " They' take that very
hard like, erm, criticism... it's so difficult. "

As with many conversationsabout where first generationmigrants locate their senseof
home, the afternoonof relaxed conversationwas to weave its points of referenceto home
betweensignificant anchorsof identity location. Some of theseanchorsof identity would
becomejuxtaposed, and sometimesdirectly opposed, to constructedperceptions of the
English. In general, being English is to be emotionally reserved in public, stressedand
anxious. Beyond this shared generalisation,to be English is to express emotions only
when rules are broken in public. For example, the stereotypedperception that English
people are emotionally reservedin public, whilst Latin Americans are expressivemay be
brought into questionwith evidencethat being either English or Brazilian is defined only
by being emotionally expressive in specific public places in specific social situations.
The most mundaneand the most ordinary of public interactions become significant sites
of identity changelinked to cultural expressions;
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Gabriella: "My friends from Brazil say, "You're so stressed, you're so anxious, and you
didn't used to be like that before". You know (laughs), I was crossing the street and, you
know, they don't respect the red light at all; and this car stopped here, where the
pedestrian should pass, and I just stopped in the middle and had a go at him! And my
friends they all like almost going under the table! And then I just realised that I'm not in
England! Ooh (laughs)! The first week I was there and certain things annoyed me so
much. My friends kept looking at me and thought, what is she talking about? But after a
couple of weeks you get that sort of Brazilian sort of way again, otherwise your friends
think you're a bit (pause) mad. "

This dimension of migration also indicates that one must return to original home in order
to recognisehow much of one's self has changedand how much has either remainedthe
same, or can be rejuvenated. It also suggeststhat Gabriella, after only a short while,
could quite easily invoke her previous Brazilian ways voluntarily in order to avoid
negativereactionsfrom her audienceof friends. However, the cost and planning of a long
trip back to original home was not regularly or often available to all present.

For Gabriella, a two-week revisitation may have left her between two points of location.
She went on to speak about how she returns to Brazil on her own, with her husband
meeting her there only for the last week or so, in order to more freely and rapidly
immerse herself into points of cultural invocation located in her past. Having him there
all of the time would only hinder the precise art of being able to fit in with the minimal of
error, embarrassment,and relationship disruption.

As with any syncretic group, there were times when individual perceptionsbased upon
specific experiencesin original homeswere not agreedby all present;
Antonia: "Here, we compete a lot. I think it is a part of the English society; to compete
alot. In Argentina we..."
Gabriella: "Do you think so?"
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Antonia: "I think so..."
Jolanda:"No, no..."
Gabriella: "In Brazil we are very competitive. I'm not competitive at all, now..."
Antonia quietly considered their differences of opinion before deciding that her own
perception was indeed correct when held in relation to her Argentinean cultural
background. Her tone, however, became more questioning in her respect of obvious
Brazilian differencesaroundthe table;
Antonia: "But, ah, is like I buy a new plant then you buy a new plant? "
Jolanda: "No, no... "

Gabriella: "In Brazil is like that but no, not here."
Antonia: "I mean, I will not competewith you, but I will with my career."
With her point being made, but without a consensusof agreement,the conversation
shifted into the specifics of missing certain things from their original homes. Jolanda
stimulated the discussion with her view of English people. For her, they only speak
openly with other English people in small and private friendship groups. They are never
individual
in
her
of
views
and
never
criticised
occasionalerrors
openly expressive
public
at work; at least not openly to her face. However, sherecognisedEnglish people as being
distinct becausethey are too secretive;preferring to talk about, and criticise, thosepeople
outside of their selected and exclusive friendship groups without ever speaking about
such things directly and openly with the people they talk about. Jolandafelt very strongly
about this part of Englishness,stating that she found it very difficult to changeherself to
becomelike this. Moreover, she did not want to changeif this is what is required of her
to become more English. The general view of the women around the table did not
directly agreewith Jolanda'sown experiencesof working with an English majority as a
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catering assistant,but they did agreewith her view that they were all in-between people
who often recognisethat none of them fully fit in to the majority around them anymore.
No matter how much they attempted,or resisted, fitting into the perceived majority, they
were individually always out of kilter with everydayattitudes,patternsof interaction, and
cultural practices. It appearedthat even though a high level of cultural integration was
being undertakenwith BournemouthOthers at least for Jolanda,and for someothers who
echoedher views of "the English", there were manifestationsof exclusion being levelled
againstsomepeople coupled with feelings of alienation from the majority. However, the
researchcould not identify that these were widespread and general features of life in
Bournemouth even though such individuals clearly experienced them as significant
moments in their lives. We returned our attention back into reflections upon home and
feelings of ambivalence;
Gabriella: "I think I am different now than I was seven years ago...I'm a bit in between.
I'm neither Brazilian, neither British. I'm still Brazilian in many ways. but I couldn't see
..
myself living in the city where I come from anymore. ..very polluted, too many people. It
is not to do with the country, but the city where I come from. I don't miss Brazil, really. I
miss my family; my parents and my best friends. "

They all agreed that being a part of over `there' whilst being `here', and feeling an
emerging senseof being partly English, combined to make one seethere differently. For
example,living in Brazil or Argentina meansthat the poor, the hungry, and the homeless
are not often noticed in the streetseven though they are an everyday part of urban and,
sometimes,rural life. Life in England appearedto be more equal between those with
wealth and those without; in England, after all, people have food and homes to live
within. Going back there forces a pronouncednoticeability of social divisions. Moreover,
it forces the migrant to develop a personal political awarenesswhich is
not apparent
within their friends and family, despite their almost daily movement through people
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living from the streets;
Jolanda: "You become critical. of your own country and of, sometimes, Brazilians as
..
do
"
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way
.
Gabriella agreed,saying that when shewent back after living in the UK she was shocked
to recognisepoverty for the first time when it had been a feature of life in her youth. For
Antonia, the samewas true of Argentina although she was rather unique as her mother
often usedto help the poor in her home town. As with Jolanda and Gabriella, she agreed
that Argentinean people did not often realise that their society was so divided by those
with wealth, material commodities and status,and thosepeople close to absolutepoverty.
Another dimension of this feeling in-betweenemergedfrom our conversation;
Gabriella: "You watch television here and you see things, you hear things, about Brazil
that in Brazil they don't have a clue there..."
Nick: "What sort of things?"
Gabriella: "I don't know if they told you about Flora who helps Brazilian children to do
with thalidomide, erm, erm, disabled people? Do you know the thalidomide tablets that
somemotherstook and their children was disabled?"
Nick: "Yes, my sister-in-law is 'thalidomide' from the sixties..."
Gabriella: "But in Brazil is this medicine, is still allowed because of leprosy. There are so
learnt
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only
about
an
colonies
many
idea that there was so many people with leprosy in Brazil. No, it, the government doesn't
talk about it. And I was shocked; I was really shocked when I found out about it. So
things like that (and) about the economy; you find out more things here about Brazil than
when you are in Brazil because, I suppose, they hide this from the people. So, if you go
there and try to talk about things, they still don't want to know. They think, no, they only
talk about bad things from Brazil and they never talk about the good things; and they get
very angry with you. "

Living in England, particularly in Bournemouth, also offered the women a safer
relational social environment in which to live and bring up children. In the refreshingly
in
democratic
and
which each person related to each other Antonia
open
manner
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embroideredupon their consensusof opinion with her opinion of life in Argentina. For
her, a family visit to a hypothetical restaurantin Argentina would run the risk of being
held up at gunpoint. Stopping at a red light may well result in an attempted criminal
attack by a gang of people simultaneously trying to open the car doors. Regular
occurrences such as these were almost expected in Argentinean everyday life. The
psychological expectationsof social insecurity relating to crime were further exacerbated
by living within the embraceof a fragile national economy;
Antonia: "... that things never happen before but now, because of the economy it happen.
Or you have got some property; a countryside house and you have to sell it because you
it's
by
it's
free
following
the
other people.
go one weekend and
and
weekend
occupied
And that is terrible because you work, work, work hard and you, you, try to cut a normal
standard of life and, erm, one day you lose everything. And here it doesn't happen. Or
you put money in the bank. My parents they sold so many properties they put the money
in the bank and for devaluation and for the dollars and poh, poh, poh, they lost most of
the money. That doesn't happen when I came here. I used to hide my money under the
bank..
in
I'm
took me more than a
to
the
and
mattress saying
not going
put my money
.
year to put money in the bank. "

Gabriella was to mention that similar economic conditions were prevalent in Brazil some
seven years ago. She recalled one day when the political

State ran an advertising

campaign to get people to invest their monies only to have their savings frozen almost
the very next day.

Although all were relieved not to still be living under such instability many spoke of
feeling an emerging senseof feeling at home here being accompaniedby an increasing
loss of not feeling fully at home when they revisited their respective places of origin.
Views of not feeling at home there were sometimesassociatedwith feelings of regret, or
loss, and even guilt, despite their abilities to flourish and enjoy nurturing the
self-recognition of being creative embodimentsof the best of both worlds of experience.
The greatestsenseof severancebetween 'there' and 'here' was mainly directed into their
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family and friends overseas.Having said this, there were more women who spoke about
feeling emancipatedfrom family expectations and obligations in positive terms, than
there were those who felt that they should be doing more to maintain their familial ties
that bind them to their original homesabroad.

There is clear evidencethat Latina/Hispanics identify strongly with both original homes
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imposed by habitus, but by a much more emergentprocess.The women are positioned
with their own individual voices contributing to a productive sharing of "experiencesthat
enhancetheir grasp of their own life and that of others" (Barth 1989 pp.134-140) in a
group that crafts its own structure and orientations into the outside world in relation to
emergentknowledge from within its boundaries(Barth 2000). This group cannot be seen
as being a field of rooted practices, but a polyphony of interactions linked to aims,
objectives, and future orientations. The meanings that are created through their
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transparency of discursive creation of the social world around them has effectively
formed a hybrid core of knowledge and support processesthat have effectively made the
Latina/Hispanic group a halfway home between an otherwise bipolar dichotomy of
separatehomes.

The

Muslim

connection:

Transnational

connectivity

between homes and

transcendental constructions

It has been mentioned elsewhere that the Sunni way is to transcend the politically
imposedrestrictions of nation in the Islamic transnationalproject of constructing ummah;
a global community of Muslim peoples.Throughout the world the Prophet Muhammad's
life and accomplishmentstranscendvast ranges of socially constructed entities such as
`nation' which are subsumedinto limitations of time and space for the Muslim mind
(Mawdudi 1980). Indeed, the Prophet's vision "breaks through all temporal and physical
barriers (to look) beyond the artificial compartmentsof race and nation state" (Mawdudi
1980 p.55). Home and identity can therefore not be anchoredby a senseof nation, but
this does not mean that a Muslim cannot feel a senseof belonging to a country at the
level of social consciousnessand moral duty. One day, Omar and I talked about how
home is always exactly defined only by where your family is. However, this becomes
complicated when your family lives in both Bournemouth and Libya, as did Omar's
immediate and generational lineages. Omar had come to England from Libya some
seventeenyears ago and is, I guessed,in his early forties. I askedhim whether in his own
mind he was Libyan or British;
Omar: "We have a saying, 'blood never turns to water'. I have a Libyan family, my
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background is Libyan...Britain affects me as I live here. Things about it influence my
wife and children. I live here, it is my land...you have to integrate."
Omar could not visit Libya due to travel restrictions between Britain and his original
country. One of his sons still lived there, but he could not visit him. They had not seen
eachother for well over a year. Omar had mentioned to me before that he would like to
return to live in Libya. I tried to teaseout the significance of returning;
Nick: "But you have said in the past that you would like to return there permanently?"
Omar: "I am Libyan but nationality means nothing. It's not my choice that I was bom
Libyan it is naive to seeyourself as being only a part of where you were born it's what
...
you achieve afterwardsthat is important."
Omar continued to reiterate that he was Libyan by birth, but that Muslim identity was far
more significant to him. He belonged to being Muslim, rather than being constrainedby
being at home in a political nation, or feeling connectedto a country or its peoples for
merely political reasons;
Omar: "... identity, I have a Muslim identity... Islam, that's my identity. Islam liberates
me. "

I often met with Afzal for brief informal chats, a good humoured and modestly gentle
Iraqi by birth who was studying for a PhD. We often spent time in light hearted
deliberation over the joys and frustrations of our mutual connections. Afzal had his
lineage linked to family still living in Iraq and his wife's in India. Their children were
born in Sweden,but they have no family there now. His notions of home were clearly
linked to where his family resided. He joked with me about where I should place him in
the world as being at home, saying that everywhere he has lived; everywhere that his
family are were connected points of potentially where he belonged. Moreover, Afzal
strongly connectedpoints in the route of his physical migration through the world with
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his cultural upbringing. Culturally speaking, Afzal's family are multicultural by
experience,therefore rooted by their routes of connection into many places and many
moments of interaction with others, and each other, through time and memory. All of
their cultural diversities, in turn, were connectedinto Islam and, through their dynamic
richness of experiences accumulated through the migration process. Locally, Afzal's
immediate family contributed towards making Islam in Bournemouth, along with its
multicultural Muslim community, a religious and cultural mosaic of multiplicities that
are both rooted into localised experiencesboth from within and beyond Bournemouth,
but also transcendednational boundaries. More to the point, the Muslim community
respectedcultural multiplicity. Afzal felt that the community embraced the Iraqi, the
Indian, the Swede,and the Briton within his family at the level of cultural knowledge and
expression without reducing personality and individualism to mere classifications of
nationality.

Muslims are in the process of successfully constructing perhaps the most coherent and
self-ascribed obvious grouping together of peoples in the town. Moreover, they are
perhaps the only group that has developed to form a permanent unity as a robust
community other than the white English majority. In constructing this coherency of
togethernessMuslims, as with the white English population, tend to view Bournemouth
as a home for their community in which they desire to openly expresstheir Muslimness
both publicly and privately. In short, they are confidently at home here. In comparison,
the Latina/Hispanic group are confident at home in the family and with each other, but
have variable levels of uneasewith the wider Bournemouth community.
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In part, this has also combined with their confidence of attempting to openly express
themselves as being Muslim in an otherwise obvious secular/Christian public space that
perhaps does not generally always fully embrace Islam and Muslim practices as wholly
local expressions of belonging to Bournemouth. This combination has made them an
occasionally

obvious

target for periodic

condemnation,

criticism,

prejudice

and

discrimination along cultural, or religious, or Kafr-perceived 'racial' differences with the
arguably public conservative Englishness of the town.

Islam, as with all aspectsof Muslim life, provides the text through which a Muslim
makes logical, rational and coherent sense of his or her experiencesof migration. It
createsthe production of new interpretations of the social world when in migration and
also reproduces the durability of Muslim habitus in the wider global social world
overwritten by Islamic moral codesand practices.As such, Islam is the primary sourceof
collective knowledge that provides the foundations and superstructureof Muslim social
life. To make this clearer, Islam provides the ability for Muslims to achieve logical
closure as a tradition of situationally applicable knowledge (Barth 1989) that can be used
as both a religious and an organisationalsocial resourcewhen required to make senseof
the social, political and economic world in which the Muslim stands.In this sense,Islam
is far more than a belief system; it is a total system of knowledge that can be used to
ground a senseof communal belonging in a `home' of Islam.

Even when it came to Muslim brothers explaining migration to me, Islam provided their
frame of experiential reference. For example, at a Friday Islamic discussion group
Mahmoud got the rest of the group in attendanceto reflect upon how Islam has spread
through the world through paths of human migration; a physical process of movement
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that historically defines the very condition of the global Muslim community. Migration
doesnot involve a clear break - physically, cognitively, or epistemologically - from one
place to another.All points of movementbecomeconnectedtogether; much as a spider in
movement connectsitself from points of departure and arrival with its web. To a great
degree,Islam provides the text that connectsthesepoints of location with place, people,
culture and landscape.As Lewis (1994) indicates, to be Muslim and living one's life in
accordancewith Islam is defined exactly by the prototypical migration of the Prophet
Muhammad from Medina to Mecca. Within this process of migration the individual is
not an entity that merely reflects history, social determinants,or political and economic
influences; the deterministic Marxist echoes that still remain as reinforcements to
Bourdieu's philosophical foundations upon which the assumptions of structuralist
constructivism are built.

Indeed, the Muslim individual strives towards becoming a

independent
of environment whose morality and personality transcendsmaterial
person
social conditions in the following of the Prophet Muhammad's example of migration
(Mawdudi 1980pp.53-56).

Life is lived out through movementbetweenone place called home and another.The web
of connection hooks itself onto the often distantly spreadof kin through the world, and
into
the specific cultures that the vast diversity of Muslim peoples locate themselves
out
within. Their cultures, as with their kinship networks overseas, are always durably
carried with them within their everyday thoughts, belief system, and practices. To be
Muslim is to transcendnationalism in both cognitive terms and in one's expressionof
cultural and religious practices. To recognise a homogeneousnational culture to which
one belongs is to effectively exclude all peoplesof other cultures from that nation. In this
sense,to locate one is to create the other. These Muslim people clearly encouragedthe
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dissipation of such locations and subsequentcreations. As such, they were consciously
knowledge
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a
community. As such, and despite the
creative peoples
in
lives
being
Muslim
placed a situationally mobile tripartite of
apparentpositioning of
fields arguedin a previous chapter,this researchfound it too simplistic to reduceMuslim
notions of belonging and conceptsof home to mere observablemanifestationsof habitus
linked to only one field of practice. At least for the most fundamental ones in the
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place and self-being to becomeembodied and reflected upon within its connection to its
Islamic text of knowledge; `home' is literally the social practice and expressionof `faith'
if one wishes to seebeyond more secularpoints of refuge.

Omar's faith in Islam was typical of many I spoke with from the leadership of the
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experienceswithin them, but most were confident that nationalisms only function to
threatenthe coherencyof Islam and the wider Muslim ummah.

My conversationwith Omar on one particular day reminded me of a related conversation
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early
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careerin the British Armed Forceshe spent several more years in the United Statesand
Arabia working as an advisor and diplomat. Throughout his working life Amit was, as he
put it to me on one day, a part of "the Establishment". Originally from what he would
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call a "Christian" upbringing, Amit converted to Islam in 1990 and is now a highly
influential Muslim brother in Bournemouth. He, as with many Muslims from origins
outside of Arabia, never used the royal prefix of 'Saudi' when talking of Arabia as this
symbolised a secular connection with the Islamic Arabia;

Amit: "I am unique here (in Bournemouth). I simulated being a Muslim, eating their food
and such, and then became a Muslim in Arabia. "

Amit always spoke vehemently against nationalism, blaming it as the primary causal
agent of racism, as well as a major threat against global peace and unity between peoples.
It was a concept developed by political discourse that divided the world. Every nation, or
coherent groups of nations, used variations of it to organise themselves as a threatening
aggressor in stance against every other nation. As such, it was a political discourse
diametrically opposed to the principles and aspirations of Islam.

Amit and I had spoken at some length about the Western-perceived threat of global
Islam. Islam operated upon a fundamental encouragement to dissolve national
geopolitical boundaries. Through Islam, nationalism at its inceptions of discursive
construction of the imagined 'nation' (Anderson 1991) could be rendered sterile. National
identities appeared to become discharged of political location, rather than becoming
subjected to periods of political manipulation (Anderson 1991, A. D. Smith 1995).

For Amit, the process of nationalism was divided between Muslim countries and Western
powers. In comparison to the Islamic discursive ideals upheld in the Bournemouth Sunni
Mosque under study, some Muslim countries were trying to manipulate Islam to shape
itself into the secular Western world via either political or military power over Islam.
Pakistan, according to Amit, had become too culture-oriented. As a politicised nation it
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allowed its cultural variations to fragment the pure meanings of Islam as held by the
community under study in Bournemouth into regionalised cores of cultural relativism. He
argued that due to poor State provision of eductation people were often illiterate and
therefore relied too much upon oral traditions of communication. Any political
interference with their Mosque's imam ensured that the `nation' of Pakistan was heard in
the Mosque, rather than the word of Islam. In both examples, it was not the peoples of
Turkey and Pakistan that were being criticised, but their rulers and governments for not
offering them the `correct' Islamic leadership. This crisis of Islamic leadership is often
found in the Islamic world as different ideal forms of interpretation challenege each other
with a critical eye on the problems of leadership (Ahmed 2003) and nationalisms
(Zubaida 2004). The second form of nationalism was Western in construction with its
flowing out from sources in the United States and Britain. These were of great
significance for Amit because he worked from Bournemouth's Sunni Mosque as an
educator of non-Muslim peoples in the town. For most of the working week, he would
travel to schools, voluntary and public sector meetings, and the like to present the
Muslim world of Islam to various audiences. He would often say with a sense of
successfully completed duty that many audiences were `fascinated' or `intrigued'.
However, he would sometimes mention that many people have a fairly skewed vision of
what Islam is really all about. These skewed visions came from somewhere as they
appearedpatterned and unified. Indeed, people do not construct a fairly shared, coherent
and collective imagination without receiving a fairly unified message of communication
from somewhere. These were 'Western' ways of thinking about Islam. They were
confluent in as much as they combined to construct a unified and endemic set of
anti-Islamic attitudes within British sites of authority, such as the State, the legal
profession, the police and local authorities. Again, it was not everyday people in the
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streets that were to blame for these misalignments and misconceptions, but their
representative bodies of power. In effect, Muslims like Amit with strong Islamic
identities had a `pure' notion of home provided by Islam which transcendednational
boundaries.

On one particular day at the Mosque I met up again with Omar. After a pleasant chat
over sweet,black, tea we adoptedthe requirementsof research;
Nick: Can you identify what is culturally significant to you?
Omar: "Whatever you are raised up in is culturally significant to you, to me... as long as it
doesn't go against Islam. "

Omar had reverted his attention into his earlier years, as if that was where his cultural
inculcation had ceasedand yet he was also systematicallybringing his earlier experiences
into reflection with his more recent consciousexperiences.He touchedupon the dynamic
natureof cultural significance:
Omar: "When you go back to your roots, you realise that some practices there are
irrelevant...When I go to Libya I sometimesget frustrated...the last time that I went I said
to my mother at the end of my stay that "I'm never coming back to this bloody place!"
Nick: "When you go back to Libya are you ever accusedof being too British?"
Omar: "Yes, they have their ways of letting me know this. They do say this, in some
ways...If I turn up on time for a meeting with people they point at their watch and say,
"Ah, this is an Englishman'sappointment!"
Omar also mentioned that he becomes frustrated with having to purchase material
commodities through knowing the right people to ask. "Over here", he exemplified, "If I
want some writing paper then I go to a shop and buy some". In Libya he would have to
ask somebody else to get the paper for him and then be in debt to that intermediary:
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Omar: "It opens simple things up to corruption; this is against the teachings of the
Qur'an. I don't like this going through others. "

Nick: "Islam seemsto be saying that it unites peoplesof all nations. Maybe the West sees
it as the new Communism becauseit has an international vision about it? What does
multiculturalism meanto you?"
Omar: "Islam and Communism are not the same! Communism is no different from
Capitalism! Look (Omar draws a vertical arrow on a scrap of paper) this is Islam (he then
draws a horizontal line acrossthe base of the vertical arrow). This is culture. If cultural
it
is
doesn't
Islam
then
against
practice
go
allowed under the umbrella of Islam (Omar
connectsthe tip of the Islamic arrow to the endsof the line of culture, forming a dome on
the diagram)."

Our meeting had to end at this point as Omar had to prepare for midday prayers. With a
lifting of travel restrictions on flights to Libya Omar had taken the opportunity to visit his
family there later on in the year. We met again in early February after he had recently
in
from
in
Paris. It was a unique
Ramadan
Libya
Disneyland
trip
to
returned
and a short
occasion for us to consider aspects of Otherness between Omar and non-Muslim culture
in Bournemouth.

Omar had gone to Libya over Ramadan to visit his son, Ali, who lives with Omar's
family near Tripoli. Ali is currently studying Arabic there. Omar's departurewas sudden
and unexpectedby his family ashe had to take advantageof the lifting of the air embargo
placed on Libya by Britain and the US following the claimed involvement of two
Libyans in the Lockerbie air crash.

Omar was obviously suffering from acute homesickness.It had been five years since he
had last been able to visit his family in Libya. It had been fifteen years since he last spent
Ramadanthere.

I did not have to introduce the subject of cultural referents marking Omar's Muslim
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boundaries.After he had finished somebusinesswith the imam, Omar launchedinto talk
of Muslim distinctions betweenUs and Other. Another of his sons, Osman,who lived in
Bournemouth with Omar and his Irish-born wife, Trish, had recently returned from
schoolwith a project to do basedupon the baptism of Christ:
Omar: "I had to...you know.. write on the page underneath (he feigned writing on the
.
palm of his hand) that he could not do this as we do not believe in this baptism of
Christ."

It was another pressure of difference being pressedhome to Omar through one of his
children. The teacher had written back to Omar thanking him for his enlightenment of
her lack of understandingon such matters. Even though Osman had been excusedthe
assignment,Omar was still concerned about whether some unexpected consequences
from the event would affect his son at school.
Omar: "It won't be long now before we seenudity on the streets!"
He talked about his frustrations as a parent trying to bring up his children as Muslims in
Britain. Sex on TV was a big problem. As a family they could not relax into a TV
programmeor go to the cinemawithout being confronted by sex:
Omar: "Why do they do this? Sex is between man and wife. It is private only to them.
Why do people have to see sex everywhere?We cannot watch a film without seeing a
sex scene...It makes me upset. We can do nothing to stop them doing this! We can
complain but they will carry on. It makes me feel so useless! What can we do as
individuals with such people?"
Television was describedas being a "two-edged weapon" with potentially beneficial and
detrimental edges. It was not as simple as switching off the set, or not going to any
movies. TV was important to watch as a source of information, education and social
learning for the family.
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Defaulting into my own `Christian' habitus I askedif his parental concernswere basedin
the potential for his family membersbeing led into temptation;
Omar: "No it is not temptation, just the lack of morality. There are two sides to it. I must
work hard outside of my family for my family. This work takes me away from them... "

Nick: "Like a personaldilemma? You mean that you are concernedwith working so hard
"
that your family suffers from your absence?
Omar: "Yes. One side takes me from the other. Look, take a blank page of paper. Once it
is written upon you cannot rub it out. My page is written upon. The page of my children
is blank, or it is being written on... "

Omar was talking about their learning, their socialisation. He knew that what they learnt
now would affect them into the future and he wanted to bring them up correctly. He
talked about their impressionsand their formulations from theseimpressions:
Omar: "I don't want them one day to come to me and say. "Why didn't you tell me that
this would happen".
I askedabout his wife. She was a convert to Islam, being brought up within a Protestant
family in Northern Ireland. I askedwhat role she played in bringing up their children and
whether her own experiencesof being socialised as both a non-Muslim and a Muslim
was beneficial for their children:
Nick: "...Don't her experiencesbetween then and now make her more sensitive to such
things...?"
Omar: "...Yes! It cannotbe expectedthat her page can be rubbed out."
Nick: "But when you are not there she must be ideal in bringing up your children? She
must notice such differencesmore?
I had askeda clumsy question. It was a difficult concept for me to formulate into a more
concise form of enquiry. Omar looked a little bewildered and our discussionturned itself
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into new, but associated,territory:
Omar: "Her family - her father especially - did not want her to convert to Islam. People
don't mind Judaism; they don't mind Christianity, but when it comes to Islam they say
no! "

In the embarrassmentof my clumsy questions I decided to ask Omar about his trip to
Libya. His eyes lit up and his air of concern lifted. I asked what differences he saw
between there and here taking account of the five years that had passedbetween his
previous visit there.
Omar: "We can leave our doors open. There is safety on the streets and people welcome
you everywhere. They say, "Come in and eat with us"... "

But there was a downside to this social and cultural appreciation of Muslim life. The
distance between rich and poor was more obvious for him, and lessenedlife chances
were frequentremindersof social difference;
Omar: "People with degrees, even Masters.. er, you know.. they selling cigarettes on the
.
.
street, not in shops - on the street.. .And you have to carry your papers with you
everywhere you go to. You can't even wear a beard! It is because of socialism... "

Nick: "And not becauseof trade sanctionsor embargoes?...
"
Omar: "No, it is the governmentthere!"
The children were well behavedand disciplined. Omar mentioned Ali's school:
Omar: "He is third in his class! They have discipline in schools.They have beatings;not
becauseteachersenjoy beating! It is a last thing. They have burnings..."
Nick: "In schools?"
Omar: "Yes, and outside. It is rarely used becausepeople are good Muslims. My son
does his work well!... We were talking to children in a school once in Bournemouth. A
boy was jumping around and making noise so I said (Omar feigned an air of authority
and pointed to an invisible child playing up beside me) "Sit down and be quiet. We are
speaking!" He was shocked- so was the teacher! - but he did ashe was told! "
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At this point Amit entered the office. Omar ceased his personal accounts by switching
back into Libya and its government. We soon began to talk about Iraq and the harm done
to Iraqi people from trade sanctions enforced by the West. Amit had come along for
midday prayers and Omar's realisation of the time lead to a sudden halt in our discussion.
Amit left for prayers and I followed behind with Omar. We reached the exit;

Nick: "I hope that your homesicknesssoonpasses."
Omar: "I don't want it to pass! I want to go back!"
On one particular day I asked Amit where he saw his nationality as being placed. I
followed up the questionwith a statementusedpreviously by Omar;
English. I can't lose my national identity... it says British on my
passport...when you travel, some people only see your nationality and the colour of your
face on the photo. When I travel to Muslim countries they notice that I'm Muslim and
then I'm accepted...I hate passports! "
Amit:

"I'm

Nick: "Do you feel that it's naive to be only a part of where you were born?"
Amit: "That's exactly it! "
I then asked whether he could identify what was culturally significant for him.
Surprisingly, and perhaps becauseof its close proximity to his focus upon his English
background rather than his Muslim condition, Amit lapsed into his own history. He
mentionedhis occasionalmeetingswith old friends from his ex-pat years in what he now
calls Arabia. At such times Amit used to revert to the ex-pat prefix of 'Saudi'. He started
off with a friendly knock againstthem;
Amit: "They still drink as much!...In Saudi we used to sit around the pool on late Friday
mornings and drink sherry all day. I made my own wine; it was OK if you kept it
indoors."
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Of course, Amit was not referring to the potential volatile qualities of his wine being kept
in the sun, but to laws relating to the prohibited production of alcohol. He mentioned that
when in the company of his friends now he could not take part fully in that scene of
culture any longer; he was no longer a full performer in that situation. Then the
conversation took another turn into English humour. He could not lose his English
appreciation of humour; an aspect of his background which remains unobvious until he
finds

something

tickles

him

which

leaves his

Muslim

Brothers

unblinkingly

stoney-faced;

Amit: "I went to see The Importance of Being Ernest with a friend some years ago and
thoroughly enjoyed it. I couldn't do that with Afzal! "

Nick: "I suppose that it would be quite difficult to appreciate the humour and the
subtletieswithout somekind of British upbringing or experience?"
Amit: "Yes. It was a smashing play! I don't get the opportunity to go out on nights like
that anymore with company. "

Eventually I was to ask Amit directly where home is to him. His answerwas as unique as
his personality and individual backgroundin Bournemouth'sMuslim community. Instead
of dwelling into his past or presentsituation, he aspiredhis presenthopesinto the future;
Amit: "I can tell you where I'd like it to be! I'd like it to be Medina! Islam is the key."
Although Amit felt a very strong attachmentto Bournemouth and England as the places
of his birth and pre-Muslim past, in more broad terms he only, as with Omar, truly finds
himself at home within his Islamic faith.
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at a national, or 'political', level - which is obviously dependent upon how one interprets
Islamic discourse and meaning. In achieving this, Islam also instils the overwhelming
importance of maintaining familial ties between homes within the migrant.

Home and family: The ties that bind

For Geertz, within the many primordial ties that bind the individual to the wider social
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Research evidence tends to indicate that although such ties that bind are extremely
important to Latina/Hispanic first generation migrants, from culture to culture, and from
individual to individual, the significance of such ties waxed and waned to such a degree
a point observed by Geertz himself - that the durability inferred by the term 'primordial'
can be questioned as being an accurate descriptive concept.

Bourdieu and Geertz share similarities here. Indeed, Bourdieu can easily be read as
tacitly suggestingthat deeply embeddedbonds within the formative years of a person's
cultural upbringing form the ties that bind them to habitus; especially in relation to
particular ways of seeingand appreciatingthe world around them. This operatesthrough
the inculcation and learning from significant and similar others within particular social
spacesoperating as fields of social practice and experience.Bourdieu's social ties that
bind createmutually acceptednodes of recognition and similarity between individuals at
both unconscious and conscious levels. Nothing could be more apt at describing the
mutual bonds of attachmentthat bind together individuals; not necessarilyonly in terms
of duty, obligation, and expectation, perhaps, but in terms of people assimilating
similarities in the cultural appreciations,dispositions and ways of living together in the
relatively localised worlds of cultural experienceswithin structuralist constructivism's
'fields'.

However, migrants not only live in such localised worlds of experiences;they also live
betweendifferent worlds, or betweendifferent 'fields'. In other words, they actively share
in cultural exchangesfrom significant others between these different fields. Therefore,
for some individuals involved in migration the ties that bind stretch and connectbetween
an increasingnumber of fields. To return to Geertz'sweb metaphor, the migrant lives at
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the juncture of many interconnected webs; none of which has the migrant 'suspended' in
Geertz's suggested structurally constrained finality. Moreover, from the migrant's point
individual
belongs
is
it
is
the
to,
to
web
or
which
more
of view
which
never clear as
significant. To now revert back to Bourdieu, the migrant can be seen as perhaps asking
which habitus is mine and which field do I belong to? Indeed, in terms of both Geertz
and Bourdieu, whether by kinship or habitual ties that bind, the final and completed
social structure implied by both theorists is rarely so complete from the migrant's
perspective.

Of course, Muslims in Bournemouth do not have any great dilemma in relation to
providing a wealth of evidence to partially support both Geertz and Bourdieu. Indeed,
Islam can be seen as being a contributing field of social and religious organisation in
Bournemouth. Moreover, many individuals within it have quite strong and durable ties
that bind them through different geopolitical areas of, and in particular, the Muslim
world. Having said this, all Muslims, albeit perhapsless significantly so, also have such
ties into the non-Muslim world. Within theseties that bind the Geertzianbonds of family,
kinship, friendship, religion, duty, expectationand obligation are overwhelmingly strong.
Indeed, all of these componentsare extraordinarily vital to Muslim social organisation
throughout the world (Mawdudi 1980, Abdalati, 1975). It was noticeable that
Bournemouth Muslims were not exceptions to this. The main bond of attachment- and
the very term 'bind' implies a constraint that could be questionedin terms of the freedom
which Islam allows a Muslim to chooseto have heightenedcommunal moral concernsis that Islam encouragesa duty of the individual to be moral in terms of being considerate
of those others around him or her. It was of great surprise to me, for example, that after
many days of frustrating searchingfor affordable rental property in Bournemouth before
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I moved into the area it was a Muslim brother who found me a fair and decent landlord.
The deal that he struck for me with my landlord-to-be forged the initial bond between us
that had Amit calling me an 'English brother' within a few days. By helping me out of
having wider communal concerns, Amit and I had forged a new tie that bound us
together for the fieldwork period. Through that tie we proceeded to learn and exchange
parts of each other's habits and practices, likes and dislikes.

Muslims have a high bond of attachmentto family (Anwar 1998) and also to the global
project of ummah.The latter is especially durable with those who have done the Hajj and
also with those involved in migration. Although the strong durability of such bonds of
attachmentgive the impression of being primordial, it is difficult to ignore that within
migration the ever-increasingcomplexity of cross-cultural situational social contact and
network formations that Muslims experience - beyond the localised social spacesthat
Geertz and Bourdieu focus upon - enable more flexibility of analysis than primordial
foci enable. In effect, both family and ummah allow ongoing complexity to occupy the
migrant mind. This complexity denies primordial durability whilst allowing a more
situational reflex between old ties that bind and new equivalents. When duties,
obligations and expectationsemerge along Muslims routes of migration they cannot be
clearly reducedonly to kinship ties of birth and marriage - although thesewere clearly of
vital importance to Bournemouth Muslims - but also to other social and religious
connectionswhich consistently emergewithin migration.

It was fairly consistentto locate geographically distant family as being as influential in
Muslim lives as it was in Latina equivalents,although EuropeanSpanishaccountsdo not
clearly reflect as much influence. The main reason why family is more important to
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Muslims may be due to the migrant Muslim having to focus even more so upon the
importance of family as it effectively widens to connect the individual

ever more

intricately to ummah. This is brought to complex relief by migration from original natal
family into a more globally conceptualised 'family' without subsequent loss of natal ties.
The person's family becomes more global, more complex. This cannot be analysed as
being merely primordial; a term suggesting stasis and localised embedded traditionalism.
Instead, these ties that bind are likely to enter into periods of ebbing and flowing, waxing
lesser
between
one set of
or
emphases
situational
greater
and waning, as
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ties and potentially several others. In this way, Muslims are forced to make continual
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than
the
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rather
selection of
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in a relatively easy-to-handle single localised set of family loyalties.

Indeed, it could be argued that in Muslim minds such bonds actually become even more
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further
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significant as newly
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already existence.
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chapter.

In effect, through Islamic inculcation and learning, the individual's family ties extend
individual's
further
the
through
the
one
as
ever
as
moves
world

family grows and

stretches over national borders and through cultural boundaries (Shaw 2000 Gardner
2002). As that inculcation

and learning is acquired in migratory movement Islam

becomes more and more enhanced as a meaningful text of habitus for the person in
movement. This occurs not only in terms of the acquisition of Muslim

attitudes,

but
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be content with their mutual duties, obligations and loyalties between self and those both
locally close and of distant physical proximity to the individual.

Women of Latin American and Spanishorigin always did one thing that Muslims never
did; when engagedin unstructuredinterviewing the women often spoke of their families
back home as well as their families at home in Bournemouth. With the exception of
Omar, mentioned above, and the occasionalreferencemade by Amit to his family before
conversion to Islam, Muslim men rarely referred directly to their family of origin in any
great personal detail. Instead, Muslim men spoke about family as if it were a moral
conceptrather than as a body of people. As such, it may be argued that if notions of the
family are heavily conceptual, rather than practical, this could explain how it may be
regulatedby more formal structural laws linked to Islamic and Muslim ideal forms. This
conceptualrecognition of family can be seento be anchoredin the concept that marriage
is a social contract. Its rules are writ large between the bride and groom in accordance
with the established traditions of the Prophet; a durable social contract inextricably
bound to the foundation of family life (Ba-Yunus 2002 pp. 103-105). This would enable
family life to be reproduced in more systematic ways than Latina/Hispanic patterns of
production and reproduction.

Women of Latin American descent had extraordinarily strong and active points of
attraction, affection, and moral connectivity with their families back home. Their
Bournemouthfamily was merely an extensionof their original family, rather than being a
significant replacement for it. For Latinas, the husband almost fitted into the family
hierarchy slightly below that of the women's parentswho remained heavily influential in
their daughter'spresent life and her ongoing development.For all of the Latin American
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women, the familial ties that bind stretch, but never sever. Finally, and perhaps
significantly, thesewomen hardly ever referred to their respectivehusband'sparents and
family during conversation.

European Spanish women

- only

two

were involved

in any detailed research

conversations in the substantive aspect of family back home - appeared different to their
Latina counterparts. Both appeared paradoxically aligned to their Spanish family whilst
also moving away from familial influences. In both cases family of origin appeared to
occupy more of a past cognitive place of significance. Although both women visited and
kept in contact with their Spanish families on a fairly regular basis whilst holding the
family with great affection and respect, certain ties had been broken; some voluntarily,
some less so. Occasionally family back home was viewed with a little sense of loss or
sadness,but conversations gave the impression that the reality of living without so much
familial contact and direct influence was not too disruptive to their current lives. With
these two women the familial ties that bind had stretched, weakened, and had sometimes
broken. Their current families at home in Bournemouth appeared to be of far greater
significance to both women. The situational apparency of familial
Spanish-origin women were given further justification

ties that bound

by their references to trips

overseas to visit their families and friends. At these times of reunion a highly
re-invigorated feeling of being a part of the family back home was always experienced,
but when away from Spain these re-invigorated feelings appeared to diminish more so in
comparison to their Latin American counterparts.
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Conclusion

The discussion in this chapter leads to a conclusion that there is not a clear analytical
division that can be drawn between the perspectives of either Bourdieu or Barth but there
is some alignment for situational mobility

in both groups. More importantly,

this

siutationalism helps to explain not only the cognitive and affective locations of home in
these peoples' minds, but also the cultural array of experience that links individuals to
home in a meaningful

manner through the process of migration.

Moreover, this

experience linked to the production of meaning connected to the idea of `home' clearly
has the ability to socially construct home and community between several symbolic
points of recognition. Firstly, it occurs within processes of symbolic distinction as seen
with the Latina/Hispanics and in Muslim community construction. These spread far
beyond the horizons of Bournemouth into interactive interfaces between original homes
and new homes on a global scale. For example, Latina/Hispanics require to create for
themselves some social forum through which their culture can be transmitted to their
next generation in the interactive contexts of social memory and present location of
habitation.

Secondly, it occurs within the aforementioned symbolic constructions of

home and community within the current locality via the formation of bonds of friendship,
mutual support, and senses of purpose and orientation and development. This second
category of crystalisation functions by symbolic manifestations that cannot be seen, but
felt, discussed and generated only within

each group's internal interactions.

From

Muslim perspectives this often relies heavily upon discursive ideological points of
belonging held in juxtaposition

between Islamic ideals and contemporary Muslim

realities of existence (Ba-Yunus 2002 Lindholm 2002 Werbner 2002)
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All of the above points are produced qualities that emerge only in current social space
that, itself, is generated only out of interaction. There appears no structural imposition
that creates the end result process of recognising `home' and living within it in physical
and social terms. However, the analysis also recognises that structural constraints do
exist in order to influence such constructions of knowledge and practice.

The Latina/Hispanic

women clearly seem the most rooted in senses of national

belonging, although many have transcended such anchorages. Many individuals in both
groups make reference to family in both original and new homes as being sources of
learning, emotion, duty, and centres of meaning. These are among many substantive
aspects of migrant lives that clearly do generate what could be seen as reproductive
structural systems that limit any freedom of choices to produce new cultural alternatives,
or transcendent boundary manoeuvres. However, to theoretically pin these down as focal
points that merely structure out the construction of the individual

appears far too

deterministic. Indeed, the evidence clearly indicates that in almost every case the
individual person moving through different social fields of experience as a migrant is
constantly in reflexive negotiation with these `anchored sources'. Therefore, it is the
creativity

of

the cultural

imagination

that

actively

creates the aforementioned

crystalisations of meaning. This creative production can only be undertaken from the
vantage point created by individuals at the end-point of personal routes of migration. In
other words, such anchored sources are being used as moments in time, and of
experience, that can be situationally evoked as transactional resources in order to make
sense of present homes and present community experiences.
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As such, this conclusion moves in closer alignment with Barth's idea that cognitive and
behavioural formations are not structurally caused. Instead, they are intended as people
actively shape their identities, their senses of belonging, and the social formations in
which they play a generative role in the construction of their own points of meaning and

significance. The following chapterrelatesto one such point of identity; that of gender.
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Chapter 9

Gender and migration

Migration stimulates a personal and communal focus upon "Where we are, both in space
and history, and who we are - our class, our gender, the cultures of which we are a part,
plus the myriad of proclivities

that make up our selfhood" (Gardner 2002 p. 1). For

Gardner (2002) this experiential reflexivity within the transnational process of migration
plays a central role in how its physical and cognitive journeys are shaped and made
meaningful. As such, it is appropriate to consider the gendered dimension of migration.

Muslim gendering

"The Creator of heavens and earth: He has made for you pairs from among
yourselves" (al-Qur'an 42: 11 cited in Badawi 1975p. 135)
"... the Qur'an recognisesthe superiority of both sexesover each other in some
respects...men are superior to women and women to men in certain matters"
(Siddiqi 1952p.23)
"The Prophet repeatedly urged Muslim men to treat their womenfolk with
kindnessand respect" (Tames 1982p. 111)
"Women are the centerof a family's sacredidentity" (Gilsenan 1982 p. 171)
"... unlike the West, Islam does not view women as passive and inferior" (Tames
1982p. 115)
"Is Islam opposed to women's rights? Let us take a look at the international
situation, to seewho is really againstwomen" (Mernissi 1991p.vi)
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Diasporic Muslims face an ongoing non-Muslim debate about how women are treated by
Islam in liberal democratic societies (Erel 2003). The debate appears open in liberal
terms, but it is very tightly closed by non-Muslim

ideals that "camouflage their self-

interest by proclaiming that we can have either Islam or democracy, but never both
together" (Mernissi 1991 p. vii). Indeed, the subject of women is presented to the nonIslamic reader of Muslim lives with the lowest levels of objectivity (Badawi 1975) and
the highest levels of misunderstanding (Tames 1982 pp. 110-126). This closed debate can
be seen to function as an ongoing source of generalised ideological codified symbolic
aggression (Bourdieu 1991 1998/2001) that is falsely aimed to the core of Islam and
Muslim ways of life (Erel 2003). In reverse, it acts as a significant counterpoint of
identity
in
both
Muslim
that
women and men.
gender
symbolic representation
stimulates

Studies of the social consequences of such representational discourse upon various
Muslim communities have concluded that from the most racist to the most liberal of
European minds, there is a stimulation of racially-oriented stigmatised perception of how
Muslim women are treated by Muslim men (Erel 2003). Here, women are symbolised as
the victims of reactionary male fanaticism, rather than being recognised as active,
concerned, and highly specialised practical and intellectual contributors within modern
Muslim fields of practice both within family life and in the wider community (Ask &
Tjomsland

1998 Shaw 2000 pp. 227-258). These widespread non-Muslim

discursive

processes of modernity construct knowledge that structures Muslim communities in terms
of them being perceived as being problematic in European societies (Erel 2003) and as
being gender-divided by a gentle mastery of symbolic violence perpetrated by men onto
women (Bourdieu 1998/2001 pp. 1-4). It also perceives gender relations and Islam in
narrow and generalised terms, whilst blinding
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non-Muslim

minds to the reality of

arguably comparative systems of the maltreatment of women and more covert sexual
in
liberal democratic society (Carens &
freedom
of choice
exploitation of women's
Williams 1996 Shaw 2000 pp.166-168Erel 2003).

Much non-Muslim

time is spent cogitating upon the constraint of women who are

`forced' to wear Islamicized clothing (Carens & Williams

1996 Gardner 2002 pp. 135-

140). This allows non-Muslim discourse to remain blind to the fact that non-Muslim
ethnocentric attitudes toward Muslim gender dynamics actually creates symbolic social
divisions that stimulate a genuine fear and reticence in Muslim women to feel free to
extend their Islamic presence into non-Muslim social spaces (Gardner 2002 pp. 134-144).

Linked to this, a growing number of diasporic Muslim women feel that Islam allows them
to be truly liberated (Roald 1998) as Islam provides dignity, rights and honour to the
find
by
being
(Badawi
1975).
However,
themselves
they
social statusof women
classified
the gendering expectationsplaced upon them by their own non-Islamic societies who
recognise Islamic ideals as spannersin the cogs of a self-proclaimed `dominant' liberal
idealism (Erel 2003).

In Bournemouth, this came to be noticed at fairly regular intervals. Men noticed gender
being used to create external other-ascribed points of distinction, whilst they found
themselvesshockedat the level of non-Muslim immodest public female sexuality. Here,
men would voice a dislike for sexualpromescuity, women dressingin a revealing fashion
with a frequent expression of low opinions of Western sexual morality (Shaw 2000
pp.264-270).
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However, women from certain migration routes did not always agree. Hannah, from
Syria, argued that in her original country "Christians and Muslims get on well together.
Socially we are both together. It's the long history. We are used to seeing women in
bikinis. " But shewent on to considerhow non-Muslim perceptionsin Bournemouth have
her negatively stigmatisedon the basis of merely wearing hajib in public or at work; with
Omar
belonging
it
also noted non-Muslim
of
elsewhere.
as
a
symbol
non-Muslims seeing
reactionsto his wife made on the basis of assumptionsthat she dresseswithout freedom
of choice;
Omar: "My wife is English but she follows Islam. People don't always mean to criticise,
but some do when she wears certain clothes. they try to talk her out of wearing certain
..
dress
like
don't
'Why
because
English...
everyoneelse',
you
clothes simply
she'swhite and
they say."
The main critique of such a liberal idealist imposition of judgement upon Muslim gender
dynamics is that its discourse `artificially' upholds sex equality at the expense of
celebrating the mutuality of essentially different genderedroles and the reproduction of
(Siddiqi
1952
17between
pp.
and
women
men
positions
specific complementary social
36).

Roald's (1998) essentiallypositive framing of women's lives could be viewed sceptically
it
(Erel
2003);
liberal
being
logical
thinking
upholds the
as
a
pro-feminist extension of
boundaries
free
the
Muslim
to
that
of Islam
choosewithin
position
women are essentially
fields
discourse
its
interactive
of
and practice.
convergence
with
non-Islamic
and '
GenderedMuslim lives, however, do not always reflect conditions of freedom of choice.
With the daughters of Punjabi-rooted families in the UK having particular constraints
11
placed upon them, their life chancesand the scope of their social networks in relation to
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their male counterparts remain significantly
politically

limited

(Shaw 2000 pp. 162-193). Such

ideal non-Islamic comparisons fail to reflect upon the Islamic ideal position

(Siddiqi 1952 pp. 92-121) that "Islam has placed certain restrictions on men as well as
women in order to regulate their sex and family life.. .the restrictions on men and women
differ with their varying functions in society" (Siddiqi 1952 p. 93). But this debate still
returns the argument to its start and primes it for a further lap. To cease this cycle of
idealist counterpoint, one must consider whether Muslim ways of life should be compared
to non-Muslim ideals of equality that transgress the gender boundaries set by Islamic
ideals and culturally maintained in family and community life. This clash of ideologies is
in
However,
is
for
to
to
come.
many generations
well established, and
set
counterpoint
this ongoing counterpoint

of ideals, the Muslim

dynamic

of upholding

notional

differences between men and women in order to maintain a balanced social equilibrium
has to be upheld in order to fully understand both religious and cultural life.

Beyond the counterpoint, others have attempted to tease out a more objective position;
hegemonic
in
fluid
that
condition that
a more
suggesting
gender relations exist
situationally oscillates around gendered positions between men and women (Ahmed
2003), often based upon geopolitical, national and regional variations that defy
generalisation (Tames 1982 pp.114-116). Ahmed (2003) elaborates that women are
central to family and cultural life, but this cannot be assumedto mean that the conditions
that women exist within are essentiallypositive. Women may enjoy Muslim life when its
internal
have
confidence, stability, and the security of balance,
communities and societies
but this is not an eternal condition of existence. When Muslim ways of life feel
vulnerable one must be open to the probability that women may be treated with an
"indifference and harshness"(Ahmed 2003 p. 116) that involves brutality and assaultby
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Muslim men as well as non-Muslims; this cannot be ignored (Ahmed 2003 Shaw 2000).
Despite this, even Ahmed has to agree that Muslim women still suffer the indignity of
having their lives and choices framed with an essentially closed and negatively placed
ideal
intersubjective
Islamic
the
to
that
seeks symbolically undermine
non-Muslim vision
have
be
lives.
He
to
Muslim
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yet
seenas
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suggests
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from
life
Muslim
the Islamic eyes of particular
honourable
position with
occupying an
community leaderships,particular Muslim elites, and the currently narrow non-Muslim
discursive and symbolic representationsof genderrelationships. Hence, in real terms, the
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that
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seek
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(2003),
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(Rippin
1993
with
agreement
pp.
of men
in
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that
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geopolitical contexts where
are
only
such exclusions
continues contend
Islamic ideals are fractured by particular economic and social pressuresthat impact upon
"many areasof the Muslim world" (Rippin 1993p. 126).

Men and women: Family life, daisporic community formation and the new growth
in Islam

In her study of Bengali Muslims from Syihet, Gardner (2002 pp.85-88) arguesthat gender
is a negotiated point of identity between various alignments of subjective positions and
identities that are both fragmentedand ambivalent.
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Men who lead migration flows as they search for work can be seen to have heightened
perceptions that affirm close ties with the construction of gendered masculinities
(Gardner 2002). These are fixed in past experiencesof seeking and finding immigrant
employment and the subsequentsocial organisation of family life. Such men tend to view
themselves as active and mobile `providers', `supporters' and `sustainers' who are
successfuland honourablemen (Gardner 2002 pp.94-95 Siddiqi 1952 p.23). The ability
to work and provide are central aspectsof masculinity and group membership (Gardner
2002 p.98). The construction of masculine successcan often be found interspersedwith
experiencesof dislocation from previous points of meaning such as religion, home and
belonging (Gardner 2002) whilst periods of unemploymentmay causeself-questioningas
being a `proper' Muslim man with family commitments (Gardner 2002 p. 101). This is
especially poignant in relation to the gendered self-efficacy of being able to work for
one's family being such a strong work ethic among young men (Shaw 2000 pp.181-185),
especiallythosewith wives and children (Siddiqi 1952p.23).

Gardner(2002) insists that the early days of Bengali migration to Britain were marked by
a fragmentation of identity location with Islam as men struggled to locate themselvesas
working Muslim `providers'. As migrant numbers increased through the 1970's, anti
immigrant racism grew. Muslims found their working opportunities and range of
geographicalmobility narrow into more specialised fields and specific areasof the UK.
Men became increasingly dependent upon finding work in burgeoning Muslim
communities based around established family settlement groups - sometimes partestablishedwith white British women - from the 1970's with most Bengali wives and
families arriving in the 1980's (Gardner 2002 pp106-111) after communities had been
formed (Gardner2002 p. 121).
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Throughout the UK this period of Muslim settlement witnessed the growth of a new
Islamic awarenessas families re-constructed religious centrality as the cornerstone of
diasporic community life. Indeed, perhaps for the first time since arriving in Britain
Muslim men beganto examine "their spirituality and relationship to God" (Gardner 2002
p. 111) in a religious transformation of organised Muslim lives within the newly
establishedUK communities that had formed around them and their families. Employed
work and male identity could be conjoined with religious and political work and its
contribution to community life and social reproduction. This may well explain whay the
Bournemouth samplemaintained such strong discursive connectionswith Islamic ideals;
for them their reasonsfor constructing and maintaining community may well have been
stimulated by a senseof male honour. This may well be the casewhen considering their
agesand the fact that all bar one were married with children.

Gender relationships and family life can therefore be linked to strong gender codes of
honour, modesty, shame, and family reputation within such new diasporic communities
(Anwar 1998 Shaw 2000). Moreover, contemporary studies of differences between agegroup cohorts locate ongoing re-negotiations of customary gender practices between the
more established members of communities and their sons and daughters (Shaw 2000
pp. 162-193).

This growth of Islam was partly due to the parallel Islamicization of the Bangladeshi
State and other global factors that connectedmigration routes on a global level (Gardner
2002 p. 110). Indeed, the 1980's found a huge upsurge of Islamic forms of solidarity
linked to global developmentsthat stimulated religious organisation in many UK Muslim
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lives (Werbner 2002). Therefore, the Islamicization of diasporic UK communities cannot
be distanced from being relational to events in the UK such as the Gulf War and the
Salman Rushdie affair (Gardner 2002 p. 110 Lewis

1994 Ahmed 1992 pp. 169-177

Werbner 2002). Indeed, the 1990's experienced a "heightened sense of `otherness' and
alienation... (that made) the apparent unambiguity of Islam increasingly attractive for
displaced groups" (Gardner 2002 p. 111) and individuals
experience of being migrant

and Muslim

connected together by the

and in contemporary

Britain.

As the

Bournemouth community would have been establishing itself through this period it is of
no surprise to locate a strong Islamic field in its formation.

From Gardner's analysisit can be seenthat the Islarnicization of British communities was
led by male concerns and drives for achievement set in juxtaposition to the manner in
which Muslims were treated by their `host' community and events in the wider Muslim
world. Men are also credited with being the founders of community structure as Islamic
leadersand protagonists.This appearsa bold set of conclusions to reach, as women are
effectively excluded from the equation of causeand effect as well as being divorced from
being active in the founding of these new Islamic Muslim communities. However,
Gardner insists that men and women have essentially different ways of experiencing
migration and therefore generate different points of linking contemporary notions of
identity and community formation to the act of movement through the world. Initial
community formation appears to be marked by the domination of masculine habitus
(Bourdieu 1998/2001),but it must be kept in mind that cultural analysis has concluded
that male concerns and resultant community formations are situational to conditions of
migration and the social context of life in the UK.
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Whilst men focussed upon identity through employment, wages and mobility, Muslim
women focus upon the work of motherhood and their duties as wives and daughters-inlaw whilst being effective migration strategists and sufferers in the maintenance of
kinship between places of origin and migration (Gardner 2002 p. 116 pp. 125-133). As
such, men and their sons held overtly public and more formal Islamic positions of
religious, political, and cultural responsibility, whilst women and their daughters held
familial positions of cultural and religious responsibility (Siddiqi 1952 pp. 22-23 Shaw
2000 Gardner 2002). Women's roles and responsibilities also extend into the public
sphere along women-dominated family network linkages (Shaw 2000 pp. 228-258), whilst
male responsibilities, as being the symbolic head of authority in the family unit, extend
into the household (Siddiqi

1952 Bowker 1995 pp. 124-128). Both, therefore, join at

various levels to ensure the social construction and maintenance of Muslim community
life in a familial, local and global context of significance, but each gender has its own
roles and responsibilities. One appears to be spiritually ideal and primarily politically and
practically orientated within the discursive maintenance community, whilst the other is
more practically concerned and primarily addressed from within the family and then out
into the political maintenance of the wider community. Beyond this general pattern,
variations on the central theme exist. Shaw (2000 pp. 245-255) sees women occupying
religious roles within family life, and the ideals of Islam consider that certain `gifted'
women may be absolved from their responsibilities of motherhood and domestic life for
full participation in social and political fields (Siddiqi 1952 pp. 101-103 Badawi 1975
pp. 142-143). However, variable cultural interpretations of the Islamic ideal often expose
dominant misogynistic

tendencies in some deeply-rooted historical

political arenas of the Arab world (Mernissi 1991 pp. 1-2 & 49-81).
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male-dominated

Such ethnographic conclusions are based upon Bengali (Gardner 2002) and Punjabi
(Shaw 2000) migrants, Gardner contends that the experiences and resultant social
in
indicative
today's Britain, despite
of a great many people
manifestations are
differencesin place of origin and cultural backgrounds(Gardner2002 p.3).

Therefore, if this researchintends to study community with Bourdieu's notion of `fields'
from a male Muslim Islamic perspectiveit must be aware of the probability that it cannot
draw conclusions about the whole Sunni community that it focusses upon. What the
research representsis merely the interactive segment of the male Islamic dominated
discursive construction of Bournemouth's Sunni community. This is most relevant in the
light of the researchbeing undertaken in great part at Bournemouth's Sunni Mosque.
Here, all participants were men. It is often found that men and their sons dominate social
and religious life within the Mosque, whilst women hold the dominant position in home
into
did
develop
family
life
(Shaw
2000
Werbner
However,
2002).
the
research
not
and
Muslim family life, so a valuable layer of community life material was never reached.
Women's lives were only touched upon through the representationaldiscourse of men.
Due to this, the research findings are skewed toward male concerns, objectives,
achievementsand male experience,but this does not detract from its contribution toward
understanding this Sunni community from the perspective of its male religious and
political leadership.
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Habitus, masculinity, and male domination

"On their side, women have the entirely negative privilege of not being taken
in by the gamesin which privileges are fought for and, for the most part, of
not being caught up in them, at least not directly... They can watch the most
serious games from the distant standpoint of the spectator...incapable of
taking an interest in serious things, such as politics ... (this)... often makes
them unconditional supporterswho nonethelessknow little of the reality of
the gameand its stakes" (Bourdieu 1998/2001pp.75-76).

Some have argued (Alexander 2000 pp.234-237) that in the popular consciousnessof
non-Muslim Britain, perceptionsof Asian Muslim masculinities have been constructedas
only being able to exist as dysfunctional pathologies of gender oppression(Erel 2003).
Moreover, the reductionist symbolic label `Asian' is imagined as an essentially `male'
identity that is perceived as existing in a nihilistic decline of low self-esteem and
frustration that generates misogyny and patriarchal oppression within

Muslim

communities (Alexander 2000). As some have argued; gender difference is often used in
a symbolic westernised Muslim framework to determine the violence and cultural
aggressionof perceivedmale domination (Moore 1994pp.58-63 & 75-85).

Masculinity and the relationship to community processesremain under-researchedin the
literature (Alexander 1996 p. 134). The little work that is done on masculinity tends to
narrowly focus upon the primary focal point of much sub-cultural orientation; it narrows
to only the youth (Alexander 1996 Jacobson1998) or the young in juxtaposition to their
parents (Anwar 1998) at the expenseof all other age groups living within communities.
In this regard, much researchconstructs a view of a typically young male position, and
often with the conflation of masculinity with sexuality, competitiveness, racialised
identities, or aggressivetendencies(Alexander 1996); as if this is the only heartbeatin
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do
fit
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the
These
not
of
masculinity
aspects
any given community.
evidence.

As such, very few studies exist that actually focus on the true condition of Muslim
(Alexander
236).
2000
largely
been
have
"men
p.
men"
overlooked as
masculinities;
Much of this oversight has been made for the sociological sake of categorising men
falsely; by the symbolic power and institutionally-grounded organisational field positions
through which they are assumedto dominate women (Bourdieu 1998/2001).Moreover,
in Bourdieu's gender analysis one can see his overwhelming concern with gender
differences reproducing themselves negatively along symbolic lines of dichotomised
the
distinction
and
worldview
that
androcentric
unconscious
construct
a
manifestly
social
division of masculine domination (Bourdieu 1998/2001 pp.5-56). He fails to consider,
in
beneficial
function
the
terms
divisions
for
along
that
may
gender
even
one moment,
lines of cultural complementarity.Bourdieu's primary fascination with distinction forces
his analysis to contend that masculine honour - as the oppositional category to 'shame'is symbolic capital (Bourdieu 1991) founded upon the privilege of occupying male social
has
A
`real
by
by
defined
the
man'
simply
other
men.
social order as recognised
spaceas
to "rise to the challenge of the opportunities available to him to increasehis honour by
in
51)
(Bourdieu
1998/2001
in
the
distinction
the
p.
public sphere"
pursuing glory and
double-structuring symbolic perception that women and their femininity are "weak in
themselvesand sourcesof weakness...sourcesof an immense vulnerability" (Bourdieu
1998/2001 p.51). Thus, "manliness is an eminently relational notion, constructed in
...
front of and for other men and against femininity, in a kind of fear of the female, firstly
in oneself' (Bourdieu 1998/2001 p.53) and, secondly, in the social division between
linked
to essentially `male' and `female'
positions
of
gender
and
private
spheres
public
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habitus (Bourdieu 1998/2001 pp. 56-80).

This constructs gender constructions into a world of symbolic struggle over both the
allocation of masculinity and the subjugation of women in true liberal critical style.
However, Bourdieu fails to seethe Muslim constant,as already detailed, that women and
womanhood are afforded separate symbolic positions in Muslim communities, whilst
being given different forms of gender statusthat are not necessarilyopposite to men and
masculinity on the basis of inequalities of power. Indeed, the Islamic ideal upholds that
both gender groups are confluent and mutually supportive to each other, but not in the
negative manner of representationthat Bourdieu upholds. The symbolic representation
offered by Islam is that Muslim community life exists as the central keystone of an
archway suspendedbetweenits two sidesof supporting voussoirs,or as the walkway of a
suspensionbridge held in stable tension between its two main cables; a representation
that Bourdieu upheld himself in his earlier structuralist analysesof the gender-linguistic
architectural construction of the Kabyle house(1990b). In this ideal analogy, both gender
groups have responsibilities to work toward the maintenanceof the social structure of
Muslim community. As such, Islam can be seen as producing a harmonious balance
between gender positions in daisporic communities in the UK; at least at an idealized
level of symbolic awareness.

Sunni religious work and men in Bournemouth

Ashraf: "We know that everything we do in our life, God is
watching us...Heaven is under the feet of your mum."
This frequently cited religious line of heaven's immediate proximity to the mother was
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that in overall terms its significance was to assign gender under the scope of Islamic
ideals. As such,men and women have legitimate social positions only by their enactment
family
in
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This
ideal
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their
close
gender
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everday
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associationof gender,work, and respect can
from Ashraf's statementby Ibrahim who statedthat it is all "about laws. If a people has
"
has
As
it
has
kind
What
the imam's
system?
society
no
no religion
of
no system.
assistantIbrahim was often very approachable,but too busy at his chores and duties in
the Mosque to talk for long. When he could be stoppedfor long his talk would be about
Islam to other Muslims, or too ask how I was getting on with understandingIslam when
he talked with me.
Most studies that refer to `work' and identity focus merely upon paid work (Alexander
1996 pp.71-101 Moore 1988 pp.52-100), or women's `unpaid' labour (Moore 1988) in
juxtaposition to male `paid' alternatives. Very few studies of community consider that
`work' exists beyond the embrace of capitalist notions of labour exchange. In this
research,male work is religious work and cultural work in terms of how it contributes to
the wider community. Indeed, for Bourdieu (1990a&b) religious capital and cultural
capital are as valid symbolic points of field orientation as economic capital in different
group perspectives.Therefore, `work' has to be broadenedfrom foci upon the cashnexus
of labour exchangein order to view its value under the range of this research.
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As such, the material described to date is indicative of a male-dominated discursive
construction of community within the perameters of Islamic ideals as so often located
within communities structured from different paths of migration as diasporic peoples
converge. However, there is one area of male work that remains only touched upon to
date; that of religious and cultural education.

One key areaof male religious and cultural work is enshrinedwithin the Sunni Mosque's
educationalwing of organization. As the main contributors to this research,Omar and
Amit both ran the educationalBournemouth Islamic Centreunder the oversight of the
imam. Their frequent visits to schoolsand colleges in the areaoften found them
bombardedwith questionsabout Islam and women with the two men acting as sole
representativesof Muslim women's lives to their audiences.Non-Muslim discoursewas
markedby the rapidity of transmissionof televised `fact' from massmediated
programming and then on to their own community via symbolic representation.The
kafr
as
common-sensenever
widescalenon-Muslim similarity of conventional wisdom
failed to amazeand frustrate the two men. Amit always talked about how challenging,
but so very draining, the educationalvisits were. The constantfacing up to
misrepresentedknowledge and the attemptsto deconstructto construct anew left him
worn out in someweeks of work.

The TV documentary Murder in Purdah was broadcast on BBC2 on Saturday 23rd
January 1999. The programme was refered to by many Muslims in Bournemouth for
months to come. Videotaped copies circulated freely between eager hands. Community
reaction to the programme was one more moment in a long processof symbolised media
boundary construction between Muslim and non-Muslim life in the UK. Some have
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argued that TV representations consistently extract selectively negative editorial foci
from specific areas of the Muslim

before
into
them
the wider
world
generalising

population with a critical secular eye on Islam and an inaccurate accusing finger of liberal
inquisition pointed at it as the perceived religious cause (Ruthven 2002). Murder in
Purdah was no exception.

The documentary presented the subject of wife-burning in Pakistan. Amit had been
deeply moved by the scenesof horrific violence portrayed as being done by apparently
had
disgusted
both
Amit
Pakistani
These
their
and myself
men
upon
wives.
portrayals
all
but his disgust was mingled with anger about how the programme had made much effort
to allocate the blame for such practices upon Islam. Amit insisted that, to his personal
knowledge, areas of Pakistan do indeed practice such things, but these were down to
limited regional modesof cultural practice and could not be blamed upon Islam. The film
its
Qur'an
dupes
the
and
showedwomen representedas mindless
of
prescribed laws. One
Pakistani woman - visibly scarred from her own ordeal - clearly stated that it was not
Islam that was at fault but the ways in which men misuse it to reinforce their own
interestsin their overt domination over women. The presenterof the programme ignored
her statement and continued her own directed universal critique of Islamic
fundamentalism. For Amit this signified how little attention such TV programming
actually pays to what women say. The programme had been laced through with an
overwhelming desire to get the message across that Islam is synonymous with the
physical and mental violence of male-dominatedterrorism againstwomen.

One of the main critiques against Islam was that women remain poorly educatedin its
territorial domain. Amit had agreed with the programme that women deserve a good
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documentary's
but
the
selective vision. It was his view
of
education
was again critical
that many men also remain unable to read and write in Pakistan. He had argued once
before, as he argued again now, that when people cannot read then they remain
subordinateto their imam as sole mediator of the messageof the Qur'an. Moreover, if
their imam is politically motivated to interpret the Qur'an in a certain way then so too will
be the learning of such people. They will have, after all, no other way of understanding
its written laws. Our conversationbeganto focus more closely upon women.

Throughout January 1999 Amit had been holding a series of student-basedtutorial
discussions at St.Botolph's Grammar School for Girls. The ongoing experience had
focused his mind upon the perceived differences between Muslim and non-Muslim
women. Up to this point of the researchI too had been exposedto non-Muslim criticisms
of Islam by several of my own non-research colleagues and friends. Indeed, their
discourse
free-speech
treatment
orbiting around
perceived negative
of women and anti
the singular incident centred upon The Satanic Verses appeared to be all that was
required for most people to condemn the whole Muslim world. Generalisationswere
indeed abundant. More and more evidence was being gathered to indicate that when
Muslims migrate, `Other' perceptions of them were one aspect of Muslim lives that
indicated little change.

In his routine work Amit had personally undertakenthe task of attempting to break down
some non-Muslim gender stereotypes.He had often spoken about gender segregationin
the Mosque. He was adamantthat this had nothing to do with men ranking themselves
abovewomen. Segregationwas about respectof differences.
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Kamal had mentioned to me previously that in the Sunni Mosque the women's prayer
room was upstairs; women pray above the men placing them in a respectful position
closer to God. Amit would argue that such positioning could not be explained by cultural
meanings at the expense of the meaning provided by Islamic knowledge;

Amit: "We can't pray together because of the prostrate position we do in prayer. It would
be embarrassing for a woman to have to do that infront of a man. Men must show respect
to women.. When the prophet was asked who was next important to Allah he replied,
.
"Your mother. And next? Your mother. "

Men are expected to pray regularly

at the Mosque, but not women. They come

occasionally and are rarely seen inside the Mosque except in attendance during
exceptional religious events such as Ramadan. Amit insisted that women were not
discouraged from praying at the Mosque. However, women were more likely to pray at
home as their duties there were respected. Men were more likely to work outside the
home so it made sense that a central public point of prayer as a Mosque should be their
public centre. Many women were also likely to work outside of the home whilst also
having time absorbed looking after children. Women would therefore have far less free
time to travel to the Mosque for prayers. It seemed more practical for women to conduct
their prayers at home. However, it would be wrong to argue that the Mosque is a coley
male environment. The Islamic Centre set up its own women's learning group facility at
the Mosque to enable a better set of transferable skills for first generation migrant
women. A local English language teaching project for Muslim

women was also

organised on Saturday mornings by the Islamic Centre.

Amit also talked about his perception of Western women. They tended to think that they
had the ability to choose freely but many dressed only to please men without being
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consciousof the fact. Maybe there was some truth in the argumentthat the only equality
that certain women had was to chooseto lower themselvesto the level of the most base
of men? He had mentioned on another occasion that all that these `free' women had
learnt over the years was how to take on board all of the bad habits that men tend to
have; they may be free to choose to smoke, drink and be sexually extrovert or
indicative
Amit
things
promiscuous.
were
of women having the
questionedwhether such
freedom to exercise choice. For Amit, the social roles of women - and their sexual
identity - were very much constructedby non-Muslim men specifically for the male gaze.
Non-Muslim women were ensnaredin webs of significance not of their own making; a
had
in
He
(Carens
&
Williams
1996).
that
emphasised
people
point made other research
duties to consider. The West prides itself upon freedom of choice and yet it has
important.
being
individual
Muslim women, as
duty
to
the
overlooked
social whole as
family,
duties
have
the
to
that
they
within
especially to
perform
well as men, recognise
the children of the family. Moreover, these relate closely to the wider society that the
family exists within.

Conclusion to the Muslim discussion

The previous chapter introduced some local perspectiveson Muslim notions of `home'
linked to the family. To date, this chapter has developed these via the import of a
comparativeliterature that links genderto family to Muslim community.

The literature-based comparative evidence assists the earlier research-led conclusions
that habitus and field are partly relevant to Muslim lives in the UK. The literature
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life
family
Islamic
to
that
afford
special
symbolic
significance
and
suggests
gender
notions of community formation and its `field' of symbolic power clearly plays a vital
role. Although such manifestations construct a clear dichotomy of gender positions for
Bourdieu (1998/2001) in objective terms, it is apparent that from subjective Muslim
harmonious
balance
ideals
Islam
the
of men and
a
mutual
maintain
of
perspectives
women in diasporic communities only within

the social context of existence. The

Bournemouth evidence, although limited, indicates some connection to this UK diasporic
in
focus
level
the Islamic
Moreover,
the
the
condition
of
women
on
of male
material.
dimensions of community awareness reiterate a strong Islamic focus in the way in which
Muslim habitus allows reflection into non-Muslim gender relations.

As such, Islamic

knowledge reinforces gender distinctions whilst also reinforcing Islamic symbolic capital
to gender relations with Muslim communities. However, the comparative literature leads
this research to insist that in diasporic communities the roles of men and women appear
to be situational, rather than durably grounded in habitus and field. As has already been
argued, these relatively closed concepts have to be opened to a given mutability of agentoriented aspiration to create Islamic

first-generation
in
the
context
of
meaning

community construction.

On another level of mutual symbolic meaning, women are seen as powerful symbols of
the Muslim community through the invaluable contribution of their family positions,
whilst the symbolic capital of religious construction generates a reflection of Islamic
symbolic capital into the Muslim field via male orientations of symbolic meaning , and
the work they invest into community and family life as Muslims in a productive capacity
within a given range of choices.
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Latina/Hispanic

family as site of reproduction

and production

Family groups are not only bounded constructions of reproduction, as so often argued
(Sage 1993 Moore 1994 pp.86-90). Nor should they be seen within the dualistic, but
essentiallyone-way fields of male-to-femalepower relationships, so often upheld within
some areasof feminist literature (Irigaray 1991 1997 Bourdieu 1998/2001).Instead,they
also function as more malleable and `permeable' entities in which identity can change
and produce meaning at more creative levels of autonomy, and negotiation between
membersin relation to their inculcated but differentiated experienceof the world beyond
(Moore 1994pp.87-106 Alexander 1996p.67). As such, Latina/Hispanic mixed marriage
families can be fields in a fashion, but fields in which different cultural notions of
mothering and fathering are consideredalongsidemore orthodox cultural patterns.

Migrant Mothers and culturally mixed marriages

In 1992 Stuart Hall asked James Clifford "what stays the same even when you travel"
(Clifford 1992 p. 115). An apt addition here would be to also as questions about what
changes.They are key questions in relation to both travelling cultures (Clifford 1992 &
1997 pp. 17-46) and travelling identities within mixed marriages. Two further questions
are worth considering within the aforementioned. Firstly, what connections do these
women maintain with their homeland of descent?Secondly, do these women become
assimilatedor integrated into Bournemouth and its majority ethnic 'English' ways, or is a
far more complex process at work? With the latter question it is worth considering not
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but
by
husbands,
the
also children. Analyses of mixed marriages rarely
only
roles played
consider the relevance of parent-to-child and, even less so, child-to-parent interactive
influences. Studies often halt analytical debate at the symbolic `adultness' of parental and
marriage partners; thus ignoring their children as contributors to family life. Children
also tend to be located in the literature as being either absent from the enculturation
child-to-parent
familial
have
in
objects that
processes mixed marriages, or as passive
no
influence granted to them, either real or imagined on the part of constructed parental
representations. Also, analyses of mixed marriage tends to perpetuate the assumption that
migrant individuals will inevitably become assimilated into the 'host' community as
embodied by the male spouse (Berrington

1994). Thus, research does not actively

consider people's intersubjective and creative participation

between spouses, or the

interaction between children and their parents (Berrington 1994 Breger and Hill 1998
pp. 13-26). In almost all cases, the wider extended family also tends to get left out of
consideration altogether.

By concentrating upon Latina/Hispanic first generation migrant women married to
English husbandsthe rest of this chapterarguesthe casethat mixed cultural backgrounds
in marriage provides evidence of the multiplex social and cultural constitution of such
families. Moreover, this enables a specific insight into identity formation based upon
genderand the construction of ethnic boundariesstimulated by the processof mothering.

This material considers Latina/Hispanic family as a social field in relation to key aims
and objectives in this research. Namely, that family life may be seen as being a
signifying social space linked to the reproduction of cultural meaning and practice
(Bourdieu 1979/1984) whilst also operating as an emergent generative site for the
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exchangeand revision of cultural knowledge and action (Barth 1981 1989). Bourdieu's
(1979/1984)own analysiscontainsa substantivefocus upon family life, but it remains an
overlooked social dimension in Barth's research.

The question of what Bourdieu's habitus is in relation to identity remains open to debate.
Some have argued that habitus is a flexible improvisation,

rather than a set of pre-

determined rules in charge of the autonomous social agent (Layton 1997). Others have
insisted that it is polythetic in nature (Clifford

1992).

Bourdieu's own explanation

indicates that habitus is somehow less dynamic, less multidimensional,

and far more

durable in construction than such interpretations suggest (Bourdieu 1990a&b). Habitus,
as a theoretical concept, remains "the embodied and unreflexive everyday mastery of
culture... (n)othing could be more basic and nothing more inextricably

implicated in

ethnicity" (Jenkins 1997). The incorporation of habitus provides the individual with a
primary dimension of identity -a

Goffmanesque sense of one's place based upon a

perceived occupied position in social space in relation to situated others (Bourdieu 1991
pp. 234-239) and into the realm of gender relations (Bourdieu 1998/2001). However, this
relational sense of one's place tends to predicate a rather closed notion of identity
constrained by the self-recognition of belonging to a relatively closed group or social
category. Barth's conceptual contentions may open up such structural closure whilst
enabling a focus upon the relationship between gender and ethnicity. To elucidate, when
applying structuralist constructivism
individual

to mixed cultural marriages the limitations

agency appear to become theoretically

of

imposed, rather than empirically

evident. Latina/Hispanic women were actively using their family lives, both immediate
and extended, to generate both their individual
belonging.
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identity and their senses of national

Indeed, much evidence presentedin the experiential accounts of migratory movements
clearly indicates the predominanceof a far more polythetic or improvisational habitus as
suggestedby Clifford and Layton. Having said this, a substantial amount of data also
indicates a clearer alignment with Bourdieu's (1990b 1998/2001) less flexible and less
dimensional theoretical positions. When applied to the dynamics of the individual and
collective cultural multiplicity between the group in which one was born and the group
into which one marries then the whole concept of 'group' becomesa reflective sourceof
change and movement, rather than a scenario in which the unreflexive durability of
habitus assistsin the reproduction of a closed internal ethnic identity within the ethnic
internal
(Breger
Hill
1998
9-11).
Indeed,
group
and
marriage enables an
site of
pp.
personalinteraction and historical experiencethrough which the people within can reflect
upon the social world both within and beyond the marriage. Moreover, this ability to
reflect externally may be utilised to reflect internally; critically pointing the individual
back into experiences encounteredwithin marriage and thus enabling the individual
concernedto comparatively engage with memories and social encounters experienced
beyond marriage. As such, memory significantly constructsthe basesof family life that
extend beyond the constraints of spatial boundaries (Cappelletto 2003 pp.245-256).
Linked to this, through memory and reflection the family enables its members both a
reproductive and productive site of resourcesthat enablesboth effective orientation into,
and interaction with, wider community organisation and society.

The discussion puts forward the case that an ethnographic focus trained only within
marriage will produce an artificially narrow vision of cultural interaction between
partners. Such assumptionsfalsely cut off the marriage from the wider external social
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worlds of experience in which both partners live within. After all, people's identity,
culture, and sense of meaning in the social world are not solely limited to the field of
family life, as some have suggested (Berrington 1994).

The following material also critically addressesthe often cited research position that
.
mixed marriages are hermetically sealed nucleated social environments which function
universally with an internalised focus of concern. Much of the Bournemouth evidence
presented challenges, in variations of degree, to this assumption. Indeed, mixed
marriages extend far beyond local private spacesand the wider public world to connect
with women's birth families overseas.With varying degreesof diversity betweenpeople
these mixed marriages are clearly both 'nuclear' and 'extended' fields of social and
cultural interaction. The family overseas is never far, in non-spatial terms, from the
family in Bournemouth. More to the point, natal families retain immense symbolic
significance in terms of being a mnemonic point of referencethat transcendsthe physical
distance of migration. They also remain highly influential in the everyday practical
applicationsof how culturally mixed marriagesshould function in ideal terms.

Bringing up children in a mixed cultural marriage offers a robust test of both Bourdieu
and Barth's theoretical positions. It does appearthat elementsof each are applicable but
neither is comprehensive enough in separation. Mixed cultural backgrounds between
parentswill obviously lead to some mutual negotiation, and perhapsconflicts of action,
in relation to how mother and father play both mutual and distinct roles in bringing their
child up linked to their own experiential histories. Children, often ignored by research
foci into only wife and husbandpartnerships, are primarily socialised by their
parents,
but also, as is suggestedby the evidence, influence the socialisation of their
parents. A
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keen
Latina/Hispanic
to admit that they
older
children
were
with
women
good number of
learnt much about life in Britain and about the English language from their own children.
Exactly whose habitus they will inculcate or acquire cannot be restricted to only parental
influences embedded from primary upbringing. Will it be their mother's, their father's, or
that of the world beyond their family unit?

Barth's central preoccupation with the discongruity between varying individual interests
within any collectivity

being
by
is
placed
attention
also served well
of similar others

in
1996)
(Barth
1981
2
Jenkins
interests
the
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goal-pursuing actor
within
upon personal
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times
Perhaps
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with
many
at
appears
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from
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away
narratives which reflect

the family

formations
from
to
Indeed,
of new
one collective
overseas.
all accounts of moving away
beyond
in
both
Bournemouth
the
are
often
mentioned
and
marriage
equivalents
within
as being connected with personal confusions, contradictions, and with some tension.
However, and with attention firmly rooted in Barth's overall perspectives of internal
group dynamics and the role of the individually

oriented agent (Barth 1981 p. 4) - much

indicate
in
is
that these women are, on the
these
of what
contained
accounts clearly
identities
in
their
and cultural experimentation within
whole,
subjective control of
connections of familial social relations.

The womens' narratives indicated people acting in terms of their own awarenessand
consciousnesswho are able to discover that the attitudes and practices of their own
cultural backgrounds can be reflected upon in terms of them thinking and acting
differently to significant others overseas.Moreover, the unique experienceof migration
and subsequentlystimulated cultural experimentationshave enabledthese women - with
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perhaps the exception of only one - to become different to those overseas whilst also
remaining a constituent part of both family and cultural community. To reinforce this,
every account mentioned that despite multiplicities

identity
of
revisions, when these

women return to their natal families overseas they are able to revert back to the culture of
the places from whence they originally came. Having said this, some clearly indicate that
this is not an easy process as their cultural reversions are based upon memory, but culture
always changes. Therefore, many feel out of time with their cultural backgrounds; as
indicated in Julia's narrative. Others feel the reversion is problematic, but are in relative
control of switching from being another mother's daughter from one cultural background
and a wife and mother in another cultural foreground. As such the processes of switching
identities are multiplex and changeable, but references to cultural anchors remain more
durable.

When concentrating upon identity, it is not suggested that a simple duality of identity
fifty-fifty
be
linked
to
to
exists which can
easy
grasp notions of

split hyphenated

identities as suggested by some (Gilroy 1993). What is presented by the narratives of
experience appears far more fluid
individuality

and situationally

positioned;

relevant to the

of each woman. The evidence provided by them suggests the existence of

variable forms of pluralistic experimental identities which are always in an emergent
condition of revision. Again, attention is drawn to Clifford's notion of polythetic habitus
linked to Barth's notion

of emergent cultural

properties connected to individual

self-orientations of identity formations.

Again there is alignment with Barth's (1981) theoretical perspectives. The narrated
accounts of experience clearly indicate that through their experiencesof being active
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cultural contributors within

their respective mixed marriages, the subjective

understandingof their situations and their personal interests are both at odds and at ease
with aggregatesystemsof interdependenciesof social relations. Once more, as detailed
in the material on `home', it can be seenthat such accountsfrequently oscillate between
families both abroadand in Bournemouth.As an asideto the contentsof this chapter,the
individual being 'at both odds and at ease'within the family collectivity can also be seen
to somesignificant degreein perhapsall aspectsof Latina/Hispanic life.

Mothers, fathers, children: Three-way negotiations of cultures
"... the woman's relationship to herself, women's relationships among themselves,
and especially the relationship betweenmother and daughter,are thus wiped out in
all mixed-sex situations...which means...he always takes precedenceover she..."
(Irigaray 1997p.314)

In the dominant traditional literature it is often theoretically assumed, and all too often
empirically proven as apparent `fact', that male marriage partners play a dominant role in
the inevitable assimilation of first generation migrant women (Breger and Hill
pp. 15-16).

1998

Even in quite recent years, the once established positions regarding

assimilation still tend to maintain strong elements of such perspectives (Berrington 1994
pp. 534-535). It is the contention below that theoretically led conclusions of inevitable
assimilation are questionable and that empirical researches which do not concern
themselves with data beyond such 'inevitabilities'

are too narrow in focus. Indeed, the

field of mixed cultural marriage may be marked by aspects of assimilation, but not only
on the part of the migrant 'incomer'. It is more accurate to consider such marriages as
sites in which both spouses and children become inevitably influenced by each other
rather than a single, dominant, individual male parent, or overpowering culture, or wider
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`host' society. The mixed marriages encountered within Bournemouth were not marked
by 'passive' migrant women who simply became crafted in the image of their respective
'dominant' husbands.

This research found that the evidence taken from
overwhelmingly

families

of such marriages

indicates that everyone concerned
first
and
especially
generation
-

migrant women as mothers - actively engages in ongoing negotiations and exchanges of
cultural materials between each other as husband and wife. It cannot, therefore, be
assumed that simply because the husband historically belongs to the so-called dominant
cultural group in which the family socially resides, then it is more likely that his
socialisation, along with his personal habitus, will predominate within the family. Indeed,
the processes of intersubjective cultural construction between husbands, wives and
children within these marriages were far more multiplex than such simple models of
female migrant assimilation often care to investigate. Moreover, some husbands admitted
that if anyone had been `assimilated' it was probably their own assimilation into their
respective partner's extended family that should be noted.

The families within this researchall clearly reflected Barth's pre-eminent fascination with
emerging situational cultural qualities, rather than the moribund construction of one
single habitus-like presenceabsorbing all potential forms of cultural alternatives.Siding
with Barth's transactional recognition of ethnicity, the children of such marriages were
always being provided with a wide range of cultural materials sourcedfrom both parental
backgroundswhich they, as relatively autonomousindividuals beyond the
constraintsof
the family unit, could utilise as experiential resources in their present and future
individual lives.
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Discussing Latina/Hispanic

mixed marriages: gendered ethnic identities

"Christianity's cult of mother and son is not a sign of respect for feminine
transcendence,unlessit is given a different interpretation" (Irigaray 1997p.314)

Transnationalmovement stimulatesLatina women to construct their own social spacesof
interaction with families both in Bournemouth and overseason an internal position of
orientation, and with other women who share their expeienceson an external point of
focus. The basis of such alignment of genderedethnic positions is to createsharedspaces
of mutual affinity. This gendered position enables a discursive reinterpretation of
genderedmotherhoodbasedupon normative models of cultural practice, but restructured
in accordancewith current Latina/Hispanic situations and requirements.

Often, this genderedposition may be required in order to mutually rationalise feelings of
guilt, criticism and stigma associatedwith notions of how to be good wives and mothers
in terms of origin-cultural perceptions. As such, Latina/Hispanic women need to help
each other with coping not just with the constructedideals of family life here, but also
family there in terms of what can be taken as the meaningful ideals of `good mothering'
(Hondagneu-Sotelo& Avila 1997 pp.557-567). In terms of such aspects of cognitive
connection between two homes, women maintain strong connections with family
members in their home of origin. This reflects in the Bournemouth sample frequently
making referenceto the importanceof travel back home when they can despite feeling of
familial ethnic ambivalenceand cognitive dissonancewhen they dwelt with their family
during visits.
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Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila (1997 pp. 559-562) identify that migrant mothers feel that
their children should be primarily cared for by their biological mother, although they
cannot be in constant attendance. As this cannot occur in the Bournemouth sample, some
tentative connections may be made with why the Bournemouth women often referred to
the need to maintain connections with their mothers in order to inform them of their
grandchildren's progress through life. The requirement to maintain presence in absence
was strong in the Bournemouth
importance of Latina/Hispanics

evidence, but this cannot consume the primary
in Bournemouth

being active in their own life

trajectories.

Within Latina/Hispanic women the family overseas appears to operate as an identity
anchor, and more so a cultural anchor. Moreover, the whole concept of extended family
has significantly

active cultural meaning, especially within

Latina minds. European

Spanish perspectives, especially within Julia's account, appear to be marked by a slightly
less significant role played by her Spanish familial connections than those within Latina
accounts. Perhaps such differences can be linked to European, rather than merely
national, influences in terms of historical economic and cultural influences within the
family unit with impact upon intra-familial

relations. Latina identities within mixed

marriages overwhelmingly indicate that marrying does not involve marrying 'out' of one's
own but, instead, clearly involves the systematic marrying 'in' of the husband to one's
own natal family group. To further emphasise this, even Andy suggested that he felt
drawn into Gabriella's family, rather than being responsible for drawing her away from it.
In these Latina accounts, marriage is merely an extension of the culturally extended
family. The single Spanish example does not indicate this process at all, although such
evidence may well have been obscured by recent divorce proceedings.
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The questions of assimilation or integration are complex to answer conclusively.
Although all accounts mention the feeling of being partially separated or sometimes
even lost - from something previously of particular backgrounds, one can clearly see that
all of the women actively encouraged a sense of being able to enjoy variable aspects of
their hybridised identities. All appear to be in control of identity formations to suit their
current cultural environments. Even those, such as Gabriella, who do not locate
themselves within either nationhood or country to the point of personal critical rejection,
still generate evidence that points towards strong feelings of still being Brazilian. Being
able to integrate aspects of cultural background with aspects of living in new homes
geographically distant from the past does not appear to encourage assimilation; it merely
stimulates situational hybrid experimentation of multiple cultural integration. Identities
and culture are never forcibly quashed by a systematic 'English' host community, but
appear to be voluntarily

jettisoned by individuals

often partially

disillusioned with

particular aspects of life in their places and experiences of origin. There is, of course,
evidence of Latina/Hispanic mothers being ashamed to speak Spanish and Portuguese at
home. This could be seen as evidence of domination imposed upon them by private
assimilative social pressures in the family home. This research has, on the other hand,
based its conclusions upon contradictory evidence that such pressures do not appear to
exist, thus reinforcing the notion that such supressions of expression are volunteered by
these women. Moreover, clearly there is a significant level of first language being
expressed in the privacy of home. None of these women have become fully English, and
none wish to do so. All

appear to be content with being a part of both cultural

experiences and, more importantly, being able to oscillate between both. Most women
also provided clear instances when they transport materials from one cultural home to
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their other in order to extend their hybridising experimentations to other family members.
Even for the most Latina of all Latinas, Alicia, it can be found that those aspects of
'traditional' Mexican culture only exist because she herself has decided that nurturing a
Mexican identity provides her with a greater level of cultural resources than her English
options. For Alicia, to become more English would be considered only if this process of
change would bring her more than her current Mexican condition.

Bringing children up within mixed marriages provides some evidence of cultural
segregation such as indicated by Andy and Gabriella's parental strategies of having
certain times in the day as either `English' or `Brazilian' playtimes so their child would
not grow up confused between parental cultural origins. However, all instances,
including the aforementioned,predominantly show that parents actively involve their
children in a learning processwhich provides an experimental antidote to the perceived
dominant discourseof the State-orientedEnglish/British educationalworld which exists
beyond the family. For all parents schooling appearedto be the considered source of
Englishness linked to wider societal norms and pressures. Although school offered
opportunities to learn non-English languages,all parents felt that they would have to
encouragetheir children to acquire at least someunderstandingof the cultural importance
of learning more than only the indigenous languageof England. Where languageswere
taught in the home it was never the languagein itself which was of primary importance,
but the child's future abilities in being able to communicateand acquire somethingof her
or his mother's culture from her family overseas.In most casesmothers suggestedthat
for their sons and daughtersto become only English would causea diminishing of their
senseof being from non-English backgrounds.
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Therefore, bringing up the next generationwas not so much about ensuring children of
mixed parental backgrounds become socialised into an essentialised racialised
(Frankenberg 1993 pp.93-98&125-135) or cultural past of one or the other parent.
Instead, the process functioned on the basis of maximising the rational choices of the
child in terms of knowing between cultures in life and realising who they could be in the
in
field
family
In
this
the
which not only one
world.
sense,
environment was seen as a
side of its ethnicities would prevail (Frankenberg 1993 pp. 130-132). Instead,both would
be respected.Having said this, some mothers spoke about concerns that the organic
experiential `social geography' (Frankenberg 1993 pp.130-132) of their children's daily
lives were essentially English/British by external domination, so all they could do was
their best to compensatefor a general and near-total socialisation process beyond the
home.

In all caseshusbandsappear to play a far more diminished role in the hybrid cultural
upbringing of children. Cultural roles remain distinctly gender separated, thus
essentialisingdifferences of national origins betweenparents.There was no evidence for
husbandsmaking attempts to learn their spouse's first language on an informal basis
within the home, whilst much emphasiswas placed upon women being taught English, in
instance
by
her own child. Husbands did not appear to nurture
one
quite significantly
close familial bonds of face-to-face attachments with their partner's family. Whilst
women frequently made the effort to travel overseasto family, husbandstended to visit
very rarely. Those who regularly travelled only met up with their partner in her family
network for relatively short periods of time at the end of her much longer visits. Having
said this, there was clear evidencethat most husbandsdid feel a senseof being a part of a
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larger family network and enjoyed a mutual senseof being between cultures. Indeed, it
could be argued that wives and husbandswere clearly integrating each other into their
respectivecultures, but the evidenceclearly indicates a far greater level of changebeing
undertaken in order to fit English expectations and pressuresbeing placed upon the
women. Again, this could indicate partial assimilation, but such a conclusion would be
highly tenuous when taking into account the level of connectivity that was being
maintained with

both family

overseas, language, and culture within

identity

manifestationsthat are clearly not consumedby `Englishness'within the given accounts.
Indeed, the women overwhelmingly appear to indicate highly developed and attuned
abilities to fluctuate between identity choices within

a mastery of situational

individuality. Indeed, cultural identity within the family can be clearly seen as being a
transactionalnegotiation between spousesand children as the family balancesits choices
with a balanced view of each party's cultural backgrounds. This process is clearly
contextualisedwithin the requirements expected of, and opportunities provided by, the
society in which the family presently exists.

On motherhood and identity:
"The substratum is the woman who reproduces the social order... Most women
reproduce children... they are not really on equal terms with men in
production... what society demands of them is that they go on being mothers.
Machines to servethe man-father..." (Irigaray 1991pp.47-50)

In effect, nothing could be further from a social fact than such a perspective. Here,
Irigaray finds almost perfect alignment with Bourdieu's (1998/2001) notion of masculine
power rooted in genderedhabitus as reproduction machinery. These do not cleanly align
with the lives of Latina/Hispanic women.
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The transformation of family relationships are keen focal points of Latina women as they
generate new transnational identities and cultural formations within cognitive notions of
family life (Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila 1997) based upon a dialogue of gender mediated
experience (Montecino 2002 pp. 274-275). Here, motherhood and women's gendered
identities are constructs "that order social life" (Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila 1997 p. 550).
In turn, this enables motherhood to be seen as a gendered, racialised, ethnic, and socially
contextualised area of negotiation and experiential generation of symbolic meaning that
defines women by purpose and intent, rather than by the expectations imposed upon them
by external social structures. In essence, transnational motherhood enables insight into
how culture cannot dictate what mothers do in times when they themselves are involved
in generating their own constructed meanings upon their roles as wives, mothers and, of
course, daughters between different points of movement in the world. Indeed, migrant
Latina women can be seen as being able to extend their

indigenous

cultural

classifications of being appropriate mothers `in the home' by experimenting with
successful excursions into a mutually convergent new role as relatively independent
wage earners (Moore 1988 pp. 43-127). Thus, the experience of migration enables a
linear reproduction of indigenous ideals of motherhood as well as the production of new
facets of identity linked to other cultural norms and codes of behaviour encountered in
the social situation of UK family life; migration extends identity as women struggle to
cope with new worlds of expectation and experience (Hondagneu-Sotelo & Avila 1997
pp. 562-564 Montecino 2002) with dimensions that remind us that "Feminism was born
to dispel all
wrapped in one great hope: that it would be good for all womankind
...
national, racial and cultural barriers" (Lavrin 1999 p. 175) as Latina/Hispanic women
negotiate with their identities as both women and mothers. Others have suggested that the
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experiential redefinition of migrant women's lives in relation to the role of mother
`between cultures' has stimulated a new ethnic consciousnessin terms of mothers in
movement seeing themselvesdistinct from both cultural points of orientation (Zavella
2006). However, this latter ethnic condition hardly seems appropriate to Bournemouth
Spanishand Latina women who firmly locate themselvesas flexible between two points
of identity.

Mothering refocusesthe value of passing on one's culture to the next generationas well
as encouraging the child to become efficient at learning normalised notions of life in
Britain. This involves a duality of identity as the mother shifts betweentwo cultural poles
of attraction as she attempts to reflect her efficiency of movement between ethnic
boundariesof symbolic distinction into her child and under the gaze of her partner. Her
ethnic status therefore becomes relational to her status of cultural parent. In turn, her
partner becomesenmeshedin negotiating betweenher two cultural threadsof exposureto
the children; finding the need to acceptor reject the ethnic duality in favour of his own.
He has to negotiate with the rest of the family in order to ascertain which cultural
moment the children live within; the reproductive moment of `the British', or the
reproducible moment of `the other'. In this sense "the assumption that household
resourcesare always controlled by and through men is incorrect" (Moore 1988 p.56). In
the middle of the male and female provisions of cultural knowledge exist the productive
node of hybridity. When children of such families becameinvolved in this research,most
appearedto enjoy experiencing the choice of provision as, like their mothers, they are
forced to attempt to personally create their own self-identity from within the range of
given options that cultural hybridity extendsto the individual.
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Due to such internal negotiations, the family members become closely enmeshedwith
forces
heightened
of
culture
structures of conscious
each other as private performances
internal
the
self-identity, and external national identity.
reflection upon
question of
Linked to this, but with a more external perspective, some have highlighted the
importance of mothering as being contrary or aligned to ideological State educational
systems(Moore 1988 pp. 128-185).This is clearly evident in this researchwhen mothers
talked about how they negotiated a strategic balance between State provision of English
languageand British culture and history with their own backgroundsas they speakwith
their children about the wider global world beyond State ideological provision. The
family unit is, therefore, not only about social reproduction (Moore 1988 pp.49-54) in
structuralist terms rooted upon habitus; it also becomes a prime site of cultural
production as created by its own eternally creative internal reflexive processes.In the
family unit, both partners have a relatively equal balance of control over the cultural
knowledge; he has his and she has hers. Neither parent can claim total dominancein the
social reproduction of the cultural knowledge of the next generation.

However, if she decides to dwell solely within her own cultural knowledge she would
obviously lead herself into a position of weakness and perhaps vulnerability to the
`proper characteristics' of Latin American women as submissive, dependent and
home
family
devoted
to
and
within the patriarchal machismo of the extended
exclusively
family (Harris 1983 cited in Benton 1993pp. 233-235) or the cultural expectationsof life
within the `ultimate' women's domain (Sage 1993 Stephen2006 pp.315-317). Thus, the
mother's requirementto keep her culture alive in the mind of herself and her children is a
point at which she reinvigoratesher own value in the immediate family, but it is also one
that has been addedto by her incorporation of new forms of identity and knowledge via
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the act of migration and mixed marriage affiliation. Speaking her own language is
therefore a vital marker for her in both her own cultural identity, and that of her social
role of mother and spouse;but it is also connectedto a point of identity that shewishes to
move away from.

Transnational motherhood is a contradictory process; it often involves achievement
accompaniedat some cost by women who are both mothers themselves (HondagneuSotelo & Avila 1997), whilst also being the daughtersof mothers back home. Alienation
have
balance
lives
follow
to
their own
the
who
of women
and ethnic ambivalenceoften
family
life
Along
family
in
life
Bournemouth
overseas.
and
such
cultural meaningswith
lines, migration clearly enablesreflection upon what one has in the present, with what
follows
identity
in
incorporated
had
that
the
social chancesopen to
one
senseof
past; an
Bournemouth Latina/Hispanics as they compare themselveswith women of their own
ageand comparativesocial standingin their respectivecountries of origin.

This clearly assists the stimulation of a much wider awarenessof women's identities
formed on a more international level; a logical extension of women's Latin American
Pan-Americanism (Ehrick 1999 Guy 1999 Lavrin 1999) stretched along points of
settlement in migration. As such, "if the word experience describes the production of
meaning at the intersection of material life and interpretive frameworks, these women
experiencedthe same terrain, in ways that altered their landscapes"(Frankenberg 1993
p.241) through migration into their locality and through their families.
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Theorising mixed marriage

There is one aspectof Barth's work that is highly developed and clearly attuned to one
aspect of the human condition that Bourdieu only partly addresses;the situational
individuality of the personand the social group to which he or shemay belong. For Barth,
the creative imaginations of human agency are both highly developed and highly
influential within group formations. For Bourdieu such creativity remains inseparably
rooted into the structuring constraints of habitus, with only partial and temporary
relaxation from such constraintsbeing enabledduring individual strategic manipulations.
Whilst this provides a fundamental difference of emphasis in their works, such a
difference should be recognised as being a mutually interdependent necessity for a
theoretical understandingof human migration. On the one hand, people are constrained
by past experiences - mnemonic, cognitive, embodied, or otherwise - which will
undoubtedly construct particular visions and apprehensionsof new experienceswithin
new social spaces.Bourdieu can easily account for such considerations. On the other
hand, they currently dwell in experiencesthat allow creative revisions and imaginative
experimentation with new forms of structuring structures. Barth embraces such
phenomena.The evidence has suggestedthat the person in migration experiencesboth
handsof this dynamic, perhapsnever really volunteering abandonmentof one side of the
dichotomy for the sake of the other. Real lives involve oscillation and overlap between
both hands; they may be held together or - and most apt when considering mixed
marriages - they may hold the hands of another person. Rarely are they diametrically
opposedto each other. To put the casemore simply, mixed marriage appearsto be about
mutually integrative multidimensional cultural revision and exchange between both
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partners and their children. Such marriages are clearly not marked by a unidimensional
one-wayprocessof assimilation; either `masculine' or cultural.

With all of these accounts the transactional qualities of Barth's situational theoretical
perspectivesappearto diminish the habitual dimensions of structuring structures.People
seem freer in terms of making choices of self-identified cultural constructions, rather
than being constrainedby unreflexive conditions linked to cultures of background.Even
where habitus appearsdurable under desiresto move away from such cultural remnants,
individuals overwhelmingly present narratives of conscious movement away from such
past conditions. In all caseshabitus may well exist, but it is being revised and alteredin a
perpetual process of change. Indeed, Bourdieu mentions that under particular
circumstanceshabitus can be disrupted by crises (Bourdieu 1990a p. 108), but here
`crises' are hardly an appropriatecontext. It appearsfar more accurateto consider that in
the circumstancesof these women it would be more apt to consider that their habitus is
being rebuilt more upon personal cultural contradictions, tension, or instability
encounteredbetween movement between two homes. This provision of revision appears
to be what Bourdieu has at least made an effort to consider (Bourdieu 1990ap. 116) with
the empirical evidenceperhapsreinforcing this position. Accounts of movement between
two points, or feeling lost and confusedbetweenidentities, do indeed seemto precedethe
emergenceof more confident hybrid identities in all of thesewomen.

This, of course,can only occur if some constructive purpose is rationally afforded to the
individual women concerned. Such processesof cultural construction cannot be left to
the realms of Bourdieu's subject's lack of reflection and unconscious motivations
stemming from habitus. At this point the post-structural foci of Barth come to the fore at
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the very point that Bourdieu retreats into the structures of perception and appreciation
which tend to picture the cultural world as structurally evident in particular ways for
particular groups of people (Bourdieu 1990a pp. 134-135). These women do not appear to
be hindered in such a manner; their accounts constantly refer to seeing and appreciating
the world around them in new, or revised, ways through the process of both personal
migration and being active partners within marriage.

In order to uphold the framework of structuralist constuctivism one must be able to
isolate habitus and field and see them operating in tandem. It would be easy to take sides
with the proposition that family may be taken as being a field of social reproduction in
line with Bourdieu's (1979/1984) own proposition; even to the reflexive point that he
generates through his material on familial strategies that produce variations to the rules
of normative reproduction (Bourdieu 1990b pp. 162-199). The only problem with such
in
family life is that it remains clear that structural systems remain in
`plays'
strategic
place; habitus perpetuates. It could also be argued that wider English social contexts
enable the generation of internal family life that aligns closely with the reproduction of a
male dominated habitus (Bourdieu 1998/2001). If habitus exists in Bourdieu's terms,
then one should expect this to occur in line with social constraints. Even if one softens
Bourdieu's more deterministic moments of interpretations, as he attempts to do himself
in places (Bourdieul990a

pp. 20-33), research should still be able to locate clear and

apparent forms of durable unconscious rootedness into cultural structures linked to home.
However, the evidence clearly presents the closed private nature of family life as being
internally culturally diverse. Moreover, the people within its field are highly reflexive in
terms of the multiplex construction of their symbolic lifestyles, their cultural practices,
and their notions of identity. Thus, families constituted through migrant pasts cannot be
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seenas simply reproductive units of dominant values, norms, cultural appreciations,and
so on. Instead,the evidencereinforcesthe family as a social unit that generatesa range of
options that both parentsand children can utilise for their present and future orientations.
This can be seenmost clearly within the teaching of mothers' first languagesin order to
enhancetheir children's life chancesand cross cultural communication skills. To view
such schemesof cultural transmissionwithin Bourdieu's framework of vision would run
the risk of conflating such parental strategiesas being prescriptive evidence of mothers
unconsciously wishing their children to grow through life as mere replicants of their
mother's own culturally constructed habitus. From the high levels of consciously
interactive negotiations and considerationsmutually undertaken by both parents in the
consideration of whose cultures should be encouraged within their children, this
unconsciousreplication is clearly not evident.

Overseas family bonds of attachment may also indicate habitus in terms of kinship
affection, duty, and expectationsthat impact upon otherwise less constrainedlife choices.
An antithetical proposition could be proposed. Namely, with some women it may be
individual
distinct
in
draw
line
that
the
to
their
marriage
perhaps
a
proposed
enables
in
time
sands
of
order to demarcatewhat she was before that line existed and
personal
is
becoming now. This demarcationbetween past and present conditions could
she
what
obviously create a cognitive separation with potential to sever past from present.
However, this processalso has the potential to create islands of personal identity linked
to place and time, and therefore could provide evidenceof habitus being as influential as
Bourdieu suggests.In other words, movementbetween such physical and temporal fields
force the migrant to be consumedby habitual and unconsciousexpressionsrising to the
surfaceof personality when switching between fields.
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This does appearas being evident in places and it is here that habitus cannot be simply
dismissedby this research.Physical movementback to families overseasseemto involve
a cognitive return to the person left in the past, as detailed in many accounts.However,
return travels to family homes in England tend to indicate a strong and consciousrefusal
to allow the past to uncritically invade the present.To shift this scepticalview of habitus
further, it has been argued elsewherein this researchthat one cannot draw a line in the
sand to create a personal island of identity, belonging, and associated culture. The
dynamic processof personal exchangeand revision is simply never that clear enough to
be pinpointed with analytical accuracy. With this in mind, this chapter concludesthat a
durable and deterministic habitus cannot be identified, at least not in the heavily
structural terms that Bourdieu proposes.
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Chapter 10

Distinction, knowledge, boundary, culture and identity

Making distinctions is a vital aspect of both identity and social organisation in relation to
the formation of social groups. Often located within social groups mutually performing a
relational vis-a-vis of `us' and `other' oppositional construction, the process of making
distinctions is a complex multifaceted process that involves knowledge, the production
and reproduction of symbolic meaning, taste, style, and a host of other resources that
social groups can utilize based within a process of historical development (Bourdieu
1979/84) and identity formation (Bourdieu 1991 pp. 229-251). For Bourdieu, distinction
is a process of power relations and legitimacy where the focal point of what is legitimate
is the dominant individual person, or group, in the sense that "(t)hose most visible in
terms of the prevailing categories of perception are those best placed to change the vision
by changing the categories of perception" (Bourdieu 1985 p. 731). Such power relations
therefore produce and reproduce symbolic meanings in order to construct legitimate
views of the social world (Bourdieu

1991 pp. 234-239). In Bordieu's work, power

appears to flow into the process of social structuring via those who control legitimate
is
This
modes of perception.
power nothing more than a symbolic power that has become
historically embedded within the rituals of reproduction. The exercise of power flexes
through symbolic social exchange taking place upon a constructed consensual habitus of
shared belief (Thompson in Bourdieu 1991 p. 23), which Bourdieu then classifies as a
social group within a field of practice. Distinctions divide up the field whilst "every field
is the site of a more or less overt struggle over the definition of the legitimate principles
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of division of the field" (Bourdieu 1985 p. 734). Such perspectives tend to view social
groups as internally-oriented

constructions. By this it is meant that groups appear to

emerge and reproduce by internal processes of legitimation and power. However, the
whole point of distinction, as detailed in the opening sections of this thesis, is that groups
maintain a distinctive symbolic view of themselves in accordance with their view of the
wider social world in which they exist. In other words, groups view others outside in
juxtaposition to their own legitimate symbolic meanings and constitutive knowledge of
the world in which they exist (Bourdieu 1979/1984 1984/1988). Layered into this are the
underlying structures of habitus linked to practice expressed within fields. This provides
an overall predicament within structuralist constructivism; namely, that fields appear to
be relatively hermetically sealed entities that divide social space into group orientations.

Social spaceis therefore constructedby agentsoccupying similar positions within it and
who share similar conditionings. Therefore, they will share similar interests and similar
dispositions reproducedthrough habitus. It follows that similar practices stem from the
habitus to become collectively nurtured by such similarities. In accordance with
Bourdieu's perspectiveswhether agents are aware of such similarities is unimportant.
What is important is that these similarities structure `observable' social spaceproduced
from an unconscioushabitus of similarity. The senseof belonging that people internalise
into their habitus flows from the acquisition of identity via `the knowing of one's place'
(Bourdieu 1985 1991 1998/2001), with all becoming emotionally and strategically
embeddedinto a confluence that runs through subsequentforms of social relations and
social interactions.
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Barth also considers `distinction',

but in terms of its construction by self-ascribed

cultural referents of meaning placed upon ethnic boundaries. Barth "draws out attention
to the fact that groups holding in common a particular cultural identity live in a state of
interdependance and only maintain themselves by the very frontiers that separate them"
(de Heusch 2000 p. 102) from other groups. For Barth, ethnic boundaries are synonymous
with social organisation linked to a formative process that is not isolated only to ethnic,
migrant or minority peoples. In effect, what Bourdieu sees as a general pattern in the
organisation of social groups, Barth sees in the organisation of ethnicity. Although
weaker than structuralist constructivism in terms of recognising the external application
of supra-local influences as applied expressions of exerted power in terms of stimulating
the ethnic boundary, Barth does place more significance upon culture being actively
utilised as a conscious resource for making symbolic distinctions. As such, ethnic group
organisation is inseparable from the situational generation of group identity (Barth 2000).
Moreover, Barth avoids assuming that internal members of any ethnic group are likely to
share the same personal characteristics and cultural alignments as those ensnared within
Bourdieu's

fields (Barth

1989 pp. 133-135 1994 pp. 11-13). For Barth there is a

fundamental difference between `boundary' and `distinction'

as "making a distinction

does not necessarily entail drawing a boundary they are as different as day and night"
...
(2000 pp. 17-18). Boundaries refer to the divisions that separate distinct social groups, but
people can make distinctions without necessarily constructing boundaries of division.

Having said this, Barth (2000) does not clearly argue exactly what `distinction' is, but
does detail what he meansby `boundary'. Boundaries cannot be taken as being merely
barriers or robust discriminatory demarcations(Barth 1969 2000). Instead, they should
be seen as being marked and recognised positions of variation between groups based
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upon variable mental classifications (Barth 2000) and the meanings associated with
(Barth
separation
symbolic markers of perceived

1969). Boundaries are cognitive

imagery'
based
`rich
that people act out within connective and
constructions
mental
upon
interactive

social life. Barth (2000) insists that research should study cognitive

constructions that are accessible through, firstly, an understanding of how people see
themselves as a group in relation to external factors and, secondly, how they act out life
via their bonds of connectivity within such cognitive constructions (Barth 2000 pp. 2534). Indeed, Barth suggests that "rather than (looking) to the logical necessities of the
structuralists, we should turn to the motivating

force of experience and local

circumstances, and especially to the particular patterns of social relations, to provide the
framework for our insights" (Barth 2000 p. 27) in order to understand the emergent
properties of group formation, mutability, and dynamism.

In studying second generation Pakistani British youth Jacobson (1998) notes the
dynamism of Islam when relating to the mutli-identity consitution of a community that
holds many identities with other communities. As such, the term `Muslim community'
becomesproblematic as it implies a singular group of people. Here, Muslim peoples
consciously identify themselveswith several communities at the same time along lines
connected between boundaries of cultures, ethnicities, nationality and religion. For
Jacobson(1998 pp.10-11), identity is mutable and stimulated by interactions betweenthe
individual, the communities that influence any given person, and the variablities of levels
of social interaction on the part of the individual. In her agency-controlled arrangement
of identities, Islamic location is of growing importance as it crystallises a firm central
symbolic anchor of belonging together as a community. As such, apparently `firm'
identities are contextualised, interactive, and relational; they can be partly aligned to
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Barth's accounts of of boundary malleability processes. However, Jacobson insists that
Barth's arguements do not account for the complexity
flexibility

of British

Muslim

identity

on the basis that his work is founded upon a dual relationship between only

two symbolic points of reference in a duality of ethnic identification

(Jacobson 1998

pp. 12-17). Here, identities clearly vary within communities; even those aligned to the
centrality of religious identity. Therefore, any given Muslim community contains internal
members in variation with each other as well as the social world outside the community.
This research argues that such internal variables do exist, but this cannot necessarily be
used as a watertight argument that denounces the conceptual range of Barth's work.
Linked to this, despite Jacobson's argument that `community' as a bounded entity is a
problematic term, an internally

identify
varied group can still clearly

itself as a

community in her work.

Unfortunately, Jacobson'sfoundations of Barth's work, like many others who apply his
it
does not broaden its
located
in
work, appears
only
a single article of early work;
critical incorporation through Barth's post-1969 material. As such, Jacobson'scritique of
Barth being too narrowly focussedon polarised dualities of us:other distinctions is not a
comprehensiveaccount of Barth's work. However, her critique does not discredit the
value of his more recent material and its ability to deconstructthe all too easily majorityassumednotion of Muslim communities operating only upon on single points of internal
self-ascription such as Islam. Therefore, Jacobsondevelops,rather than rejects, what she
seesas Barth's (1969) early `dualised' contribution by generating a detailed anatomy of
changeablemeaningsthat Muslims use to symbolically define and redefine themselvesas
a group in her studied community. Within the heart of her `postmodern' range of identity
mutability remains the core anchor of Islam, but this does not remain a static or uniform
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identity,
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with all nodes
believers
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their
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variable, constituent membership
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In
this
of
and
governance
social
expectations.
meanings,
rules,
codified
practice of
sense,Jacobson's analytical conclusions are not that far removed from those in this
research.

However, this researchinsists that Barth's material is complex and adaptableenough to
be applied in itself to the multifacted array of identity and boundary mutability that
externally and internally ascibes itself to the multivocality of modern Muslim social
field
Bourdieu's
Linked
tripartite
to
the
application
of
already
valid
organisation.
fusion
both
forces
by
to
the
the
this
this
of
analysis
consider
extended
research,
approachesin relation to the aims and objectives of this research.

Latina/Hispanic evidencewill be consideredafter the Muslim evidence.Distinctions are
also found within this community but they are clearly more aligned to cultural
differences made meaningful by Latina/Hispanics viewing `English' cultural practices.
This, as will be proposedlater on, more closely aligns Latina/Hispanics to Barth's ethnic
boundary model, whilst the Muslim community strongly indicates closer connectivity
field
distinction.
The closing section of this chapterwill
Bourdieu's
and
with
conceptsof
discussboth groups in relation to the two setsof theoretical propositions.

Bourdieu's processesof distinction clearly exist within the Muslim community sample.
At the level of Islamic belief there are clear moments when Muslims internally selfascribe such distinctions and it has already been argued that fields do exist within the
Muslim community, albeit not exactly in line with Bourdieu's model.
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Situational

legitimacy
and
are also evident when Muslims need to
reinforcementsof symbolic power
justify their identity in the face of aspectsof non-Muslim misrepresentation.However,
distinction operating at the level of cultural differences does not appear in such an
identifying
In
Muslim cultural symbols
Bourdieu
terms
of
apparentmanner as
suggests.
and practices, this researchdid not necessarilysee Muslims as self-ascribing themselves
as being so fundamentally different in terms of the wider Bournemouth community, but
as existing in a social world in which particular non-Muslims groups see them as being
distinct.

Instead of subjecting themselves to such external applications of symbolic power,
Bournemouth Muslims attempt to actively deconstruct them. They do not merely
internalise such externally generateddiscourse in terms of reinforcing the boundaries of
their field. Instead they discuss, negotiate with, and react to such processes of
classification. At such times Muslim cultural practices do not appearto stem from habitus
in the clear and obvious manner as prescribed by structuralist constructivism. The
evidenceindicatesthat if habitus doeshave influence in the construction of practice, field,
and distinction, then it is far more flexible and multifaceted than Bourdieu considers.

Having said this, the evidence commenceswith rather strong evidence that appearsto
support the reproductive bases of structuralist constructivism. Beyond this, the variety
and range of evidence clearly indicates the fluidity of Muslim identity as it ebbs and
flows between the Islamic field and the Muslim/Kafr field. Rarely is Muslim identity a
singular entity outside of Islam. Insteadit shifts dynamically between a range of points of
referenceto construct itself upon an equally dynamic and mutli-faceted set of symbolic
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distinctions; a point upheld by Jacobson(1997 1998), but developed here to encompass
the application of Bourdieu's field.

Muslim distinctions, or Kafr distinctions?

One way in which Muslims actively engage with how they are represented by nonMuslims is by non-Muslim educational work in the local community. The educational
work is aimed at non-Muslims. It provides Muslim knowledge that is alternative to that
generated by non-Muslim ascriptions and forms of representation. Amit popped by one
afternoon to see if I was in for a chat. I had just finished typing up some notes from our
previous discussion and used the opportunity to show them to him for proof-reading. As
he read them we discussed issues which came into his mind from recalling what he had
said before. Amit and Omar work together for the town's Islamic Centre visiting schools
and various organisations in Bournemouth and nearby Knowle. By helping to educate
non-Muslim people in Islam and Muslim cultural lives for the Islamic Centre of the
Sunni Mosque, they frequently experienced how Muslim people were recognised by the
town. Habitus and distinction became apparent almost immediately;

Amit: "They always seeme as 'interesting',but I sometimesget the impression that Omar
is treatedas if he were foreign."
Nick: "What do you mean?"
Amit: "They always want to talk to me. Maybe it's his accent. They address their
questions to me and they always want to know what it was like for me to convert (to
Islam) Omar and I, we talked about it... I am seenas being anotherwhite English person
...
until my name is seen to mean I'm somehow different. People always ask me where I
come from simply becauseI have what is taken to be a 'Muslim' or 'Islamic' or 'Asian'
name...I know that not all of them meanharm by asking me questions,but somedo."
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Maybe it was Amit's well-educated English accent, or maybe it was his skin colour that
made local non-Muslims identify more with him than with Omar. Maybe it was more to
do with Amit giving the audience the impression of being an ambiguous embodiment of
both themselves and the more physically obvious Muslimness of Omar sitting next to
him.

Amit: "Here I am accepted as I have a view of the other side of the fence I know
...
Bournemouth people. I know where they come from. I'm accepted.And, no, I don't like
the phrase'asone of them'! They acceptme more than Omar."
Amit often mentionedthat he quite enjoyed the attention given to him as a'white English
Muslim' even though he did not identify with nationality. However, with this also came a
feeling of uneasewhen the attention given to him indicated a distinction between him
and Omar in non-Muslim minds. Although physical distinctions may have played a role,
Amit was not convinced that distinctions were made only becauseof skin colour and
racialised reactions; the processwas more to do with his voice, its tone, its accent, its
intonation and the languagehe used. He was talking about his linguistic habitus and how
his own fits him closer to the social fields of his audiencesthan Omar's. Indeed, he knew
where Bournemouth people were coming from, but distinctions were being made by
them on many other levels of symbolic meanings of similarity whilst Omar was perhaps
having communal audience distinctions being made in terms of symbolic differences.
Foundedupon a deeply embeddedhabitus in both Omar and Amit, their respectiveways
of speaking had remained the same despite years of interactions with respective
Bournemouth others. For the same reasons, their non-Muslim public audienceswere
forming different allegianceswith eachMuslim man for different reasons. This is one of
the ways that fields of interaction become formed; through the more open inclusion of
somerather than others,but not necessarilyleading to the overt exclusion of thosewith a
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different linguistic habitus. The conversation also touched upon another way in which
Kafr classifications of difference tended to relapse into distinctions based upon `race'.
Bournemouth Muslims never used such systems of distinction by conscious effort. They
were also active in deconstructing

the imagined

importance

of

such symbolic

distinctions;

Amit: "It's not race,but everydaycommunication. The audiencesdon't exclude Omar; it's
not like that."
Indeed, when I first spoke with Omar I allowed his wonderous linguistic allusions and
rich Qur'anic illustrations and his metaphorical extractions to let me see the Muslim in
him. He had a charismatic and friendly physical presence coupled with enormous
reserves of passion and energy when he spoke of certain things. As a graduate in
journalism, Omar usually got most animated when talking of non-Muslim media
representations. One day, and in discussion on the subject of Kafr mass media
representationof Muslim people, he suddenly got quite heated and uncharacteristically
whacked a hand down and slappedthe table to make a point during a typically lucid flow
of speech.I was left startled at the apparent aggressionof his expression.However, he
soon put me back into my skin with one of his warming smiles after he saw my surprise.
Amit had a much calmer manner of speechabout him flushed through with humourous
digressionsand frequent laughter.

As Amit read through the notes of our last meeting he stopped at one point, giggled,
jokingly reprimandedme for over-analysingour previous encounterand asked;
Amit "I like this 'linguistic habitus'! What doesit mean?"
Nick: "It's styles of expression. Not the language itself, but the ways in which the
languageis communicated;certain words chosenand the mannerismsof speaking..."
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Amit: "Yes! That's it exactly; what I've said! I know their ways of speaking; what to
avoid and what to say. If a personwas to ask what the penalty for stealing would be in (a
country) Omar would say "their hands would be cut off"; straight off like that. Well, it's
fact, it would happen there, but I would say that it is rare for it to happen and that
sometimesthe odd incident getsreported over here but it is never fully reported."
Here it is clear to seethat he was also using strategiesto include his habitus into that of
the audienceboth without deception and without the potential of disrupting the overall
project of enabling a moving closer-together of Muslim knowledge of the world and
non-Muslim. Perhaps Omar's more straightforward and open way of divulging
information about Muslim lives would be too shocking for the audience?Amit knew how
to convey knowledge through a linguistic style more closely fitted to the cultural
expectation of a non-Muslim audience.He was more experiencedin their cultural ways
of speaking a language; being able to express more subtle nuances and codes of
expression whilst being able to self-censor aspects of the more direct meanings that
Omar was used to employing. This obviously suggeststhat a collective habitus is at work
below the surfaceof everydayinteraction. Moreover, this collective habitus can influence
strongerbonds of attachmentwith a similar, but Muslim, habitus - such as Amit's - and a
more different variation of the same - such as that of Omar's - even when potentially
quite diverse audiencesinteract with thesetwo Muslim men.

Meaning-making: Knowledge, the life-world, self, identity, culture and religion

Often suppressedas being of little ethnographic significance in Bourdieu's theorydominated accounts of social life, key facets of Muslim life in Bournemouth were
marked by high levels of self-reflexive awarenessand knowledge-based intellectual
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philosophical engagement. Indeed, Muslims relied upon such discursive reflection in
many everyday situations in terms of their near-constant dwelling upon both self and
group identity. Many of these discussions centred upon the Mosque, but they by no
means existed only there. Most noticeable was the level of regular discussions
concerning Muslim life in Britain and the representation of Muslims and British society.
With many people seeing themselves as part of cultural diversity in Britain, concerns
often focused upon the ways in which the British mass media and other institutions
consistently represented Muslims in two general patterns of representation. Firstly, as
being either undesireable in Britain and, secondly, as existing on the periphery of an
imagined mainstream set of perceived national social norms.

Despite such supra-local antagonisms, local non-Muslim Bournemouth people were
always positively referred to as being very good and neighbourly people. However, their
representativecivic and public institutions often freely lapsedinto periods of conflict and
tension with the local Muslim community. Problematic community dynamics were not,
therefore, perceived to be social in orientation, but inherently bound to institutional sites
of symbolic power and fields of authority that potentially influenced local cultural
had
been
On
encounteredwhen the Mosque was
problems
perceptions.
many occasions
being architecturally converted and when applications had to be made to relevant
authorities for further building work to be carried out. The local police, although recently
showing greatly respectedimprovements in the ways they treated Muslim people, had
also made antagonistic errors in the past. One brother, Kamil, was still fuming when he
recalled an incident from several months before when a visiting Turkish brother was
knocked off his bicycle and quite seriously injured by a local car driver. Kamil said that
the police arrived at the sceneand completely ignored the injured Turk. Moreover, they
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did nothing to progress the incident despite much representational advocacy undertaken
by the Mosque. Whilst I was in Bournemouth an incident involving a Muslim university
legal
Amit,
forced
his
being
deported
to
seek
support outside of
advocate,
student
Bournemouth as no legal firm could be found with the required knowledge to undertake a
deportation issue. The case had to be taken to a firm of solicitors as far away as London.
The deportee was imprisoned in Kent and was not treated like a Muslim whilst there;
being forced to live in the same room as his toilet and not provided with a suitable diet.
At these times institutionalised

fields of distinction between `Us' and `Other' bring

identity into stark relief.

During instances of non-Muslim ignorance and antagonism it was clear to see that
Muslim identities may quickly become invigourated. In such situations the meaning of
being Muslim emergedstrongly and passionately.Memories of such incidents also carry
long
through
the
carrying
with
many
people
community
surprisingly extendedresonance
incident
local
Each
like
lower-order
being
treated
effectively
citizens.
memories of
becomes compounded upon the last to produce an historical catalogue of anti-Islamic
incidents in the collective consciounessof the community. I was often surprised to find
that from young to old, each person could recall an incident if they were living in the
town when it happened.News travelled fast here and it stayednews for many years with
incident
being
potentially relevant to componentsof the next.
eachcomponentof an

This accumulation of negative local community history founded a significant part of the
collective knowledge of self-identification. Compounded into this was a national
into
beyond
Bournemouth
that
equivalent
communities in other parts of Britain.
extended
This 'British' knowledge then extendsfurther into the global world of Muslim experience.
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When asking about life in Bournemouth it was near impossible to keep any brother
focused upon only the local town. Knowledge, experience and relevance of immediate
locality were always made sense of in reference to Bournemouth's wider national and
global context. It was often the case that memory recall would leap from local to national
to global within minutes. As with all great diasporic movements, personnel make sense
of their individual experiences from an educated base of collective experience; there was
little reference to `me' and `I', but much reference to `us' and `Muslims'. This can be
held in stark contrast to Latina/Hispanic narratives that always reverted to first-person
experiential accounts; as if self-identity was a primary building-block
However,

Latina/Hispanic

individualism

voices managed a fulcrum-point

and the wider

social and historical

of social life.

of balance between

experiences of

Spanish and

Portuguese-speaking peoples throughout the world.

It was found that in Bournemouth the processof Muslim identity reinvigoration contains
a dual structuring process. On the one hand people were invoking their Muslimness to
standagainstwhat was seenas anti-Muslim fervour, but on the other hand Muslims were
also using this to creatively aim their attention outwardly from their own community into
that of the non-Muslim Kafr. It can be seento be at least partly embodiedin the MosquebasedIslamic Centre'sschools educationalproject and the enthusiasticmanner in which
Muslims took part in the local Inter-Faith Forum. This desire to work with the
Bournemouth community is undertaken in an overt, inclusive, highly professional and
reflective manner. The Muslim community also had an active educational role in
regularly visiting Police headquartersto assist in the education of the Police in social
mattersconcerningMuslim ways of living and the Islamic faith.
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Such inter-active educationalstrategiesdid not only reinforce Muslim identities, but also
stimulated the construction of knowledge concerning non-Muslim people, their misled
perceptions of Muslim peoples and their enthusiasmto learn more about real Muslim
experiential reality. In many ways local Muslims were gaining a significant weight of
self-reflexive knowledge which enabledthem to actively criticise each others' practices
and attitudes,aswell as,when required to do so, those of the non-Muslim.

Seeing internal ideals and distinctions

Amit spoke to me at length one evening about how Islam encourages every Muslim to
view other Muslims critically
individual

and to encourage each other to speak out when any

does something that could be considered against the teachings of Allah.

Although this could be seen to indicate a primordial monitoring of Muslimness, it also
indicates a built-in religious and social encouragement to be moral and ethical linked to a
seemingly contradictory philosophy which encourages cultural diversity within
Islamic faith. As such, the community

the

could encompass many cultures and many

nationalities whilst also encouraging only one way of doing Islam without regulating
culture into a single entity. The community seemed to have grasped this apparent
contradiction with some creative enthusiasm. Without being dominated by a single
nationalism, these people were creating a complex kaleidoscope of polyphonic cultures
under the overall protection of Islam and its central field of influence within the wider
multiplicity of Muslim cultures.
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However, this was not a serene or romantically ideal utopia of existence. Muslim
life.
debate
cultural
and
meaning
was
part
of
religious
everyday
over
negotiation and
Some cultural practices were often brought under critical scrutiny, but this was seen as
being healthy for the community and was never undertakenor encouragedto be divisive.
For example, I heard it mentioned on more than one occasion that some nationalities of
first generation Muslim migrants bring their women into Britain without concerns for
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Indeed,those who do not fit Islamic expectationhave to be encouragedto practice living
life correctly.

This encouragementalso worked in the opposite direction; namely, that British Muslims
individuals.
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grammar; some quite horrific to his English upbringing. Time and time again he would
have to circulate such material to the non-Muslim public with a little embarrassment.He
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Amit mentionedon one occasionthat if people wanted to live in Britain then they have to
take on board the necessitiesfor living; especially how to communicate effectively. This
would enableMuslim people to blend English with a greater understandingof the world
around them, maximise their life-chances, and lead more enjoyable and dynamic lives.
Also, speaking English could not diminish being Muslim as most local Muslims spoke
several languages already due to their diverse Muslim and non-Muslim national
backgrounds.

It was also found that the Muslim community contained an immensely broad and deeply
rich

variety

of knowledge

spanning both national

and global

experiences and

incorporated knowledge from a wide range of cultures, status groups and professions.
The apparent lack of noticeable social divisions in the community seemed to encourage a
wide and open debate on many issues. It was rare to be with a group of Muslims and not
be engaged into passionate conversation about diverse ways of seeing the subject under
discussion from different interpretations of knowledge. If the discussion managed to get
too heated then often only the Qur'an could settle the matter. On one or two occasions
even this point of reference - often with its fascinating allusions and vivid metaphors of
description - would be interpreted differently, but always with reverential solemnity and
mutual respect. The Qur'an appeared to turn the flame off from under a boiling kettle at
such times.
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Reproduction

and production in the Mosque: Islamic field/Muslim

field

Dominated by religious discourse, life in the Mosque was a permanent site of official
reference to Islamic teaching, philosophy, science and debate. It was also an unofficial
site of less formal social organisation; where people played as well as prayed, and where
they met to exchange local news and small talk about what had been happening to each
in
issues
Muslim
in
Global
times.
peoples
other parts of the
concerning
other
recent
world would often be discussed. In effect, Mosque life involves news dissemination and
interaction. Perhaps somebody would want to talk about a documentary they watched on
TV last night, or the latest episode of Eastenders. Soaps were always very popular as
infidelity,
for
for
Kafr
tastes
topics
cultural
sex,
considering
sources of entertainment and
if
business
humour.
An
trade
and
occured as it
violence and
occasional quiet whisper of
were taboo to use a Mosque for such matters. It was a place in which one could read a
newspaper in peace, play table tennis, or study from both texts and taped material from
its Islamic library. Often food would be prepared and taken communally after prayers, or
Sweets,
biscuits,
discussion
had
chocolate, cakes,
after a semi-formal
group
concluded.
firm
favourites.
dates
black
tea
sweet
and
were all
pizza, strong

The Mosque was a centre for both religious and social life. It was not a place where
in
people should whisper quietly solemn deferenceto God, but a place where lives given
by God should be enjoyed to the full. Somehave arguedthat Mosquesin Britain function
symbolically as visible signs of oppositional presencein non-Muslim social space.As
such, a Mosque is symbolic of "community, self-definition, installation -a

separate

universe and a center (sic) of another form of social life under a different symbolic
canopy" (Gilsenan 1982 p. 194). However, Bournemouth Sunni Muslim people did not
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refer to the Mosque in such cleanly separatist terms. To them, the Mosque was simply
another part of the multicultural social environment; a symbolic contributor to the social
world of which it is an integral part. In their eyes, if any `thing' saw the Mosque in such
separatist terms of social distinction, it was the Town Council with its endless rules and
regulations about planning permission and restrictions on local parking. Indeed, many
domains of local authority often came under criticism;

Amit: "They don't care that much. In public they are concerned on the radio. In private,
...
they say the most ignorant and racist of things. They have two faces. I was shocked to
hear a Councillor say something like 'We're British and we should stay that way' when he
talked about some of us."

The following material is taken from two sessionsof the Qur'anic Circle. These are
semi-formal religious discussion groups held on the main prayer day of Friday at
irregular intervals. The first was held outside of the Mosque. Both of these indicate that
within an anchorageof Islamic religious identity a complex array of referencepoints are
often drawn from in order to make senseof the Muslim lifeworld; generating a web of
significancethat has been spun in the ever-presentbranchesof the tree of Islam.

The Qur'anic Circle, an egg-shaped world, and Cat Stevens: Discursive distinctions

Amit and I arrived at the Mosque for the Friday night Qur'anic Circle reading with
severalpackagedteaching props that Amit had used for the day's school visits. We paid
our respectsto Omar who was working late in his office with anotherbrother. The two of
them appearedtransfixed by yet anothercomputer-orientedproblem with the office's PC.
The brother who was unknown to me asked if I was Amit's brother as to him we "both
looked the same". I was rather taken aback by his statement,more so as it was plainly
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dissimilar
I
Amit
physically as chalk and cheeseand a vast age
as
genuine; as
and were
difference separatedus. The moment made me realise that despite idealised Islamic talk
aboutnot recognising `race', maybe somein the community perhapsdid.

After paying our respectsAmit took his equipment upstairs for safe storage. I took up
conversation with brother Jamal. Jamal owned the cafe where the previous Qur'anic
Circle had been held. His young son and daughter were here with him and his wife was
in attendancefor the reading within the women's room. The reading was to be piped
through to her and the other women via the Mosque's in-housePA system.Jamal'syoung
daughter asked me if I was a Muslim - exactly what she had asked me initially on our
previous meeting. I replied in the negative for a secondtime and she looked equally as
puzzled as shedid a month earlier.

Afzal and Mahmoud were to join us before Amit returned. Our spirits were quite high
and easygoing and talk whisked its random way through Jamal'snew beard, Afzal's PhD
research,and some lengthy talk about non-Muslim secondaryschools and the external
marking of exam sheets.A teaching friend of Amit's had recently been told to re-mark a
batch of exam scripts in the hope of him being rather more generouswith his marks the
second time around. Amit thought that schools were too busy reaching expected
performance targets with exam results; concerning themselves less with accurate and
truthful marking. Eventually the talk dissipated and we made our way upstairs for the
reading. A Surah was to be the object of our attention. A Surah was later explained to me
as being similar to a chapter of the Bible. Afzal read - to me, he almost sang - the Surah
in its original Arabic before brother Mahmoud read the English translation with Amit
reading the interpretive English footnotes. Jamal's young son sat beside me fidgeting
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through his copy of the reading. Jamal entered to sit beside him in order to closely
fumbled
his
in
his
Jamal
through
son's
scattered
supervise
paperwork
young attention.
desperation of trying to locate our whereabouts. The readings were conducted with
reverenceand becamerefreshingly intermingled with short discussionsand opinions. A
little humour threaded through. On two occasions, I wondered what the reading must
have soundedlike to Jamal'swife and any other women listening from their own room.

The content of the Surah, Al-Muddathir (LXXIV Verses 56), was quite revealing. The
English translation - being read out by Mahmoud - came to life via the footnotes. In the
past Muslims had mentioned to me that the Qur'an statesthat doing good things to other
doing
deeds
for
is
Allah,
Muslim
they
with
good
people, whether
are
or not, synonymous
in
had
become
West
for
In
the
their
culturally too
not
yourself.
eyes,non-Muslim people
familiar with doing good deeds for the sake of their own individual self-benefit. This
Qur'anic reading was to highlight this cultural self:Other dichotomy in a religious
context. The interpretive footnotes relating to Verses 56 1-7 exposed the religious
perspective:
"Whomeveryou favour you shouldfavour him without selfish motive...In other words, do
benefits...
for
Allah,
for
Although you are
to
the
sake
of
seeking
any
good
others
not
performing a great service,you should never gloat over it... "
The sacred readings were often patiently interrupted by discursive diversions and
digressions into the non-Islamic world of experience. The brothers were using the
reading, consciously or otherwise, to locate their religion in juxtaposition to non-Muslim
thought and explanations.
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After a while Amit invited me to read out and comment upon a section of English
interpretation of Verses 56 8-37 :

`In every age the greater majority by far has been of those people who have been
involved in the doubt whether there is God, or no God. Hereafter or no Hereafter,
whether Heaven and Hell really exist, or are mere figments of the
imagination... This same doubt has led most people to unbelief, otherwise the
has
denied
in
these
truths
the
absolutely
who
number of such people
world
never
been great. For a person who has any common sense knows that there is no
rational ground whatever for denying the possibility of the existence of these
things, or of declaring them absolutely impossible. "

I made some attempt to explain that many people with whom I had met and sharedlong
periods of time with over the years found it difficult to totally reject the possibility of a
god, or some form of spiritual belief. Only Amit and I spoke directly about the final
sentenceof the reading. The others discusseddifferent areasthe passage.The discussion
moved into the question of belief. Mahmoud had been watching a series of programmes
on TV about the planets in Earth's solar system. He found it strange that Jupiter, the
so-calledplanet of fire, could be reasonedby non-Muslims as being createdby God, but
that they may still question the ability of God to make Hell. This manner of relating nonMuslim perceptionsto Islamic knowledge appearedfairly routine engagementwithin the
meetingsI had attended;as if people were making senseof their own experiencethrough
their knowledge of the non-Muslim world as well as their own interpretations.

At one point Mahmoud mentionedthat Westernnon-Muslims once thought that the Earth
was flat, but that the Qur'an had explained that it was spherical and "egg-shaped"from
the time of the Prophet Muhammad. The brothers found it very humorous that such
non-Muslims once believed from a religious knowledge basis the Earth was flat. Abdul
had to assure their smiling enquiries of scepticism with mention of such flat Earth
religious views being quite active in the West even up to the seventeenth century
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following the experiments and theories of Galileo Galilei. Another brother felt that
Westernerswere obviously not seasonedglobal travellers at that time. Abdul returnedhis
historical emphasesupon religious resistance to returnee travellers' newly acquired
knowledge that one would not fall off the edge of the world if one sailed in a straight
line. The brothers found evenmore humour in this archaic understandingof the world.

Abdul (who had moved away from Jamal's fidgeting child) spoke about the total eclipse
that was to be seen in the South West of England that summer. Being professionally
trained in Britain as an "eye-doctor" (as two brother's had previously informed me) he
was concerned about permanent retinal damage should anyone, Muslims or otherwise,
directly view the forthcoming eclipse. Mahmoud laughed his way into Abdul's
himself
day!
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is
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"It
to
to
that
gathered
cloudy on
seriousness,
suggest that maybe money could be made by selling people welding masks for
protection, before collapsing into laughter once more.

The reading session closed a few minutes before the evening's maghrib prayers. The
discussion indicates a significant drawing of points of distinction in belief between
Muslim and perceivednon-Muslim; providing evidenceof distinctions being drawn at an
Islamic level of interpretation. We went downstairs to an impressive array of minced
bread
toasted
parcels,pineapple and cherry cake. Brother Jamal had
meat and mushroom
brought along some end-of-day doughnutsfrom his cafe for everyoneto share.Black tea
was passedaround. Some of the younger brothers who had arrived for prayers sat down
aroundthe table to join in.
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Mahmoud produced a hardcopy e-mail reply from his previously mailed critique of the
not-so-recent BBC documentary Murder In Purdah. The BBC had sent him a profuse
apology about confusing the differences between localised Muslim

cultures and the

Islamic religion. The brothers read the e-mail and came to the conclusion that the reply
still indicated the BBC's ignorance of such an important distinction. Brother Amit had
recently been invited up to London to participate in a working conference with BBC
producers and their institutional superiors. John Birt was to be there. The conversation
turned to media representations of Islam and Muslims. Amit talked of the exposure of
Islam being restricted only to sensationalised snapshots of the Muslim

world.

If

sensational stories could not be found, then confrontational representations would be
used. An understanding of everyday Muslim culture and its connections with Islam was
not being relayed by institutions such as the BBC to non-Muslim peoples in Britain.
Also, Western celebrities who had converted to, or partially turned to, Islam were
constantly being reproduced as 'typical' Muslims:

Amit: "They think we're all guitar players!"
I laughedwith the others,rememberinganother friend of mine who had taken the rise out
of my interest in Muslim lives by joking that they'd be having me playing the guitar
within weeks. I assumedthat Amit was focusedupon Cat Stevensas the now well known
convert, Yusuf Islam. Chris Eubank, the British boxer, was proposedby anotherbrother
asbeing a personwho has turned, not converted,to Islam:
Mahmoud: "He said on TV that he will let his son decide for himself if he wants to
becomea Muslim. That attitude is not the attitude of a true Muslim father.
This ability to reflect upon one's own senseof being Muslim in a non-Muslim country is
a creative reflex. The reflex exists in relation to being representedin particular ways by
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the non-Muslim

`Other' who has the power to shape the majority consciousness into

thinking they know about Muslim people living beside them without ever meeting any.
Also, the ease at which Muslims reflect upon themselves in relation to non-Muslim
knowledge often forces an almost immediate reinforcement of Muslim identity through
which Islamic knowledge and Muslim practices negotiate with non-Muslim variations
and differences.

This situational creative reflex of identity reinforcement under both the external gaze of
the `Other' and Muslim experiencesof non-Muslim perceptionscreatedby that self-same
it
in
becomes
Muslim
forces
self-awareness;
external gaze
an element of change
reinforced in juxtaposition to such misconceived perceptions. In turn, this gives the
impression of field reinforcement at the point of Islamic practice. As such, evidence
appears to uphold the tenets of structuralist constructivism when Muslims organise
informal
in
field.
Islamic
However,
the
everyday practices
when organised more
within
far more hybrid, diverse, and mutable forms of cultural exchanges, practices, and
symbolic appreciationare evident. It could be arguedthat the latter can be aligned to the
Muslim or MuslimlKafr fields of practice, the former to the Islamic field.

Non Muslim persceptions of the Islamic world: Through Muslim eyes

The following material has been extracted from an address given to an open public
audience in Bournemouth by Dr Ahmed Abu Bakr. To Muslims, Dr Abu Bakr is a
renowned Islamic scholar through his production of Islamic texts and educationaltapes.
At national level the BBC occasionally used his comment when inquisitive about the
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'misconceived' non-Muslim to Muslim boundary. In the September 11th 2001 aftermath,
Dr Ahmed Abu Bakr was often to be seen on TV news coverage when he acted as one of
The Islamic Parliament's advisors to Prime Minister Tony Blair.

Dr Ahmed Abu Bakr turned inwards into the religious world of Islam to isolate internal
discord. The Nation of Islam was questioned as being an influential aggrevator of the
West'smisconceptionof Islam. Their view of an essentialblack Islam was often taken by
the Western media as being the focus of aggressive Islamic insurgence into white
Western nations. Their discourse is a divisive one that sets black against white. It is a
discoursethat is used to stimulate a juxtaposed media-generatedconstruction, intentional
Islam.
of
construction
self-racialised
a
or otherwise,of white non-Muslims against

Dr Ahmed Abu Bakr was to later develop the influence of media generated
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the producers telephone only one or two influential Muslims. Usually being
London-based,they are selectedas safe-betsfor the provision of good copy rather than
by their personal or Islamic credentialsas being legitimate commentatorsor critics. The
BBC perspectiveis therefore always woven through the pattern provided by one or two
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in effect, reactionary by construction. Its dependent producers enable only the
presentation of crudely torn scraps of segments of the wider picture. Their total
absorption with self-concernedinterest in the immediate short-term necessity for good
institutional
instigating
in
processesthat may ensuremore
copy stems any real concern
long-term representationsof what Islam really is.

He talked about the partisan role of The Nation of Islam in relation to its provision of the
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Ahmed Abu Bakr: "We treat women aswomen, not sex objects."
Conditions of dress (hijab, purdah, etc.) are more voluntary than Western minds
understand.Also, men are instructed not to dress as sex objects. For men, the wearing of
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His material indicates again that making senseof the global world of Islam necessitates
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the world.
Processesclearly exist that align to Bourdieu's structuralist constructivism. At the level
of belief within the Islamic field there are clear moments when Muslims internally selfascribe distinctions between themselves and the Kafr world. However, distinction
operating at the level of cultural differences does not appearin such an apparentmanner
as Bourdieu suggests. Also, in terms of identifying Muslim cultural symbols and
practices,the evidencedoes not clearly indicate Muslims as self-ascribing themselvesas
being so fundamentally different in terms of the wider Bournemouth community. Instead,
Muslims appear to see themselvesas existing in a social world in which non-Muslims
tend to see them as being distinct. In other words, they do not clearly juxtapose
themselvesas being distinct from non-Muslims at the level of culture, but Kafr-generated
other-ascriptionsof their lives constantlyrepresentthem asbeing such.

Instead of subjecting themselves to such external applications of symbolic power,
Bournemouth Muslims actively attempt to deconstruct them. They do not merely
internalise such externally generateddiscoursein terms of reinforcing the distinctions of
their field. Nor do they react blindly to such manifestations of distinction. Instead they
discuss,negotiatewith, and react to such processesof Kafr classification. At such times
Muslim cultural practices do not appearto stem from habitus in the clear and obvious
manner as prescribedby structuralist constructivism. The evidence clearly indicates that
if habitus does have influence in the construction of practice, field, and distinction, then
it is far more flexible and multifaceted than Bourdieu considers.
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The global world, mass media, culture, and notions of the 'real' Islam

Some have noted the internal segregation of local communities based upon localised
distinctions in Islamic interpretation and sectarianism (Lewis 1994). As such, Muslims
are not necessarily locally homogenous. As in Oxford (Shaw 2000 p. 276), Bournemouth
has a number of new Mosques with the most recent being a Bangladeshi Mosque. In
areas of the UK this gradual proliferation of Mosques over the years follows a smaller
scale of fission and segmentation broadly along the lines of place of origin and sectarian
differences

(Lewis

1994 1997 Shaw 2000).

Tames (1982)

also mentions

that

`community' cannot always be seen as a living totality of uniformity in UK urban areas.
Sectarian, regional and national diversity also becomes exacerbated further by a growing
numbers of Mosque users and the restrictive complications
Mosques in Britain's

historically

non-Muslim

of building new larger

urban landscapes (Eade 1995 1996).

Despite these internal segregations, many have aruged that Islam still operates as a
unifying point of organisation (Diop 1997).

In many ways this local negotiation between internal variables may well expose
expressionsof habits via a struggle over notions of a `real' Islam, as arguedpreviously. It
could be proposed that situational boundaries are at work, rather than durable field
distinctions between separatedgroups (Barth 1994 2000). But habitus may also occur
vigorously at the level of reinforcement of Islamic identities founded upon idealised
views of the world (Glisenan 1982) and ideological notions of community (Elkholy
1979)that may concealinternal strife within Islam (Fyzee 1963 Ahmed 2003).
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other levels of distinction beyond only cultural distinction occur between Muslim sects.
These appear far more durable and manifest than the flexible symbolic forms that exist
between Muslim and Kafr and may be seen as indicative of a localised Arab, Middle
Eastern or a non-Bangladeshi Sunni bounded interface with the wider Muslim world.
These were often mentioned by Amit along with other brothers as the elites of Sunni
notions of Islamic idealism.

The two of us talked for some while about personal issues concerning Amit's
forthcoming trip to Alexandria. He had also been offered the opportunity of running a
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I had been struggling with the distinctions betweenreligion and culture, mainly becauseI
had always found it difficult to make such distinctions in general terms no matter which
religion I thought about. When somebodyhas a deep faith then how can they personally
separatethat from ways and styles of living? Both Omar and Amit could easily make
such distinctions even though Amit often said to me that Islam is a way of life; a religion
unlike modem Catholicism and Protestantism.Both of them used cultural differences
within Islam - as well as different interpretations and beliefs within the faith itself - as
referentsof identification allocated to the diverse internal segmentsof Islam. Both called
these segments`sects'. Also, differences in levels of national identity maintenanceoften
came under critical scrutiny by the leadership of the Sunni Mosque in Bournemouth.
Such criticisms were especially levelled in relation to areas of the Muslim world that
balanced themselvesbetween political identities of governance and the Islamic ideals
upheld in the Bournemouth group under study.

These are not unusual to find in Muslim variation around the world as strong national
identities interfere with a pan-Islamic identity anchored in the ideals of ummah when
they demand paramount loyalty to the State by political ideological discourse linked to
secularsocial ideals (Rahman 1979pp.226-231 Ahmed 2003). Othershave statedthat the
modem period of the global Muslim world finds a new resurgence of Muslim
nationalism - especially in the Arab and South Asian world - as a threat to the panIslamic ideals of ummah (Zubaida 2004). As such, both non-Muslim and Muslim
nationalism came under particular critical scrutiny in many discussions at the
Bournemouth Sunni Mosque due to their strong identity of transcendingnational points
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of identity alignment.

It could be proposedthat secular dimensions of nationalism interfere with a more ideal
set of Islamic principles in local Sunni perceptions.Amit explained an event involving a
disagreementhe had had with another Muslim during Hajj. He had objected to a man
praying whilst causing an obstruction to others during a `plane flight. The man had
offended Amit because he did not recognise Amit was Muslim based on his white
complexion. By having his his racial type recognised,Amit noticed a cognitive trait that
Sunni Muslims in Bournemouth located as being a bad practice in itself. Amit had felt
that his interferencewith the man's prayers may have soundedarrogant to me, but that in
Islam any individual is obliged to correct any errors or faults in the conduct of other
Muslims. I askedif this occurred at any formal local level between the different sectsof
Islam. Amit answeredin the negative as such corrections were made in the everyday
interactions of people within and between different sects. I asked how many sects of
Islam there were;
Amit: "The last time that I saw it written, there were 40."
Nick: "I know that Sunnishave differenceswith Shi'ites...religious or cultural?
Amit: "That's mainly one of Islam. They don't believe in one of the pillars of Islam and
so their very being Islamic is in question...A Shiite will not pray behind a Sunni. We
had a couple that cameto the Mosque...they came in to pray apart from us."
Amit continued to say that like the Taliban, Shiites had a cultural background that
treatedtheir women poorly. Other sorcesalso argue that cultural variations in the Islamic
world exposemisogynistic tendencies,particularly in the Arab world (Mernissi 1991);
Amit: "They keep women indoors chained to the sink and treat them like baby
machines."
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And on the Sufi:
Amit: "They were alright before they went all mystical..."
The Sufi had become'monkish'by living outside of everyday secular life such as;
Amit: "... duties to your wife, your family, to work, and to society as a whole..."
Pakistani and Indian Muslims were brought into the formula of distinction. Amit had
been to a marriage between Indian Muslims in the past. His account reminded me of a
past conversationwith anotherbrother who reported an occasion when he was invited to
attend a Muslim wedding in India. The bride had worn red and her style of clothing was
too culturally indicative of her region, rather than of her faith. Ali viewed the event as
being too Punjabi with, "all of that Punjabi stuff was going on too much!" However,
Amit clearly locatedhimself with them as being fellow Muslims on the basis that cultural
variation was to be expectedwithin the breadth and depth of the Muslim world.

Amit recountedthat when he was told that it was a good Islamic wedding at the time of
invitation, he had respondedwith a little reservation;
Amit: "All of that gold and the woman in red...that's not Islam, that's Hindu. "
Nick: "I don't understand..."
Amit: "It's their culture getting in the way of Islam..."
This confusedme further as surely Amit was really classifying one religion getting in the
way of another and therefore making a personaljudgment upon Islamic significance that
I could not see beyond being a slight upon a part of the Muslim world. However, such
internal critical negotiations with the interface of religious ideals and Muslim
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interpretationshave been noted as active in UK diasporic communities (Shaw 2000) on
the basis of symbolic strugglesover the legitimacy of Islamic ideals (Ba-Yunus 2002).

This reminded me of a previous discussionwith Omar. He had indicated that Indonesian
Muslims tried hard to be good Muslims but that;
Omar: "... they let their culture get in the way of their religion. "
Such criticisms can be viewed as areas of internal disconnection within the Muslim
concernfor spiritual solidarity linked to ummah.However, others have mentioned similar
levels of differentiation forming on the basis of different levels of social solidarity such
as pan-Arab nationalist sentiment and political organisation. Indeed, "(a)n Arab has no
privilege over a non-Arab except on the basis of righteousness" (Rahman 1979 p.25).
This is an often repeatedidea that logically follows on from the Qur'an and the Prophetic
teachingbut that may reflect later developmentsin Islamic society (Rahman 1979p.25).

The history of interaction betweenpan-Arab organisation and the Islamic organisation of
ummah has had a variable and sometimes discordant relationship in the context of the
Arab world (Zubaida 2004) and the symbolic struggle over notions of a true Islam in a
world of change (Ahmed 1992 2003). Indeed, notions of pan-Arab nationalist
organisation as being a separate wing of the Islamic religious ummah have been
suggested(Zubaida 2004), but in the UK context of the Bournemouth Sunni community
this hardly seemsappropriate on the basis that a strong `Arab' identity was not clearly
evident even though it was the casethat key membersof the leadershipof the community
centred on this particular Mosque were connected at certain levels by their Arab and
Middle Easternorigins. So this would lead the researchto consider that cultural variation
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could be seenas being perceivedto be challenging to the Islamic concernsupheld in the
group under study. To critically investigate this proposition, the consciously expressed
identities strongly indicated that a pan-Islamic identity overwrote any firm notions of
Arabness (Zubaida 2004). Indeed, this research contends that with varying levels of
successthe `dreamsand aspirations' (Zubaida 2004) of the ummah were being actively
transformed from `idea to action' (Asad 1975 p.48) on a daily basis with a primary
concern for a localised Islamic ideal, rather than any Arab counterpart. In relation to this
chapter of the research,in order to do this, people appearedto be achieving this through
the creation of internally oriented points of distinction directed into the wider Muslim
world. Linked to this, and basedupon a distinction createdby Ernest Gellner in his 1992
text Postmodernism,Reasonand Religion, others have argued that modern Islam is split
betweenthe ideals of a `high Islam' and a `low Islam' (Ask & Tjomsland 1998 pp.3-6).
In this perspective,modernity is claimed to stimulate an aspiration to attain the higher
ideals of Islamic objectives as projected from its elites and scholars.This fundamentally
stimulates an intellectual and religious modernization of Islam, almost as a counterhegemonicforce (Crehan 2002) in societiesonce entrappedin the less sophisticated`low
Islam' of the masses(Ask & Tjomsland 1998 p.4) and the crises of modern nationalist
leadershipsas Muslim peoples ebb and flow between notions of pure Islam and State
political ideals and aspirations(Ahmed 2003). In this sensethe pure meaning of Islam is
up for grabs,and Amit and Omar had theirs to offer.

Amit had mentioned in the past that Turkish Muslims were being encouragedby their
political State to become too Westernisedto keep their faith alive. Being both a strong
nationalist and secular society, Turkey has effectively sacrificed religious ideals for
political objectives and it is known to come under particular scrutiny by other areasof the
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Muslim world (Zubaida 2004). Amit explained that with State political interference, the
it
from
Turkish Muslims. The Statewanted to play
had
Islam
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marginalisationof
the Europeangamewhen it cameto being culturally acceptable;
Amit: "They are too busy being good Europeans...When I went to Istanbul, we knocked
on the Mosque and they openedup for worship just for us. It was like nobody there ever
went there anymore."
This was not just a political or an economic transformation underway in Turkey. They
were still Muslims, but their cultural composition and direction had brought about an
active questioning of their Islamic authenticity.

I realised from conversationsin Bournemouth that Omar and Amit expectedthat Islam
should nurture Muslim cultures, rather than vice versa. I also recognisedthat nationalism
simply obscured a true vision and realisation of a global formulation of Muslim
indicate
do
Their
that Indonesians, Turks,
therefore,
not
collectiveness.
expressions,
Pakistanisand Indians were being excluded from the Islamic/Muslim: Religious/Cultural
world in their minds. There was no crude geneologicaltabling going on here. Thesewere
simply Muslim segments within the whole. The sects were viewed with a positive
Islamic vision as such distinctions were not being madebetween Islamic sectsor cultural
variables, even though symbolic diversity within a complete whole was being noted.
Nothing specifically negative was ever made referenceto whilst despite all the internal
rangesof variation and disparity;
Amit: "When we come togetherwe are one despiteour nationalities and our differences."
I asked if this coming together brought out any differences. The response clearly
indicated that internal differences are recognised and do influence the construction of
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symbolic diversity within Islam, but with a genuine struggle to concern themselveswith
inequalities of global Muslim conditions and how these affect the whole global
community, especiallyat the level of social and political inequality;
Amit: "Most Pakistanis have poor education. And a few Indians even now. They rely
upon the imam to educate them from the Qur'an. It leaves them open to political
interference if the imam has been got to. They can't question becausethey don't know
any different."
The admission that Islam can be politically abusedis significant. Almost every political
Western 'evil' of Islam that I had heard to date failed to emphasisethe distinctions
between sacredIslam and secular politics (Ahmed 2003). Locally, Amit and others had
mentionedbefore that true Islam should keep out of the political game.That someBritish
sects were calling for separateIslamic politics was seen to be a wholly non-Islamic
practice. The conversationmoved on with the point being made that Islam should not be
seenor used for political aspirations.To recognisepolitical concernsaligned Muslims to
dissagregationsof social orientation within Islam; Islam is a religious, not political way
of life.

Amit was always careful not to accuseMuslim people as individuals for being at fault.
Individuals were always subjectto the influences of institutionalised political structures.
Nick: "When you talked about 'Turkish Muslims' you seemedto be talking in general
terms. Surely Turkey is comprisedof Muslim sects?"
Amit: "Oh, yes! There are many sects.The point with Turkey is that it's not the religious
country it once was. In Istanbul overt expressions of Islam are condemned. It's not
against the religion in itself; it's for political ends to suit Western expectations. The
generalsdon't want to be associatedwith what they see as an Arab religion...'Arab' has a
stigma...they want to be European...it's the elite, not the people."
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From this concentration upon political generals as elites we entered into his wider views
on Muslim culture and Western influences upon it. It was pure Gellner; the organisation
of apparently passive and sterilised human groups into culturally homogeneous units that
all share the same universal high culture without diversification

or local ties (Gellner

1983 pp. 33-38). In Muslim countries such as Turkey;

Amit: "Cultures are being destroyed,not enriched."
Nick: "You mean that differencesare being levelled rather than being enriched?"
Amit: "British colonialism didn't enhance other cultures. We (the British) destroyed
cultures. The British enrichedthemselves."
Overlooking the identity switch between "we" and "themselves", Amit was locating the
insurgence of US mass culture with colonialism by making clear references to
McDonald's, CNN, and the like, as assimilative hyperglobalist devices linked to cultural
absorption.
Nick: "But surely this is only happening in the cities of Turkey and Arabia, less so
outside?"
Amit: "True, but there's only desert outside! Admittedly you get differences but when
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grand hypothetical abstractionswere perhaps not the point of his conversation. More
significant was how he was using such symbolic referents to generatea senseof location
for Muslimness in the world in opposition to Kafr intervention. As I pondered, Amit
began to talk about Western pressureson Islam in relation to women. He often made
conversation about the role of women and their relationship with Islam. Significantly,
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whenever he spoke about this he always juxtaposed the Muslim woman against the
non-Muslim.

A clear process of boundary marking was evident and this section will

outline the referents of distinction made by Amit.

Amit was well awarethat a dominant ethnic culture of white-Englishnesswas at work in
the British massmedia system.The representationof Muslim women was fairly uniform
and unvarying. Such institutionalised representationsconsistently failed to make clear
distinctions betweenthe faith of Islam and the disparatecultures of Muslim peoples.The
insitutionalised discourse was one firmly rooted in the male domination of women.
Journalistic experimentsbeyond this constructednon-Muslim vision of Islam tended to
occupy only marginal positions within all mass media establishments.The lack Amit
would prefer total absence- of terrestrial and satellite TV coverageof Ramadan over the
1998 Christian Christmasperiod had stimulated a clear set of distinctions in Amit's view.
For him and many other Muslims, the hegemonic consensual cultural interests of a
televised dominating cultural perspective did not reflect the internal diversity of the
British nation. The British Broadcasting Corporation was often located as an obvious
`national' key agent in such hegemonicmaintenance.Omar also mentioned that in Libya
his family could receive several different national TV channelsto see the news through
many national perspectives.In Britain, Omar continued, the BBC news gives only one
national view and the others rarely venture too far from this. In Libya, he argued,people
seewhat's really going on in a particular country by what it leavesout of its news, not by
what getsput in.

Amit spent an evening in Southamptonin conferencewith BBC producers.He had been
invited to discuss the possible inclusions of Muslim and Islamic interests into
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broadcastingschedules.His summaryof the evening was trite but concise. Not one of the
individually powerful people who representedthe interests of the British Broadcasting
Corporation indicated any interest toward Muslim interests.One of Amit's favourite lines
cameout to me in order to emphasisehis point;

Amit: "Think about what kind of country this would be like without the input of other
cultures' culture!"
One of the executive BBC representativeshad even uttered the ultimate discursive snub
to Amit's concernsfor the absenceof cultural diversity in BBC scheduling;
Amit: "...he said, "After all, this is Britain we're talking about!" What can you say to
that?"

Yet again, at least from Amit's perspective, the ideological desire for multiculturalism
was being rooted out of an overwhelming desire to represent'culture' in relation to the
interests of certain powerful individuals who see themselves as belonging to an
essentially 'English' culture. For Amit it was not a question of racism, but a question of
the perpetuation of the ignorance that prejudice so often stems from. Why, after all,
invite a Muslim voice to the conference in an advisory capacity if the established
non-Muslim majority overwhelmingly upholds its own perceived dominant cultural
habits and tastesin preferenceto that of another?From his experience,the evening had
been a frustration that indicated a superficial concern for muliticuturalism in the BBC
being loaded down with a deeply-rooted overwhelming institutionalised concern to
follow establishedcultural, and mainly secular,practices.
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Throughout these accounts there is an obvious struggle occurring over legitimate
perceptions of the wider social, political and economic world. This reminds the
discussion of the role of symbolic capital and the links to distinction in Bourdieu's
material. However, there appear to be two levels of distinction at work. One points
inwards to the Muslim world itself as Muslims legitimately criticise global Islam as
Muslims together through a myriad of sectarian, localised, regionalised and national
variations (Ahmed 2003 Zubaida 2004). These internal views are not founded on seeing
internal Muslim distinctions in terms of systems of social separation. What these
`inward' views see operateson the basis of noting symbolic variations within a wider
context of Islamic connectivity that simply has to remain connected.The secondlevel of
distinction points outwards into viewing how non-Muslims represent Muslim peoples
and ways of life both in the world and in Britain. These `outward' views appear to
generatea more deeply rooted notion of being representedas being `different' through
non-Muslim sites of power and general common-sensualconventional wisdom. As such,
do
have
face
Muslims
active and general systemsof
and on an external
of perspective,
symbolic distinction, but they are arguably evident only becauseof external, not internal,
origins of symbolic meaning.

Struggles over symbolic capital are also clearly evident in terms of the struggle for
cultural meanings attributed to gender, as argued previously. It is also evident in the
debatebetween the legitimate linguistic classifications of terrorism:warfare, the strong
critical engagementswith the cultural value linked to Western-generatedsymbolic forms
of globalisation, and the moral responsibility linked to both international law and
national and global mass media. These debates occur locally and are apparent in the
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comparative literature, as already detailed. With all of these categories of symbolic
capital it does appear that fields are generated to create symbolic boundaries of
distinction between Muslims and non-Muslims. This reinforces the Islamic field quite
significantly and this researchhas already proposed that a tripartite of separatefields
exist, with the Islamic field proving the most durable in construction when invoked by
Muslim requirement. This chapter reinforces this proposition by contending that the
structuresof reproductive habitus are clearly more evident in terms of Islamic practice,
knowledge and identity. In turn, these tend to reinforce more noticeable forms of
distinction betweenthis field and the non-Muslim `other'.

In comparison,the Muslim field is more relaxed in orientation of knowledge and styles of
expression. Being less structured, the Muslim field contains hybrid arrays of cultural
points of reference and practices as expressionsthat occur outside of the more formal
Islamic events. Here, aspectsof distinction are still noticeable, but are by no means as
`distinctive' in comparison to the Islamic field as it exists as an ideological resource for
the Muslim field. As have been presented, many of these points of distinction turn
inwardly into the diversity and variation of the Muslim world.

Having said this, a number of referencesto Muslim: Kafr distinctions were occasionally
made along the fieldwork period by individuals. One younger teenage brother made
comment about how much he enjoyed the explicit sexual expressionof Western women
in the mass media. He noted how lucky non-Muslims were to be able to see such
beautiful women naked on their TV sets and in the print media. Most brothers
condemnedsuch mass-mediatedsexual expression.A few comments were also made at
times about how women in Bournemouth dressedin an overtly sexual manner. Indeed, a
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national newspaperhad voted Bournemouth the `sexiest town in Britain' in 1997. A
Nigerian brother also spoketo me about a one-off moment of concern that occurred some
time ago. A few younger boys were once found to quite regularly visit pubs in
Bournemouth. He had helped with a Muslim `picket line' at one pub in order to dissuade
some young Muslims from entering. Alcohol consumption was a clear point of
distinction for Muslims of all ages. So there is some evidence that could be upheld in
defence of a more interactive Muslim/Kafr field, or explained away by generational
differenceswithin Muslim lives (Anwar 1998 Erel 2003).

There is, therefore, evidencethat points towards a clear overlap between the two Islamic
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level
distinction,
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habitus,
distinct
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its
Muslim
Despite
as
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such an overlap,
Islamic equivalent, appears more mutable and adaptable to the hybridisation of kafir
cultural material. Although, having said this, mundane Muslim practices, such as being
fascinatedby TV soapoperas,do tend to convert meaningsinto both Muslim and Islamic
frames of reference through which people interpret the Kafr world. It could be argued
that this is perhapsnot indicative of generative hybridisation, but merely habitus-based
reproduction.

As such, the researchconcludesthat both Islamic and Muslim fields do actively generate
forms of distinction. Despite their mutability in the Muslim field, many forms of
distinction still maintain a quite resilient form of internal cohesionthat tends to reproduce
a senseof identity difference with the non-Muslim world.
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This makes it appear that Muslims tend to separate themselves off from the wider
community. This is definitely not the case that is being argued here. It is found that
external other-ascribeddistinctions are evidently pervasive to the Muslim. Their reactions
to this are confluent into trying to contend with such symbolic referencing and
classification via the projection of their own constructedrepresentationsof themselvesto
the Kafr. The processof local educationalvisits to non-Muslim institutions in the town is
evidence of initiatives to critique the misrepresentation of Muslim life, whilst also
reinforcing the Muslim and Islamic fields as a joint but also distinct community within
Bournemouth's wider community.

Latin a/IIispanic distinctions

Latina/Hispanic women tendedto seeboth positive and negative distinctions more keenly
and openly when viewing what they referred to as `English' or `British' culture at local
level. This could give the impression that they were discontentwith life in Bournemouth,
but it would be more accurate to consider an active ethnic ambivalence toward local
cultural `pros and cons' as indicative of their active and conscious negotiation with
locality. This is not to say that their worldviews were more parochial as Latina/Hispanics
had quite intricate national and global worldviews. At national level, for example, they
sharedkeen and wholly positive views on wider social aspectsof cultural life. Unlike
Muslims, who viewed local people most favourably, but with a tendency to see civic,
national, and global institutions in a negative light, Latina women in particular had an
uneasy relationship with distinctions in local everyday life. Having said this, such
perceptionswere balancedaccordingly with majoritively positive aspectsat a national, or
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social, level. All Latinas and Hispanics enjoyed life in Bournemouth, but there were some
aspects of its living that simply had, as was their collective way, to be tackled with
healthy criticism and concern whilst drawing comparisons of distinction based upon
global experiencesof migration.

Julia, from EuropeanSpanishdescentand a translator by profession, critically evaluated
how Britain has the nerve to call itself 'multicultural' when its public libraries and
bookshops only stock books written in English. Julia then informed me that the only
books written in Spanishwithin Bournemouth's library were there only becauseshe had
donated them herself. Julia, after spending most of her adult life travelling around the
world, had lived in Korea for some time. In Korea, she continued, people buy books in
English and Korean as well as other languages.Moreover, she recalled views of Koreans
reading in public as being a keen memory of their enthusiasmto learn about the world,
rather than only their own country. This, to Julia, was evidence of a truly multicultural
population. Bournemouth, and England as a whole, merely paid lip service to a
multiculturalism that could not be witnessedat local level.

Such openly critical engagementswith multiculturalism at local and national levels of
social life could be indicative of what women sometimesreferred to as a general cultural
trend that they made distinct from their own open and forthright views on other people.
This manifesteditself in accountsof life in Bournemouth as being linked to many English
people who did not appearable to expressan emotional honesty during social interaction.
Instead they preferred to hide away their true thoughts on others around them. Jolanda
mentioned once that the people she worked with often used to praise her to her face, but
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criticise her work behind her back. She was often frustrated by their inability to simply
say to her that shehad done somethingwrong so that she could do it right in the future.

Alicia, of Mexican descent, made comment on what Goffman would have called the
wearing of masks. I took the opportunity to ask Alicia about how she recognised the
Englishness in English people. She talked about how annoying it was for her to find
English people as being, in her words, "two-faced". Some Muslims had also made
referenceto this at times and Alicia was not the only Latin American to mention this to
me. When she used to work full time in Adult Education Alicia noticed that people who
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Other Latina/Hispanics made referenceto English people being either hesitant or unable
to expressemotions. Julia once mentioned that her experienceof ex-pat English wives
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interpretation do not necessarily argue against group cohesion as cultural meaning may
be shared inconsistently from member-to-member in accordance with Barth's (1989
pp.133-135)notion of random internal distribution of culture within ethnic groups whilst
being linked to the internal generationof ethnic boundary construction (Barth 1969 1994
2000). However, Bourdieu might arguethat such individuated relativism may suggestthe
possibility of the non-existenceof the group. Firstly, such evidence could not be used to
support the individuals as a field. Secondly,their internal variations would not be capable
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of reproducing consistentsymbolic capital. Finally, they could not, therefore, be able to
align themselvesto sharecollective distinctions.

Despite the lack of identifiable generalpatternsin the latter, the Latina/Hispanic evidence
does serve as a basis for investigating far more widespread similarity in Latina/Hispanic
women; their feelings of relative social isolation in comparison with families and friends
overseas, and the cultural value of active, regular and close friendships. Jolanda has
already been detailed in a previous chapter when she talked of needing other
Latina/Hispanic women around her to make up for the lack of close friendship in the
wider Bournemouth community. Gabriella and her husband,Andy, also made comment
on this in referenceto marriage being the main social source of emotional reliance upon
others in the town;
Gabriella: "Ha, in the morning? Andy's there, as soon as I open the door, with do you
want a cup of tea! All the time it happens!Ah, we just talk first and then drink! I think it's
a group thing. I love being with a group of people...! think the first two years of marriage
was really difficult becauseI wanted to be with people, with friends, but Andy had this
idea that becauseI wanted to be with more people that I didn't want to be with him... I
always used to go out with five, six, sevenpeople then, all of a sudden,it was just myself
and Andy. And then myself and Andy. And then myself and Andy, again! I felt I needed
a lot of friends aroundme and Andy thought this a bit childish..."
Andy: "It was like that American series,Friends? You know it? It was like that almost
incestuous- you know? It's part of their cultural need. they consider themselvesof this
..
first generation middle class who have made it, and the way they live off each
other...becauseit is so barbaric out there. I mean little kids of sevenor eight coming up to
you at traffic lights at four in the morning selling you stuff - and it isn't sweets! Like a
shell to protect each other. When we left for the airport on our first trip there one of
Gabriella's friends, Gilberto, he took me to one side at the airport and said and he's a
very big chap - and he looked down at me and said; now you will look after Gabriella,
won't you! I mean,he was really a very big chap!"
Gabriella: "Yes, we all very protective of each other. Same here when we meet together
in the Latin American and Spanish group here in Bournemouth. We all very look after
eachother. We try to do the same,but it didn't work. The people I met with in Brazil? We
met becausewe had a lot to do, not becausewe spoke the samelanguage.We spoke the
same language,anyway! We met becausewe had something in common. The people I
met in Bournemouth?We met becausewe spoke the same language first. So there was
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this need for communicating..."
Andy: "You look for similar experiences..."
Gabriella: "Yes, and the group we meet in the Church? To tell you a secret,I'm extremely
bored with it! I have a friend there and she's extremely religious. She really believes in
the Catholic Church. She has so much faith. I don't really want to go anymore but if I
don't she will ask me why I didn't go. I keep giving excusesbecauseI don't want to hurt
her feelings. I really have nothing in common with most of them really. "
Despite such admissions,Gabriella did maintain connections with the group in order to
maintain her links of friendship. She had stopped going to Grupo de habla Espanol y
Portugese church sessionssome time ago but still spent valuable time at home in the
distinction
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Nick: " Do you look back into Brazil and feel any senseof loss?"
Andy: "Cohesionof community! You know everybody pulling together?"
Gabriella: "I think there is a senseof loss, yeah? Is still, you still, tend to stick together
especially in difficult times. Do tend to. And amongst friends as well as family. When
you need good friends they are always there,just when you need them. They just turn up!
And here?Here I find we are really just myself and Andy. That's it... Yes, we don't really
have all this stressand anxiety, becausethey are there when you need them. For example,
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Someonemade cakes.Cousins came I hadn't seen for ages.All of a suddenthere was a
party. Here, even amongstthe Brazilians now, we think about should we ring so-and-so?
Maybe we should 'phone to arrangethis, or that. Everything planned! Maybe she'sbusy?
And all this. So, there is all this anxiety and stress.Even when we go out for a meal I feel
so anxious; they invited us out should we pay for it?..If they invite you out, then they pay
for it and is no stressabout paying for it yourself and all this; oh, who do I owe, what do I
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drunk."

Gabriella spoke a little more about how she and Andy had to work hard at building social
relationships in Bournemouth.Andy had found it much more difficult to do so. His work
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with former East German languagestudentsmeant that he spent much time away from
English people in comparisonwith Gabriella. Her Brazilian past had, ironically, enabled
her to build her most precious relationships outside of her marriage to Andy. These
relationships stemmed from her linguistic connections with other Portuguese, and
Spanish, speaking people in the town. Most, if not all, of her real friendships had come
from socialising in this group.

Although such evidence does not appear to have great sociological weight, it must be
rememberedthat Bourdieu's (1979/1984) proposition is that such subtle variations from
habitual expectationsinterconnectwith judgmental distinctions of taste and appreciation
to build effective social spacesvia the construction of fields. However, such analysesdo
tend to overlook overlaps in such appreciationsand tastesin the appetite for living life;
marriage into other ways of life being the most noticeableone.

At a far more macro-social perspective Latina women often referred to the positive
benefits of living away from Latin American countries. Economic and political stability
provided personal and social security. This was particularly strong in Brazilian and
Argentine comparisions. Feelings of

in
stress

face-to-face encounters were

overwhelmingly diminished in terms of feeling more content in the relatively crime-free
streetsof Bournemouth.But walking thesestreetscontainedmoments of concern.

Almost all women made occasional referenceto racialised points of distinction. Unlike
Muslim men who often statedthat Islam did not recognise`race', Latina Hispanic women
were more prone to seeing it as a manifestation of their `social geography' (Frankenberg
1993 pp.43-70&111-123). Although there is very little tangible evidence to argue that
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they used `race' themselves,some women were occasionally vulnerable to how `white'
Bournemouth folk used it to externally mark the boundary between themselves and
Latina/Hispanics. Having said this, in comparison to Frankenberg's (1993) US study
there were noticeably lower levels of racialised symbols of both the women's selfascribed identity formations and those being written upon the boundary from external
sourcesof application. When it did appearwithin the Latina/Hispanic group, the labels of
seeing `race' were not necessarilyapplied to colour or biology, but to culture difference.
As such, Latina/Hispanics saw ethnic, rather than racialised symbols as operative in the
boundary constructionprocessat a local level.

All Latina women made frequent references to their enjoyment of relatively less
exclusive social divisions in terms of genderequality, social class,and wealth distribution
in comparisonto their societiesof origin. In particular, Alicia made great play on the fact
that Europeanmen were far more respectful of women's views and opinions than their
macho Argentine counterparts; although Argentine men were learning to emulate this
in
life
Two
chances Bournemouth and all
model.
also spoke positively about greater
appearedto be working at improving their educational and professional futures with
enthusiasm.

Financial security was often referred to by Andy and Gabriella. Her parents had bought
their own home many years ago, but were now condemnedto years of work in order to
pay off their debts and familial obligations. Her father "never stops working" and is
"never able to retire" in a country that sometimeshas "forty per cent inflation a month".
The cultural downside of the lack of such an unstable economy in Britain was that
English people were obsessedwith lives too closely enmeshed into economic and
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financial concerns;
Gabriella: "The only thing that we found here is that we don't stop talking about it all the
time. We just live with it; just carry on living with it. And what in England?A little thing
like ten per cent inflation, or Black Wednesday...People keep talking about it! Or how
much people make a year is part of everyday conversation...1 find this really strange
here. In Brazil you just don't talk about things like that! And forty per cent interest? You
just live with it! "
She reminded me of an Arabian Muslim brother who saw Bournemouth people as far too
concernedwith work and paying off their debts. Nobody, he said, has any time to relax
and think about important things. Gabriella and Andy also saw differences with how
English people dwell on the past too much, not only in terms of the literal black spots of
economic history made referenceto above,but also in terms of their culture and senseof
history.

History, and the English senseof living culture in past heritage, was also a particularly
distinct aspect of cultural life. Gabriella and Andy had taken her mother, Rebeca, on
various day trips when she visited from Brazil some years ago. As with everyday life in
Sao Paulo, Rebecalived in the present, and could not understandwhy the English live in
the past;
Gabriella: "... what she sees for her is present; it's here. What I mean is, we went to
Westleigh Castle once-to her it was just all broken. She asked why it was so broken;
stoneseverywhere!You see,with her there is no history, it's just there, you see?"
Andy: "To most people from Sao Paulo things from the 1930's are consideredold. There
is no real concept of the past.. They have a different perception of old... in Sao Paulo
.
they build a city centre, yeah? When it starts to fall down they don't bother to repair it,
they just pull it down and build a new city centre, right? They have no conception of old,
only the present."
Gabriella: "I must say I did start to appreciatethe old after I cameto England."
Andy: "Because `new' is part of the idea of living and surviving... for us here it's a
different world; always looking nostalgic. To them, survival is important; to look, to
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dream. You feel like the American dream. You know? That idea of continuity and
looking for somethingalways in the future becauseyou can't afford to stand still. "
Gabriella: "Yes, a friend of mine say that living in England is like living in a museum,
hah! In a way it is, isn't it? It's so old for us. Before we come to Europe we have no
concept, no conceptof this, er, how old it is `causewe go to visit buildings in Brazil they
are 1800's - 1822or 1850's - that's the oldest. It's quite shocking coming to England!"
Such accounts clearly indicate that Latina/Hispanics, unlike Muslims, actively engage
with local cultural juxtapositions to their own cultural background in terms of generating
distinctions. However, these are never clearly indicative of constructing absolute
boundariesbetween themselvesand others. Although some racist experienceshave been
brought to bear upon a proportion of the Latina women, there is no evidence of any
symbolic manifestations of power being brought to bear upon them from outside their
group from the mass media or other sites of symbolic power that Muslims referred to.
Also, without external antagonistic misrepresentationsto contend with, it is more likely
to be the casethat the above is evidenceof the women trying to understandthe culture of
`the other' in terms of being able to reasonand negotiate with experiencedattitudes and
practices.

When attention is drawn to internal field distinctions then it could be proposed that this
process of understanding is far more influential in terms of generating a sense of
Englishness.Moreover, holding aspects of Englishness in juxtaposition to themselves
and, perhaps,the similarities of cultural variations internal to the syncretic community of
Spanish and Portuguesespeakersin the town may well maintain the otherwise fragile
nature of syncreticism located in their group. Therefore, if greatersupra-local antagonism
againstthe Latina/Hispanic group was applied, this need to find ambivalencewith local
Englishness could decreaseas their subsequentgeneration of distinction aligns more
closely towards a more permanentand reproducible construction akin to Bourdieu's field.
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However, at this moment in time, the group appearedfar more aligned to Barth's (1969
1994 2000) propositions of ethnic social group formation.

It could also be proposed that the Latina/Hispanic women had a narrower focus upon
locality, or a more detailed local cognitive map, whilst Muslims tended to see the social
world in much wider contexts. As such, Muslims have a wider awarenessand more
complex rangeof symbolic resourcesfrom which to generatetheir basesof distinction. In
other words, the wider the range of self-ascribing resources at a given community's
disposal, and the greater the level of external antagonism,then the more heavily marked
is its senseof distinction likely to become.

Considering Latina/Ilispanics and Muslims

Whatever the case, distinctions are in-part evidently constructed by both communities.
The

discussion has

suggested that

structural. constructivism's

theoretical

conceptualisationof distinction is relevant and developed in terms of the situations and
contexts of this research;perhaps more so than Barth's boundary analysis. Bourdieu's
analysis of fields does tend to focus upon internal group organisation, but clearly places
such fields in a wider social and economic dynamic. Indeed, this researchindicates that
interactions beyond both groups and external to them are as influential as their internal
processes.However, external factors appearmore influential with Muslims, than with the
Latina/Hispanic community. Bourdieu's concept of distinction attemptsto widen Barth's
often narrow internal focus and can be applied to the Muslim community in terms of the
distinctions being drawn within the dynamic of external power being exerted onto the
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external power, its impacts upon internal group dynamics, and the generation of identity
in accordance with extra-local forces. In this sense, structuralist constructivism has a far
broader and more relevant application to the evidence in relation to Muslim
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organisation.
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When held in the context of evidencedetailed above and exposedelsewherein preceding
chapters,it would be dubious to argue that these women are merely reproducing habitus
backgrounds.
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This would partly explain why their community is evident, but its field is perhaps less
durable, less coherent,and more fragile than their local Muslim counterpartsappearto be.

Barth's perspectivesmay be applicable. Barth (1969 1994) does account for symbolic
between
that
occur
situationally
constructions of meaning
groups far more succinctly.
Also, being enmeshedin ethnic boundary processes,Barth's perspectivescould be used
to explain the obviously generative Latina/Hispanic capacity of constructing conscious
internal group significance of meaning (Barth 2000), rather than reducing meaning to
semi-unconscioushabitus. Ethnic groups and their internal features therefore become
"produced under

particular

interactional, historical,
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economic and

political

circumstances; they are highly situational" (Barth 1994 p. 12). This can be seen in both
communities. It is obvious in terms of the supra-local breadth of social vision scoped by
Muslim worldviews and their ideological reflexive draw upon Islam (Ba-Yunus 2002
Hojbjerg 2002). In terms of boundary construction

and maintenance, "the cultural

differences of primary significance for ethnicity are those that people use to mark the
distinction, the boundary, and not the analyst's ideas of what is most aboriginal or
(Barth
12).
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the face of Kafr antagonism at national and global levels (Ahmed 1992 Ba-Yunus 2002
Werbner 2002). This, of course, poses the question of whether the Muslim field is more
aligned to ethnic processes, whereas the Islamic
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When the Latina/Hispanic evidence is considered, it becomes more obvious that their
senseof `distinction' is far less durably marked than that of the Muslim community, but
their levels of ethnic boundary marking is far more noticeable and more frequently
applied as a community of individuals (Barth 2000). They also tend to align to far more
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built around how they see themselves as a group in relation to external factors (Barth
2000 pp.25-34). When shifting focus to the Muslim community a clearly more complex
condition exists.

The comparative complexity of the Muslim community perhaps more clearly indicates
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Barth's more transactionalist situation-determined ethnic boundary process, it is proposed
here that the Muslim field has closer similarity, but not full equivalence of sameness,
with processes located within the Latina/Hispanic
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Chapter 11

Concluding the influence and experience of migration:
and reproduction of social group formation

The production

"So we must go into each of the streams that we identify, as a universe of discourse
and.. .characterise its patterns...depict its production and reproduction, and its
boundary maintenance...in this depiction (we must) discover what makes it cohere,
and leave it as an open empirical question (as to) how and to what extent its ideational
contentsachievelogical closure as a tradition of knowledge. We likewise must identify
the social processeswhereby these streams intermesh, sometimes with interference,
distortion and even fusion" (Barth 1989p. 133).

Returning to the aims and objectives of the research,this chapter will conclude via an
overall consideration of the joint application of Bourdieu's structuralist constructivism
via its substantivefocus upon social group formation and reproduction and Barth's theory
first
to
transactional
the
of generative
ethnicity
process of
generation migration. There
has been little evidenceto uphold one in evidential favour from the other in a clear and
conclusive manner when looking at both groups as there are relative differences. The
its
therefore
conclusion by conceding that aspects of both
research
commences
formation
to
are relevant to the processof migration on the basis
approaches social group
that migrant experience is a multifaceted and variable dynamic of intersubjective
exchange between various identified points of reference. Using Bourdieu and Barth
together it is possible to investigate and evaluatethe overall role of identity and resultant
social formations in the processof migration "on a continuum of fixity and mutability"
(Frankenberg1993p.238) betweenstructure and agency.
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Structuralist constructivism essentially argues that people constantly cut the cloth of new
experiences according to the cultural clothes they already wear (Bourdieu 1990b). The
whole theoretical apparatus grounds the experience of human interaction experienced by
people constantly moving from field to field, social space to social space, and between a
myriad of communicative encounters, into one concept; habitus. As embodiments of
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form
be
truth
that
a
universal
about
social
could
such processes
argued
it
is
but
formation,
clearly not the only process undertaken.
organisation and personality
Even where this research locates a strong leaning towards such an approach there is
it.
For
to
the
structuralist constructivism this retrospection
of
see
weakness
always room
relates to an overwhelming

and overpowering past life which constrains cognition,

attitude, belief, comprehension, and appreciation to ensure efficient reproduction of the
becomes
What
lives.
in
essentially what we will always
were
we
once
past
our present
be, but even in the field interactions of the Muslim group the use of Islam as habitus
in
But,
for
ideological
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many
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appears arguably situational and
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not
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One can construct a binary world of such reference points in theoretical terms based upon
identity:
identity,
home:
home,
new
nation of origin: nation of present
original
new
original
dwelling, and even reproduction: production of cultural meaning, but these are of limited
analytical use in real lives. They exist as false categorical oppositions as life is an
ongoing movement between such cognitive and discursive positions.

In every instance of binary opposition it is clear that migrant people do not live in one or
the other, but dwell in movement between each point. As such, theoretical explanation
must be as dynamic and encompassing as such processes of movement. Therefore, the
identification of two separate oppositional theoretical positions, with clear overlaps of
focus and intent in places, originally appeared to be a logical starting point through which
this research could engage with its fluidity of evidential data in order to generate such a
flexible and reflexive theoretical investigation. Even with the surface-level appearance of
indicated
have
field,
that even this operates as a
Islamic
comparative studies
an
situational resource for community construction.

However, the discussion has suggestedthat the apparent tensions between the work of
Bourdieu and Barth can be effectively applied together. Bourdieu's material on social
habitus
linked
individual,
durability
to
of
a
grouped
reproduction and
and Barth's more
reflexive actor-orientedgenerativeperspectivescan be fused together to createa far more
objective and comprehensiveset of propositions that can be applied to the experienceof
migration. But if they are, then the structural reproductive legacies in Bourdieu's work
have to be further loosenedand taken into the domain of Barth's situationalist accountsof
transactionalgroup dynamics.

It is the casethat what changesand what stays the same on the part of the experiential
becomes
individual
a manifestly primary personal project of
and subjective conscious
is
in
intersubjective
Such
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a project
self-reflection and self-creativity.
in
is,
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many
and
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around
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from
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about
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what
ways, exactly
to
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to
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what
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social world
effectively
influence
denies
free-agency
the
But
and stimulation of
them.
conclusion
such a
around
back
that
to
durable
evident;
which
align
attentions
are
constraints
of
aspects
many
Bourdieu.

Indeed, structuralist constructivism invites us to consider what stays the same, whilst
Barth encouragesthe search for what changeswithin migrant lives. It will, therefore,
both
in
that
be
this
setsof conceptualperspectives
to
concluding chapter
argued
continue
by
the
weaknessesof omissions
counteracting
symbiotically
other
each
mutually support
in
limitations
their existing separation.
that
exist
and

A central theoretical theme that has been returned to more often than any other is the
force
fields
Indeed,
to
`fields'.
the
the
appears
evidence
notion
of
as existing
concept of
Muslim
lives
in
to
constructivism's
relevance
particular.
as a cornerstoneof structuralist
In theoretical terms alone, it is also a key aspectof social group formation. In empirical
form
foundations
fields
from
the
terms,
theoretical
effectively
social
which all human
and
cognition and practice are founded upon as social interaction reproduces itself within
relatively bounded social arenas that have organisational clustering around particular
formations of capital-focused orientation. For Bourdieu, fields function together as
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interdependent
the
whole social group set within the wider political
componentparts of
and economic social world. However, this researchhas not clearly aligned its conclusions
to such sentimentsand theoretical reasoning outside of Muslim discursive constructions
of community.

Although appearingmore relevant to the Muslim community, and especially the Islamic
field, Bourdieu's use of the concept cannot explain the flexible construction of such
entities and their situational variance as effectively as Barth allows. Also, even though
Bourdieu (1979/84) considers what he calls the `homology' of field relationships,
structuralist constructivism struggles to account for the interdependency of their
relationship with other fields in terms of their situational felxibility. This thesis has
field
that
constructions are as variable and situationally relational as Barth's
ascertained
formations
group
and, therefore, can be fused with Barth's
of
ethnic
considerations
for
to
the more durable aspectsof social group
concern
provide
valuable
perspectives
production and reproduction. This can only be achieved through concern for their
identity
actors'
self-conscious
reflections
constituent
upon group
and self identity based
individual
their
experiences of migration being fused together within wider
upon
include
identities
that
their `own' and `other' points of symbolic
collective social
significance.

Migration brings the concept of fields into sharp relief whilst also stimulating a critique
of its underlying structural relevance.On the one hand, nothing could be more apt when
attempting to consider the experienceof migration than the embodiedinculcations of one
fielded individual interacting with similar others whilst also coming into contact with
people of other habitual inculcations in other fields of practice. On the other hand, it
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through
the
both
person
moves
as
change
and
the
meaning
of
production
cannot explain
their ongoing life of situational variability and experience.

Indeed, the questionsof who am I, who are my people, and where do I belong - where is
home to me - are forced into consciousnessby living with both new similar others and
The
different
time.
the
migrant may experience the oppositions of
same
at
others
new
intersubjective similarity and othernessalmost at the same time whilst also learning and
inculcating elementsof both. The researchhas clearly indicated that such processesforce
in
Such
being
worlds
of
experiences.
new
experiences may
emergent notions of
sometimes flow back through time to reflect upon an unfinished old world of
individual
foundation
Upon
the
this
of
meaning
may generatea
emergent
experiences.
durable senseof identity and cultural baggage that does align to Bourdieu's notion of
habitus. However, it clear to see that upon habitus, all new experiencesare negotiated,
interpreted, and made meaningful in an ongoing system of generating meanings that
being
in
belonging
In
the
and
world.
of
and
situationally-relevant
notions
new
produce
habitual
be
to
`reflection'
to
reproduction.
cannot always assumed reduce
other words,

Both Muslim and Latina/Hispanic migrant peoples appear to be forced into oscillation
between being `who I once was', `who I am now', and `who I am becoming'. Through
these flow identity anchor points onto which identity negotiations occasionally become
affixed; in relation to myself, who are those I left behind me and who are those I find
around me today? Having said this, the Latina/Hispanic group appearedto feature this
more evidently than their researchcounterpart.
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Latina/Hispanics

have
to
a more conscious interest in maintaining
appeared

negotiations. At certain situationally-relevant

such

times individuals reinvigorated a part of

past identity. At others times people worked at creating new formations of identity; some
useful, some less so. Latina/Hispanics are therefore learning to 'flex' identity; to oscillate
between several points of identity anchorage including that of gendered identity. As such,
the process is not primordial, but always expressed via situationally manifest invocations
based upon selective memories of past personal experiences - attachments of personal
In
risk.
many ways, their group exists as a
personal
security and situational attractions of
basis
the
through
are
given
meaning
movements
on
such
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single
capital,
node
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from
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not
concentration
durable
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to
positions of Islamic identity,
quite
produce
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more able
but
detract
identity;
from them being
in
this
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the
of
reproduction
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religious identity.

From the evidence collected it can be found that the creation of communities within
community and the emergenceof non-majority ethnicities are often relational to notions
of national majority. For Latina/Hispanics this occurs mainly in relation to a locally
recognised majority, but the Muslim community appearsto be marked by a far wider
relational perspective focussedmainly upon supra-local points of recognition and global
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concernsover non-Muslim representationsof Muslim lifestyles and Islam.

Conclusions

The researchhas concentrated its concerns upon the experiential process of migration
from the migrants' points of view relating to the generation of meaning in terms of how
their individual and collective experiencesof movement are influenced by locality. In
This
five
to
this,
were
generated.
objectives
chapter will now
and
aims
order
achieve
it
in
in
turn
these
summary
as
progressesthrough the
retrospective
consider each of
researchto its conclusion.

Firstly, the delineation of signifying social spaces via Pierre Bourdieu's concepts of
`habitus', `field' and `distinction' linked to cultural meaning and practice can be
juxtaposed with Barth's theory of generativetransactionalethnic process.The two can be
in
to
taken together mutually complement each other a comprehensiveinvestigation of
is
juxtaposition
As
the
the process of migration.
mutually supportive, rather than
such,
in
have
Main
focussedupon the
the
in
concerns
empirical
research
oppositional position.
situational overlapping and exchangeof culture that clearly generateshybrid forms of
knowledge, identity and action within local social space.However, these generationsare
in
both
Muslims
into
of
reproduction
aspects
also rooted
and Latina/Hispanics.
Therefore, it cannot be concludedthat only reproductive influences from migrant pasts,or
from
day
influences
present
contexts of interaction hold any
only productive
deterministic precedenceover one another. Instead, migrant peoples oscillate between
one and the other. However, both Bourdieu and Barth would not be surprised by such a
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conclusion as both clearly attempt to addressthe production and reproduction of meaning
and social influence in their own way. However, both attempts are limited by being
skewed towards oppositional starting points. Moreover, both theorists do not consider
such interdependentfacets of human life within the context of migration, so neither fully
in
the
a comprehensive manner. Only Barth comes
addresses oscillation of movement
it
formations.
has
Indeed,
been argued
dimensions
to
group
of social
close
such
throughout the researchthat Bourdieu does not really consider the potential for conscious
oscillation at all throughout the development of structuralist constructivism, despite
`double-structuring'
he
the
process or `strategies'.
calls
occasionalconsideration of what
Before allowing the conclusion to become enmeshed within theoretical debate it is
first.
is
It
important
to
evidence
clearly
empirical
with
engage
perhapsmore appropriate
to focus upon what aspectsof peoples' lives stimulate such reflexive movements and,
in
terms of the symbolic value of cultural
importantly,
the
outcomes
what are
more
in
involved
has
for
those
such processes.
significance that such movement

The researchconsiders the Muslim population of Bournemouth as being comprised of
three fields of practice linked to a reflexive habitus. Habitus is more clearly reproduced
influence
in
direct
has
Muslim
field
the
field
this
Islamic
the
and
which uses the
within
Islamic field of symbolic capital as a resource through which to construct idealised
for
Muslim
identity.
A third field was
anchorages
situational
and
notions of community
identified but was left not fully researchedduring fieldwork; that of the Muslim/Kafr
field which also influences the Muslim. Each field can be isolated as being distinct, but in
ethnographic reality there was a clear overlap of interactive practices. The three fields
connectedinto a construction of local Muslim community. The researchproposesthat the
three fields are mutually interdependentand together form an overall community that is
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an integral part of wider local community. The Muslim/Kafr field also contains some
intersubjective
relationship with non-Muslim social and cultural life,
evidence of
its
although under-researchedcondition leavesthis as a tentative conclusion.

Muslim

Islamic

knowledge

and experiential

knowledge

carried

along lines of

interconnective migration routes further connects the wider local community into a clear
process of distinction and boundary maintenance to the national and global social worlds
of collective
MuslimlKafr

Muslim

ummah. This

juxtapositioning

enables a relatively

harmonious

polyphonic

with intersubjective connectivity with the Kafr world. It

division
from
Muslim
Kafr
the
the
world.
enables
a
more
stark
of
world
also, conversely,

The community appearsas a permanent,durable construction and appearsto align itself
closely to Bourdieu's theory of structuralist constructivism. Indeed, most ethnographic
material on Muslim social and cultural organisation has been linked to structuralist
in
discussed
terms of boundaries of distinction.
especially
evidence
constructivism,
However, the researchis concernedthat such connectionsmay merely reinforce the Kafr
ethnocentric common sensenotions of Muslim peoples being unidimensional traditional
fundamentalists,anti-modernist,and primordially rooted in a past way of cultural life that
is perhapsno longer valid. Such dismissive, and very limited, categories do not appear
relevant to the realities of Muslim social organisation in which far more dynamic, hybrid,
internal
located.
As such, elementsof Barth's transactional
are
properties
and emergent
theory do clearly appear as being more relevant in application to the complexities of
Muslim life than Bourdieu's underdevelopedasides into productive agency. However,
the researchrefuses to frame the Muslim community in terms of being an ethnic group,
even though it clearly containselementsof the ethnic process.
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Concentration upon comparative evidence from Latin American and European Spanish
first generationmigrants in terms of community has also been investigated. The research
found that structuralist constructivism does not clearly fit the evidence produced.
Although some similarities appear between both communities, there are also significant
differences. The Latina/Hispanic community functions in a far less structured and more
its
is
Muslim
It
than
equivalent.
also far more internally
mutable situational manner
diverse but still remains coherent as a single entity (Barth 1981 1989 Oller 2000). As
such, the `community' appears to be clustered around syncretic organisational factors
linked to a highly situational ethnic group formation. This community appears to be
constructedmore around Barth's concept of transactional ethnicity. It may therefore be
insights
into
the
that
an ethnic group being in
concluded
evidence perhaps provides
formation, or existing within an early phase of ethnogenesis (Roosens 1989). This
therefore addressesthe fourth researchaim that was to addressthe relationships between
ethnicity and community formation emanating from the processof migration in terms of
how suchprocessescan be located in the wider local community.

There are clearly some lapses into evidential existence of habitus operating within the
Latina/Hispanic ethnic group beyond their noticeable focus upon national identity and the
Sunni
had
found
Muslims
language.
It
that
transcendednational points of
role of
was
identity. This relatesto the third aim of the research;how group formation is relational to
`national' culture and identity. In particular, the research focussed upon how both
communities within English `national' social space both aligned to, and disaggregated
from, `national' and other recognisedsourcesof located culture in terms of strategies
of
both boundary reinforcement and trancendance.
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In shifting attention from the meta-constructionof `community' to the micro-construction
of `home', Latina/Hispanicswere found to have very durable notions of previous national
belonging linked to the reproduction of cultural meaning based firmly within their
individual family membership. Familial expectations, bonds of emotional attachment,
duty and respect could all be argued to exist as evidence of habitus linked to national
social space.However, the evidence also found that such `homes' for habitus were in a
heightened state of critical reflection based upon experiences of social life and
expectationsin presentsocial space.One could reject such a conclusion by insisting that
the Latina/Hispanic ethnic group could be seen as being a commune of memory
(Cappelletto 2003) rooted in linguistic reproduction and cultural practices linked to
habitus expression. However, they were clearly a situational and highly transactional
between
different
in
homes as
diversity
oscillation
collective of
openly engaged cognitive
they generatedtheir own set of relational identities to culture, meaning and belonging.
Coupled with their abilities to recognise strong situational boundaries of symbolic
distinction between themselvesand national others in local space,this further reinforces
their existenceas a transactionalistethnic group. Such active local boundary marking was
being drawn in order to make themselvesdistinct from national `outsiders', whilst also
hybridise
the
to
such cultural materials in the
and
enabling
selectively extract
group
both
individual self
their
senses
and
mutable
of
generation of
own cultural consistency
identity, genderedidentity, and collective social identity. The boundary process did not
simply reinforce a `field' of distinction as Bourdieu would perhaps be led to conclude,
even though national habitus plays a significant role in anchoring meaning to present-day
experiencesand reflexive changein the individual. On considering the transcendanceof
national points of recognition as being `home' to specific individuals located in epistemic
social collectives, identity emerges as a key theme connecting back into theories of
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ethnicity. The Muslim community appears to have removed the requirement for national
identity altogether, replacing it with an anchored centre that discursively holds them to
Islamic habitus surrounded by various ports of call that stretches out Muslim identity to a
diverse polyphony of cultural and personal linkages to `home'. These all connect together
into a multitude of collective experiences that generate ummah. In this sense, they are as
dynamic and multifacted as their Latina/Hispanic counterparts but they are differentiated
by the Islamic pre-designed structure of what ummah should be in ideal terms. This does
sound like a constraint, but no community can be constructed out of a potentially endless
interpretation
free
Moreover,
individualised
Muslim
to
this would make
wills.
variety of
device
frees
individual
little
take
that
they
the
as
a
ummah
sense,
as
precious

in the

beyond
the artifice of national, political
community
construction of

and economic

be
It
course,
also
said that whilst
of
could,
constraints.

are potentially

Muslims

ideal
by
type of ummah, Latina/Hispanics are constrained by national
this
constrained
habitus. However, the membership of both social collectives, with perhaps situational and
individual variations existing in some Latina/Hispanic

evidence, clearly strive toward

creating cohesive properties that they recognise as being elevations beyond the
constraints of nationality, nationalism, and national cultures.

Throughout all of the discussion the evidence also enables a clear focus upon what
in
the
terms of identity and culture linked to home, family,
same
changesand what stays
and national locality; the final research intention. Crudely speaking, `what changes'
should indicate evidence of productive responses to situational and intersubjective
stimuli; therefore giving evidence of alignments with Barth's sentiments. Conversely,
what `stays the same' should more align towards Bourdieu's stasis of reproductive
structuring structures. Firstly, the evidence has clearly indicated that aspectsof cultural
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and cognitive stasis are more often than not carefully selected by agents who need to
make senseof the social experiencesthey face by comparing the unfamiliar with the
familiar. This is a reflexive aspect of the migration process and is one that cannot be
into
default
by
the unconsciousmind. However,
automatic
analytical
subsumed uncritical
individuals
in
do
occupy
a
more
unreflexive
experience
some
which `staying the same'
createsfracturesin their relationship with the social world beyond their experiences.

It has been previously argued that the main reasons for organising the Latina/Hispanic
in
fractures
to
such
wider social relationships and to enable the
overcome
group was
individuals.
between
As
is
such,
of
meaning
what
negotiation
generatedin that group as
be
fully
`staying
the
same'
can
only
of
people
understoodin relation to what in
evidence
their individual pasts are important in the collective present. In other words, each
temporal node of identity and cultural belonging is situationally interdependentupon the
other in an ongoing emerging negotiation between who I was then, who I am now, and
who do I want to be tomorrow in relation to, firstly, others in the group and then,
secondly, others beyond the group itself. As such, habitus and associatedfeelings of
jointly,
function
not only as durable points of past reference, but also as
rootedness
individuals
identity
that
seekto locate and measurereflexive movementsboth
anchorsof
away from and toward. An answer to what changes and what stays the same could
therefore be uncoveredin the proposition that what stays the sameis always relational to
what one requires to retain as one's own in the changing context of the present. Again,
Barth's transactionalsituationalism appearsrelevant.

Even if a group decides to build itself upon the most durable habitus located in this
research,namely Islamic knowledge within the Muslim community, then even this is
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consciously selective in the creation of a meaningful location of present actions,
in
orientationsand situational anchorage terms of identity formation outside of the critical
identity
formation. However, within durable nodes of
of
rejection of past national points
habitus can be found reflexive change in the associated fields of Muslim and
Muslim/Kafr practice. Indeed, the notion of symbolic power in Islamic idelogy is only
invoke
if
Muslim
situational
requirments
such referents to contextualiseand
meaningful
validate the active construction of community and collective identity. In conclusion to
this particular research intention, what changes and what stays the same is dependent
human
that
the
agencyselectsas required crystalisationsof symbolic capital
upon
choices
fields
into
If
the group organisesaround ethnic formation, it
of
practice.
when organising
is found that a similar processinvolves an active negotiation between culturally imbued
intersubjectivity
linked
to
the
of past and present points of
symbolic meanings
in
themselves function in exactly the same way as
that
experiential social reference
symbolic capital within fields. In both instancesof group formation, what changesand
is,
therefore, situationally dependent. Its generation of symbolic
the
same
what stays
meaning and capital orientations are used as transactionalresourcesthat can be utilised in
the wider social world of interaction within which the group has been generated for
subsequentand ongoing reflexive social reproduction.

This thesis commencedwith an initial fusion of the major philosophical and theoretical
componentsthat underpin Barth's transactionalist ethnic situationalism and Bourdieu's
structuralist constructivism. The proposition was that although the two theories are
fundamentally opposedto each other, there is significant overlap as well as divergence.
The points at which divergence occurs could be interpreted as oppositional difference;
with each being held in preference over the other, or being used to reject the other.
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However, the research has maintained

throughout

that such an antagonistic and

ignore
fundamentally
the complexity of evidence collected and,
adversarial stance would
more importantly, the ability for reflexive and accurate theoretical engagement with it. As
has already been argued in this conclusion, the process of migration clearly contains
intersubjective alignments with the sentiments of both theoretical approaches. Therefore,
be
inherent
limitations
divergences
to
the
theoretical
mutually
complement
can
used
such
fusion
Moreover,
this
theory.
complementary
enables a broad and reflexive
of each
juxtapositioning

interpretation
that can embrace situational fluctuations in
theoretical
of

individual
and group alignments.
peoples'

If one meshesboth approachestogether it can be argued that what Barth calls ethnic
formation
Bourdieu
formation
group
calls
social
are really one and the
and what
group
for
internal
flexibility, with identity being the only
Barth
Whilst
thing.
accounts
same
anchor for group members, Bourdieu contends that the only anchor is habitus and that
this provides the reproducible symbolic material that enables field and distinction to
interact within the dynamics of power strugglesto form social groups. If one turns such a
contention back into Muslim lives it is clear that a close fit of theory and evidencecan be
found. However, if one shifts attention from the more structured Islamic field to the more
draws
field
into
Barth's ethnic boundary process.
the
Muslim
then
evidence
one
mutable
It is proposed,therefore, that habitus, field and distinction align most closely together in
the Islamic field. This leavesan influence of transmitted legacy within the Muslim field,
but also a marked shift of varianceinto Barth's more transactionalistsituation-determined
ethnic boundary process.It is here that the Muslim field has closer synonymity, but not
full equivalenceof sameness,with processeslocated within the Latina/Hispanic group.
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